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ABSTRACT 
This report presents results of tests conducted on a 0.0125-scale 
model of the VC70-000002 Space Shuttle Orbiter and a 0.0125-scale model 
of the 747 CAM configuration in the LTV 4 x 4-foot High Speed Wind Tunnel. 
Force and moment data were obtained for each vehicle separately at a Mach 
number of 0.6 and for each vehicle in proximity to the other at Mach num­
bers of 0.3, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7. 
The enclosed data present the proximity effects of each vehicle on 
the other at separation distances (from the mated configuration) ranging 
from 1.5 feet to 75 feet; 747 Carrier angles of attack from 0 degrees 
to 6 degrees and angles of sideslip of 00 and -50 were tested. The 
Orbiter was tested in proximity to the 747 at incidence angles of 4 deg­
rees, 6 degrees and 8 degrees and angles of sideslip of 0 degrees and t5
 
degrees. The Orbiter alone was tested at angles of attack from 0 degrees 
to 17 degrees at angles of sideslip of 0 degrees and -5 degrees. 
iii 
ABSTRACT (Concluded) 
.Model variables include orbiter elvon, aileron and body flap deflec 
tions, orbiter tailcone on and off, and 747 stabilizer and rudder deflec­
bions. The tests, designated A26, were conducted from August 1 through
 
August 15, 1975. 
iv 
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BETAC = -5, BETAO = 0, DELPHI = 7.5, AFE130 
6, 
COEFFICIENT 
SCHEDULE 
C 
PAGES 
937-944 
122 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFE016 B 945-952 
123 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFEO17 B 953-960 
124 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFE018 B 961-968 
125 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFEO19 B 969-976 
126 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFEO20 B 977-984 
127 
128 
CARRIER ISOLATED, RFE021 
CARRIER ISOLATED RFE022 
B 
B 
985-992 
993-1000 
129 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFE023 B 1001-1008 
130 CARRIER ISOLATED, DELZ SWEEP, RFE024 C 1009-1016 
131 CARRIER ISOLATED, DELX SWEEP, RFEO25 D 1017-1024 
132 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFE026 B 1025-1032 
133 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFE027 B 1033-1040 
134 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFEO28 B 1041-1048 
135 CARRIER ISOLATED, RFEO29 B 1049-1056 
136 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE03O C 1057-1064 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
COEFFICIENT 
SCHEDULE PAGES 
137 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE031 
0, 
C 1065-1072 
138 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 6, BETAC= 0, BETAO = 0, RFEO,32 
0, 
C 1073-1080 -
139 CARRIER DATA, ORB. 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 
PROXIMITY, 
0, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 
0, RFE033 
0, 
C 1081-1088 
140 CARRIER DATA, ORB. 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 
PROXIMITY, 
0, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 
0, RFE034 
0, 
C 1089-1096 
141 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE035 
0, 
C 1097-1104 
142 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 
5, RFE036 
0, 
C 1105-1112 
143 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFEO37 
0, 
C 1113-1120, 
144 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE038 C 1121-1128 
145 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 
0, RFE039 
0, 
C 1129-1136 
146 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 
0, RFEO40 
0, 
C 1137-1144 
147 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 
0, RFE041 
2, 
C 1145-1152 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT
 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES
 
148 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPRAC = 2,
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO 0, RFE042 C 1153-1160
 
149 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE045 C 1161-i168
 
150 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFEO46 C 1169-1176
 
151 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE047 . C 1177-1184
 
152 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE048 C 1185-1192
 
153 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 	6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE049 C 1193-1200
 
154 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE050 C 1201-1208
 
155 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 	4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE051 C 1209-1216
 
156 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFEO52 C 1217-1224
 
157 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 	6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFEO53 E 1225-1232
 
158 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, REF054 E 1233-1240
 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
COEFFICIENT 
SCHEDULE PAGES 
159 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0. BETAO = 0, RFE055 
E 1241-1248 
160 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 6 , BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE056 
2, 
"-
E 1249-1256 
161 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE057 
2, E 1257-1264 
162 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE058 
2, E 1265-1272 
-IORB 
163 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
= 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE059 
2, E 1273-1280 
164 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0. BETAO = 0, REF060, 
VOLUME 3 
165 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0. BETAO = 0, REFO61 
E 
E 
1281-1288 
1289-1296 
166 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 6. BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, REF062 
2, D 1297-1304 
167' CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
LORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, REF063 
2, D 1305-1312 
168 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, REF064 
D 1313-1320 
169 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BE±AC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE065 
D 1321-1328 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT
 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES
 
170 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
'IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE066 D 1329-1336
 
171 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 6) BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE067 D 1337-1344
 
172 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE068 C 1345-1352
 
173 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IoR = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE069 C 1353-1360
 
174 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPUAC = 2,
 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE070 C 1361-1368
 
175 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE071 C 1369-1376
 
176 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE072 C 1377-1384
 
177 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
ORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE073 C 1385-1392
 
178 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE074 C 1393-1400
 
179 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE075 C 1401-1408
 
180 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB, PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2,
 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE076 C 1409-1416
 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
COEFFICIENT 
SCHEDULE PAGES 
181 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE077 
2, 
C 1417-1424 
182 CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, .IORB-6, 
BETAC=BETAO = 0, AILRON = -5, RFE078 C 1425-1432 
183 CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, IORB=6, 
BETAC=BETAO = 0, RUDDER = 10, RFE079 C 1433-1440 
184 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORE = 4, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFE080 C 1441-1448 
185 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6, BETAC =-5, BETAO = -5, RFE081 C 1449-1456 
186 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFE082 C 1457-1464 
187 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 2, 
0, RFE083 D 1465-1472 
188 CARRIER DATA, ORB, PROXIMITY, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 2, 
0, RFE084 D 1473-,1480 
189 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, 
IORB = 6. BETAC = -5, BETAO = 0, RFE085 D 1481-1488 
190 CARRIER DATA, ORB, PROXIMITY, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 2, 
0, RFE086 E 1489-1496 
191 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = 
ALPHAC = 2, 
0, RFE087 E 1497-1504 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT
 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE PAGES
 
192 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC 2, E 1505-1512
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = 0, RFE088
 
193 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4) C 1513-1520
 
IOR = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE089
 
194 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1521-1528
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE090
 
195 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1529-1536
 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE091
 
196 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4i C 1537-1544
 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE092
 
197 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1545-1552
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE093
 
198 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1553-1560
 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, RFE094
 
199 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1561-1568
 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE095
 
200 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1569-1576
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE096
 
201 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, AIPHAC = 4 C 1577-1584
 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE097
 
202 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, C 1585-1592
 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE098
 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
COEFFICIENT 
SCHEDULE PAGES 
203 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE099 
4, C 1593-1600 
204 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
TROB = -8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE100 
4, C 1601-1608 
205 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5. RFE01 
C. 1609-1616 
206 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4. 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5. BETAO = -5, RFE102 
C 1617-1624 
D 
207 
208 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY. ALPHAC = 4, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFE103 
CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 5.5, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0.,BETAO = 0, RFE04 
C 
C 
1625-1632 
1633-1640 
209 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC ='0, 
IORB = 4, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFE105 
C 1641-1648 
210 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFE106 
C 1649-1656 
211 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFE107 
C 1657-1664 
212 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 6, BATAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE108 
2, C 1665-1672 
213 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 
IORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE109 
2 C 1673-1680 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued)
 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT
 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE -PAGES
 
214 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, C 1681-1688
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE110
 
215 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, C 1689-1696
 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE11
 
216 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, D 1697-1704
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE112
 
217 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, D 1705-1712
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, REF113
 
218 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, D 1713-1720
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE114
 
219 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 1721-1728
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE115
 
220 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 1729-1736
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE116
 
221 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, E 1737-1744
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE117
 
222 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, C 1745-1752
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE118
 
223 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2, C 1-753-1760
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE119
 
224 	 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 2; C 1761-1768
 
IORB = 6, BETAC = -5, BETAO = -5, RFEI20
 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Continued) 
FIGURE 
NUMBER TITLE 
COEFFICIENT 
SCHEDULE PAGES 
225 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, 
IORB ' 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE121 C 1769-1776 
226 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO'= 0, RFE122 C 1777-1784 
227 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 4, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE123 C 1785-1792 
228 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0,' 
!ORB = 4, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE124 C 1793-1800 
229 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, 
IORB = 6, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE125 C 1801-1808 
230 CARRIER DATA, ORB. PROXIMITY, ALPHAC = 0, 
IORB = 8, BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, RFE126 C 1809-1816 
231 CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIM., ALPHAC = 2, IORB = 
BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, DELPHI = 7.5, RFE127 
6, 
C 1817-1824 
232 CAR. DATA. ORB. PROXIM., ALPHAC = 2, IORB = 
BETAC = 0, BETAO = 0, DELPHI = 7.5, RFE128 
6, 
C 1825-1832 
233 CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIM., ALPHAC = 2, IORB = 
BETAC = 0, BETAO = 5, DELPHI = 7.5, RFE129 
6, 
C 1833-1840 
234 CAR. DATA, ORB. PROXIM., ALPEAC 
BETAC = -5, BETAO = 0, DELPHI = 
= 2, IORB = 
7.5, RFE130 
6, 
C 1841-1848 
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (Concluded)
 
FIGURE COEFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
NUMBER TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES 
235 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747 = 0.0 A BETAO, BETAC 1849-1863 
236 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747 = 2.0 A BETAO,' BETAC 1864-1878 
237 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALP1A747 = 4.0 A BETAO, BETAC 1879-1893 
238 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ, ALPHA747 = 0.0, A BETAO, BETAC 1894-1908 
DELBETA = 5.0 
239 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ. ALPHA747 - 2.0, A BETAO, BETAC 1909-1923 
DELBETA = 5.0 
240 	 LAT-DIRECT AERO VS DELZ. ALPHA747 = 4.0, A BETAO, BETAC 1924-1938
 
DELBETA = 5.0
 
COEFFICIENT SCHEDULE:
 
(A) 	 CY, CYN, CBL, CPS1, CPS2, CYB, CYNB, (E) CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN; CBL, CL,
 
CBLB, DCPSB versus DZ CD versus DY
 
(B) 	 CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, (F) CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL,
 
CD versus ALPUAC CD versus ALPHAO
 
(C) 	 ON, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, (G). CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL,
 
CD versus DZ CD versus INCID
 
(D) 	 CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL,
 
CD versus DX
 
NC2ENCTUJRE 
General
 
PLOT
 
SYMbOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (pl -P,)/q 
M MACH Mach number; V/a
 
p pressure; N/m2, psf
 
2q 	 Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; l/2pV , N/m2, pef 
Q(PSF)
 
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
c ALPHA angle of attack, degrees 
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
 
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
 
PHI angle of rollj degrees
 
P mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
 
Reference & C.G. Definitions
 
Ab base area; m2, ft2
 
b 	 BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
 
c.g. dente of gtavity
 
1REF LREF reference length or wing mean
 
o 	 aerodynamic chord; m, ft
 
2
 
S 	 SREF wing area or reference area; m , ft2
 
MRP moment reference point
 
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
 
YMRP moment refetence point on Y axis
 
ThRP moment reference point on Z axis
 
SUBCRIPTS 
b 	 base
 
1 local
 
s static conditions
 
t total conditions
 
free stream
 
wwing
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
OF POOR QUALITYy
 
PLOT 
SYMBOL SYMBOL 
CN ON 
CA CA 
Cy CY 
CA CAB 
CAf CAF 
Cm CGIN 
Cn CYN 
Ci CBL 
C CL 
CD CD 
C CDB 
CDf CDF 
Cy CY 
Cm CM 
C CLN 
n 
Ci CSL 
L/D L/D 
L/Df L/DF 
ORIGNAL PAGE IS 
OF PoOR QUA 
NOMNCIATURE (Continued)
 
Body-Axis System
 
DEFINITION 
forcenormal-Corce coefficient; normal 
qS 
axial-force coefficient; axial force
 
qS
 
side-force coefficient; side force
 
qs
 
base-force coefficient; base force
 qs

-Ab(pb - P-)/; 
foreboder nxiWl force coefficient, CA - CAb 
pitchinu -moment coefficient; pitching moment
 
yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
 
qSb
 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment
 
qSb 
Stability-Axis System
 
lift coufficient; lift
 
qS
 
drag coefficient; drag
 
qS 
base-drag coufficient; base drag
 
qS
 
forebody drag coefficient; eD - cDb 
side-force coefficient; side force
 
qS
 
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
 
qSORJ
 
yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment 
qSb
 
rolling-moment coefficient; rolling moment 
qflb 
lift-to-drag ratio; CJC D 
lift to forebody drag ratio; CJCDf 
25 
SYMBOL 
BSTA 
BWL 
BL 
6a 
PLOT 
SYMBOL 
AILRON 
6BF BDFLAP 
ELEVON 
6r RUDDER 
as STAB 
C 
.CnR 
C£' 
CYB 
CYNB 
CBLB 
ACPs DCPSB 
CP 
CP 
BI 
CPBl 
CPB2 
CP CPB3 
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
 
DEFINITION
 
Longitudinal carrier station, in.
 
Vertical carrier station, in.
 
Lateral carrier station, in.
 
Orbiter aileron deflection angle,

aa 
­ eL 
- 6eR, degrees
 
2
 
Orbiter body flap surface deflection angle,
 
positive deflection trailing edge down, degrees
 
Orbiter elevon surface deflection angle,
 
positive deflection trailing edge down, degrees
 
747 rudder surface deflection angle, positive
 
deflection trailing edge to the left, degrees
 
747 stabilizer surface deflection angle,
 
positive deflection trailing edge down, degrees
 
Side force coefficient due to beta
 
Yawing moment coefficient due to beta
 
Rolling moment coefficient due to beta
 
Differential right hand and left hand strut
 
pressure coefficient due to beta
 
ORBITER
 
Orbiter (tail cone off) base pressure
 
coefficient, 1
 
Orbiter (tail cone off) base pressure
 
coefficient, 2
 
Orbiter (tail cone off) base pressure
 
coefficient, 3
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PLOT 
SY1IBOL SYMBOL 
CPc0 CPCO 
CPs1 CPSl 
CPs2 CPS2 
CP0C CPCC 
CPSBl CPSB1 
CPSB2 CPSB2 
CPSB 3 CPSB3 
Ax DELX 
Ay DELY 
Az DELZ 
A4 DPHI 
DELPHI 
io IORB 
INCID 
ao ALPHAO 
ac ALPHAC 
Aa DELBETA 
NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)
 
DEFINITION
 
Orbiter balance cavity pressure coefficient
 
Orbiter strut L. H. side pressure coefficient
 
Orbiter strut R. H. side pressure coefficient
 
747 cavity pressure coefficient
 
747 upper forward sting cavity pressure
 
coefficient
 
747 upper center sting cavity pressure
 
coefficient
 
747 upper aft sting cavity exit pressure
 
coefficient
 
SEPARATION PARAMETERS
 
Orbiter longitudinal displacement from mated
 
position, positive aft, feet
 
Orbiter lateral displacement from mated position,
 
positive right, feet
 
Orbiter vertical displacement from mated position,
 
positive up, feet
 
Incremental roll angle, Orbiter FRP, degrees
 
Orbiter incidence angle, orbiter FRI to 747
 
FRL (io.= ao - ac), degrees 
Orbiter incidence angle (accounts for tunnel 
flow angularity variation from tunnel £ to 
tunnel wall) in = ao - ac -IAZ(-.0059), degrees, 
Orbiter angle of attack (tunnel flow angularity
 
from tunnel t to tunnel wall not applied), degrees
 
Carrier FRI angle of attack, degrees
 
Incremental sideslip angle, orbiter to 747 FRIL,
 
degrees
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REMARKS
 
The model component surface deflection angles called out in the run 
summary are nominal values. The actual angles tested are outlined below. 
Nominal Actual 
Orbiter Elevon: 00 00 
+50 +5.00 
+100 +9.80 
Orbiter Aileron: (e 5 = -5) 	 00/lO 00/+9.80 
747 Stabilizer: 	 -10 -O.750 
+30 3.270 
+50 5.320 
747 Rudder: +lO +10.7 ° 
During the early separation AZ sweep runs, it was noted that for Az 
in the 0 to 15 foot range, the coefficient polars had different character­
istics for Az decreasing than for Az increasing. Subsequent pitch/pause 
data runs demonstrated that there was a proximity hysterisis effect. 
All runs thereafter were made with pitch/pause points in close proximity 
and constant sweep beyond 10 feet. 
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0ONFIGMRATIONS INVESTIGATED 
The orbiter model, 48-0, was an 0.0125-scale representation of the 
Space Shuttle Orbiter VC7o-oooo02 lines, illustrated in figure 2a. The 
Orbiter model was tested both with and without a tail cone fairing which 
covered the MPS nozzles and the OMS pod base as shown in figure 2b. Or­
biter alone runs were made with a base sting mount, the sting replacing
 
the upper MPS nozzle, figure 2h. The following orbiter configurations 
were tested: 
02 = B6 4 C14 FlI4 44 M18 N94 N92 Wl 6 
04 = B64 C14 F14 E44 M18 1105 N92 R18 V23 W116 (upper MPS nozzle off) 
06 = B64 C14 F1 4 E44 M18 Wi16 TC4 
where:
 
Component 	 Description
 
B64  	 Orbiter fuselage per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, Model
 
drawing SS-AO13TT 
Clk Orbiter canopy per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, Model drawing 
SS-A01377
 
E44 	 Orbiter full span, unswept hingeline, 6-inch gapped elevons 
per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, Model drawing SS-AO1377 
F14 	 Orbiter body flap per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, Model 
drawing SS-AO137T
 
M18 	 Orbiter OMS/RCS pods per Rockwell lines VCO-000002, Model 
drawing SS-A01377 
N92 Orbiter OMS engine nozzles per Rockwell lines VC70-000002,
 
Model drawing SS-A01377
 
N194 	 Orbiter main engine nozzles per Rockwell lines VC70-00002,
 
Model drawing SS-A01377
 
N1o 5 	 Same as N94 with upper nozzle removed. 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED - (Continued) 
Component 	 Description
 
R18 	 Orbiter rudder per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, Model draw­
in,- SS-AO1377 
V23 	 Orbite?' vertical tail per Rockwell lines VC70-000002, Model 
6rawin, SS-A01377 
ull6 	 Orbiter double aelta wing per Rockwell lines VCT0-O00002, 
Model drawing SS-AO1377 
TC4. 	 Orbiter tail cone fairing which covers the MPS nozzles and
 
the OMS nozzles and base
 
Orbiter elevon, aileron and body flap deflection angles were varied.
 
Configuration 04 was the sting mounted orbiter configuration, and 02 and
 
06 were blade mounted configurations. 
Orbiter-to-c&rrier attach structure was simulated. These included 
faired and unfairbd strut members as identified below and illustrated in 
figures 2f and 2g;
 
ATy = AT11 2 	 ATll3 
ATx = AT96 + AT9 9 
where: 
Component Description
 
AT112  Fwd: attach structure, short fairing, 0=
i o 40 
AT1 1 3  	 Aft attach structure, unfaired draglink, other members 
faired 
ETIwd attach structure, faired, i.= 
At at Lach structure, fairedIT99 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATEDI.- (Concluded)
 
The carrier model, AX1318I-l, was an 0.0125-scale representation of
 
the Boeing 747-100 aircraft with surface contours built to represent the
 
747 under loads it would experience with a 600,000 pound gross weight
 
flying at Mach 0.86 at an altitude of 5,000 feet. The CAM (Carrier Air­
craft Modification) kit tested on the model included 200 square foot tip
 
fins on the horizontal tail panels and simulated orbiter-to-carrier attach
 
structure. In-flight speed brakes were deployed for most runs in the con­
figuration shown in figure 2e . Stabilizer and rudder deflections were
 
varied during the test. The carrier was tested both isolated and in
 
proximity to the orbiter. Configurations investigated were:
 
747/1 = B27.8 W4i.1 V9.1 H15.6 M25 M26 N57 N58 Sl-12 Tlh A'J'(
 
747/h = Same as 747/1 except no H1 5 .6 
where: 
Component Description 
B27.8 Fuselage 
W44.1 Wing 
V9.I Vertical Tail
 
Hl5 Horizontal tail, basic
 
H15.6 Horizontal tail, with 200 ft.2 tip fins
 
425 Inboard nacelle struts
 
1426 Outboard nacelle struts
 
N57 Inboard nacelles
 
N58 Outboard nacelles
 
SI-12 Spoiler Panels
 
Tlh Flap track fairings
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INSTRUMENTATION 
Force instrumentation consisted of a six-component internal force 
balance mounted in each model. The orbiter balance measured orbiter
 
forces and the carrier balance measured carrier data. 
Pressure instrumentation for 	the orbiter consisted of 3 base pressure
 
orifices (tailcone off only) and 1 balance cavity orifice. Pressure in­
strumentation for the carrier consisted of 1 balance cavity orifice and 
3 sting/boattail cavity pressure orifices as shown below. Also, see 
figure 2k. All pressures were measured by individual pressure transducers. 
Pressure 
Orbiter pressures! 	 PC0
 
PB!
 
PB2
 
PB3
 
Carrier pressures: PCC
 
PSB1 
PSB2
 
PSB3 
Strut pressures: 	 PSi 
PS2 
Tailcone pressure: 	 PTC
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
 
The Vought Aeronautics Company High Speed Wind Tunnel is a blowdown­
to-atmosphere, transonic-supersonic adjustable Mach number facility.
 
Six tanks with a total of 28,000 cubic feet air storage capacity
 
receive the reheated air until a maximum storage pressure of 600 psia is
 
reached. The compressor discharge is then vented to atmosphere until the
 
tank pressure is reduced below 400 psia. An alumina pebble bed in each
 
tank absorbs heat during pump up and dissipates heat during air discharge
 
to maintain a near constant supply temperature.
 
The time required to recharge the air storage tanks following a run
 
varies from 15 to 45 minutes depending upon the final tank pressure. A
 
nominal tank pressure increase rate is 9 psi per minute.
 
Mach number control at the supersonic test section velocities is
 
accomplished with an adjustable contour nozzle. Two flexible stainless
 
steel plates, 3/4-inch thick, 48 inches wide, and 453 inches long, are
 
contoured to produce a uniform test section flow using 28 nozzle jacks on
 
each plate spaced at 10- to 18-inch intervals. During nozzle changes the
 
plates are hydraulically extended to permit positioning of the threaded
 
nozzle jacks. After the nozzle jacks are properly set, the plates are
 
retracted against the nozzle jack stops. Microswitches on the stops
 
indicate plate contact. Strain indicators at each jack position protect
 
the nozzle plate from excessive stresses.
 
During each run the hydraulic cylinders are charged with high pres­
sure to hold each plate support rigidly against the nozzle jack stops.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION (Concluded)
 
For transonic operation the supersonic diffuser is removed and the
 
transonic test section and ejector section are set in place. The model
 
cart is relocated downstream approximately 11 feet into the transonic test
 
section. Test section window locations relative to the model cart are
 
the same for either section. Conversion time is nominally 2 hours.
 
The transonic test section has normal hole perforated walls with
 
22.5% porosity. Test section size is nominal 4 x 4 feet with each side
 
wall converged 25 minutes. Subsonic Mach number control is accomplished
 
with hydraulic servo-actuated choking flaps downstream of the test section.
 
A control system maintains the preset ratio of static to total pressure
 
during each run by causing small changes in choking area. Above Mach
 
number 0.9, approximately, the choking flaps are fully open: and Mach con­
trol is switched to a set of plenum chamber bleed control flaps. These
 
hydraulically-actuated, servo-controlled "Mach flaps" remove test section
 
air through the porous walls by ejection pumping of the plenum chamber.
 
A maximum Mach number of 1.15 can be attained with a sonic nozzle. To
 
obtain Mach numbers greater than 1.5, it is necessary to contour the
 
nozzle plates in addition to utilizing plenum pumping. A maximum Mach
 
number of 1.8 is possible in the transonic test section, although the
 
supersonic test section is recommended for Mach numbers of 1.4 and greater.
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DATA REDUCTION 
Force and moment data were reduced in both body and stability axes
 
using standard data reduction procedures. Coefficient data for each
 
vehicle were computed based on their respective reference dimensions.
 
Separation distances Ax,Ay, and Az were computed in the carrier body
 
axis system and represent the movement of the orbiter from the base (mated)
 
position.
 
Carrier Orbiter
 
Symbol 
S 
Model 
Scale 
.0.859 
Full 
Scale 
5500 
Model 
Scale 
0.420 
Full 
Scale 
2690 
Description 
reference area, ft.2 
b 29.351 
4097 
2348.04 
327.78 
11.709 
5.935 
936.68 
474.81 
reference span, in. 
reference MAC, in. 
MRC moment reference center, 
in. 
x. or X. 16.749 1339.90 13.862 ll09 
Yc or Y. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Zc or Zo 2.385 190.75 4.687 375 
No base or cavity pressure corrections were applied to the data.
 
Wind tunnel data were interpolated versus angle of attack, angle of
 
sideslip, orbiter incidence angle and separation distances Ax, Ay and
 
Az. Both basic and interpolated data are presented in this report.
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TABLE I.
 
TEST :CA26 I DATE : Post Test 
TEST CONDITIONS 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATUREMACH NUMBER (per unit length) PSF (degrees Fahrenheit) 
0.3 2.6 x 1o/ft 200 119 
0.5 4.0 x 1o6/t 45 115 
o.6 4.g-4.9 x 106 ift 570 - 625 89 - n32 
0.7 5.1 x 106 /ft 720 96 
Orbiter: Task 1.0-inch MK XIV 
BALANCE UTILIZED: Carrier: LTV 1.5-inch VB-21
 
CAPACITY:
 
Orbiter Carrier Accuracy
 
1000 lb. 0.2%NF 800 lb. 

SF 400 lb. 800 lb. m%
 
AF 100 lb. 200 lb. 0.2%
 
PM 1000 in.-.b. O. 
RM 250 in.-ib. " In.-lb. 0.2% 
1200 in.-lb. 0.24
YM 

COMMENTS:
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TABLE II (Continued)
 
DATA SET 1st 
CHARACTER DATA SET INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
IDENTIFIER NUMBER FIRST SECOND DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
& AW 1-6 MACH ALPHAO BETAO, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CEL, CL, CD 
AW 7 MACH DZ DY, DX, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AW 8-13 MACH ALPHAO BETAO, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL,-CD 
AW 14-15, MACH INCID, CN, CLW, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CDY 
AWRY 30-52 MACH DZ DY, DX, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AWRY 
AWRY 
53-61 
62-67 
MACH 
MACH 
DY 
DX 
DX, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
DY, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AWRY 68-82 MACH DZ DY, DX, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
'AWRY 83-85 MACH DX DY, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AWRY 86-88 MACH DY DX, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AWRY 89-111 MACH DZ DY, DX, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AWRY 112-114 MACH DX DY, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AWRY 115-117 MACH DY DX, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AWRY 118-130 MACH DZ DY, DX, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AW 131-133 MACH INCID CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
AW 134 MACH ALPHAO BETAO, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
BX 1-4 MACH ALPHAO CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, CPB3 
BX 5-6 MACH ALPHAO CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, CPB3, CPS1, CPS2 
BX 7 MACH DZ CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, CPB3, CPSI, CPS2, ALPHAO,BETAO 
BX 8-11 MACH ALPHAO CPCO, CPBl, CPB2, CPB3, CPSI, CPSZ 
BX 12-13 MACH ALPHAO CPCO, CPSi, CPS2 
BX 14-15 MACH INCID CPCO, CPSI, CPS2 
BX 30-52 MACH DZ CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, CPB3, CPSI, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO 
INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 53-61 MACH DY CPCO, CPBl CPB2, CPB3, CPSI, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, 
INCID, ALBHAC. 
BX 62-67 MACH DX CPCO, CPBl, CPB2, CPB3, CPSI, CPS2,AALPHAO, BETAO 
INCID, ALPEAC 
TABLE II (Continued)
 
DATA SET 1st 
CHARACTER DATA SET INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
IDENTIFIER NUMBER FIRST SECOND DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
BX 68-82 MACH DZ CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, CPB3, CPSI, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, 
INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 83-85 MACH DX CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, CPB3, CPS1, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, 
INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 86-88 MACH DY CPCO, CPB1, CPB2, CPB3, CPSI, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, 
INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 89-111 MACH DZ CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, CPB3, CPSI, CPS2; ALPHAO, BETAO, 
INCID, ALPEAC 
BX 112-114 MACH DX CPCO, CPSI, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 115-117 MACH DY CPCO, dPS:, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 118-130 MACH DZ CPCO, CPS1, CPS2, ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID, ALPHAC 
BX 131-133 MACH INCID CPCO, CPSI, CPS2 
BX 134 MACH ALPHAO CPCO, CPBI, CPB2, CB3, CPSl, CFS2 
RY 16-23 MACH ALPHAC BETAC, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
RY 24 MACH DZ DY, DX. CN, CLM, CA, aY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
BY 25 MACH DX DY, DZ, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
RY 26-29 MACH ALPHAC BETAC, CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN, CBL, CL, CD 
SZ 16-23 MACH ALPHAC CPCC, CPSBl, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF) 
SZ 24 MACH DZ CPCC, CPSBI, CPSB2, CPS3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC 
SZ 25 MACH DX CPCC, CPSBI, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC 
SZ 26-29 MACH ALPHAC CPCC, CPSB, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF) 
SZ 30-52 MACH DZ OPCC, CPSBI, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 53-61 MACH DY CPCC, CPSBl, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 62-67 MACH DX CPCC, CPSBI, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
TABLE II (Concluded) 
DATA SET ist 
CHARACTER DATA SET INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
IDENTIFIER NUMBER FIRST SECOND DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
SZ 68-82 MACH DZ CPCC, CPSB1, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 83-85 MACH DX CPCC CPSB1, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALBHAO., BETAO, INCID 
SZ 86-88 MACH DY CPCC, CPSB1, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 89-111 MACH DZ CPCC, CPSB1, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 112-114 MACH DX CPCC, CPSB1, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 115-117 MACH DY CPCC, CPSB1, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC., BETAC, 
ALPAO, BETAO, INCID 
SZ 118-130 MACH DZ CPCC CPSB1, CPSB2, CPSB3, Q(PSF), ALPHAC, BETAC, 
ALPHAO, BETAO, INCID 
TABLE III (MODEL DL FHSIONAL DATA) 
a. Orbiter Model 
MODEL COMPONENT BODY -- CML _ __. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION -The tcdy is an clongated structure containing 
the Crew MModule and Cargo Bay. Same as IML plus 1" TPS. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER VC70-000002, SS-A01377 
DIMENSIONS FULL. SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (0% 235 bo 1519), in. 12$0Affi, 16.050 
Max Width (X0 =1516,8 ), In. .284 
Max Depth (Xo = 146,316), In. 2L8.575 3.107 
Fineness Ratio 5.1365 5.1365 
-
Ft 2 Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional 340A 82 0.053 
Planform
 
Wetted _,,_..._..__ 
Base 
ORIGINAII PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUA= 
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TABLE II (Conb'd) 
a. Orbiter Model 
MODEL COMPONENT CANOPY (OUTER ,:OLD LiNl;) - C114 r -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION The canony is that,_nart of the for-ard fuselhge 
which covers the Crew Module. - One inch TP:2 thickness on the canopy. 
Configuration 140C.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER: VC70-000002, SS-AO1377 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (X0435.196 - 670.0), In. -23A2L.__ 2.935 
Max Width (X0 = 594.0), In. 19 .58 2.445 
Max Depth 
Fineness Ratio 
Area'
 
Max. Cross-Sectional
 
Plahform 
Wetted 
Base 
WINDSHIELD PLANES: 
.7012 X0 - .2552 YO - .6656 Z0 - 6.1789 = 0
 
.5710 X0 - .5641 Yo - .5965 Z0 *32.7354 = 0
 
=
;2636 X0 - .7564 YO - .5965 Z0 +189.-099 0 
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1DRIGIhAL PAGE IS 
TABLE III (ConL'd) , POO JQUALITY 
a. Orbiter Model
 
MODEL COMPONENT EI.VTON - E114 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 6.0 In. F.S. paps i.echined into elevon. 
Prliger doors. centerbody Dieges, and tinseals are not simulated. (Data 
are for one sid.)
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125
 
DRAWING NUMBER Ent avail.able... .. 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Ft 2Area - 210.00 0,033 
Span (equivalent), In., 349.2 4.365 
Inb'd equivalent chord , In. 11_.0.1 
Outh'd equivalent chord , In. 1.l . 0.690 
Ratio movobl2 surface chord/
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord . 0.2096 0,-096 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.4004 0.O004 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
.00 0.00Leading Edge 
Troiling Edge - 10.056 - 10.056 
0.00 0.00Hingeline(Product of area & c 
Area Moment ,tFt 1587.25 0.003 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 90.7 1.134 
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IJWLA II (Cont'd) 
a. Orbiter Mdej
 
MOCEL COMPONENT: BODY FLAP - F1 4 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The body flap is a secondarmovable airfoil
 
located at the aft end of the body.
 
MODFL SCAlE: 0.0125
 
DRAWING NUMBER: VC7O-000002
 
DIVENSIONS: 
 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Ft2
Area - 135.75 0.021
 
Span (equivalent) , In. 241.33 3.017
 
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 80 O0
 
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 81-0 .01.o
 
Ratio rovable surface chord/
 
total surface chord
 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.0 -O
 
At Outb'd equiv. chord o.0 0.0
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 0.0 
 Q
 
Tailing Edge 0.0 0,(
 
Hingeline 
_,n n00
 
(Product of Area & c) 
Area Moment (Na-na-oing2ddx1&nn) ,Ft 916.31 O.0018 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 81.0 1.013
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TA3LE "III (Ccnt'd)
 
a. Orbi Ltr Model
 
MODEL COMPONENT O1ms PODS (ONL) -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION The OMS ods are nacelles housing the maneuvering 
engines and are located on the fuselage on either side of the vertical
 
tail. Same as fL ulus 1/2" TPS. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER. VC70-000002, VL70-843001 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (X1=1311 - 1511), In. 200.00 2.500 
Max Width (X0 = 304), In. 135.75 1.697 
Max Depth (v 304), In. 7h.5 0.931 
Fineness Ratio .. ... 
- F72 Area 
Max. Cress-Sectional 58.2.69 0.009 
Planform 
Wetted .... 
Base =,, 
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'TABLE III (Cont'd) 
a. Orbiter Modal 
MODEL C0,20NENT: NOZZLS - N9 2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The two orbiter maneuvering system nozzles are lavel-bell 
shaDed and are located at the aft end of the OMS pods. These dimensions are 
external and are not to be used for plume tests. 
M4ODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DR;WING NLR44WR: C62100009, VC70-000002, VL70-O084O , Aerojet 1181900 
D1Mi2(SIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
MACH NO. 
Length - In.
 
56.00 0.700
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 

Throat to Exit Plane 56.00 0.700 
Diameter - In.
 
Exit 45.09 0.564
 
Throat 
Inlet
 
Area - ft
2
 
Exit 11.09 0,139
 
Throat
 
Gimbal Point (Station) - In. 
1518.0 18.975
X

Y 8 .8 1 , 0 

z L22.0 6.150 
Null Position Dog. 
Pitch 15.820 15.820 
Yaw 6.o _ 5o 
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TABLE III (Cant'd)
 
a. Orbiter Model
 
MODEL COMPONENT: N-3 NOZZLES - N9 4 
G-EAL -DESCRIPTION: The main oropulsion nozzles are laval-bell shapd 
and are located on the aft planes of the orbiter. These dimensions are ex­
ternal,and are not to be scaled for olume tests.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0;0125
 
DRAWING NL4BER: VC7-O00002, VL70-008]44; HS009169, P12009107, 13M15000 
DIWMIZSIONS: FULL SCn:LE MODEL SCALE 
MACH NO. 
Length - In. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 157.00 1.963 
Throat to Exit Plane 
Diameter - In. 
Exit 97.914 1. 224 
Throat 
Inlet
 
- ft2
 Area 
Exit 52,.290 0.008 
Throat
 
Gimbal Point (Szation) - In. 
Upper Nozzle 
X 1445.0 18.x63 
YO 0.0 0.0 
443.0 5.538Z0 

Lower Nozzles
 
X 0 1468.170 18.352
 
YO 53.00 0.663
 
Z32-.640 J.283 
Null Position - Deg.
 
Upper Nozzle
 
Pitch 16.0 16.0
 
Yaw 0.0 0.0 
Lower Nozzle
 
Pitch 10.0 10.0
 
Yaw 3.5 3.5 
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i
IT (cont'd) 
a. Orbiter Model 
MODEL COMPONENT: M'f3 NOZZLES - -N1 0  
GE1DRAL DESCRIPTION: Same as N9, except the upper nozzle is removed. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.Q125 
DRALTING NUMBR: VC70000002, VL70-008144; RS009169, RS009107, 13M15000 
D2NTSIONS: FULL SCA:LE MODEL SCALE 
MACH NO. 
Length - In. 
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane 157.00 1.963
 
Throat to Exit Plane 
Diameter - In.
 
Exit 97.914 1.224 
Throat
 
Inlet 
Area - ft
2 
Exit 52_2920 QSQJfL 
Throat 
Gimbal Point (Station) - In.
 
Upper Nozzle
 
X 
Y 
Z 
Lower Nozzles
 
X0 -68.170 L 52 
yO -53.00 0,663Z 2-L,2A1,0 J..28l3 . 
Null Position - Deg.
 
Upper Nozzle
 
Pitch
 
Yaw 
Lower Nozzle 
Pitch 10.0 10.0Yaw 3.5 3.5 
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TABLE III (Ccnt'd)
 
a. Orbiter model. 
MODEL COMPON-ENT RUDDER - RI8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION The rudder is a secondary movable airfoil'at the 
trailing edge of the vertical fin that imoarts yaw forces. This dimensional 
data was calculated from the OIL nister dimensions 7-19-74. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER 
_, 
DIMENSIONS 
Ft 2Area 

Span (equivalent) , In. 
Inb'd.equivaleni chord, In. 
Outb'd equivalent chord , In. 
Ratio novable surface chord/
total surface chord 
At lnb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
Hingeline 
(MAC X AREA, Ft3) 
Area Moment (i~ xidch i=e) 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 
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FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
97.148 0.015 
198.614 2.483 
90.07 1.126 
.- Q_ 0.635 
0.1100 0.400 
0.400 0.400 
3L.833 34-833 
26 .249 26.249 
34-833 34-833 
584.99 0.0011 
72.260 0.903 
TABLE 1II (Cont'd) 
a. Orbiter Model 
MODEL COMPONENT ' O?.fITER TATCOH1E - TC, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Fairing mounted on orbiter fuselage base for 
ferry missions configuration. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER: SS-AO1452 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length 435,76i .i.5...2 47 
Max Width 300.80 3276 
Max D"h Height 266.40 3.33 
Fineness Ratio _ 
2
 
-
Ft
Area 

Max. Cross-Sectional 462.37 0.0722 
Plan for 635.803 0.0993 
Wefed
 
Base
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TABLE III (Cont'd)
 
a. Orbiter Model
 
MODZL CO9,POMIT: VTiL V (?J ir" oId Lines) 
GZNERAL DESCRT-PIONI: The vertical til is double-weLre shaped and mntnLed 
dorsally on'the aft fuselage. These data correcoond to configurat on_!IOC 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRA'WING NUBR 0C/-OOOO9 aj d -,njona. 
_ ________ 
DIMENSIOAS: FULL SCALE MODEL tCALE 
TOThL DATA 
- Ft2
 Area,(Theo) 

Planform U,3. 0D65 
Span (Theo) - In. -- 7-- --1447 ... 
Aspect Ratio 2I 5 _ .. 
Rate of Taper Q--dff4- _ 
Taper Ratio 0.404 - 0.40 . 
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees. 
Leading Edge 45.000 45.000 
Trailing Edge 26.25 26.25 
0.25 Element Line 141.13 U. 1 _ 
-Chords:
 
Root (Theo) 'P 2AaE-Q.
 
Tip (Theo) 'liP _ 1._.
 
MAC 8_]_Jli 11Uh51_3
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 2.L63_50_E _ 
W.P. of .25 MAC .635.52 _L%14_-
B.L. of .25 MAC 0.0 
Airfoil Section
 
Leading Wedge xngle - Deg. 1 -0_
 
Trailing edge Angle Deg. .t z 2 Z......
 
Leading Edge fadius .00 _0__02rl..
 
Void Area 1317 0.0002 
Blanketed Area 0,0 Lo 
01?IAop pol Q 
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TABNE IlII (ConL'd)
a. Orbitbr lodel 
rOD'="L ZOYPONEYT-: WdG_4,, 14 
"0T"- Identical tg W, exc"nt airfoil thickness; Dihedral-anvle, i.s aon. 
- trailin,, ed o' winp. '.Georetric twist -,. 
SCALE:VC -DEL 0L0125 
_S'___.- DWG. NO. vT$7O--001 1.0.' -nQ00OO 
r~V~~0SOp poC AGZ .1 FULL-SCA .LE MODE SCALE 
TOTAL DOATA
 
Are '!eo.) ,t 
Planfbrm 2690.00 .420 
Span (Theo In. 936.68. 1 709 
Aspect Ratio 2.2&5 2,265 
Rate of Taper .- 3.].. 17 
Taner Ratib 00O.0.200 

Dihedral Ahle, degrees .
 
Inc'dence Aicle, degrees 3 00
 
Aerodynamtic Twists degrees-. .
 
Sweep Sack Angles, degree
 
Leadin -Ed .. ,0

Trailing Edge 
­-1.o56 
0.25 Element Lind - =-.,20 
Chords, 
Ro4t (th&o) B;P O.O1 .689,,2L ______ 
Tio, (Th66Y BsP& -_Ia-, 
us Sid. df MC16.83 11,.210 
W.P; &f 2 !AAQ 
_200 5_8 _J.62_ 
B;L. of 25 MAC ].- . _2.277 
EXPOSED DATA ' ± 0 
Area7(hed). Ft" i 51.5 _O .__4 
Span; (Theo) In, BPI08 206 9.QO-.Q09 
Aspect RatiO 2,059 2.059 
Taper Ratio 0.24 5 0.24,5 
Chords 
Root BPIO8 562.09 .- 7.026 
Tip 140' b 137, 85 ,.723 
MAC 72 392.83 4.910 
FUs. Stdi 6f ;25 MAC" f-8-. 1T.825 
W.-P. of .25 MAC . 294,30 - _.679 
B.L. of .2 MAC 251.77 -

Airfoil Sectioh (Rockweii ?6d NASA)

XXXX-64 
Root 5 0. q2 O.13 
Tip b = 0.120 0.20
 
'T 
Data for (I of (2)Sf&s
 
Leading Edge 'uff.
 
P~an6r? Area ct , ... L 
LcaoivE istcosi~cts F .M L. @ SQ -0.o ,o 
Leadft Edqe llnit&rsects Wdirg St 1024,,0 . 
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TABLE III (MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA)
 
a. Orbiter Model (Concluded)
 
Strut - S1MODEL COMPONENT : Mounting 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Blade strut attachment to orbiter aft upper 
fuselage where vertical tail is normally mounted. Strut leading edge
 
and lower trailing'edge conform to the vertical tail planform. Airfoil
 
section is blunted diamond. The tip of the strut mounts to a sting. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER: Rockwell W-11335H 
DIMENSIONS: MODEL SCALE 
Theoretical intersection of L.E.
 
with fuselage ML, in-.
 
Xo 15.973
 
Zo 6.250
 
Leading edge sweep angle, deg. 45.0
 
Trailing edge sweep angle, deg. 45.0
 
chord length, in. 2.38
 
maximum thickness, in. 0.52
 
distance from L.E. to maximum
 
thickness, in. 1.42
 
position of sting fL, in.Zo 12.835
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TABLE III (MPEI DIMENSIONAL DATA) 
b. CarrierModel 
MODEL COMPbNENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT9 6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward attach structure between the Orbiter and 
Carrier, faired struts, i = 40
 
ICDEL SCALE: 0.0125
 
DRAWING NO.: Boeing Dwg. 7M7-1--654, SS-AO1559 4, 

DDNSIONS: 

!O, Incidence angle, deg. 
(Orbiter FRL to 747 FRL) 
Faiping qhord, right and left, In. 
Fairing T/C 
Carrier attaqh points, In. BSTA 
BWL 
BL 
Orbiter attach points, In. 	 x0 
z'0 
Yo 
BSTA 

BWL 

-18, -35 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
4.0 4.0 
31.0 0.388 
0.226 0.226 
689.4 8.617 
372.0 4.650 
66.3 0.829 
388.15 4.852 
283.11 3.539 
0.0 0.0 
681.52 8.519 
480r4 6.005 
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TABLE III (Ccnt'd)
 
b. Carrier Model 
MODEL COMPOUENT: AT[TACH STRUCTURE - AT9 9
 
CEU AL DESCRIPTIONT: Aft attach structure between orbiter and carrier,
 
same as AT with a single fairing covering the main strut and drag strut
95 
on each side, and a fairing on the sway brace. 
IODELSCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWI'G NO.: Boeing Dwg 747- D-658, W-!135A-11, -12, SS-AO1559-33, -34, -35 
Dfl5 NSIONS: FULL SCAl.1_ MODEL SCi 
Orbiter attach points, In. X0 1317.0 16.462 
YO + 96.51 + 1.206 
Zo, BL 267.5 3.344 
BSTA 1607.0 20.087 
DM 4o00.0 5.ooP 
Pain fairing: 
Root chord, In. 250.0 3.125 
T/c of root chord 0.09 0.09 
Tip chord, In. 120.0 1.500 
T/c of tip chord 0.14 0.14 
Sway brace: 
Chord, In. 31.0 0.388 
;/c 0.226 0.226 
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TABLE III (Cont'd)
 
b. Carrier Model
 
MODEL COMPOSEN ,ATTACH STRUCTUR - ATi
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Forward attach structure between the Orbiter and 
carrier with truncated strut fairings. The Orbiter/strut attach point is 
covered with a "bathtub" fairing, and the 747/strut attach points are also 
faired over. Struts are set in the 10 = 40 position. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DRAWING NO.: Boeing Dwgs. 747M4-680 (Modified), AX 1319-224 
DIMENSIONS: 
io, Incidence angle, deg. 

(Orbiter FRL to 747 FEL)
 
Strut Fairing
 
Chord, In. 

t/e 

length, (Each side), In. 

Orbiter/Strut "Bathtub" Fairing
 
Chord, In. 

t/c 

Carrier Attach Points, In.
 
Orbiter Attach Point, In.
 
BSTA 

B1FL 
Bl 

Xe 

Zo 

yo 

BSTA 

BWL 

FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
4.0 4.0
 
18.667 0.233 
o.48o o.48o 
112.0 1.400
 
87.20 1.09
 
0.275 0.275
 
680.0 8.500
 
372.0 h.650
 
t66.3 ±0.829
 
388.15 4.852
 
283.11 3.539
 
0.0 0.0
 
68o.o 8.5oo
 
480.4 6.005
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TABLE III (Cont'd)
 
b. Carrier Model
 
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT1 1 3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Aft attach structure between Orbiter and Carrier, 
all components except the drag struts are faired. Consists of two faired 
vertical members, two sway braces-, and two drag struts. There are fairin 
blisters at each end of the sway braces and on the forwardend of the
 
drag struts.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125
 
DRAWING NO.: Boeing Dwgs. 747-MD-683, AX 1319-213
 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Orbiter Attach Points, In. 
X1 !317.0 16.462 
Yo 196.51 11.206 
zo 
 267.5 3.344 
BSTA 1607.0 20.087 
BWL 400.0 5.000 
747 Attach Points, In. 
BSTA 1607.0 20.087 
BWL 320.0 4.000 
BL +96.51 +1.206 
Main Strut Fairings
 
Root chord (BWL 320­
358.8), In. 80.0
 
t/c, Root chord 0.183 0.183
 
Tip chord, Theoretical
 (Bw L 398), In. 137.0 1.713 
t/c, kip chord, 
Theoretical 0.250 0.250 
Sway Brace Fairings 
Chord, In. 40.28 0.504 
t/c o.18o 0.180 
Length (Each side), In. 56.0 0.700 
Drag Struts
 
lNd attach points 	 BSTA, in. 1443 , 18.038 
BWL, in. 320 4.000 
BL, in. -96.5 1 -1.206 
0.150
Diameter, In. 	 12.0 
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MODEL COMPONENT: 
GENERAL DESCRI PTION 
TABLE III (Cont'd) 
b. Carrier M.odcl 
BODY - B 7 g 
: nody 71,-7 Project with A.P.V 
"ODEL SCAIE: 0'.0125 
DRAWING NUMBER,: _65C13609, 
MODEL 
1318-54 
DWG: 13181-1 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length , i. 
Max Width 1 In. 
Max Depth 
Fineness Ratio 
Area - Ft2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 
PIon farm 
Wetted 
Base 
2702.0 
255,3 
, . 
,9.73 
J. 093. 
33.78 
3.19 
973 
2.20 
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TABLE ITT (Cont'd)
 
b. Carrier Model
 
MODEL COMPONENT: HORIZONTAL TAIL - H1 5 .6 
GEERAL DESCRIPTION: Horizontal tail, H1 5 , with vertical fins on each 
tio at body B.L. 427.3 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 MODEL DWG: 13181-1 
DRW-.ING NO.: 65C13609, 1318-5, 1318-70 
D--!NSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Fir. Exposed Data (one side):
 
Area = Ft2 200.0 0.0312
 
Span, In. 252.0 3.15
 
Chord, In. 113.6 1.42 
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TABLE III (Cont'd) 
b. Carrier Model 
MODEL CCMPOCENT: 125 
GENERAL DESCRIPTI0: Inboard 747, JT9D nacelle strut 
MODEL SCALE: 0.015 MODEL DWG: 13181-1 
DRAmTING NO.: 65C13609, 1318-60 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Wing B.L. df nacelle CLI In. 470.0 5.875 
Cdnt Angle deg., ifboard 2.0 2.0 
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TABLE III (Cont'd) 
b. Carrier Model 
MODEL COMPONENT: M2 6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Outboard 707, JT9D 
Strut 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 MODEL DEG: 13181-1 
DRAWANG NO.: 65C13609, 1318-60 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCAL 
W L of CL, In. 834.0 10.425 
Cant angle, deg. inboard 2.0 2.0 
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TABLE III (Cont'd),
 
MODEL COMPONENT: N5 7 
GEUERAL DESCRIPTION: 
through type. 
Inboard 
b. 
fan 
Carrier Model 
cowl and primary 747 nacelle, flow-
MODEL SCALE: 
DP,,,G NO.: 
0.0125 
65C13609, 1318-60 
MODEL DWG: 1318-i 
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TABLE III (Cont'd)
 
b. Carrier Model-

MODEL COTIWONENT: N58 
,ODEL DESCRIPTION: Outboard fan cowl and primary 747 nacelle, flow­
through type.
 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 MODEL DNO: 13181-1 
DRfAIING NO..: 65C13609, 1318-60 
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TABLE III (Cont'd)
 
b. Carrier Model
 
MODEL COMPONENT: SPO11P2 - Sl_12 
GFNTERAL -DESCRIPTION: Multi-panel flight spoilers. Four outboard and two 
inboard snoilers per side. Subscript denotes spoiler panel S1 is the most
 
outboard L.H. panel and S1 2 is most outboard R.H. panel. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 MODEL DWG: 13181-1 
DRAWING NO.: 65C33609, 1318-56 
DIM!NSIONS: (ONTE PANEL) FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Outboard S14 and S912 (Ft 2 ) 21.48 0.0034 
Span (equivalent), In. 75.00 0.94 
Chord, In. 41.28 0.52 
- Inboard, S5- 6 and $7- (Ft2 ) 35.31 0.00558 

Span (equivalent), In. 90.00 1.130
 
Chord, 3I. 56.52 0.71
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TABLE III (Cont'd) 
b. Carrier Model 
MODEL CON,-OUENT: Tli 
GEIf-PL DESCRIPTION: Flap track fairings, foir on each side 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 
DP? ,*JIGNO,: 65C13609, 3318-67 
DfINSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL S( 
WBL of Track No. 1, In. 235.3 2.94 
2, In. 353.0 4.41 
3, In. 585.0 7.31 
4 , In. 743.6 9.30 
Distance from wing 
Trailing edge to: 
Track trailing edge, In. 44.0 0.55 
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TABLE III (ConLtd) 
b. Carrier Model 
MODEL COMPONENT: .VERTICAL - V9.1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Sweot vertical tail 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 MODEL DWG: 13181-i 
DRA'W7NG NO.: 65C13609, +318-8 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Theo), Ft2 630.0 0.098 
Span (Theo), In. 386.5 4.830 
Sweepback angles, deg., L.E. 50.12 50.12 
Aspect ratio 1.25 1.25 
Chord: 
Root (Theo), WP, In. 461.67 5.77 
Tip (Theo), WP, In. 157.0 1.96 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord, In. 33h.16 0.43 
Fis. Sta. of 0.25 MAC 2529.6 31.62 
W.P. of 0.25 MAC ,28.o 6.60 
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TABLE III (Concluded) 
b. Carrier Model 
MODEL CbONENT: 'IdI1 - W 
GEITERAL DESCRIPTION: Swept 747 vdng 
MODEL SCALE: 0.0125 MODEL DWG: 13181-1 
DRAUING NO.: 65G13609, 1318-46 
Df3--NSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Total Data: 
Area (Theo.), Ft 2 
Planform 5500.00 0.860 
Span (Theo.), In. 2348.0 29.35 
Aspect ratio 6.96 6.96 
Incidence angle, deg. 7.0 7.0 
Chords, In.: 
MAC 327.8 4.10-
Fus. sta. of 0.25 MAC 1339.87 16.75 
W.P. of 0.25 MAC 190.42 2.38 
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TABLE IV. 
CA-26 DATASET DESCRIPTION 
Dataset Type Description 
RFEXXX 
SFEXXX 
YFEXXX 
ZFEXXX 
Carrier main balance data. 
Due to the large amount of 
data,alternate points were 
placed in corresponding data­
sets, e.g., R + S = total. 
Y and Z contain additional 
variables supplementary to 
R ard S, respectively. 
AFEfXX 
BFEXXX 
WFEXXX 
XFEXXX 
Orbiter balance data. Data 
were separated similar to the 
carrier data where W and X 
contain the supplementary 
variables. 
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Notes: 
1. Positive directions of force coefficients, 
moment coefficients, and angles are 
indicated by arrows 
CN Cmw 
Yw 
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability 
axes have been displaced from the center 
of gravity 
C C n . w 
CC
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m 
C c 
ns
C Dw z
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Figure 1. Axis systems. 
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Figure 1. Axis systems 
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MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
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.96 ......... .. ......... ... ........... r' "...... 
CAFEOOI 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
[REF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 938.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
...... .. .. .......... ... ..­
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.72 , 
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SYMBOL MACH , PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .601 BETAC .000 ELEVON' .000 SREF 290.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474,.9,100 IN.BFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.680D IN, 
XMRP IOS,.000a IN, XO' 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 04 S 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.601 BETAO .00 ELEVON 
BDFLAP .000 
illlnm ifl 1nn n 1i~tr iiinfl nli, ny1 ni 
.000 
ni my m TlII l m11IIl1(l FII MII , T 
(AFEO01) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZtRP 375,0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2S900000 SO,,FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0. GO1, BETAO .000 ELEVON; .OOO LREF 474.6100 IN'.
.000 -FLAR
- BREF 936.68001 IN. 
XlRP- 1109.0000, IN,XO: 
YMRP .0000' IN YOJ 
ZMRP 375.00Q: IN'. ZO. 
SCALE .0125,
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SYMBOL' MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .601 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
BOFLAP .000 LREF 474 .8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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S(MB0L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFeRMATION 
0 .801 BETAC 
BFLAP 
.000 
.000 
ELEVQN oo SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690,0000 
474.8100 
'93.6800 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN, 
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SCALE .0125 
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SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
0 .601 SETAO 
BDFLAP 
.000 
.000 
ELEVON .000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.800 
1109.0000 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XG 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
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SYMS - MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES; REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D .601 BET O .000 ELEVON, .00 SREF 2690.CT00 SO,.FT. 
LREF 474.6100 IN,
BPFLAP .OQO, SREF ga6.ss00 IN. 
XMRP 1:109-0000 IN XO
 
YMRP .0000' IN. YO' 
.ZMRP 375.000 N, ZO 
SCALE .0125
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MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
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BOFLAP 16.300 
.000 
CAFEOO2) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 -IN.ZO 
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SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 8ETAO 
BDFLAP 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

01 .597 BETAO .000, ELEVON .000 SREF 2690:.0000, SO'FT.
 
LREF 47,.8100 IN.BDFLIAP 16.300i 13RE  9Sju 680w 1WIN. 
XMRP' II0 .0000, IN,. XO, 
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SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .597 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BOFLAP 16.300 
 BREF 936.6800 IN,
 
XMRP 1l09.0000 IN,XO
 
YMRP .0000 tN, YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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SYMBOL0 MACH .597 BETAO PARAMETRIC VALUES .000 ELEVON, ,000
T 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
SREF' 2690.0000 So.FT.
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BOFLAP 18.300 BREF 936.600 IN. 
XIRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YtRP 
ZMRP 
.00W 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
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SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-0 .597 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 'SO.FT. 
LREF 474.6100 IN.BOFLAP 16.300 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP '1109,;0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
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SCALE .0125
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SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
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u C 
C
 
z 
 .24 
--­
.08 "--­
0 ---	 - - -~ 
tL Ifl UFa i t n 	 tltr 14 ±i1lfl±sNi 4 JJljJ. L Idl aLJ h l mil4 mi ± II Lllil±S ll.244'1WJ1-lW jll4 ttt4ll ti tine 44 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ,9 !0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 6 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO03
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LTV44-559CCA26) 04 S CAFEO03)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .597 BETAO 1.000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 

LREF
BOFLAP .000 
 BREF 
XMRP 

YMRP 

,ZMRP 
SCALE

' 

.'... ... .. .ql ..... ... ......
..  . .... ..
......." '".... ... .  " 

Z028 " ... ="
 
u; .020; 0c­1 rs , 
z .012--. 
o .008 - ------­
-

L0 
Lu - - - - - - - -- I-- -- - - - - ­
r .004- --
z -.0 '
 
Q0
 
-. 0,12--- -'---------------------------------­
a .I J, --- i* 
-.0W_
 
..024 ­
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO 
FIG. 6 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP., AFEO03
 
2890.0000 'SO.FT,.
 
474;8100 'IN. 
936.6800 IN. 
1109.0000 IN.XO 
.0000 IN. YO 
375,.0000 'IN. 20 
.0125 
".. .........
 
'­
i
 
15 16 17 1 
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LTV44-55 CCA26B 04 S CAFEO03) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 BETAO 
BCFLAP 
.000 
.000 
ELEVON 5.000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SQ.FT, 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN,ZO 
.05G ~- - - - -- - - - - - ­
.035 - ­
< 
U
 
•0 5 , 1.­
.02----I­
LI- .020 - --- --- --- -­
,-,to .005;.-1 - - - - - - - ,, - -- .----­
-J.015 
<0----------------------------------------a-­
-.•005-------------------------------- -- -- --­
<. 0 1 2 0 1 1 3 1 5 1 7 1 
.015---------------------------------­
0O 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACKVALPHAO
 
FIG. 6 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO03
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA2S) 04 S 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.597 BETAO .000 ELEVON 
.BDFLAP .000 
.000 
CAFEO3) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF .290.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF 474.8,100 iN. 
BREF 936'6800 IN. 
XMRP '1,0.'0000 IN,. XO 
YMRP tOCO0 JN.. WVO 
ZMRP ,375.0000 IN,. '0 
SCALE .01"25 
- '0032: 
.003Srt 
-,.0040- 4 
o 
: 
.0044f , 
-­
-
I -,-,. I ¢' 
.0042­u 
-I 
- 1'-
'I'l ' 
-.00561~--------- ---------------­
, .0060. 
, I--­- I 
LL
C+ !- -; 
.0068, - , l 
.0072,­
-
-. 0076 
-.0080---------------------------------------­
-.0084t .. ... . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1i 12 13 14 1'5 16 17 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. S 'RITL[R I'SO"LA. A LA V''F E00 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 04 S CAFEO03) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .537 BETAO 
BOFLAP 
.000 
.000 
ELEVON 5.000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SQFT. 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.00056 ..... [ii n 1irm Tin nr l 11 ill flit ml  l fl i l l nr 711il1 n 1 |fi TI fI[ Ii s Jill.II11Im i l ilf 1 Il 
.00048------------------------------------­
.00040------------------------------------­
</ 
.00032 ­
rn .00024
 
z .00016
 
.00008-------------------------------

Lu 0W 
I-I
z -
U
 
u 
L -.00024­
.003 
z
 
~ -. 00032-0 
-. 00048 
-.. 6i .... ... .... .... .l,,.j....  44...... ...4........ ... ... ... .... .... ....
0005 n. .. .. .  .  Li'.L...  n . 4 i.. i..... .. ..
u .. . ..  ,i .. Li. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO 
FIG. 6 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOC3 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 04 S 	 (AFEO03)
 
REFERENCE INFOR1ATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.!597 BETAO .1000 ;ELEVflN ,5000 	 SREF 2 0..OOOD -SO.'FT,. 
LREF 74 00 IN.BDELAP .000 BREF :9r$soo !k.IN,
XMRP i ,OOOO *xo 
'YMRP ;ODD 'IN,,WO 
ZMRP 75:0000 IN. 20 
-SCALE s0,25 
-< __.,___' -I -. 	 1 
-- .. 	 .. *_* - . - - - - - ­
< J)0,98-
C3 008, 
o 	 , 
- -­t' .000-4i-
,x
 
,LLI 	 A 
- - -.ooo. 
~­
.0U- 0 2 
'..J..I...'- '.s 2 * 	 **- * 
o .0002 ­
-' 
-z ,,-- ,---, 
~Lii
 
4 -,001 2: 
0 1 , 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1-0 11 1-2 13 14 15 'G, 1'7 18 
ORBITER AKNGLE OF ATTAKK, "AUPHAO 
FIG,., 6 .RBITER SOLATED, S.WEEPl, .AFE0O03.I ALPHA 
P,AE 2-2
 
LTV44-559(CA26) 04 S CAFEO03) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.597 
1 . 0O4 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
9ETAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 
... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X0 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
................ .... .. .. .. .. "... . 
.88
 
zz 
[­
S.56--------------------------

Lii 
u.40C 
.32-- ,-
III 
.08 
0 ------- ----------------­
n8. . - --
FIG. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 12 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
6 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP1 AFEO03 
13 14 15 16 
PAGE 
17 18 
23 
LTV44-559CCA26) 04 S CAFEO03)
 
SYMBOL, MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0, .5S7 BETAO .000" ELEVON 5.000. SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT . 
BDFLAP .000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800, IN. 
XMRP I109-.0000, E. xO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000. IN., ZC 
SCALE .0125
 
.28 -!' ' I II , 
.24" 
.22
 
o 
.207­
z 
U
 
o .18S--. -
LLL
 
Li .16, uF< I 
x S.1. -
O .12 ­
.08
 
.04- - - -
WiL L ILWIUI I I Ut WI l PWIW I0 1 I W II I,,ln lWA t I i ll W iI I 4ll1 I U I UtIL W WII l W Ut1LIW ti l -
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 '17 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
FIG. 6 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP9,AFEOO3
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LTV44-559CCA26) 04 S CAFEO04)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .595 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BDFLAP .000 
 BREF 9366800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X0
 
YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.... . . ... . . . . . .
I•.0 4 .  .. ...... ... .. .. ." " " ....... ... ........... ....
 
I9-------------------------------------­
.8--------------------------------- - -'­
z ,r

2.72
 
w .64" - - - - - - -­
u 
t. .56 - - - - - - - - -
Lii
 
C9
 
u.. .40, 
0 , .40-----------------­
j ,~32 '
 
r,- .24 
.16.- 'c-u 
G " ";
 .08 
.08 
0 1 3 2 4 57 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER ANGOLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
FIG. 7 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE004
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LTV44-559CCA28) 04 S 'CAFE004)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFY.MATION 
lo 595 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON, 15.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO;FT. 
BDFLAP .000 LREF -474;8100 IN.
 
BREF 936 X820 IN',
 
XMRP 1IQ9;*O000 ,IN.,XO
 
YhRP .'0000 1It.,,O
 
ZMRP .375.0000 IN'.20
 
,SCALE ..0125 
. Th I fl rr l l @ 1 III1 im1 nl;it 1741m il ftr.l illml rr m n il nl nfl FrFnT. t r ! i fl mllI n l rrn r mvllil ll Jl lI
... .F F 
.016i,3
 
..€..:,.0 12:'' 
.- F" ' ,t, - F ,F ,F 
- 4 F .' 
,
.004 
.L ,-- . - - , 
.012w.oo0.0 . .,

w, - .008 F, 1 . , "F - F 
Lii
 
z
 
-.024-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.028 ", 
0 1 2 '3 4 5 '6 7 8 '9 1 0 '1 "1 1 2 1 3 14 1"5 1'6 1 7 Y 8 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 7,ORB'ITER ,ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE004
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LTV44-559CCA26) 04 S CAFEO04) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .595 BETAO 
BOFLAP 
-5,000 
.000 
ELEVON 5.000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SOFT. 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
*Q55 mtl 1WI 11nil in i l in, nri il nn n ani il a ni; Fmii  nfl mii iii,Innl nr. err1 mii;11 iTii l t n m 1 inn l ar ll Jill lll 
.050 ._.
.0 5.... 

.045 
S .0405 -­
o .035 
W.0320
 
<LLi. 
­
o .020

~.025
 
w
 
u.015----------------
IiL .010--------------------------------------
LuL
;005------------------
C0
 
-.005
 
-. 010-------------------- -
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 7 ORBITER ISOLATED ALPHA SWEEP AFEO04
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,'SYMBOL 
LTV44-559(CA26) 04 S 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CAFEO04) 
REFERENCEiINFORMATION 
"o .595 SETAO -5,;000 iELEVON .,5.000 SREF. LREFBREF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
"ZMRP 
'SCALE 
Z2690, 00 
A474i81O09366eO0 
1109,0000
.;0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
'SQFT. 
IN. 
'IN. 
1'N,.XO
LN.,\Yo 
IN.oZO 
•10sJ -S. . 
. 9 - -- - - - ... i u 
z 
LI-
LL 
-LL 
.04C)4 
L) 
.091" 
-0 ' 
- -
-. 
J 
1 '1 
An J_-
-
' 
- J­
-
1. 
y 
-
-
- - -
- -
- -
-
- - -
I 
-
A I 
0 1 '2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12ORBITER ANGLE:OF ATTACK,,A!:PHA0 13; 14 15 16 17 IS 
FIG. 7 ORBITER ISOLATED9 ALPHA-SWEEP9 -AFEO04 
'?KGE 28 
-- 
-- 
LTV44-559CCA26) 04 S CAFEO04) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .595 BETAOBDFLAP -5,000.000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SQ.FT.
IN. 
IN. 
XHRP 1109.0000 IN, XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZIIRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
ii m1] fil nf11mlT mii anfj~lnli, miiirrlriim ini m int mllim m ly mll nIilI~o il fit~ livi' TI 
SCALE 
lllm lil 
.0125 
YrllT,T l Fii IT l 
.0036------------------------------------­
.0040--
U)
 
x -. 0044-­
w -. 008 --- - ­ - -
-
-.00648
 
z
 
.0060
-. 0 5 -------------------------­u .050 
Li.
 
z 0072-------------------------------------­-. 
C .007 ------------------------------
-
Z -. 0080 
.0084-------­
-.0088rrs rtt t w8 
0 1 2 3O0 TE4 5 F 7 8 9 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG.. 7 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE004
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LTV44-559C0A26) 04 S 	 CAFEO04)
 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 . REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL 
d ,595 BETAOC -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. LREF 474'.8L00 IN..BDFLAP .000, BREF 936.6800i IN.,
 
XMRP I 109.0000; IN. XO' 
YMRP .00001 IN.YO 
ZMRP 375,0000k IN-. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0144.-. 
<~~~. ...	 ......
2.. 

.0136 -- - - - - - - - - - ­
/ .02 
.01.2......0-	 .. -" 
m 	 J 
C) .0104-------------------------------­
w .0096........-- ­
u 
LL .0088"L)
 
Lu. 
... ..
mj 
I­
2 
Ui .0072-------------------------------------
C
 
Lo Z .0064--­
.1 .005-­
.- J 
.0048 ~J ---EE-	 - .7 
.0040---------- 4 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 7 ORBITER I$OLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO04
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LTV44-559(CA26) 04 S 	 CAFEO04)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .595 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
BOFLAP .000 

BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XIRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YfRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
. ........ ..... ."1..... .. "". . . .
1.04 .  ..  ........I ...'" .. . .......
I 	 I  :  . . . .

.88---------	 -------- -----­
.80--	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.72------------------­
u' .64 .C 	 I 
w .58------------------------­z
LU .56 
w 	 -- - -- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -
Li.
 
u .40 
.24--,
 
-. 08 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - % 
FIG. 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
ORBITER ANGLE 0F ATTACK. ALPHAO 
7 ORBITER ISOLATEDo ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOO4 
13 14 15 18 
PAGE 
1*7 18 
31' 
LTV44-559(CA28) 04 S' (AFEO04) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .595 BETAO 
BOFLAP 
-5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 5.000 SREF 
LREF 
B3REF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
II09.0000 
.0000 
SQFT. 
IN. 
IN, 
IN,.X0 
IN.YO 
.30' 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN,Z0 
.28 i 
)u .20II 
(.ltT \S r yiritfr tflrif nf li f lritSf.3 0 lT n mn il'i rf iif, rf ,t i m nl! fl-' il il IMfll 
LL
.16 
Lu .14I 
10: - ;c' ­
.00
 
0.0/ 
.o -L - - - - ­
a- B- e 
.
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 
ORM.T'ER ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPH'AO. 
.02 - ,-

FIG. 7 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO04
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-553C0A26) 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.599 BETAO .000 ELEVON 
B•LAP o0o 
1 r il l nrlllm 11l)l iiiimnv. flr t i 
.000 
1i iflr ,m llm lnr in ilwm im l r ;ml 
CAFEO05) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
m1 l ilt ml4 Im~l flu , 1m l m m1 l m l l l l I n 
.88- -­
z 
z 
w'--
.480 
.72 
.64 
-jT 
-
-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Ic 
- - - - - -
,32..56-­
<.24 
•.08i 
-. 08 "Li U 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13" 1'4 15"- ' 1'7 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 8 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE005
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- - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si CAFEO05)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES- REFERENCE: INFORMATICN 
0' .599 BETAO .000 ELENON 5.000, SREF 2690'.000a: So F'. 
LREF 474-.8100X IN,'BOFLAP .000 S0 ,
SREF' 936'.E IN. 
XMR,-" 1109SOODO. IN.xo3 
YMRP- .0000, IN. YOM 
ZMRP' 375-.000" IN,. ZQ' 
SCALE' .0125,
 
nf nlm rmi llm tm f rnlIl,ni +• 
.028.,
 
-- +02------------------------------------------- "': : : 
.02A: 
-J u 0 1 , 
z '.001 ,­
-
u o .008 -- - - - - - - J. J , L •S. .012' ,--, - --- - - ­
w p
o 0 I D 
Z .004'-------------------------------------------
C­
.004­
z"
r 
-i004k -. ... . . 
.00 
-101'6 -+ OR-,TE- - - ANL- - - OF TAK,:P4O 
P IWE'I , "E.. . . IFIG.0 OR IE IS L TE ' AL HA- 8 RAG 34 
FIG. . ALH S7E~ AFEOO5I' 1 1 5 617183OBIERISLA.D 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Sl CAFEO05)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 SETAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 S.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
BOFLAP .000 
 BREF 938.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
ml6 nr lml nfl1 I l mi II 111 11 III Tm1 n mil IIII l IIII l Il 14m nfl mil Tm f 4 m l l1 r111 mlI fI mI n111fli mig m }I IF
II 	 III IUf I III 

. 080 
.072 
.064 
.056---­
, 
u 
.04 
ol 
L. 
LL.032------­
o .024 -­
*0 
IL 
-. 008---

J

-.,016 

- 024-. -=
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 8 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOO5
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si (AFEO05)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 260.0000, SO.FT.
 
SYM1OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .599 BETAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474;8100 IN.
8DFLAP 000 
 BREF 93.6800 'IN.
 
XMRP IlD9.Q000' IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0005-­
1-~ 
- ­-.10  II •- 6" I 
-. 0010-- - - - - - " -
-.00250 . - - -
- - .0 01 -- - - - - -­ - - -­ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
z I.­----- ---- -­ --
Wd 
-,.0025,-. 02 ----------­
0 -. 0030..------ -­
u­
.004 -. 
.0035 -- .- -- -" 
:
 
- .0040 
w I 
- - - - -
-H A
-. 00 5 ' : I - ­
.0055 - -"- U -AG 3 
.00550 - - -- ' 
0. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1213 14 15 1617 18 
ORBITER ANGL'E OF ATTACK. ALPHAO

c.ia. a.ORRITER ISOLATED,. ALPHA SWEEP, AF[005 
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 02 SI 	 (AFEO05)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 BETAO .000 ELEVON 15.0O 	 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. 
BDFLAP 	 .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.00 08 .. .... .. ... .. .......... ,, .... . ..
. . ......I. ... 

.0006-----­
cn .0004­
x
< 
.0002­
z 00 -- -­
-0002------------------------------------------ -. 
I-­
-.0004
 
C 01 --------------------	 I 
S -000 8 	
- ­
-. 2 - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - --
--O0
*-.0004----------------------------I­
u -. oo0-
-
-
- -
-
- -
- -
-
- -
- -
w 
. 
-.0010 -- - - - - - -­
!­
z 
wr. 0 0 l 2 	
- -
- ­
-
- - -
- - -
- - -
-. 0018-:------------------------------------­(DG 	 FE37­
z .02 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO 
FIG. 8 ORBITER IASOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOO5
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si 	 CAFEO05)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, 
LREF 474:8I1l0 IN.­
0 .599 BETAO 

BFLAP .000 
 BREF 936,6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000: IN, XO
 
YMRP ,0000. IN,. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000: IN'- 20
 
SCALE .0125
 
i t 11i i nn m rn n fl l n i V nillT I|J l Pr [ ll l l i i il l i lt m ii n;il Try, ll ,rfeI~ ir 	 m 
.0014 
' 	 i 
I -' 	 'A
.001 '-	 . . ..-----
C
o .0010 
.0008 -	 - ' 
Wz .0004--	 --- ---
It .0 02 - S--	 -- - -- - -- I 
it-	 - I -i.-- - - - - ­
wi­
a 
w -.0002 ... 	 .- -----

S -.0004 0~~ -	 .. I I 
z
 
-. 000.6----------. 
S -. 00084-, 	 -- - - ,
-,00Q60 - , .. ":
 
z I.
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK,, ALPHAD 
FIG, 8 ORBITER ISOL-TED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE005
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si 	 (AFEO05)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 aETAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2990.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF 474.8100 IN.BDFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000, IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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FIG. 8 ORBITER ISOLATED. ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOO5
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI 	 CAFEO5)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .599 BETAC .000 ELEVON 5.000 	 SREF 2690'.000D SO.FT.
 
BLL.9 .000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP o000 	 BREF 936.800 IN,
 
XMRP' 1109.0000. IN. XO
 
YMRP .000 IN. Yo
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN., ZO,
 
SCALE .01,25
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FIG. 8 ORBITER ISOLATEDI ALPHA SWEEP9 AFE005
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LTV44-559CCA28) 02 SI CAFEO06) 
SYMBOL MACH PARANCTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .592 BETAO -5.000 ELEVGN 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
474.8100 IN.
BFA 00LREF
BOPLAP .000 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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FIG. 9 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEPP AFEOOG
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI (AFEDOS) 
SYMOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERE E INORMATIO 
0 .592 BETAO 
BFLAP 
-5,000 
.000 
ELEVON 5.000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
E2690.0000, R 
474..8100 
:936.6800 
Q.FT. 
IN. 
'IN. 
XMRP lI09.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.020 
F-!
 
.o01 6 1 	 " 1c 
.0120
 
.008.. .. ..
 
Lid	 I 
z 	 .004-----­
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FIG. 9 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEQOO.
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LTV44-559tCA26) 02 Si CAFEO06)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .592 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
OFLAP .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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FIG. 9 ORBITER ISOLATEO, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOOG 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 02 Sl ' CAFEO06) 
-SYMBOL 
0 
'MACH 
592 -BETAO 
,BORLAP 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-5:000 iEIE'VoN 
;000 
5.000 
REFERENCE 'INFORMATION 
SREF -2690.0000 -S.FT. 
LREF .474.8100 JIN,. 
BREF .336;6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.00 0 IN. XO 
YMRP o0000 KIN,.' 
,ZMRP 
SCALE 
'375.0000 
.0125 
IN. 20 
•~ g ll, nim lm yTl -mi u m nr m, mim mu - , m I it1" '41 I-tfl 
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FIG. 9 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA 'SWEEP,AFEOG6
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI -CAFEOO6 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .592 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOsT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN,BOFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.680u IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YXRP .0000 IN, YO
 
ZIRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si [AFEO06)
 
REFERENCE" INFORMATION-
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES* 

SREF 2s9(Y.0000' SO'.FT

-5.000 EVON
0 .592 BEAO -55000 E000T LREF 474,8,00 IN;.
 
BREF IN'. 
XMRP I,109'.Ot0O IN'., XOt 
nFILAP' G000 SS'.S800 
, 
 N".YOT'YNRP I000D
 
ZO, 
SCALE ,0125 
ZMRP 375'.0000 IN'.. 

'\ L
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C, .0 2 4-tL L .... .. . -,­
.0016 
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' ORB ITER ANGLE' OF ATTACK, ALPHAOr
FIG. 9 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEB06
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.592 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 
DFLAP .000 
fir1 In il nyt Ilm IIn 11 m f11 
.9 6- ­ - - - - - - - - ­ - -
5.000 
fair. n l Ill 
- - -
l 
-
{171fi m 
- -
i TT 
- ­ -
ll 
-
CAFEO06) 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. Za 
SCALE .0125 
1'171 II?. Jlll FiIlt?Till j ill 17 117 jll mIJ,1T? T Ill[ 
- - - - - - ­ - - - - - - - -
.80­
.72 
z 
.64 
C,-, 
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-
.32---------- --­
: 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
FIG. 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
9 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOO6 
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LTV44-559CCA28) 02 SI CAFEOO)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ELEVON 5.000 SREF .260.0000 SGIFT. 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
:0 .592 BETAO -5,.000 DQLP 00,IREF 47448100 IN. 
BOFLAP .0 , BREF 936 .-SOl IN, 
XMRP 1109.DJ00O W. *XO' 
YMRP .0000' IN,. 'YO: 
ZMRP 375.0000 14,. ZOl 
SCALE .0125 
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FIG. 9 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEE, AFEO6
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI (-4tEO07) 
SYMBOL 
c 
MACH 
.590 ALPHAO 
ELEVON 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
8.000 DETAO 
5.000 BOFLAP 
.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
REFERENCE 
2890.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
.0000 
INFOR
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
IN. YO 
MATION 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. zo 
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FIG. 10 ORBITER ISOLATED, DELZ SWEEP, AFEO07
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LTV44-559tCA26) 02 SI CAFEO07) 
-. REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYM10L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF 2690,o0D' S,.FT.
S.590 ALPHAO 8.000 BETAO '.000, BREF 936.6800 IN.
.000ELEVON 5.000 BFLAP 
XMRP 1-109.0000 IN1. Xe 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO' 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO-
SCALE .0125 
.015 - -
.. .. 
- ... 
. ....l.. ..
.. ' 
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FIG. 10 ORBITER ISOLATED, DELZ,-SWEEP. AFEOO7
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.590 ALPHAO 8.000 BETAO 
ELEVON 5.000 BOFLAP 
.0192 
000 
.000 
rn 
CAFEO07) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1108,0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
,1 
.0188- - - - - - - - - -- -
.0184- -- -- ---­
1 1,4O t I 
* 
-
z 
u 
.017-------
.0172--- ,-­
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nL .018--
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 10 ORBITER ISCLATED, DELZ SWEEP, AFE007
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI CFEO07)
 
REFERENCE iNFORMATIONSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF -2690.030 SGFT.
.0 .5S0 ALPHAO -8.000 BETAO .000 REF 74.8100 IN.
 
:ELEVfON 5;000 BDFLAP '.0oO0 

EREF '93 .SO I N.
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZRP 375.0000 IN.20
 
SCALE .0125
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 10 ORBITER ISOLATED,, DELZ SWEEP;' A!E(07
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LTV44-539CCA26) 02 SI CAFEOO7) 
SYM1OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .590 ALPHAO 
ELEVON 
8.000 
5.000 
BETAO 
BOFLAP 
.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 
YMRP 
1109.0000 
.0000 
,IN.Xe 
IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
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FIG. 10 ORBITER ISOLATED DELZ SWEEPP AFEO07
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LTV44-559CCA262 02 Si -AF'E007)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYhBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 590 ALPHAO 8;000 BEAO 000 SREF 2690.0000 ,SO.FT,.LVON5E0 '000 BDAP .000 LREF 474;8 100 IN. 
ELEVON 5.000 SOFIAP .000 BREF '936.6800 IN,. 
XMRP 1109,.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN."YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .01'25
 
n n n o Q . i i .. . . . 3 ­
.00080 
z .000721 
x 
.00064- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
m
 
o .00043-­
h i 
. 0 0 0 5 6 ­
• .. . .
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ORBITER V.ERT.-DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG. 10 ORBITER ISOLATED. DELZ SWEEP. AFEO07
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI CAFEO07)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .590 ALPHAO 8.000 BETAO .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
ELEVON 5.000 BOFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 10 ORBITER ISOLATED, DELZ SWEEP. AFEO07
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI -CAFEOO7) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 S0'.FT.0 .590 ALPHAO 8.000 BETAO .000 
.000 LREF 474,.8100 1N.ELEVON 5.000 BDFLAP BREF 936.-6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. zo 
SCALE .01,25
.0855 7 . .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .... . ...... ...."'...... .. .. :" r "T" .. .. ... " l 
.0852 - , ­
.,84,8; 
I- .0840 
u .0836- --------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ItI 
.0832 . 
.0828-- --------

Lii 
u .0824 -
CC .0820----------------------­
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 10 ORBITER ISOLATEDo DELZ SWEEP. AFEOO7
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA2G) 02 Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.594 BETAO .000 ELEVCN 
OFLAP .000 
.00 
CAFEO08) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRSF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 109.0000 IN. XO 
YKRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
F.6..S 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
~~.48,, 
LU.4 
u 
U. 
< 
z 
.24 
.08-­
0 -
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 19 17 18 
FIG. 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAD 
11 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE-08 
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LTV44-559CCA28) 02 SI CAFEO08)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE ,INFORHATION 
0 .594 BETAO 
BOFLAP 
.000 
.000 
ELEVON .000 sREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XFRP 
YNRP 
2690;0oo 
474.,8100 
MS36;SSO01109'.0Q00 
,X00O 
SO 
- IN. 
IN,.,. 
IN. 
.' 
-xO 
O 
ZMRP 375o0000 IN. ,ZO 
SCALE 0125 
.072m68 1iT !TTh 1 .lln~fh ii ~Jl nfl 79 mu'l mi m 
.060 1
 
- , . , [
.056 

-

zI

" ,0 . . . ". 
.,-, .052 '••"''z "1- , - -
LLI
 
w0,- , - ­
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
FIG. 11 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE008
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 S'I CAFEO08)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .594 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2S90.0000 SO.FT.
 
IREFLFLAP 474.8100 IN.
.000 
 BREF 93G.6800 IN.
 
XHRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
,F

.072-- , 
.064- ­
.06-----------------------------------------­
o .048 - --­
z .040LIi: -.
 
- .032 - --- -
L 
o .024- - - - - ­
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w
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0
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SYMOOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA262 02 Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.5S4 BETAO .000 ELEVON 
BDRLAP .E0 
.00M6 
1.000 
'CAFEO08 
SREF 
LREF8RF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
,SCALE 
2690.0000 
.474.8100 
936.6900 
1109;0D00
.0000 
375.0000 
* .0125 
SO.FT. 
IN,. 
IN. 
IN,. 'XO 
1iN. YO 
IN.20' 
.0008:6­
- - - - ------
0------, - , . ,, 
-o -. 0008 - ----I-I 
- .0016--- -
S -.002 : --- i 
L -. 0032 -­
0Uf1 7 -- - - - - ­
- .0040i--------
Lw -. 0040-----"­
wU 
--- --- ­0I 
(1) .005 --
. 0 ­
0088
 
-. 00880 • I.w i" :FTZ 
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO
 
FIG. 11 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP9 AFEOd8
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CA26) 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.54 BETAO .000 ELEVON 
BFLAP .000 
.000 
CAFEO08) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 474.8200 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. zo 
SCALE .0125 
.0006------------------------------------­
.0004' 
X .0002. 
3 
m­
-. 
0 
0002 
u -. 0004 " SI 
z 
w 
.0006 
-. 0008 - -
-
-
r 
z 
-. 0010 
.0012 
-
-
CD 
Z -. 0016--
-.0018i - - - - - - - - - - --­: 
- .0020-------------------------------------
FIG. 11 ORBITER ISOLATED- ALPHA SWEEP, AFE008 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 02 Si 	 CAFEOO8)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE IFORMATION 
0 	 .594 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 288,.0000 SO.Ft. 
LREF ' 474''100 IN.GOFLAP .000, BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. 'Xe
 
YMRP :0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN,. ZO'
 
SCALE .0125
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.0008 " 
,	 , 
<.0006 - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ­
o .0004-­
m 
M,,

.0002--­
-j 
zUw .0002: 
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Li. 
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zw -. 0008­
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 02 Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.594 BETAO .000 ELEVON 
BDFLAP .000 
.000 
CAFEO08) 
REFERENCE iNFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474,8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YHRP .0000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN,ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.88 I 
.72-­
.64' 
.56 -
u 
Lu 
z 
DII 
L" 
.48.---­
.40 
.32-­
.24 
.16--------------- -- ---- ----------­
.08- -­
-. 08 
0 1 2 3 4 5 7,' '8 9 10 11 12 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
13 14 15 16 17 18 
FIG. 11 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO08 
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LTV44-559CCA28) 02 SI [AFEOCS)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
'0 .594 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 

SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0090 . SO.FT. 
LREF 474, BlQ0 IN,.BFLAP 
 BREF 938.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.20
 
SCALE .0125
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si CAFEO09)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .59t BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.PT. 
BOFLAP 18.300 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO

ZMRP 375.0000 IN,ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
96 .... .... ..I .. .. .... ........ ... ... .... . ..
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12 ORBITER iSOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP',' AFEO09 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 02 SI (.AFEDOS)
 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES, REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL 

0 .591 BETAC .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.
 
LREF 474.8,1,00 IN.
BDFLAP 16.300 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X0
 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.z0
 
SCALE .0125
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si CAFEO0)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SEF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 .591 RETAO .000 ELEVON .000 
OFLAP 16.300 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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LT.y44-559CCA26) 02 Si 	 CAFEO9)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES7 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .591 BETAC .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474,.8100 IN,BDFLAP 18.300 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109,.0000 IN XO. 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO, 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125
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FIG. 12 ORBITER ISOLATED9 ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO09
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si CAFE009
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .591 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP 16.300 BREF 93 .6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI CAFEO09) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.591 SETAO 
BOFLAP 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.000 ELEVON 
16.300 
.000 
REFERENCE 'FORHATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SOIFT. 
LREF , 474,8100 IN. BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
0201 
.0012 -­
'. .....
....I .. . .. .,l' .. 
.I ..t,... .. .. 
....... I... 
.  
I J 
YMRP .0000 
ZMRP 375.0000 
SCALE .0125 
.... 
. .. 
tN, YO 
IN. ZO. 
.0010 L---' 
< .0008 . 
)
Im 
'.0006 - ' .. 
. .' 
- ' 
•0004 ... 
o .0002 - - -
- I 
II 
z0 
w 0002" 
-42 
-N 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 02 SI 	 (AFE009)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACN 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .591 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 	 SREF 2690.0O0D SO.FT.
 
BDFLAP 16.300 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
'XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XQ
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125

*96 ................n .. m ... .... ... ..............I ............. ......
..  ... ..  .. . .. .  .. ... l ll....flI n....
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
FIG. t2 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE009 
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LTV44-559C0A26) 02 S1 	 AFEOO9)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
,0 .591 BETAO -.000 ELEVON .Oo SREF .2690.0000 SOFS.. 
LREF -474.8100 IN. 
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

BDFLAP 6,.300 	 BREF ,936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1409 J lf0 i'N,.,X0 
YMRP .0000 'IN,. YO 
ZMRP 375.,0000 IN. .20 
SCALE 0125 
- fl,~ T fii " T rvx4 n' 'I n,, rfl, ml i n. V myer nr n*, fl mi fIT 	 F1 T ,iTlff lnf ~ nTtl,l 	 ',, 
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FIG. 12 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO09,
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 02 sI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.593 BETAO .000 ELEVON 
EOFLAP -11.700 
.000 
CAFEOIO) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.88 
.80, ' 
.72' 
z 
~.56 
.64-,­
z 
.48 
LI 
IL 
< .40­
o 
-J­
.328 --- -
-.0* 
-.16 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK 
FIG. 13 ORBITER ISOLATED ALPHA SWEEP3 AFE0O 
11 12 
ALPHAO 
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0 
LTV44-559C-CA2G) 021S1 ',CAFE010)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF .2690.'0000 Sfl,Ft.
.593 BETAO .000 ELEVON .OOO LREF <474 8100
'qDLAP -11.700 [N, BREF '938.'6800 . 
XMRP '171'09:0000 IN. tXO 
YHRP .0000 IN. 'YO 
ZMRP 3750000 1N. .20 
SCALE .01-25 
....... I I ... ..." 1 : . '....".--... . J ...... 
:08.. - - ':-. ­
"O84'- -i-' - -
S1'076I 
.072' 4 
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHAO' 
FIG. 13 ORBITER ISOLATE.D, ALPHA SWEEP. AFEOlO 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si 	 CAFEO10)
 
SYMSOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .593 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 474.BI00 IN.BDFLAP -11.700 
 BREF 936,6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI 	 (AFE010)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .593 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
BOFLAP -I.700 

BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.593 SETAO .000 ELEVON 
BOFLAP -11.700 
.0 0 0 6 .......... .... ..I " n.I...I Il 
.0004 1 1 
.00 
l. mir..I'll l... .l ? . . .w 
CAFEO10) 
R EERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SOSFT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.....l ..... niI n ....... .l ......l.t... 
:1---
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-
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FIG. 13 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOlO 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 02 Si CAFEOO)
 
SIYM8OI MACH PARAMETRIC VALUET REFERENCE, INFORMATION 
Ql .593. BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF- 290'.000, SO'-.FT, 
LREF 474.81,00; IN.,BDFLAP -11..70M, BREF 939.6800: it.. 
XMRP 0Io9ooo. IN'.1Xm-
YMRP .0000: !N.A YVl 
ZHRP 375.0000 1N. ZO1W
 
SCALE 0125
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.593 BETAO "000 ELEVON 
BDFLAP -11.700 
* 88 I ii ll n Ir l l II TITlIl flit rIr~ 1 
.000 
Till I?? II!TT,F4, litfY? 171 lll llIT? IT??S IltS 11?FIll 
CAFE010) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQFT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
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FIG. 13 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOLO 
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LTV44-559(A26) 02 SI (AFE010) 
SYMBOL MACH 
-593 -BETAO 
.B0LAP 
. PARAMETRIC-VALUES 
.OOO t.ELEVON ' ..000 
REEERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF s2620-.0000 SQ,"F.T. 
LREF '7AJBIO 'IN. 
BREF 9366800 IN. 
XHRP
-YMRP 
.ZMRP 
SCALE 
,IVOOf ll000000 
3750000 
.0125 
I.N.'O
,N.'YO 
.IN. ZO 
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.593 BETAG .000 EEVON 
SOFLAP 5.000 
ll ml[ l imi mllilmlilm lm ll m@i 
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mimi mll l 
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m ill ' 
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m4il fllll mIl rit itt. tm 11 
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- ­ -
-
(AFEO I) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690 000 SQNFT. 
LREF 474.6800 IN.BRER 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
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FIG. 14 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOLI 
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LTV44-553CCA26) 02 SI CAFEOIl) 
SYMBOL Q MACH .593 BETAO PARAMETRIC VALUES .000 ELEVON .000 REFERENCE INFORMATION SREF 26600000 SQ.FT. 
iBbFLAP 5.000 LREF BREF 
"XMRP 
474.8100 
336.6800 
110.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.xe 
YMRP .0000 IN..YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
'SCALE .0125 
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA28) 02 Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.593 9ETAO .000 ELEVON 
3DLAP 5.000 
000 
CAFE011 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.PT, 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 938.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1I09.0000 IN. XO 
YRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN, ZO 
SCALE .0125 
. 6- - I ... .... .... ... ... . . . . 
.0501 - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - --­
.045­
z 
w 
--I-r -
u 
w 
.020--
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 14 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE0l1
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LTV'44-559CA26) 02 Si ,AFE011)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .593 BETAO .000 ELEVON ;000 SREF,, 2690.0000" SOFT. 
EUFLAP 5.000 LREF 
BREF 
474.8100 
9368.800 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. Xm 
YMRP J0000 IN.10 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
'IN,.ZO 
.0032, inln i r n r nn i n itfnf ilitn ...i ...i ...~ 
.0024- 1 1 
.0016
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.593 BETAO .000 ELEVON 
BOFLAP 5.000 
Ti n nI t ntl Ti n nit* nit rul ll nt l itin4[ 
.000 
nIl ii i l l f ti i n l fl n'nIi n inlII 
(AFE011) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 289.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.r800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO, 
SCALE .0125 
nf=1l s1t i ntl, t 11un i yln,in lmt I Icmnn i 
.0008 -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -
x
< 
.0006 
.0004-
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-. 000(8-
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
FIG. 14 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOII 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si CAFEO11]
 
SYMBOL MACH' PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHA'TION 
SREF 269Q.b000 SO.FT.0 .563 BETAD .000 ELEVON, .0.0 
LREF l474. 8 100 IN.BOFLAR 5.000 
 BREF 6:3.6800. I'N..
' XMRP I,00. 000 IN., XO' 
YMRP .0000 IN., YO 
ZMRP 375-.QOOO, IN. ZO 
SCALE - q,25:­
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTAMCK ALPHAO
 
FIG. 14 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SdEEPF AFEOiL
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 02 91 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.593 BETAC .000 ELEVON 
BDFLAP 5.000 
.000 
CAFE011) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
Z-RP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.80 -- -- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - -
.72 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.64----------------------- -
z 
Lt 
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 14 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO11
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LTV 4-559CCA28) 02 Si CAFEO11) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .593 BETAO .000 ELEVON. .000 SREr 2690.0000 SO.FT'. 
BOFLAP 5.000 LREF . BREF 
474.8100 
936.6800 
IN,. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000. IN. X0 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO' 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.268 
.24---------------------------------­
.22-­
.20
 
z 
u .12' 
(D) 
-
< 
0 
.04 ­
o 	 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 -9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO 
FIG. 14ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOA.1
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559(CA2S) OS Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.591 BETAO .000 ELEVON .001) 
CAFEOi2) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.6100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.88 
.72 , , ' 
z .64 
.56 
2 j .48 
U.4 
w.3 
u_ 
LL. 
< 
.24 
.16-----------
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ORBITER AN3LE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 15 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SEEP9 AFE012
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LTV444559CCA26) OS Si (AFEOI2)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2G90.0000 SO.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH I PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .591 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP IIC9.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.044 
- - - -
-
C--
. 040 - - --
r
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FIG. 15 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEPCAFEO12
 
PA F RO 
LTV44-559CCA26) 06 SI (AFE012) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 .591 BETAO .000 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP ll090UOO IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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LTV44-559(CA26) 06 SI CAFE012J 
SYMBOL MACH 
.591 BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES. 
.000 ELEVON .000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
2690.0000 SO'.FT 
474,.8100 IN. 
936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109;0000 IN. XO 
YIRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0030 .000-'7.. . ,- ,' - >, r-' - ,. 
C), - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO 
FIG. 15 GRanTER ISOLATED, ALPHA SlEP FE1 
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 06 Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.591 BETAO .000 ELEVON 
nnl mll mll m4'llImt rti l miI1 l lI 
.00) 
m, r(I T ill ml m11 I rn11 mlf l rr nn n d i 
CAFE012) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 26$0.0000 SOQFT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 938.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN..YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
ll l ll n,l Tml n l 1f {lTii  yr Im III,m l I 1 
.00082 
n 
S.000---­
-
U00)- - - - - - - - ---- - - - -
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ORBITER ANSLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO 
FIG. 15 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SEEP, AFEOl2 
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LTV44-559C0A2G) OG Si (AFE012) 
SYMBOL MACH 
,.51 
. 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.000 SLEVON .000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SACF . 2g90.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474,8100 IN. 
BREF 936.800 IN. 
XMRP 
YMRP 
ZHRP 
SCALE 
1109.0000 
.0000 
375,0000
.0125 
IN. XO 
IN,. YO 
IN.ZO 
.0012 ... ', , 
o o 
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- -
, LTV44-559(CA26) 06 Si CAFE012)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .591 9ETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2860.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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0 
Ls-Vi44-559(CA26) 06'$ (FEO.12)
 
.SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
40 .591 BETAO £00 :ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFIT. 
LREF. 4748 100 'IN. 
BREF 
XMRP 
"936,16800
1109:0000 
IN. 
IN. XO 
YMRP :000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
37,5;0000 
.0125 
IN.'120 
..24 
. . . ..  . .. . .. . 
j 
"I l .... 
4} ..­
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ORBITER ANGLE -OF ATTACK,,ALPHAO 
FIG. 15 ORBiLTER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP. AFEO12 
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559C0A2S) 06 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.593 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON .000 
CAFE013) 
REFERENCE INORMATION 
SREF '2690.0000 Sg.FTo
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.Xe 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZIRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.80 
.72­
z .56 
LiU 
•48- - --­ -
w.32-------------------­
.24­
z 
< .16-' 
.08- -­
:i ri ..... 
-II 
0-1. 38 5 6 01 2 '131 5 1 71 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPRAO
 
FIG. iGORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO13
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LTV44-559CCA26) 06 SI CAFEI13) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .593 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690,00Q S.FT, 
LREF 474,8100 - IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN, 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP , 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 16 ORBDITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO13 
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LTV44-559C0A26) 06 SI 	 CAFE013) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .593 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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FIG. 16 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO13 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 06 Sl 	 CAFE013)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE IN:ORHATION 
0 	 .593 BETAO' -5.000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690,0000 SO'FT. 
LREF' 474,.8100 IN. 
BREF' 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP IO9.00100 IN.XO
 
YMRP .oUO0 IN, YO0 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN'.. ZO 
SCALE .0125
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-- 
LTV44-559CCA26) OG SI CAFE013) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIN 
0 .593 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2890.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109,0000' IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN,20
 
SCALE .0125
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO 
FIG. 16 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP. AFE0l3
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LTV44-559tCA26) 08 Si 	 AFE013)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE 'NFORNATION
 
0 	 .593 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690,0000, SQ.FT,
 
LREE 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XHRP 1109,.0000" IN. X0'
 
YMRP .0000 IN. Yal
 
ZMRP 375.0000 [N. ZQ'
 
SCALE .0125
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FIG. 16 OR$ITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP. AFEOI3
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 06 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.593 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON .000 
CAFE013J 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.64 
.56, 
z 
zu.0 U 
.4e 
40 
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LL 
LjL 
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ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
FIG. 16 ORBITER ISOLATED. ALPHA SWEEPP AFEOI3 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 06 Si CAFEO13)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .593 UETAO -5.000 ELEVO .000 SREF 2690.060, So.FT. 
LREF- 474,.01,00 IN,. 
BREF 936.6800, IN,. -
XMRP 1109.0000 IN., XO' 
YMRP .0000 IN,., YO, 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO' 
SCALE' .0125
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LTV44-559CCA26) OS SI CAFE014) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .593 BETAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 S.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
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LTV44-559CA26) 06 Si (AFE14) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES,. REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
0" .593 BETAO" .000 ELEV0NO 5.000: SREF' 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF'BREF' 47481,0936.6800 IN,INz 
XMRP 
YMRP' 
ZMRP' 
SCALE 
1109.0000 
.0000,
375l000f 
.01251 
IN. XO' 
IN, YO 
IN. ZOt 
. - - . 
-lilt . . .. .. 
s" -. 008 - '." 
uU - . 
-. 0:12 - . " 
-.- , , 
U - , I' t 
w -T. I-- ­
-.024 
-
L- -. 0.32 t 
z -.040r
 
tO -. 0 2,. . ."-
I-I 
oC) -.03 ,-" . .
 
I- ' , .i 
. -.040- ." - ­
- ,,4 L . I_ _ I 
. - [;L-44 i. 
- I4' 
-.048­
.0521
.  iW At i L II L rlit L lWl LW L i W Li ill W L 1 iitl itSl iii tlW Ir iLWl LW LW t tI~1 ll W IiW I 11 ll lWiii 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 S, 10- 11 12 13 14 15 16' 17" 18 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID, 
FIG. 17 ORBIFTER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP,, AFEO14
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LTV44-559tCA26) 06 SI (AFE014I
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .593 BETAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.

LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.040
 
.035 . -­
.030---- ­
.025--­
a .020 
W .015--

LL
U O-- .t 
u .005 
U
 
O 0
 
< -.00
 
-.010
 IRI
 
-.020
 
-.025 titz..J---. 
-4 Di4 D-A 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL. INCID 
FIG. 17 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOI4 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 06 SI 	 (AFE014)
 
SYMS MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE iNFORHATION
 0 	 .593 DETAO .000 ELEVON 5.0W SREF 26RD 0000 Q.FT. 
LREF 474.,O00 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109,0000 IN. X0
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE 01'25
.0'1 mi'"ti ........... .... .... m Pilil...nI lt ..................... .. W" 2 "f11 .................... l .... ..... ...  .. 	 .. 

.0008 	 -
L .	 I.0004 	 1 . .'. 
0 I. 	 " 7 . , - 0,
 
.0004­
0b1: -­
',-.0008-.-	 , ,,' 
u -. 000---------- 	 ------------------------
LiL 
O -. 0016-;
-.002-------------­
uJ
 
u -. 0020- 7,­
0 ­
.0024, 
Y 
-. 0028- ­
-.0032l
 
-.0036 

.
 
-.0040 ' 
.0044 I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 'b [0 I 12 13 14 15. 16 17 18 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 17 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO14
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LTV44-559CCA26) OB SI CAFE014) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE' INFORATION 
0 .593 BETAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2S90.0000 SQ.FT.

LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X3
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.004 ...ti itJi...' . ..... riT ....... 'f ...................... .... iT... ! il LT i ..I.. .. ............ Tn l t fl . ..... fli I' .. ....
.... .. .. 'l 
•.0002" ...- -....- '.,
 
.0002 -----
U) 0 
' -.0002----­
z-------------------------------------------------------.0004 - ---­
z -. 0006 ---­
.0008-­a 
-. 0010------- ---- -­
.0012-------------------------------­
' f" IO -.0014-------
-

z J
2 
w3. -f 
< .0020I.-. ­
-. 0021-8 
-4­
- .0 0 2 - - - - - - - - ­
-. 002" 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL. INCID
 
FIG. 17 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOl4
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LTVA4-559(CA26) 06 SI 	 CAFE014)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .593 BETAC .000 ELEVON, 5.000 SREF 2650.0000 SOD$T. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 YHRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZHRP 375.0000* IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
001 l llil i i il i fr1 Iin i lfI~lil u il- ,ii i neuinl nilq nfl.l nr nl ie l nt t~it mul ilJT I a miB I ITi4 	 f1 m I j inm n il i ni t tuji nit 
.0014­
.001- r -, 
0 .0010 
>< 
: .0 0 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
C .00041 	 .... CrI
 
H .0002­
z
 
as
 
LU .0002 -
ZLL
 
0 .00 
zwo - .000 
-.0004--------------­
z- .0008-----------	 --- "'------------------------------L 	 I 
-.00012
 
-. 0014 z w" T .1 'aw . uaid 'a n a 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IC 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 17 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA, SWEEP AFEOI4
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LTV44-559(CA26) 06 SI CAFE014) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .593 BETAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 936.6800 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRPZMRP .0000375.0000 IN. YOIN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
1 . 4 i l 111l iiflit ml n i li tll lt li Jifi 71{Il flit ll 1171lnFIlt 7r ll Fll 771f I77 I1 [I 1 ll 77 iil il I I flWIT! $17, 1 1 it IJ ill ITT 
1 .0... .. ... . .. ... ... ... 
.64-- - - -­
.48 
wo 
.32-- ------------
-- --
1--
-- - --
-JJ 
.24 - - - ­
.16 -­
.08- jz 
0 
lal atij saIII1 s isoIIlfII uaa 554 Lsa. aII WaI usI usaI I- ll08uII 1aL41 5 Lnl ass 1 sa IIItl,. w a 1 I I l a WaI .55l a141 ma1 l I lass s14 I~~l 
0 1' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL. INCID
 
FIG. 17 ORBITER ISOLATEDP ALPHA S;:EEP, AFEO14
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LTV44-559(CA28) O6 SI CAFEOI4)
 
SYTMIS MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAl ION 
0 .593 BETAO .000 ELEVON 5;000 SREF LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2890.0000 
474.8100 
938.6800 
110.0000 
SQ.FT.
-IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE :0125 
" iim:fllnnf nfum ""ini~ irnFnn ftp n ,zIII f mr .I n n M 
.28­
.26z­
.24 
.22--
I -
.2& 
z - - I-
-04 
J "I
 
.02
 
0 1, 2 3 "-4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 i3 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCIDFIG. 17 ORBITER .ISOLATED,ALPHA SWEEP, AFEOI4
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LTV44-559CCA26) 06 SI CAFE015I 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE IFRIATION 
0 .59S BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 28O.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREFXMRP 936.68001109.0000 IN.IN.X0 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. zo 
SCALE .0125 
S1 .04 t wi mi@ fl nt,141Tm i nf1~l |i'" 8 1 nfl T mtEKII@1fll;i 11I@ i '@ filIllT ll' I". flfl ml@ till ll J4u1 l|ifif ti| ¥ll 
z
 
.u
72­
~.80 
z
 
wd .64------------------------------------­
.48 
L
 
w. 
oo 
.16 
L.08 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, 
FIG. 18 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE015 
13 14 
INCID 
15 16 17 IS 
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LTV44-559CCA262 OS SI CAFEO15)
 
REFERS4CE INWaMMATION
SYM OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES SREF 2890.0000 SI'T. 0 .596 BTAO -5.000 'ELEVON' 5.000 LREF 474.810 IN 
BREF' 936.6800 IN. 
IN. XOIIf09.0000XMRP .000W IN. VO
YMRP 
ZMRP 375.0000 I'N.20 
SCALE .0125, 
(,.0) 
-

-. 004 
I­
-. 032 
I- '-U 
Lrz 
-i- -. 032 
-.0436
 
U -. 048- "1 I I.1, 
-.- 5 
-. 04 
FIG. 18 ORBITER ISOLATED, ,ALPHASWEEPt AFE015
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LTV44-559CCA26) 06 Si CAFEO15) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .596 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF LREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
SOFT. 
IN. 
BREF 
XMRP 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN: YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
rmlll mtu nrI an~ Iml l 3mI TFm ml I1fl mimi mIIII l l m1 rml~ll -1; hrl tin l ni , ni mIII l i l3m u il t lf ll 3m I3mI l l 3m]If 
.048 
.040 - ­
.032 
c~'c.
 
Li
 
'-4[ 
u 
LL I 
LL 0 
o -.008---------------------------- ----------­
w
 
< .024
- 03--­
< 
-.02---------------------­
-.048­
-.056f
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL. INCID 
FIG. 18 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEPp AFEO5
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LTY44-559CCA26) 06 Si (AFE015)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INRORMATION
 
0 .596 SETAO -5.000 'ECEVON 5.000 SREP :2690;0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF -474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936;6800 IN. 
XMRP 1.103.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZW 
SCALE .0125
 
.O472 ­
.0468. - " .. -. 
.0484 • . - - , - -I 
,0460 - -- - -. - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - --
U - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0456 -
LxJ 
- .0452--------------------- - - -
U 
.0448­
o 
.04442.
 
u 
.0440 .
 
Iii .0436- - - - - - - - - - - - , 
.0432
 
C',) 
2--
.0 --- - -- - - -- - ­•04284 
•0424 - - - - - -. 
o .2 wjinls, m 4 m JJ 4 J44 I i.ti ­.0420 - s W i. a 4 ['i I fl434tilL iiii-
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 18 ORBITER ISOLATEO, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO5
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LTV44-559(CA26) 06 SI CAFE015)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF 2690.0000 S0FT. 
. BETA0 ELEVON 5.000
596 -5.000 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREr 93G.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. MO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
0 1 96 ml Tll Tfl. Jlvl Jll Fit? Fi?. Jill Iii 17fi r IHllt rlI r?? 1W? 117I TTH 127? ITT fI ll l ill, Fill rnl mH lm i;'yr r r T iITfll . , 
.0192------------------------­
.0188-----------------------------------­
< .0184------
C3 
C0 .0180------------------------------------­
z .017 2 
z 
L 
w .- ---­w 
u .0160 
z Lrw r- .0156------------------------------------­
.0152 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0148--­
.0144 -
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1718S 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID 
FIG. 18 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE015
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LTV44-559CCA26) 06 Si 	 (AFEOI5)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-o .596 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 SREF 2890.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.00164 ' 	 ' 
-
-
. 8 0 - - - - - - ­
1-- ".0016 	 \--"-I­
,I 	 , ,"I"t
 
u 
.0024t 
C 	 I; 
zu .032 
1-- --.0040-	 - - - - - -- '­
o -.004-------------------- ---i i....-­
-.0008-- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - ­
z .0056--l----­
--. - - - - - -[ 
. 0064 1/ - - - -i 
o .008 -­
-.0072 
 I 
S 1 2 3 4 0 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 18 ORBITER ISOLATED. ALPHA SWEEP. AFEO15
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LTV44-559CCA2G) 06 SI CAFE015)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.C000 SQ.FT.
0 .596 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.G000 IN.
 
XNRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
ty tt n't, ...fn ...nt rn l n 1 ...t, ... ' m ~u 71nl1 . 04 ..... ... n..... n . ... .... llfr F~Ifu I~
 
.96 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~- ----­
.88 
- - - - ­
-
-
- - - - - 1-- - - ­
.72 

-
z 
w ~.56--------------------­
u
 
w
 
C
LL .48J 
o .40 -- - - - - - - - ­
00.32-----------­
.16----­
.08 or 
0
 
- . 8 .... .... ......... 14......... ... .... .... ............ ............ .... .... 4............
0.0 ..  .... ... .... .... ...  .... ...  .... ... .... ...
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 18 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEO5
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LTV44-559(CA26) 06 SI CAFEOI52
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE# 260.0000 SQ.F 
SYMBOL MACH -PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.59B BE-TAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN,.
 
XMRP 1109.,0000 IN.
 
YMRP .0000 IN.
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 
-SCALE .0125 
.. ,2T . . , lt fT n iTi ir , na, r n n mr f ~rnm-n~ i. -tf fltr-f 
'I.... 4 ' 1 
.24­
.22-_ 
18:1 -- 'I I 
- - , ,- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - , 
z
---S, I-------------
LL. 
L.L.,
 
u 
(D .B10 
o 
;op" -" ' 
' '.
'.un 
. . .- - - - - - - - - - -
n 
- -
Ja 
-
-­
' 
' 
04 r .'
 
•02,, 1 '-,," 
j W 'IL)fl ilaI I til Lid ' W UIL 
0 1 2 3 4 5 Z 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 18 ORgITER ISOLATED, ,ALPHA SWEEP, AFE015
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si CAFE13I)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690,0000 SOFT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .598 BETAO 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 474.8100 IN.
SOLP 00LREF 

SFLAP .000 BREF 936.6800 IN,
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.96 21 ii fi f .. i .. .. .. n ......uIY...... .. ... . -rIl...i....I1 . ....... f1 ii .. 71 17 , , .. .. ni r Fr..  r I'" F...i....... i  ....2, ']"f t-rl
 
.80------­
.80 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ­
1 1---­
.72 - 1 - ­
u .64-.:-- - - - - - - ------­
rI
 
w.56- , -
J ;T---­
zLL - :
 
u.40-­
u I
4.32--

LLI
 
.08---------- - - ­
-3 -20 -1 0-23 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 1 1 3 1 
.,------------­
"_ - - 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ORIE NIEC EATV O77FL NI 
F-----------------------------------------------------------------------------­
z-----------------------------------------------------------FIG.'19 ORIE ISL, ALH=WEAE3
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LTVA4-559(CA26) 02 SI (AFE131)
 
REFERENCE INWORHATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SOSFl.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
Q .598 BETAD 5.000 ELEYON 
5.000 

SDFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109-.0000- IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000' IN'.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z0
 
SCALE .0125,­
il iT Tl pr. nfl nil mmHnil nil ym mi f lil tt li Tm=fly flu= nil TI nil rifT nfl ml nI r flit flil tifi nil 'in ti ,H ­f l I 
.028­
.024-­
u .0M I H -TF 
z .016- - I Iw- - -I 1-2-- I.- - -7-- - - - - 0- - - -22 I- I. - - - - ­
A1-2
 
2 LUU .0082 
It .04 
It0­
w
 
.008, 
.012­
02 
3 1 o 1 2 3C 4 5 6 79 1 1 ' ' 
ORIE NIEC EATV O77FL NI 
FIG.-----1------------------------------------------------------------
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.598 BETAO 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
1DFLAP .000 
.00 7I nl n [ titI I ii i II F i lDa ilII IIIlFITITt17 7.fr Tn n I t Di191 ling Tln FY71 771r flf Till 
(AFE1311 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 93S.6800 IN. 
XMRP II09.0uO IN. XO 
YMRP .OOUO IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 10 
SCALE .0125 
inT 111l I1nl IF11 gn1 411f fit1 I YIPl gnt Till il 
.05-- - - ----­
.055-----------------------------------
C 
z .045-- -- -- -- ------­
w 2 
It 
w 
0 
.040-------------------------------------­
.035-------------------------------------­
o .030 -- ------ -- - ----------­
x . 2 -- - - - - - -
.015----------------------------------­
- - . -
-
.005 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 PRL.' INCID 
11 12 13 14 
FIG. 19 ORBITER ISOLATED ALPHA SWEEPY AFE13I 
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LTV144-559CCA26) 02 SI (AFE.131)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .598 BETAO 5.000 'ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2G90,0000 S0.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100, IN.
 8FLAP .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZXRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCAL 0125 
-.0560 ...... .............,. ........I"1.".. .......I_...... ......
 
-.0568-­
-.0576- --­
-. 0584- f F,, 
z -.0600- ",- - -- - -- -
LU 
t4~ I-GQB---I
w 

-I0 - U 
Li -.0632-- -.-.. 
 ' ... '--
- ­
w - - ------------- I7 
- - ,
-.0664 

'b]I
-.0672 ,... 

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 1-9 ORBITER ISOLATED? ALPHA SWEEP, AFE131
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LTV44-55SCCA2S) 02 SI (AFEl31
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .598 BETAC 
BOFLAP 
5.00O 
.000 
CLEVON 5.000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
28O9,0000 
474.8100 
936,6800 
1109.0000 
SOXT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
YIRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
ill 4l,,l,m TI ill[ ilt lyil 4lfill m i ll~i t l nitn' yrn)m l ni n ilfl liFl T iTii 11ttty l fl 
u.0084 i--
X .0088.­
o .0092---
C 
-.0096---­
z 
>-
Z -.0104-­
2 - ------------------------------­U- .oioU­
-. 0116-­
w
 
I­
z .0116-------------------------------------­
-.0112 = 
-.0120-­
co 
Z .0124-- -- - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - ­
zI

--.0128------------------------------------­
.0132-----------------------------------­
3 -2 - 0 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 I0O 11 12 13 14 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE ';0 747 FRL, INCID 
FIG.'19 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP. AFE131
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI CAFE131) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.598 BETAO 
EDLJAP 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
5.000 ELEVON. 
.000 
5.000, 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF' 268900000 SO.FL, 
LREF 4747.9100 IN., 
BREF 93.6800 IN.. 
XMRP 1109.0000. IN'..XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.. Y0 
9 ZMRP 375.0000 IN',,' SCALE .0125
M ..... , . 
--X 
09 I I1 
. 00 8 
(FII 
.007..-. 
J _ i ' , 
t I---­
i 
~~~.005-. . , ., 
m .004 uI . , . - ' 
o 
LL 
LL 
1--. 
w 
.003 - - ---
.00 2II II 
.001' 
0­
-- - - - - -
,i 
- - -
--
. 
---
.. . .. . 
-­
.. . .. . 
z 
.001 
02 
-- rl I + 
-. 
o. 
CK 
-­ 03
-.002 -- I 
-.004 U.'.. 
- 00 . .._ ", ,. _ '''' " .. wi. LL.. ilL. . L i W j tJJ hJJLLI il 24 -
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL. 
FIG. 19 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFEIP31 
9 10 
INCID 
11 12 13 
PE 
PAGE 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si CAFE1312
 
ICL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIeN
 
.598 RETAO 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
BDFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.98 I it m 7111 171 111ml Ii T i 17 I 11 I I mI l 7 1 1 JIll ,,1111 fY,11,.1111 171 IiitT ilI l 171 111 Fll 111 Tlt Til 7111 l 1111 1 ll 
.88 - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - ­
.72 ­
.64-------------------------------------­
.56-------------------------------------­
.48­
.40---------------------------------------­
.32----------------
ITC
 
.24------------- -
.08--­
-.08-
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ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL. INCID
 
FIG. 19 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEPP AFE131
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LTV44-559(CA26) 02 SI (AFE131)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.598 BETAO 
80FLAP 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
5.000 ELEVON 
.O00 
5,.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2880.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XIRP 1109.0000 IN. X0 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE , Q025 
.26 -'-- - - - - - - - -
.24 -
o I 
U-i 
.8 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
uC .12­' , 
<­
, l-J[ 
-z 
32 -2 -1] 0 6 7 8 9 11 ' 12 13 1 
e'04 
.""~AG 
J34. -
''I 
- - -- -- -- - -- - - - -
1 
- -
1I 
- - - - -
,, 
- - - - - -
, 
- -
128 
-
-
-
FI.IWRTRIOAE,' ALPA SWEPIAFE13 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI 	 CAFEI32)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .601 BETAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
BUFLAP 
 .OO 	 LREF 474.8100 IN,
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YIRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
m i fi, l it l l ii* ll ntl mil fill i-rn ml nr ifl TI ! P11J l l iii nil l 	 ri-f h iii l l , nfl i1W nil in I I l li 	 Tl 
.96­
.88­
z .72­
.64----------------------------	 -----------­
z 
w 
.56---------------------------------------­
I-c 
_.4--

It .32 -----------­
< 	 ¢ 
Xr .24-------­
.08- - - ­
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID 
FIG. 20 ORBITER ISOLATEO, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE132 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 ,S CAFEI32)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATXN
 
0 ,rOl B TAO .000 ELEVON !.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
REF - 474.8100 IN.
BDFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 11094000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZHRP 375,.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .J0125 
"rn mlHIFill Fmi fi.l mgl ml1 ll i ii l n l ni T ill Till fIIITill Till rnI flil Till flYI11 1 lllll ll l ill lll i l illl PilJl l m l lri 41 
,-7­z 02 7-

w .j
 
U-'

LU
 
i­
O-.012 -"-"------------ ­
.00b 
z obt,i t 
0+ I 
'-3 -2 -1 O* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 L,2 13 14 15 
ORBITER I:NCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, I:NC'ID 
FIG. 20 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA .SWEEP, AFEI.32
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LTV44-559(CA26) 02 SI CAFE132)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQoFT,
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 
.601 1ETAO .000 ELEVON ,0O0 

SOFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. Xe
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC
 
SCALE .0k25
 
7T.0. 1..... . . .. . ............. . . . . . I..............''"...........[... .... .
. .
 . .

.06-­
.oo --­
.055' ----­
< ILP" I I 
L) .050 ­
S.045 
I.

.040. 

U­
o .035---- ---
L) .03-------------------IC-, 

LL 4 
L.. .025--i-- -­
-x.020 -- - - - ­
.015-- - - -

I I I" I ,. 
.0 0 5 ­
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 20 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE132
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LTV44-559CA2S) 02 SI CAFE132)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.601 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETAO .000 ELEVON 
BOFLAP 0REF. 00 
m 3m rr1 m m ir. nfl m''i rn-I ml m 
.ooo 
1{ , iJfll mtn ll I{1 InrmrnI nr mi rrn mi mi 
REFERENC INFORMATION 
SREF" 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
474.8100 IN. 
BREF 938;S800 IN. 
XMRP II09l.ooo0 IN., XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
rrn;IITn n iminntil*{ " 
~~--- -- ----------------­
-. 0004­
-.00p8- -..-..­
-. 0012-----
C, --
ULw 
- - - -
-.002-
- - - - - -
-­
- - -
-w-
- - - - - - - - - - -
4--
-
0 
-­
-. 003­
0 ---­2-- -- -. . 
( -. 004 -.. ,.. 
-.0040-- .uIX 
I.I, {11 
-3 -2 -1- 1 2 2 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 '12 13 14 15 
ORBITER INCI'DENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID 
FIG. 20 ORBITER ISOLATED,-ALPHA SWEEP, AFE132 
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LTV44-559tCA26) 02 SI CAFE132) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 BETAO 
BDFLAP 
.000 
.000 
ELEVON 5.000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2S0.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
S0.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP 1 .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
t i n ni~l ti n| tin I I n tin[ 1 lfl rYinTI ll iF~t ii[l4 an tn i tn i n tin4 ITIn tnt intjq iii n 1tinit i i t. tnl ts inmu m 
.0001' 
0­
x -. 0001 0 - ­
S.0002-­
-. 0004-- - - ---
I-I
 
z -.0005. ­
o -. 0006------------
La 
-. 0007-- ­
z .0008 
C
 
-. 001--­
-0012-I 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 20 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP9 AFE132
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CAFE132)
LTV44-559(CA26) 02' Si 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
 SYMBOL MCH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 S 26 2690.0600 SO;FT. 
0.SOI BE.TAO .000 ELEVON 5.000 IN.
LREF 474.8100
BDFLAP .000 

BREF 9386800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109,0000 IN,.XO
 
YMRP .Ooo IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375,.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .=5l
 
r m r m nfml... r t t . ... r I l .. I. ni i Il tl l T... , . ..0 3 l0 ....., mllrn l i n m i .. .... . r .711In m I.t  1 .. 
.028---------------------­
, u Ii, I 
.002­
0 - - - - ­
0
 
< 
"V
 
n..008... ­
.000 - - - 0 - 2 7 
F­
w 00, ,It 134
 
PAGE 
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z .0 - 04 -- I1 VV 
z0 
z .0244. 
- - - -
- 10- -­
- 3 2- - - 0. - - -1-- - - - - - - - 2 1 1 1 
ORBITER INCIDE"JCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL. INCID
 
FIG. 20 ORBITER ISOLATEDJ ALPHA SWEEP, AFE132
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LTV44-559CA26) 02 SI CAFE132) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.601 HETAO 
BOFLAP 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.000 ELEVON 
.000 
. . 
500 
. , - - - - -
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE , ,0125 
.96 -­ , 
.88------­
- G - ---.72-----i I I" 
:j.64----------------------------------
Li]
 
LL:
 
-4Y 
.32 - -2 -'1 02----------------­
.0 8-
-44 - - - - -
-
U-­
•.16-----------
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID)
 
FIG. 20 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEPt AFE132
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LTV44-55SCCA26) 02 SI CAFE132)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 RtFEWENCE IN'ORMATION 
'oQ.FT.:sr.EF 2 b:00060 .601 BETAO .:000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 94sB4 bOo IN.BDFLAP 000 
XMRP ,1fO9,.0dO IN: 
YbRP oboo iN,; 
ZMRP 3751;0000 IN. "ZO 
SCALE 
.28 , - -. 
.26. j4-I 

,24 .I YI'
 
.2 ,-, - - - - -­
.2b- I ­
1"4 t - -- . 
z. -.i - -i - '-
IjiLL • I - .. .. 
" .10 .- _ ,
 
o-- ,x0 
0 I - - 1 . 
0::2 
.04- :) -' "
---------------... 
rill-4]1-4 [-1l ii L it 24I rIS~bnli Iii LW IPII 412 1 if , Aq tin wi fidi l I±1 f l ii 141 1444 1441 Sm i1 it 1±42 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1,0 11 12 13 14 15 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747-FRL. INCID 
FIG. 20 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE132
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI CAFE133)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
0 .599 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT. 
BOFLAP .000 LREF BREF 
474.8100 
836.6800 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0125 
I:I 
•L a r 
L) .40­
uu r 
LL .248"-i 
-ii l 
K .14 -- - - - -----­
•08 '' 
.08­
3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 I11 12 13 14 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL,
FIG. 21 ORBITER ISOLATED ALPHA SWEEP AFE133 INCIO 
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.599 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 
GOFLAP .000 
•032-----------------------------------­
5.000 
CAFEI33) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2680.0000 SOFT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
8REF 938.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.028--- - - - - - - - - -- -
.024---- - -l 
.0 -
ZLLI 
oJ 
I­
ra., 
LLI 
.012---
.008 : 
-
Ii 
- - - -
-
-
tD 
z 
L 
-D­
-.004-
- .020 
- -
I. flU 13 
ZL~-uL', .0[04 I I : -L 
-.02­
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 8 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 
FIG. 211 ORBITER ISOLATEP ALPHA SWEEPP AFE133 
7 
747 
8 
FRL. 
9 10 
INCID 
11 12 13 
PAGE 
14 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 02 Sl CAFE133)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 .599 BETAO -5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BDFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 'IN. YO
 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125 
z . m .r..i.... ....... ........ ...................n.
'it .. . .
...... .......

.070 ' rtI...... ...
.C65"-. 
.060- , ~ 
.C55- Ul 
u.050­
z .045-----­
o.050-----30 --
HI
 
•d
020'5-
 Y
 
x ---Ii
 
.015- I 
u .030- ... - - - - - - - - - ­
• 10- '
 
,

.005 . 
3 -2 -1 0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID 
FIG. 21 ORBITER ISOLATED9 ALPHA SWEEP, AFE133 
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LTV44-559(C,26) 02 S1 (AFE133)
 
SYMBO MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599, BETAO -5.000 !ELEVON 5.000, SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, 
SDFLAP .000 LREF 474.8100 IN..
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XtRP 1103,0000 IN. XO
 
YHRP ,0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0125 
,060 I' " -r 'h 'M- , i 
0 -­
•.05 9 + '"- . -
I­
.057- " 
.050'- ­
,.
LL.055-.L 
w I _ lo ­
u,,
Lu
o .05,. 
.- ­w 
o 05.2:.. . 
U, -- -- ,5>-
.049"
 
-3 -2 -1 0 2 4 5 6, 7 8 S 10 11 12 13 14 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE -TO 747 FRL, INCID 
FIG. 21 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP9 AFE133
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 SI CAFE133)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474,8100 IN.
0 .599 BETAO -5.000 
ELEVON 5.000 

BDFLAP .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .OOO IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
" ' ' '

.010 4' .....I .... ......... " ..... .. . :.
.. ... .... .... ........
.. .  "
 
• , - -----­
.0102- l-i­
(n .0100--­
< 

.008­
.0094 - "--"- - , - ­
.0092. 
z
wd 000'
 
.0088--­
w 
Li. O 8 8 B- " : 
0 
) .0086-- ---
I-­
z
 
.0084 
oD .0082­
< .0080 
.0078 I 
.0076. lii I I1LID LIBII E $ .. IL L~II LBIJ L 14t L I I liI i i L I PU i L IE i EtIU ULLl Wi k5I Ii! UtL~ tSk~ 14. I L I Mir II 1±1L i ) 
-3 -2 -1 0 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 FRL, INCID
 
FIG. 21 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE133
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'LTV4-4-559'(C'A26) 02. Si1 (AFE133)
 
S RERSYMBOL. MACH. PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF;
000S .59s: BE-TAC. -5.000 EL VON 5,.BDAP> .6O'O LREFBREP 
XMRP 
YMRP, 
ZMRP' 

....... .
0 0 , 
,--, , 00- -­
- - * .00a 
m .-
C -.- 008 
rn -',0008 , --------------------------------------­
z' . 0- "- -- -"- -.- - - .,. -I 
o ,-Z.0024:--------- ---
U..Lii fl-t ; 
I- - .004 ------ ------­
- .-O- "-S"-, 
CD 
z .0)az -. 0056 . , ", 
.I---0.6 I-" 
-. 0072--i­
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 ORBtTER INCIrDENCE RELATIVE TO.747 FRL, INC'ID 
FIG. 21 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP9,AFE133 
ERE';CE INECRMAM ION 
"
 2GSO'000 * SO iFT. 
474,98i C IN.936. SBQQ IN.. 
ll0s0.$OO0 INt. XOm 
.0000M IN.. ye 
375' 00O ., IN. ZO­
12 13, 14 
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LTV44-559CCA26J C2 Si CAFE133) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .59 BETAO 
BDFLAP 
-5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 5.000 SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936,6800 
1109.0000 
S0.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
...".....  Ill.. ,l"11 "'i ....  ' ... ...{u, SCALE .,,,k ..........,,,, .0125 ....... 
.8a----------------------------------------­
.72- car. I -
1, .LIJ
 
.32 II 

0­
~.40
 
I-I
 
.5 3 -2 10------------ -1- --- J L24 8-9-------------
ORBITER INCIDE---- RE----- TO 747 -- -­
-.08 ,-! 
-36WUS -2iiL - IS .0) L 4.iL11U-i 3) 144 L 5iU) L7) L9LW L 1 4 WI L 142 LWl)W 61 8ii 13L 14-
ORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE TO 747 PRL. INCID
 
FIG. 21 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE133
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 S1 (AFE133)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 2;90,-0000 S .FT.
 0 ..5sB BETAC -5.'000 ELEVON 5.000 
 474.8100 IN,
L0REF
BAFLAP ..00 8REF 836 c6800 IN, 
XMRP 1109!0000 IN. XO
 
YHRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP .37.5.0000 IN. ZO
 
- SCALE :0,125 
~l 711..28 1 &4 Tni l eim emi ml Tm aLIlil mI l ll m,l imrIN@ nfl TmHJ l 711 1 1 Ill lm l 1 1ml l m411ll mm11 il i l ,,It 
2 ­
* ........
 
D4 'C -1 
.'04­
1 2z- J I I 
-1 J A 1 
i'O a .-- .. .. .. .. . . .. ......... ....... 

-3 2 -I 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 18'0 11 V2 13 14 
SORBITER INCIDENCE RELATIVE 7TO 747 FRL, INCIB' 
FIG. 2i ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA-SWEEP, AFE133
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LTV44-559(CA26) 02 Si CAFE134) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.592 ETAO 
BFLAP 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.000 ELEVON 
.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.000D SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BAEF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.Xv 
YMRP .0000 IN.- YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN.ZOSCALE .0125 
.88 .'4 4........ ... -
ur 
w 
r 
U- .408 
- -
-IT- ANG2E F T4 ­
1 7
3 4 1
O I 1 
1 1 1 7 C1 1 100 

FIG. 22OBTRIOAEAPANGLEEPF ATTAKA34A
 ~~eE 
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LTV44-559C0A26) 02 SI (AFE134)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREr" 2680,0000 SO.FT,.
0 .592 BETAO .000 ELEVON, ,XOO LREF 474SO1,00 IN.BDFLP .000 BREF 936 4800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.068
 
-y-,­.064 
I+,n , ,
 ,------ .-
z .5 
u . 
Li.
 
U­
oU, .044­ _,,<l 
H 
z .040-­
.06
 
Lo 
z
 
.032--
.o2 , I .. . . 
L) 
.02 - - - - - - ­
.6--­
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO
 
FIG.-22 ORBITERISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE134
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LTV44-559CCA26J 02 Si CAFEI34)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARANETRIC VALLIES 

0 .592 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN,
BOFLAP .000 
 SREF 936.6900 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XO
 
YMRP .000 IN, YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.........
X8 0 .. 
.072 
.01.4 - . - ­
.05G 
<u .048 
z .040- --

LdJ 
.032 
o .024
 
u 
o I 
-J
 
~.008­
×.0 -------------------------------- _---. '­
.024 - t 
., J 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 0 1i :2 1'3 1'4 1'5 1' 17 18 
-.•0321- .f ........
 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO
 
FIG. 22 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE134
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LTV447j559CCA26) 02 Si CAFE134)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .592 BEJAC .000 ELEVON .000
I .0LREF 474.8100 IN,
0OLAP .0O0 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109,0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z0
 
SCALE .0125
 
00G1" 
.0008-

I-I
 
-. 00-8 
w­
o004-
16"--
Li.
 
-. 0040 
- 0064-05 
-
- -~ - - - -Ina-. 07 
-
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-. 0080-­
0 1 12 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1G 1,.7 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO
 
FIG. 22 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE134
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LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si (AFE134)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .592 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
BDFLAP .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0008 ,--­
, .0006­
x
 
< .0004-, - - ­
rn .0002 --­
u£
 
z 0---------.
 
-)
 
* -. 0002 I 
-0004. " I 
U.'S -.O0004----------------------------------------- -----....... ----- J
 
° ,oo-,

L
 
-. 0006 - ---- --- --- -- - - - --Lu ----- ----- ----- --- ­
z
 
,0014­
-.0014-------------

-
CD~O2~~~-----. - - - - - - - - --- ---­
.0016---­
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 22 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE134
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LTV44-559CCA2G) 02 Si CAFE134)
 
REFERENCE INFC'MATION
SYMBOL 	 MACH I PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF 2B90.0001O SQ.FTo0 	 .592 eETAO .000 ELEVON .000 
 LREF 414,8100 _IN,
DFLAP .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109,0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 fNiZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
n1 m l 1 1r 1 fl-f F m a n l r ZFIt l l t f f n f l I l l r I [ I tI t t i t t n t I~ m1r tt Ti t n M I IIIn I 'II;F t-"il -I I 	 i 

.0012' 
-_ - -- - - - - ­
.0x 
0.0006:J 
.0008--­
o 	 .0002 I
 
.0004------- '
 
w I 	 , --. -4-- ­
u 	 .000- - -- - ­
0008 	 -. -----------. 
-.oo04--	 .I I '-- - - ­
z
 	 F.0010..
 
-..0012 , 
-. 004 - - -Litt 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14. 15 16' 17 1 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAO 
FIG. 22 ORBITER ISOLATED, AL.PHA SWELP, AFE134 
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LTV44-559C0A26) 02 Si 	 (AFE134)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .592 BETAO .000 ELEVON .000 SREF . 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
BDFLAP .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109,0000 IN.XO
 
YMRP :0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
nil l 	 ml= m tr l mim'= mla mHl m mH ml 	 lm~IHnil mu muH mlT iffi rml T1 Tm l == lm il l H t fi TmH mI I mIH mi fH =l 
.80 
(.72 
o 	 .40--­
m yyLi.
 
Wi .32-----------------	 - - - - - - - - - - ­
.24 - - - - - - - - -
Li. 
u 40 
ItI
 
-14 
0~­
- ii 	 .11l iL L-I l IA I I a- 1 11 I11II!FI Il [1,~-- -11i, - II iLL in.t ... .. l 1 t i iii L-i L k A-A mol WI I LIII L I ±14 11-Il 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO
 
FIG. 22 ORBITER ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP, AFE134
 
I 
LTV44-559CCA26) 02 Si (AFE134) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORMATION 
0 .592 BETAO 
BDFLAP 
.000 
.000 
ELEVON .000 SREF 
LREF 
8REF 
2690.0000 
474.1100 
936.6800 
SOFT. 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.28 tilT i t) tll Till Ti1,ll lT~T ill W, Iti lml 1TTT I flfl Ilfl rill till Till tin tinI ml rm) nrI rm il t Tmfl f#1I lti TIIll f1lluni lnl Iti ll ill l 
.28 .... . .... 
.24­
1
.20 

z .16zw -----------------------­
u
 
.- 4
 
L 
w0 I 
u .12 -­
.IC
 
.04 
.02-"--=
 
0 '1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHAO 
FIG. 22 ORBIT R ISOLATED, ALPHA SWEEP9 AFE134
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE03O) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT!ON 
0 .627 ALPHAC 
STAB 
RUDDERRUDR 
.000 
5.00 
.DO0 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
ox 
Coo 
5.400 
.clOO 
SREF 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
938.68001109.0000 
SQ. 
IN. 
IN.IN. 
DY .000 lORE 4.C00 YMRP .0000 IN. 
BETAD .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. 
U lllIt m l 
.194-----------­
i nr l mTt mlb nfallH~4 fiIll m l l: l til m m@1 f11 nfl m @iml l ml fi. m l m r l m f p m i 
[~~ I 
Z .188---------------------------------------­
rir 
LLi 
.186-------------- ------­
.184 4---v-­wL -Ic 
LL
 
<.182----------------- -
LL 
.174------- ­
.172 
17 0, , , 
0 8 36 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 23 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIIIITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE030
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO30)
 
SYMBOL MACH 'PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
'0 .627 ALPIHAC .000 BETAC 400 SREF .2890,.0000 'SO.F'T. 
STAB 5.000 .ELEVON '5O00 LREF 47 ,S 00 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 LN,.RUDDER 1.000 lox 000
,.000 IORB '4000 XMRP ,1109.0000 fIN. XO 
,DY 4.000 M.000 ,.0000 IN. ,Y0IORS Y RP 

ETa X000 ,DPHI .000 ZMRP 375.0000 ,IN. 7Z0XO125
SCALE 

Tmr} lllit m Sm mi rm( l n =r l ll 14IilIIII {IkF11 [ m fl #111 5111~,. gmt711 m rl Y,1 m I I1 ,1 51 
.O22 , .... ,~ - 4 ... - -'-*. .. ­
1 41 
- -
- -
-­
- -
- 11-- A - - - ­
.020W-

•0I ' : .. . 
.01. . .S4 4 
•4014 ' '44 ' " ' 
,-(J.o12 - - . ..-- "--" --- -----.. . --- -' ­bJ0.OL; : :: --.. .... - . -
LL i i - .
 
Lii 
r .0 10. 
4 4 ,4ILl 
4 . 44z .008-4 ' 4 ' 
40 
r- .004 
Z .00Z'-- 4 
I " I Y 
0' '-'
 
- .004-­
:oo2r- '­
- -' -.04 - ' ---­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 23 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=C, IORB=4,BETC=O,BETAO=O, AFE030
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 St (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO30)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .£27 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.

BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
RUDDER .000 Dx .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X0
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE . .0125 
ml m nIIHFIl m Hl mu muI m m m l nfl Tm= ml mll nr Tm lfl m FW ml flit lllll l m nr =ll Tm lfl Tm m I fi11 m ll 
.0545-- - - - - --- -­
.0540--­
.0 35'
 
.0530 - - .
 
<.525 .. . 
z - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
w 
.0520--- i 
Li LL .0515-------------------------------------­
.0510­
o ­.0505-

-

.0500------------------------------------­
x 
<C .04 5------------------------
Lii
 
.0490--1----------------------------------­
.0485-------------------------------------­
.0480-- - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 23 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, 1ORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE030
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LTV44-1559CCA2E) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE030)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .627 ALPAC 
STAB 
RUDDER 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVCN 
DX 
:000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREFBREF 
XMRP 
2690.0000 
474,8100936.6800 
1109.0000 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY 
BETAO 
.000 
. 
.000 
IORB 
OPHI 
4.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375;0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
-.0024 ' , • .. ... t, m -. - ­ - ­"' ....... . 
-. 002 , 
- - ­- - - ­
-,00308 
 Ito 
­
. . -]--.. -..-

S -. 0032-\ 
w -. 0028~ ­
-. 0034--
I­u -. 0036 
I 
0 
u 
u .0 0 4 0 
C-, -. 00,42- --
I-
W .00 44-------------------------
) . 046-- < 
-
- -. -
- -
-
- - ,' 
-. 
-
-
4+ 
-1 
o w -. O050 - -­ i~ -
0048 -
- , i-.00 
-8 10 8 16 24 32 40 48 t 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 23 ORB.. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYPALPHACZO, IORBz4,BETAC:O,'BETAO=O, AFEO3O
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LTV44-559(CA26) '747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFEO3O) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .627 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FTI 
STABRUDDER 
DY 
5.000
.000 
.000 
ELEVONBX 
IORB 
5.000
.000 
4.000 
LREF 
BREF
XMRP 
YMRP 
474,8100
936,6800
1109.0000 
.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
IN. YO 
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
-n.00080-------------------------------------­
< -. 00080-- - - -­
<O -. 00088-----------------­
m .00088-----------------­
-. 0,00-------
I.­
2L .0 10 -­
u -. 000 
* - .00100---
S --.00116 
I­
< -.00120­
-.00124 ---­
- .00 128 ..............--....... -...
. -

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 5G
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, EZ
 
FIG. 23 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB-4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO3O
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LTV44-559CCA263 747/1 ATY )2 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFEO30 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 1
.627 ALPHAC 
SAB 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.000 BTAC: 
5.000i ELTVONS 
.Oro 
5,.OL 0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF' 2690.0000- SO,.FT. 
LREF 474:.a'00 IN.BREF 936.6800 IN. 
RUODER' 
DY 
BETAO 
.000 
0oo 
.000 
oX 
IORB 
OPHI 
.0(0 
4T.0(0' 
OO 
XMRP 
YHRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
l089.'O000 
.0000 
375,.0000 
,0,251 
IN. XO 
IN*. YO 
IN. ZO 
0-­
. -.00005 
>- -.0001 - - -- ---­
0 
-jCO -.00025-i-I, I -i 
--. 00025-­
u -.00030, 
w0 -.00035-- l1 - - I 
1 -.00040- -
LU
o ' ., " '' 4 '7-	 ­
z .0005
 
-. 000604 	 "' 
o 	.00055-- ,
 
-.00060-------------------------------------­
-8 0 8 13 24 32- 40 48 56 
ORB-ITER VERT. DISPLAC:MENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG,,23.RB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAzO=, AFE00
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0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY D2 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE030)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.627 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .0110 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.0t0 ,BREF 936 .BB00 IN. 
RUDDER .000 DX .O0 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 ICRB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZNRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAS .000 DPHI .000 SCALE .0125
 
....... .... I" ....... .R,'.... ..
 '....
.. I ..... ... . .... ...

183- --­
2: 
Li:2 .177.175 -_ :-! 
U-
Li-U-LL .178- - - -A - - - - -­
-. 174 
.171­
.170- ----­
-8 0 8 is 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT PROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 23 ORB. DATA9 CARRIER PROXIMLTY,ALPHAC=O, ICRBz4,BETACzO,ETAOzO, AFEO3C
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SYMBOL 
0 
,LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 32 SI 
MAC PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.q27 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .010 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5000,RDEA,000 O 500BREF 
t RUDDER .000 ox .000 
DY .000 IORB 4,000 
BETAC .000 OPHI .000 
.l Im..i .. . .. . 
(ORBITER DATA) 
m , 
(AFE030) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT 
LREF 474.8,100 IN. 
936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109 :0000' 1N, X 
YMRP .0000 IN. Y 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z 
SCALE .01'25 
ml ni' I 'ln l I ll Ill 
.0655-; 
u 
z 
.0646 
I 
.0640 --
0 3 
.06301--­
-----
' 
1 
I­
1 ) 
---­
- - --
CD, 
,~0 625 -'t 
t.0620---------­
.061 
.060-, 
.0605,
.0855 
I 
.00-4---------- - - -- - -- - -- - - -- -
PAG 
-- -
160" 
-
- - - - -
------ - -
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEO31)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT
 
0 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .0Co IN.
LREF 474.8100 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.OC) 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
RUDDER .000 DX .0[: 
 XMRP 1L0.0000 IN. X1
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YI
 BY .000 IORB 6.003 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Zi
 
ETAO .000 OPHI .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
T l m alTl ilIlll Ill Til P1Till I tll il m TiT ml 11 r ~ m11 Tl m TlTil Ill 01 ll l 1 Tm ll fllll 
.286I 
.285 - - I
 
-

-

.284-
z .283---------­
.282 -­
z UjJ -T --­
w
 
I--280-]
 
-J
 
w. .270LL .28------------­r .27--­(-I
 
w .278 
-J <.2 7 7 -. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Z .276 
-0 4 8 12 16 20 24 8 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 24 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIM.TY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE031
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.275 
LTV44-455S(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE031)
 
SYMBOL MACH t PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INORMATION 
0 ,622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690=000 'SQ.FT., 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON ,500 LREF 474',,8 3N.100
RUDDER 5000 E 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
RUDDER ;000 ox .0O0 XMRP 1109.0000 uIN. %0 
'DY. .000 ,IOR '6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375,.0000 A N. ZOBETAO .00 fPHi'SCALE .000 	 .0125 
• 02- -... . .. 	 ...-.
. ­
.024 ­
.022­
o - .020 r' 	 " .......
 
z .018: -'-	 ­
w
 
u 	 r 
o .012­
:4
 
LI-
Z. .008-"­
~~.006 -' 	 " 
.004­
•.002 
0 	 . .
 
-8 -4 0 4 2 16 20 24 28 32 3 0 44 2 52 56 60 6
 
ORBITER VERT. DI'SPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 24 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE031
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE031)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .00) SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.00) LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
RUDDER .000 ox .00) 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.00) YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
........T.. 	 ... . ......
.0 480 ' . . .n . . ... T  ....T..l..... 	 .. 
.0472­
.0464
 
.0451 i b(I
 
o .0448-
HH
 
z .0440-­
- .0432--
L-
Ld 
.0424-------
Lu
 
o .041-------
LL .0408-----­
.0400-----­
.0392- - - ­
.0384----­
.0376 	 I-I - - ­
.0368 	 ....
..
 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 24 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIM:TY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE031 
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LTV44-559[CA2G) 747/1 ATY (12 S1 (ORBITER DATAJ CAFEO3I)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
:SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT, 
SYMBOL MACH, PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .822 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .00)

STAB 5.000 -ELEVON 5.0C) LREF 474.9'100 IN. 
STAB BREF 936.6-800 IN. 
RUDDER .000 oX .00 XMRP 110.0000 IN. 'XC 
0? .000 1ORB 6.0c) YMRP ,00D0 IN,. Y( 
ZMRP 375,0000 IN. itBETAO .600 OPHI .00) 
 SCALE X125
 
ryiI II tiJsI ' sri m 1r5 r n- m rn-i cry n-riJ rI ff try, lit, t r,-ii WrV ?titi, ryn Iry, Try m ll1t I-r;ilrr rlllrn l r'n try' I­
-. 0004 ..... 
...... ~~-1- J J- I 
.... ... .. .... .. .. ..
 
-. 0u
 
L '-.002 J- .. 
-. 0028 - . '', , 
-.0032 1.- \ - . -. ' 
U- -J- - - - - - - Q-- J L - - -
Li -,. ....--.- , ... ,.t---, . .. --
A,..I -, ­
w -. 040 14. \­
(s­
-.00328 .
 
- .0038 - ­
-,,0.- --0 2 i ... - - : "- - " " .­
- .. I- - -- -. ...... . . .- -.. 
-8 -4 0 8 12 18 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 80 84 
ORBITER'VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM -MATED POSI.TION. POSITIVE UP. DIZ 
-4 

FIG. 24 LRB. DATA, CARRI:ZR PRUXTM:TY,ALPHAC;O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO3I
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY (12 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE031)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SO.
0 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .003 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.

'STAB 5000 ELEVON 5.001 
 BREF 93.6800 IN. DX .00
RUODER .000 

DY .000 IORB 6.003 
 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
 BETAD .000 DPRI .00) 
 SCALE .0125
 
i. I Tll...I l.. .i . . l . li M. .... I i i I .T 'I l l -i T lll lii 
-. 00064- - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-. 00068-------------------------------------­
-II
x -.00072-- - - --

>- I- I I II 
-.00080---------­
.00084--
z .0008- #8l
 
-.08----------!- -t­
2 -. 000 2----4 
­
-.0008 :'' 
I-
L.
uii
 
o -.0002I II----I------ I 
- - .0010-----­z 
s .00104-----­
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 G, 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 24 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIM.TY.ALPHAC=O, IORBrS,BETACZO,BETAG=O, AFEO31
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L'TV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02.SI CORBITER DATA) CAFE031)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 S.FT.
0 	 .622 ALPHAC .000 E-AC .00') 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON, 5.00) LREF 36.86800 IN. 
RUMDER .000 oX .00) XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.00) YMRP .0000' I'N. Y0: 
ZMRP 3 95.00' 00 IN . ZOBETA 0 .000 OPH I .O00 SCALE .0125pil FH l f lCn, Fi ! rJl mul hm I l i IIm1n nu rn- Tir mi m fll rnI,iiHI nf l l l nnI Tl , mI ml i,TL L llI l 11 ilT , it ;, 
.. ...
.O'0~...................................... .. .. ..... .
 
X 	 -11-F- --
I T 
.000
 
-. 000t,6 
LLL
 
.00024-­
H 	
-; 
L -. 00040 
LdLiz .00056- -	 - l
"
 
z 

-' 
.o07200 
-'i I 
8 -4 0 	 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 G4ORBITER VERT. D'SPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP,
FIG. 24 O'RB. DAMA 	 Z
CARRIER PR0XIM.TY,ALPHAC=O,, I0RB=6,BETAC=OBETA0=O, AFE031
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) CAFE031)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.OC) LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
RUDDER .000 DX .OD XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X 
DY .000 IORB 6.00)3 YMRP - .0000 IN. Y 
BETAO .000 DPHI .00 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z SCALE .0125 
28'1 .. .1.1.. .. .... . ...." .. ... ... ....,...
.... . .  .  ' ... . .. .. .......  . 
.280 - , 
.279-------­
.27 -. - . I ­
.2781 	 16 I Ip- I V­
.277------­
zw .275--,--­
.274,--
I.
 
Hj 271---­
-J 
..
 
.271 	 ,
 
.26,
 
.267,
 
-8 -4 0 4 8 i2 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 24 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE031
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L'V44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE031)
 
SYMBOL MACH , PARAMETRIC VALUES' 	 REFERENCE. INFORMATION
 
0 	 .822 AtPHAC .000" BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ'.FT.
 
STAB 5.060 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100- IN.
 
BREF 93E.6800" IN,
RIUCER .000 oX .000 XMRP 1109.O000, IN. XO
 
DY .60 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y0:
 
BETAO .000 DPHI .00B ZMRP 375.0000, IN. ZO
 
SCALE .01,25 
.07401 ' 	 "..	 "1'
 
. . .., . . ... 
1, 1~ 
.073 5 0 - - . .. 	 .. 
. 
[ I, '-I 

. - -'.
I'II 

. .
.v- .
 
..
" .
 
. i r

.0 7 3 0 ­
.0725 -	 . 
.0720 f­
u 
u .07 10 -- - - - - - - -

LL. 	 - _ _ 
a .0700 ­
[
 
I-
 II II-
(~ 

, -- l

.069 5 	 I< , 
.0690
 
.0680.. 	 .. ­
-
.0675-	 .. l 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 ?0 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. OISPLACE1ENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 24 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=0, IORB;G,BETAC=0,BETAO0O, AFE031
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 0? Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE032)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
ELEVON 5.000 936.GB00 IN.
 
RUDDER .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X1
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y
 
STAB 5.000 RUD 8REF 

ZRP 375.0000 IN. Z(
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
rr f ilf, In'I TiilTnnl ~ In T r I 1i mlaI W,~nll TnIII Tfll imm m-L m l iT i i lT n iiifT lT W y n 1,im, l 
.2888-­
.2880­
.2872 1 
z .2864 + 
t_2 8 5 G . r I 
u 
zI 
w 
u .2848-
L ! 
.2840-­
wu .2832--- - - -
L .2824- - ) '- ­
<i 
.1 ff I 
z .2808--­
.2800--

.2792­
.2784 ­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56'60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEHENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 25 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIFY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE032
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO32)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQFr.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.

0 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.060 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
RUDDER .000 oX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 lORE $.oo YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. zo
BETAO .000 DOPHI .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
... ....... .... ............
... ......, .. n.n........
 
........  . . rn.... . i .  .
.0 2 8. ........ 

.026 
 F 
0 2 4 "'.', 
r .022­
, "­
- .020-, 
z(• ,.. . .. - - ,018­
-
LL~
 
w b 
u .014"
 
Ud 1F1 1 
LUI I 
ro .0O2O- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
z - - ­u.- .00o.F - .. o 
.004
 
o.00--------------------- ­
.002.
 
- 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACElENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 25 ORB, DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIIY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=.,BETAC=BETAO=O, AFE032
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/i ATY 0? Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO32)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2630.0000 S0.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
RUDDER .000 Ox .000 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
R 
DY 
O 
.000 IORB 6.000 
XMRP 
YMRP 
1109.0000 
.0000 
IN. X0 
IN. YO 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
f[4iT. rm [nml il r l 1ml ml mI [11fl. l lT I[I1 771l 1nt ]l ml Tm 'i 
SCALE 
l m~al Tm 
.0125 
fil flfl m l im 
.0472­
.0464 -------------- - - - - - - - - - - - -
<I 
*
L 
.0448 - - - - - - -
.0440---------------------------. 
.0432-- - - - -
Iii
.04241 
-
-
- -
-
- -
, , , 
LiL 
.0416­
.0408- - - - - - - - -­
< .0400----
---
----
-
.0392-------------------------------
ORIE.VO4T. N 
FI.0 54 - T" 
I 
.0378LG I I } L WI ii2 LitnWL 
-4 0I 1 8 20 2 
ORIE ET IPAEETFO 
,IPA~FRO MTDPS IO, POITV UP, 
, , 
I iP G 
.nL ILLJ I IJl ' 
8 2 3i4l448 5i6 
AE OIIN OITIEUD 
0 1713 
FG25ORBITERIERT PRIISPAEYALPHAO,MATEDPOSTAN,EOSTAVEZU,.AF03
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02' Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE032)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000' SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.

.000
RUDDER .000 DX 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 OPHI 
 .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125,
 
I 
 i l I l
 
0- . . . . . . l I lI I l l 
 I [ I J l lI fI 
Ili I IiI 	 I 
-. 0004< ­
-. 0008­
- .0012 ­
o
 
* .0016-±­
z -I -. 01 
-.0020-

i	 
-
i 
a - .0024­
o: - .O03 	 I 
-.0028
 
- .OO ­
-.0044--------------------------------------

R1
-'.0040 	 "I-"
 
-. 05 
-.07 , 	 7- - ,-7 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 25 ORB.. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIEY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE032
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LfV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 0? Si tORBITER DATA) (AFE032)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES, 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 26SO.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 	 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
RUDDER .000 OX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 .000
DPHI 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
. . . . . . . . . . 
r l . r rr ml. m ... .. ... . . mi . i.. .... i i.... ....... 

.00060-I-I­
-. 00064- - - - - ---
X -. 00068---- ­
o .00072---------------	 - - - ­
-. 00076. - - - - - -I 
o -. 00080-- --- - i- I 
z -0008--------------4-------------- /-/ 
S .00088----------------------------
L. 
0 - .00092 
z -.00096,--, ­
r -.00100,

z
 
.00108. - - --- --­
-.00112,
 
Wi 1J. I L I Wy W W I I I I Ula t ill I W t 41£1 W UtIll Ut t ill WI hW i i WA ill U Al L ,aWInlll 	 W - II1W 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 25 ORB, DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIFY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BFTAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE032
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFT032)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRER' 2690.0000 - SO.FT. 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .622 ALPHAC .ODD BETAC .000 

SELREF' 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 51.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
RUDDER .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO

* BETAO F000 DPHI .000 
 SCALE .01L25
 
-00FS .. ... 
.0008 , ,ri , iT n I 
.f'os'.- --­ - - - - - - - - - - - - -. J--- -
Xi
 
- .00008 : : [iI I 
m -.00016
 
DO -.00024 . ' '. - -'u 
-.00032­
z 
-.0004& - ' 
-4Li
 
,
0 -.00048 - ' 
.00056 -.- - - ­
zI
 
, - ,00064. - , 
z .00072- ---­
S-.0080 ---- ,-......-,---­
o -.-.

-,  

.00088 . - . 
rn 4 ... in n ..... ..... us.... ! 11 ... .. ..
 -.00036 ......L a . ... ..... .. in.. . ..... . ... .. .. .. s..  us ...i . an i 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMIENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
.
FIG. 25 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIFY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE032
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE032) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF. 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
RUDDER 
DY 
.000 
.000 
DX 
IORB 
.000 
6.000 
BREFXMRP 
YMRP 
936.6800
1109.0000 
.0000 
IN, 
IN, XO 
IN. YO 
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.2832-:" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.2824--------------------------------------
I­ 1,I
.2B08-::; 	 1 Y_yl 

.4 .2800--------------------------	
---­u 	 I If
 
--
-
-1- . 2 79 2 < -- - - - -
Li. 
-w .2776 
LLU 
LL­
-J .2760----------- ~ -- -­
.2752-	 I- - - - - - - -I- - - - - -­
.2744 --------------- -
.2728-	 - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-4 	 0 4 8 12 1620242e8323640 44 4852 56 6064 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG. 25 ORB. DATA-, CARRIER PROXIMITYiALPHAC=Ot IORBrS,BETACzO,BETAO=Ot AFEO32
 
P-Ar7r - 17' 
LTIV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 0. SL (ORBITER DATA) CAFE032J
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.622. ALPHAC 
STAB 
RUDDER 
DY' 
BETAO, 
IPARAMETRIC VALUES, 
.000, BE-TAS 
R.000 ELEVON 
.000 ox 
.000 IORB 
.000, DPHI 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
6.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SRE' 2690,.0000 SQOFT. 
LREF' 474,.8100. IN. 
8REF B36.6800' IN, 
XMRP- I103;0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000. IN. YO 
7 RP 375.0000' IN. ZO' 
SCALE . 0 1 2 5 4 
.07351 - L I 
.0730-A 
:0 25'1 I ., -
I I" I 
I 
f P Il., 
-
I It -
.0720;------------------
C, .0715------------­
wj .07150-, , 
L 
w 
o 
.0705,, 
.0700 I 
.0695 
.0685-­
.0680'­
.0 
/--
7 [ 
I I I -I -I-
I I 
I 
.0670 
-4, 
12 . 
0 4 8 1216 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION 
48 52 56 60 64 
POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 25 OR. DATA,. CARRIER PRIXIMIEY,,ALPHACrO, IQRBz@,BE:TACrOBETAOrOAFEO32 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO33)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACN PARAXCTRIC VALUES 

.000 SREF' 2690.00 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

0 .617 ALPHAC .000 BETAC 

LREF 474,8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.0ou YMRP .0000 IN. VO
 
ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
UDER
BEAO.00 .00SCALE .0125
 
.304i------­
.302--­
.29 ---
H .296 
z
 
w 
-
) .294" 

LL
 
u -----------------------
Lt .292 •­
u 
w .290, 
< I ,r.286----------------------------------------­
-Jc
 
z .284- -- -- ---.­ i~ / 1x I . 0
 
.282------------------­
280--------------------------------------­
.278­
-- lI W IIW LJW ISll l W1 till i illL I S L Willf I Wi 7 1 1 4.1 Wi 174 114 W I71 7l U) L I L U) IiLL LL])1 W till , l I -L Lflil 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 26 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPIHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFF033
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE033)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF ,269P.VO00 .SQ.FT. 
BREF 9748 00 IN.Q .617 ALRHAC .000 BETAC .OO0 STAB ,5.OQO LEYON 5.000 8OLA 936.16800 IN.REF 

BDFLAP .000 DX 000 XMRP 110,0000 IN,. YO
 
.OY .000 lORB 6.000 Y-RP .0000 IN, YO
 
ZMRP 375;000 IN. ZO
aE0TAo .000 RUDDER .000 
ISCALE .0125 
'.02 ,3 .... Iii.. n I I, '7 .. T .. .... . I.. vii1 nri. .l n. il.l , y n i n ii iii ml I ImItin TV,.
.0224 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
-,
1:1
 
~J X 2 - 0---- - - ­-'- -
.01200.. ..
 
.09 
S .01.. .8-- .... 

z 
+ + 
.0144 - .'-"-,--

-
.013G: 
.0128>­
.120
 
i u -ID i 14uu iuiii ii iii 1 l 1444~u ~ l i- .0 120 .14n ILfl u r .14 .14. 14 u 4 44 t' P lul uIII L~ ±4] ii 1 ii lii L II 4.JJ tl Lnii 44 iii 14~u iii U- 1 ii j ;  ,144 l4l 
2 3 4 5 8 9
 
OROITER VERT. DISPLACEHLIT FI:OM MATE) POMITIOIM. POSiTIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 26 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O. IORB;GBETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE033
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE033)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .617 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.9100 IN.
936.600 IN.
x.00BREF 00
SDLP 

BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
,BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
f SCALE .0125 .0413 

.0412- 1 1 1
 
.0411-------­
.0410---- -- ---­
u 
* 	 .0409---II-- - ­
z 
- .040---- ---------------------
WL .0407---- - - - - - - - - ­
o 	 .0406 
Li/i . .
 
u
 
o .0405- - - ­
-j
< 	 .0404/ 
.0403 
.0402--­
*.0401---	 - --- - --/L
 
.0400 j±-----------.------­
124 5 6 7 8 9 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 26 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYPALPHACrO, IORB:6,BETACzOBETAOO0, AFEO33
 
PASE 17q
 
- - - - - -
- --
LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S (ORBITER DATA) CAFE033)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .617 ALPNAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.1100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

BREF 936.6800 IN.
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
- . 00 1 y in J In1i -fi m11rl l-rn ro l n I -111 gill Il I I I fll f]11 Tll mtIl I ? 11lll? til i-i 71 ; ill mr{ I I II n111fl~f 	 tT? n-I .TI 
-. 0014----------------------------------­
-. 0016--­
- .0020 
Ii -.0022- ­
o 
-. 0024---
Lj.
 
w 
0032 . -. 
w 
o -. 0028-------------------
LL -. 0030- - -
-- -
- - ­
-
-
-
- -
Q/) -. 0032-------------------------­
- .0034--------------------------------­
-. 0038 
-. 0040 	 IInltl 41 11l- ... .4111 44LI 4411 L W111± 14L 11 - -a441114 W11 .... 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 26 ORB. BATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE033
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L.TV44-559CCA2G) 747/I ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO33)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
0 .617 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
OY .000 IORB 
 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAO - .000 RUDDER .000 	 SCALE 
.0125 
-. 00119-----------H 
-. 00120--- -----	 ­
-. 00121 - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
-.0012o3 ­
.012 
z - I.00123 
rn .001225 I1/ 1, 	 A , ,, 
2-7--- - [~ I -- - - - - - - --	 I 
,Hn -. 00129 -, , 
<- -	 i0 i
.00121: 	 ,
 
o ~-.0012. , 
u_ -.00129-----------,-­
u -.001207 -- -- -----	 --- --- --- ­
' -.001328---------------------­1 I2I 3 
[ I I---­
e3 -.0013229 1±1it 1.1£1 ILLLi .44tL A'114L.J.ht ii tittiLi .444114 Li iL LiiIL tt 44 ± 14 1. 'l4 .4 i i
 
- -	
-[. 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 26 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIYALPHACrO, 10R82,,BETACZCBETAOrC, AFE033
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 0: Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE033)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .817 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 494.8100 IN.
BDLPBREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
- .0 0 03 -	 - - - - - - - ­
_ -,00040, 
k
-.00044 ' 

XjD .05 

-

----
-- - .-

O -,00048-' 
CD - .00052,, 
U - .0005 6 4 ' 	 ,, ,Sz 
-.00060--, -,

-

.00074­
- - - - - -/-.

- .0 0 0 6 
z 
-.000840 
- . 00088 
.. .. .. .. ........ ..... .. I...... ......... 
....... 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACENENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 26 ORD. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE033
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--------- --
0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 0"' SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE033)
 
SYMBOL 

w 
Li.
 
L.28 
o2e
 
MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

.617 	 ALPHAC .000 SETAC .000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

BOFLAP 

.000 	 ox .000 

BY .000 IORB 6.000 

BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 

...
...............
... " ... 

.298 . 
.294---------------	 ----
.292 
.296
 
2.288, 
....."T 
 ..... ...........
... .  ..
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125i  

.282=I 
.28Q2 
27 ' 
-
I 
• " 
-I---------------------------------­
- - - - -I - - - - - - - - -
.276 1 
.7------------­
i­
. ---2 7 2 'A-- ....--------­
1 23 	 4 5 6 7 8
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEt'ENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE.UP. DZ
 
FIG. 26 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMVY,ALPHACO, IORBzGRETACzOBETAOrO, AFEO33
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/I ATY o; SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE033)
 
SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREE 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.

0 	 .617 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.

.000
FLAP .o 
.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 SCALE .0125
 
.0718­
.0716- ,
 
.0714--------	 -­
.0712 
.0710-
0
 
.0708­
z 
5 	 .070- - - - - - - --
Li. 
.0704,
 /
 
.0702-­
o 	 .0700 - --­
.0698,,/ 
. 0696. 	 V[I­
.0694 	 - - - - - ­
0692- - - - - ­
1 2 '3 4 5 6 7 8 9
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 26 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMI-Y,ALPHAC=O, IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE033
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFE034)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 624 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 BREF 936 .6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .C00 oX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORD 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YoI
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .00 
 SCALE .0125

.408 .........  . ..... ......... l ... i..tlT ......."."
.. - il.I .... I .  .... . .... . "" ... 
.406--- -- ­
.404--­
.402 - i - - - ­
u .400"-I-I
 
z 
w .398---­
. 
LL
,. .396 -­
w 
LLI 
u
-1 .394"0
.392­
o. 386.--------­
j .380 ''
 
.384. - "'-' - ­
.382- - - - - - - - - -- - .- - - - - - -­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 27 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMJ1Y,ALPHACrO, JORBrB,BETACrO,BETAOZO, AFEO34
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO34)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

.624 ALPHAtC .000 BECTAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 GREF 983.6900 IN.
 
8OLAp .000 DX .XO0 XMRP 1109.0030 IN, XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 
 YMRP .00 IN. tO 
ZfRP . 375.0000 IN. ZO DETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
-. 0004-
TmTmnlT mT m l m T. nnla t n11T i l.f .... '.' ~ ,, I..K 
-.0008---------- - ­
-.0012------------­
-. o I l, - - - - - - - - - -
z * -. O20 .-ItI 
-----------­
.-- - - ----- -
- -
w 
-. 0020 . - -.-­
o -. 002.----------­
u 
-. 0032 
-
Li. I dU 
w
 
0040---- -. -- ­
-. 0044 --­
-.004B -. -- ­
-- 0052-
--
- - -
-.0656iL W i U I 
-40 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ'
 
FIG. 27 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE034
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE034)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .624 ALPHAC .000 OETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 	 BREF 93G.6800 IN. 
DFLAP .000 IO .000 	 XMRP 1I0.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IOBS 8.00 YHRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
I
 
.0328---­
-0320-) 
.0312----
C 
*.0304---
I-N
 
LL .0296-
LLI .0280 	 : 
<-- .0272---- - -- - ---	
- -"-
­
< .026
 
.0256 
.0248 

-
-I
 
.0240 
L WlIIi~ LW~ i I til lJL J4*J - * i W l l IW li Lili 	 114 1 *41*44 l, i, t Wit4 ; II lf ~ 44L lW I Il L1W WI LW} Wli lrliLt . 11L III alW 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 27 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE034
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LTV44-5§9(CA262 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE034) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.624 
i 
ALPHA 
SAB ' 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.008 BETAC 
.000 ELEVON 
5.000 
.000 
5.000 
REFERENCE INFCRMATION 
SREF 2690'.0000, SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100, IN,. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
KrLA .0D0 DX .00 XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XC 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .COuO IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAOi .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
ttt rr r ] I 1lu fl7 Tm rw WII fllIP tfl I n i 1un nf f ir mu T1l ill II u, f lI flu, lIflrt:T r 
-. 0004 ........--­
-. 0008.-----------------------­
-. 0012 
* 
w 
U-I 
LL
LL 
LIJ 
-00 0-.--. [
'-.0016 --­
--
Z.0020-- --- T 
.00 -:-
-. 0024----
.0028------------------­
-
-
S -. 
--
-
I 
: : 
'-III 
I 
-
--
M 
Ii 
. 
7F 
-. 
, 
-
_, 
I 
C - .00 3 ....-- ------ -
-. 0040, 
- .0044- -- -­ 1 I I' ! 
00o48. - I 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 	 48 52 5G 60 64. 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 27 ORB. DAtA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB-8',BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE034
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO34)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .624 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 
 5.000 ELEVON 	 LREF 936.6800 IN..
5.000 	 474 81 
13PAD 00 00BREF 

ODFLAP .000 Dx .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 lORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
-. 00076 ....... .... ........ n'muiinlm~'ni i~ ll li l il uinTl . m m 	 ,nimumiimiir~im 

-. 00080------------	 -- -------------------------­
0oO84­
x 
n 
-. 00084­
.009 --- -- - - - - - - - ­
z -. 00092 
>- D 
-. 0000 -
­
S,-.00100 
Loz -. 0012--- (E -----------	 -
C ­
< . 
..................
 
_ 00 13 ti 
-4 0O 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60' 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 27 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE034
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LTV44&559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) (AFE034)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .624 ALPAC .000 BETAC .090 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.. 
SOFLAP
DY 
.000
.0O DX IORB .0008.000 
BRF
XMRP 
YMRP 
93.6800 
1109.0000
.0000 
IN. 
IN. X0
IN. YQ 
EETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0 0 0 2.4 - .. .. t ..i . ......... ....... . n I ... ... ... ... ....... ..... i . .. . l .. . .. ... . .. ..... .... 
.00016" 
-0 .00008 
< 
m
 
-.00008 
DO .00016 -. ., ... 
u
 
1 -. 00024-..........
 
z T T
 
5 -.00032-. ... ...
 
LL 
Lt- -. 00040 ... . . . 
w
 
--.00046-. ­
o -.00056 -,-- - --­
z .00064 AI" /h I 
-.00072---­
-.obo8o " 
--
I 
-. 00 8 .I1. Liii IIW L4 iii Li L iidi 1 1 i W l JL Li Lil i LWI L11114J Li-1 LIA[iILli I W 1.44 III W1 iW L 1.1 i 11-. O0088 .II ii L Ii 1 LW 4 
-4 0 '4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 27 ORB,. DXTA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BEJAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE034
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-LTV44-559CCA26) 	 747/I ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE034)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .624 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 - SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.

BOFLAP .000 DX .000 	 .XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .0O0 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZtRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
fitill mtIni, fit ml 1ml Tl f ill m fT nfl nII m i nfl n l ui n, fl ' Tht TmI Tm4 f1lf l 1111Tnl itm l l nnII - muI ll 
.400-- ---	 -­
.39------­
•396 - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.394--­
.390------	 -- ­
z 
o .38 ----
Ljd
.-

LW .3886' 
LL
 
-J .384 ­
t 38 , 
 1­
.- W
 
. 378- j
 
.376 ------	 1 
= -T
.374----
-4 0 8 12 ' 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 27 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE034
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LTV444559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) (AFE034)
 
SYMEOL 
0 
MACH 
.624 
0848; . 
ALPHAC 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
DY 
ETAa 
.. I."' 'I 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.000 SETAC 
5.000 -ELEVON 
.000 ox 
.000 ICR9 
.000 RUDDER 
I .00SCALE 
. . ..... u.I I I I II 
:000 
5.000 
.000 
8.000 
.000 
. .. .. .... ........ 
.. fIuI I I I.I. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2990.0000 SO'.FT. 
LREF 4716800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
.0125 
I ..n [ .......... i 
.084,4--­
.0840-,------
0836- A 
-
.0832 -.- ' T 
X- 1 
u '0828-
Z~ 
F­
.0 6_ ., 
<u .082--­
.0812-l 1080-
.0792----------­
.0808 
' 
-
- -
- - -- --- --
-4 0 ,4 8 12 1'6 20 2 4 2 8 32 36 40 44 48 5 2 5 6 6 0 G4 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 27 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=:8,BETA-C=OBETAO=O, AFE034
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEO35)
 
REFERENCE 	INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT.
0 	 .628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

LREF 	 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 	 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFL.AP .00 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
BETAC 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 ll 	 l fH JiTif tSCALE ml= .0125 T,,,ll
fl ill 	ml= fifi n l 1]11 ltl Ililt lii ml ml rn-i ml,,n
196Ol- n-r 	nnl Hlt rir, flflH Till ml yrJ HinT i Hii , i
.1952--­
.1944­
.1936 
u 	 .1928-- A h 
.1920-
Lu~ 	 ..Igo--------------------
- - -
­zE.188 

.1896 	 ­1	 P-
LiL
 
.188 0 - - - -- - ­
.1872-- - ---------------	
-­
.1864--------­
.1848 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 28 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORBr4,BETACzO,BETAO=5, AFEO35
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LTV44-t59CCA26 747/1 ATY 02-SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE035)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.628 
.018 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
STA, 5.000 ELEVON 5.000' 
.DAR,000 Ox .000' 
DY, .000 IORa 4.000 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
02Z....( ......' ...............'""" ... 
nIq!"m l I T ynr n n m i anfi fiTl 
'-----­
... 
i lrl 
. .. . 
l f 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SNFT. 
BREF 45 .B,100 IN.. 
XMRP 1109.000Q IN, XO' 
YMRP .0000 IN, YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z0 
SCALE .0125 
....... . .. . .. .. 
i lnm m m lTl lf~ 
.0 1 " - , - - ---
L) 
.012 
l 
'-' ' 
w 
Li. ULL 
0' 
.O 8-D"­ -' 
i 
' 
o 004
.O2-r- .. .-. - - .. - - -- -- -- --
I-- - -;I- ­
.004--------------------

I- -1 --- L- - - -- - -I-I
 
858.0 0 8 16 ; 243-0 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 28 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC-OBETAO-5, AFE035
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- - - - - ------ 
LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO35)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQoFT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 936.6800 IN.
BDLPBREF 

BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375,0000 
 IN. ZO
 BETAC 5.000 RUDDER .000 SCALE .0125
 
-...0528 . .- E.... " " . . . . . . - " . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . 
.0524---- - - - - - - -­
.o52, , ., ,, ,. ...-......
.0520 ­
.0516--------------------­
o .0512 -- -- - --
I- - - -- -- ­
z .0508 l' l-----­
-
P .0504 
LL 
U
 
LL .0500[ I 'I' 
ow
u .0496 
L 0492 
­
< 
x'l .0488 I I I l Il' 
-4' .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.0484
.04808----------------I-"­
-08 
.047 "old 
0 4 7 2E - -- / , I-I 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 28 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE035
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LTV44559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE035)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 26890.0000 SO.FT.
0 .628 ALOHAC .000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 4.74.8200 IN.
 
BREF 936.1saDo IN.
STAB 5.000 
ELEVON 5.000 

83,LAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
 YXRR .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BEAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125 
-.0 ... . int, flfl...fl... ......f l... ...... ... l""li"""'"t l 1... i....61 6' .  ... ' fi ... ........ .. i.
m .. n.. 
"II , , 
-. 0624 - -- _, , , 
.
 
-
i

-.0628 

o -. 0632- -- - ­
-.0636---------------
W) V 
wI .o640 -l :, , , \- - ­
-
----
- .0640--- - - - - - - --
4Uj IIt
 
" ] [-I -
S -. 064- -I . I 

-.0668- i
 
-. 0676- ' 
--. 06680 1. II'I 

56'

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 

ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 28 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETACO,BETAO=5, AFE035
 
PASF 1R 
LTV44-559CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 $1 CORBITER DATA) CAFE035)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .628 ALPHAC' .000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP' .000 'DX .000 	 XIRP 1109.0000 IN.Xe
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-. ...... ... .... ." ;.... 	 .........
0 12 15 .... ... . 	 " 
-.01220,-- -­
, - .01224----­
< - .0122 8- ­
m t01232-­
z -. 01238 
>- *-.01240---------------------­
-. 012404­
z 
!~ -. 01244-- ­
I-u
Cw -. 01248------------------­
u 
-.01252---­
z -. 01256-­
z 
<o -.0120--- ­
-.01264-­
! 
;L I[ 	 I I 
- .0 127 2 .. ....... . .. . .. .. .	 .. . .. .
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 28 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE035
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LTV-44-559CCA2B) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO35)
 
SYMBOL 'MACH I PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
"c0 .628 	 AL!HAC .000 BETAC .000 SREP 269fOXDOO SO.PT,
 
STAB -5.000 ELEVON '5.000 LREF -474'8100 IN.
 
BREF 19368;6800 IN,
6DFL^P .000 OX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY1 .000 IORB -4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. 'Y.O 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. '20SCALE 
 :0125
 
n. ... ...	 .. 

.. ..

.U0407- --
I...
 
.0038 - : - ­
-J, .-	 . . 
S .0036-	 -,. 
o .0034 -	 " 
.0032 -­
.0030- H--------­
z 
ui .002-----------------------------------­
w .0028 --- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
uL 
-
,, 
.0024 
. - - - - - - - - - - -
V 
- - - -
-I 
z
 
Lw .0022-------------

S .0020-- : 
z
 
-j .O018 -----	 - - - -- - - - -­
.0014 .
 
-8 0 8 16 '24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP,. DZ
 
FIG. 28 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE035
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE035)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT.
0 .628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 13REF 936.6800 IN.
O IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 

BOFAP .OD .000OOXMRP, 1109.0000
BDFLAP .000 ox 

ZMRP, 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.19 20 - .. ... ... .... ... ... .... .... I... .......TI n lrlI Fl F ifu ii l r i rl tl .i..i. Fr... 11 T ly 
. 1912 -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.1904 -­
1824
 
z 
.1872­o 180------------------/_­
u
 
Li.1 .1864------------------
I
.1840---------------
.1832-- ­
1040 PAG 
.1824­
.180816-1 .. .. 
-s 0 8 16 24 32' 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 28 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, LORB=4,BETACrOBETAO=5p AFE035
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LTV444559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO35)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDrLAP .000 Ox .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
•YXMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.,000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-v r.0652 	 , F 
.0648-,
 
.064 	 , ,.. 
0640 - - - - -------- ----­
.0628
 
.0624 
- -
"-	 - -
. -La .0626.. -. - - -----
Q .0628-	 - -" '- -­
w .062+ -	 I I 
.0612" . .
 
.0604 " 3e~- ----- -- --- -- -------	 - -
Ut nla Wa 	 njgW L [LU LW LWL WL LI 	 WUlUl[iu W'uL WL itUnflL ' 
.0600 , .... 	 H EI 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITI-ON, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 28 ORB. OATA, CARRIER PRCXIMITYALPHACtO, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE035
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE03S)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .G28 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREr 2690.0000 SOFT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON Z.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOELAP .000 Dx .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.

XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
*nr it l ml a i ,,n n r f *r rn- a l nui 11il W al fl an6 nfl ni l l it Fi lh flm an m t il illt nfl
.2984 ­
.2976--­
.2968 --­
z .2960
4 .2952-­
z
w .294---­
w 23 
w .2928­u 
LL .2920 
-~-
-
-l y I-
S .2912 , !- - , 
- - - - - - - - - -. \ 
z .2904'-- - - k 
.2896---­
. 2888---------------------------------------­
.2880-­
@@ J ll44 2iii J Il1114 12jnJ Li pi l ii 1.1i4 i t! i irIII Liii Lii L Iiiill i 11 W Li ii 14.i LW Lii W iiI l L tlid IL 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 29 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=SBETAC=O,BETAM=5, AFE036
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO3S) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .628 ALpHAC
STAB 
.000 
5.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
.000 
5.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.024--­
.022­
.020---

PL I II 
u .018 6, , 
z .01----­
w
 
.1 .014--
LiL 
0 .012--­
u 
z .010----
W, 
r
 
s .008-------

Z .006------------------­
7 - )I 
I.004---
- I 
0­
-.002 ­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 5G 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 29 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC'O,BETAO=5, AFE036
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE036)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.OOb LREF 474.9100 IN.
 
BREF 9368.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB G.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.0 5 "'i4n1Hil n ; mti l 11l mmJ mfl m mlI n l f11 4 mi1 l IIp I fl f7ll l m m n1 l mllI f nill rr1. rJ il llJi iy fill 171 Till l i 777' 17t 
.. .... ..... .
.05.....-.. .... ............----.------------ 1-- ..  

.0445-------------------------------------­
- K
.0440----------------------------­
.0435---

S .0430--.
 
z< .0425--
Li
 
L. .0 2 - - - -
­- -
w
 
C­u 
.0410------------­
wC - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LL .0405 -- - --­
.039 
.0390-------­
.0385-­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 29 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=GBETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE03G
 
PAfF ?m1 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE03G)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.

.628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 936.6800 IN.
BFA
O.00BREF00 

BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1I09.0000 IN. XO
 
0Y .000 IORS 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
IOBD 14thm m~i mu4i  m1 mmI l I mll mm rlni l fit ini I I l Iift mkt]mm ml¢ m;J l m 4imu F lmini mu l llil 7h r lW 11 
-. 0608 -­
-. 0612J 
-. 0616------------­
-. 0624 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
*" 
z-
-. 0624 ". - - - - - - - -
-
- - -
--
- --. Vt -­ - - - - - ,-- - - - - - - - -
u. -. 062---------- - i 
Lii -. 06326--­
h I p 
-. 0632------- , 
-. 0636 ----­
0 -.064---------------------------
U u 
-III
 I [ 

-. 0652- ­
-.0656 -­
-.
0860- -- i- -- - - ­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG.-29 ORB. IDATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETACzO,BETAO=5, AFE036
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE036)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 	 BREFXMRP 1109.0000936.6800 IN. XO
 
DY .000 lORD 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0 11G a ri n I' .r....... ............. n..........n.....	 n l m '-"...fn nn rr~ I- m.
..... -n -  .. n   [ . ...... n-
I 	 i nu ...... ....... 
.... .. . . .
 
•.01176---­
co .01184------­× - --	 i 
< 	 00.D1192
 
Il 	 lIl It 
-.01200--­
z -. 01208---- - -- - ­
>­
z
 
- -. 01224- - - - --	 -
L -.01232--------­
w -. 01240------­
z
 
Ld
 
~ -.01240 ­
S-.0125--­
.< -. 01264---­
-. 01272--------­
.01260111 	 ", , - . 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 29 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE036
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LTV44 15S9CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO36)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SDST.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000, LREF 474.8100' IN.
 BREF 936.6800' IN.
 BD.LAP .000, DX .000- XMRP 1109.0000 IN,. Xo 
OYI .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.. ZO SCALE .0125
 
.0032I­
< .0024---­
o .0020 -'L 
rn
 
.0016-­
u .0012.-I 
wu .0008 -
LL .0004-
U-

C-,
w - .(0 4 : 
C0 -. 08-0 
Z'
 
-.0008---

LO 
z 
-. 0016-:I 
-. 0020----­
-4 0 '4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 29 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE03G
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATAJ (AFEO36)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 936.6800 
 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 Dx .oo XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER 
 .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.2 9 2 8 . .. .. ..... . l T l .T...l ........ Tl '"lm.. T
f ..  i ....  ... ' ............ l..
 
.2920 -­
.2912-- -­
.2904---­
.2 9
 
z
 
5 .2880-­
.2848-- ' ' 
.2872-- I IIEII 
ui
 
-. 28584----- - ­
.2848----------­
...lu ll i t ..... .. .... l l . . i 

.2840--------------------- A 
-_

-
.2832--- - - - -- - - - - -- ­
.282 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. Z
 
FIG. 23 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHACzO, IORB=8,BETACrOBETAOz5, AFEO3G
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFE036)
i 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREr 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .628 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

LREF 47.48100 IN.'
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
BD0LAP00 lDRX .0DD X1P 1109.0000 IN.XO,, 
DY .000, 1ORB r.000 YMRP .0000, IN. YO 
IN,.,
ZIRP 375.0000; ZOBETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0 3 , . ! T m'r ml fl*T1 ,lT 'T .l!ll W rf.1T1ITrTTn , r ni m m l T rm lm n IT 
.0732 ... .....-­
"1 7 
.0728 --­
.0724 . - - -
I- Q 
Z.0 7 16 - -------
Ld Z .0712 I " , , 
.0708 - ­
3 .0704 "-- ­
'VI
 
Of .0700-' 
.0696-- , 
.0662'8
 
.068& - - - - - - -­
S.0684- - - , - - - - - ---­
.0680. L i .W L ... . 12 14 W L Li... .... ... .... .. ... ... .... ........... ... .... L  .. LW,,, ....
44 L i . . .. .. . Li  .. ..  L  ... ... ... .... ; 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 26 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64.
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
.FIG. 29 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=GBETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEQ36
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI'(ORBITER DATA) CAFE037)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .617 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STA 5.000 O .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
DOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YNRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUODER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.414-­
.412--­
z .410-­
.408­
z 
w 
Y .406--
LL 
L-
.404­
u
 
wd .402-------------------------------------­
< .398--- I 
10
.394 . - ­
.390 ----­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48, 52 56 60 64 68
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 30 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PRG'IMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=0,BETAO=5, AFE037
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.392 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 91 CORBITER DATA) CAFE037)
 
,SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .617 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690,.0000 SQ FT,. 
STAS 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF '474 8VOD IN. 
.:o00 	 BREF '93S.6800 IN.BDFL'AP £00 Dx 
XMRP 1109.0000 FIN,. XO 
DY '000 lORS 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. 'YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .ZMRP 	 375.0000 TN,. 20
' 
 SCALE .0125 
.030',1-

I ,,4 
I 	 0, 
ua .024- G1 
z .022-	 ;1
ob. 	 .'': i 
"c,,- ,020 . -
iLL
 
:le
fu 	 I.018 
CD
 
-z .0 161
.0-162-	 ,

S'012,
 
.006--i> 
0 , 
,PG 210' 
S, 0-, 	 ± 
00 --. V' ' '.: ' 	 , 
•.004- ­
-4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 46 52 56 60 64 '68
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED 'POSITION. POSITIVE ,UP. DZ
 
FIG. 30 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEO37
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE037)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .617 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOT. 
STABBDFLPLA 
5.000 
.000 
ELEV(N 
x 
5.000 
.000 
LREFBREFXMRP 
474.8100936.68001109.0000 
IN.IN.IN. XO 
DY .000 IORD 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
.0398. ..*0iI Il Ili I T i nl fi tryl yI n rirIII t1$in11ti In-I try, il TIy, Iny, it jn7 I l imI try, I~f ii n 
SCALE 
tliIyl r,* 
.0125 
i TIfIlni l IiI ~l t in I 
.0360-7 
.0352­
.0344-
C) .0336----------------­
-z .0328------ --
U 
2-a .0320---
U-

L.
 
LU
 
o .0312--

LL . 02 9 6 - ­
u .0288-------------------------------------­
-i
 
I I
 
.0280--- 1---- ----- -­
.0272--­
.026,--­
.0272-­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 20 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 30 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE037
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--------------------------------------------
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO37)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.

0 .617 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
.BDFLAP £00 Dx .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XO 
DV .000 IoB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZOBETAO 5.000 RUDDER :000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.. ... l... ........... .. . .. r'"r
- .0 5 85 " ..... ............... . .. ........ . . .mi ...... ... "1
 
-. 0590-----­
--. 5-5 --
VD 3 ch I I 
II/ 
-. O00- -4-C-,60>- -. 
S 00-----------­
-. 0610- K 
t -. 0615--- ,- . ' 
U.
 s -. 0620­
w L 
o -. 0625 • 
u- -. 0630.---- -- --- -- -- --­
i P I I 
w I.
 
.0 3 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
- .0645.----------------- -' 
.- -. 0650 - .. .. , 
1,,,',,,,,,L,,,
-.0 655. ~ A ilL .... .... ........L . .. .... ....... ....... .... .... ....
...... ...  .... ... .... ... ... ...  ,,, ,,w± 

-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 30 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE037
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 $1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFE037) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .617 
I 
ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDFLAP
DFDY 
BETAO 
m% 
H 
flltnli l 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
.000 
5.000 
l T m 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
Ox 
IORB 
RUDDER 
m i" f 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
8.000 
.000 
u mIml ml m ml Tm m l cm ni ll Tl nl Ill '71 
SREr 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
l nf'tl ml 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
836.6800 
1109.0000 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
mI t nfl tn 
SQ3T. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
.01128-- - .... --.- - - - - ­
- .01 1 36 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
> - - I[ ? I-
x -. 01144-­
o -. 01162-­
-. 01160---- -- ­
•g
ob ID f 
"---,

u -.01184 - I-II 
ED-.01192--­
-.0O1200O
 
c­
#I
Z 

w
 
C) -. 01208,--­
o - .01216t---­
&- 1
 <S -.012240 

-
- .01232 f 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 30 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE037
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO37)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC NALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
10 	 .817 ALPHAC .000 ETAC . .000 SREF 2690..0000 ,SQ.FT. 
LREF 44,810 IN.IN7.STAB 500 ELEVON 5.000 	 BREF '9,38,:6800 

RDPLUAP .OO oX 000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 i.: 
000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAC 5.000 RUDDER 000 ZMRP 375.0000 'IN,. ZOSCALE 

.0125
 
.000.
 
-. 004-­
-. 0008--!­
o -. 0012 ---­
x 	 t 
w .0O16 V
 
-L.0020--­
-J
 
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-. 0024- - -	 - - -
-
-
- ­
z 	 _ 
- .0028O- 4 X8 2I 20-24--8--------0----- 8----------------
S -.0032----------------------- 	 ------­
z
 
- .0036-­
-. 0040-- I 
-. 0044-LI 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 '60 64 68 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEDOPOSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 30 ORB. UATAi CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=0,BETAO=5, AFE037
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) CAFE037)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .817 ALPHAC .000 RETAC .000 SREF 2890.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.

.000
BOFLAP .000 Dx 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
DL

DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 
 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
an l 1ll a, m ill Tm a n lHTn' b an~l a an ml in', l~l l UNa n l an mnn nf an n nrn tl nmI l l r ; n m I ] an a m nit n 
11

.408 --
.406- -­
. 404-­
.4 0 2 - - ­
u
 
--
-
-t:.398-	 --
z 
u.3968­
w .394-­
2-­o.3 

u­
-J .390- ­
.386---	 - - -­
9 Id 
.
.384-	 i iiia /
 
.382--------------------- -------	 -­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 30 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE037
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE037)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .617 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2990.0000 SO.FT.
 
S'AB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474:8100 IN,.
L 	 BREF '936.6800 IN.
FLAP .0,00 ox .000 XMRP 110S.0000 'IN.XO
 
Dy .000' IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUODER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
i 
........ .... . .. . .

.08 8 4 ... ... ....... .	 ........  .. .. .... ... ..
 .. . ..   .... 

.0880---­
.0876-­
.087-2 -, 
.0868--­
0
 
u .0864-­
w .0860 -­
.84
0856jU- . - _ - - - ------- ------
UI
 
.080-- ----­
.084 :- ' - ' 
08432.,
 
•0836 - _ -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0828,­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60, 64 68
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 30 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=0 IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE037
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LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEO38)
 
SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .X25 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.

STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN,

BOFLAP .000 Dx .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.200---------------------------------------­
u c II
.196---
I- .192-- - -- - -- - - I - ­
-
z 
! 
U­
r .182 -­
z .180------------- - -- - -- - - -- - -- - ­
.178------------------------- - - - ­
.176, 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 58
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 31 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXLMITY,ALPHAC:O, IORBz4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE038
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LTV447-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) (AFE038)
 
SYMBOL MACH I PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 	 .625 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690;0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF. 47A.81=0. IN.
 
.	 5.000
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 
 BREF 938.6800 IN.
 
BQFLAP .000 OX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 JN. XO
 
D .000 IORB 4.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .0OR 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO

* .SCALE 	 .0125
 
0 2 4 ... ....I I I"".... 11 .... .... . 1 ..... ...........
.... .... 	 .... ....
.....  .. .... ... . .... 	 .. .... .... 

' I J 
.020-	 -,. 
.018­;oI
 
* 	 014 -- ) i"--

W 014- , -I -
U, ,	 
­
-. 	 . ,II I q '= 
L
LL .012 ­
w 	 - - ­
(D .0 012 " "I " __ . r - ' -i - " - I 
w 08 
.ZO I. -­
z 	 ., -Q, 

o .004-­
0 0
 
-.002,"
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 31 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE038
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE038) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .625 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
-1.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
DX 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.XO 
DY .000 IOR8 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.ZO 
...... .. .... .. -Tn..  ... . . ... ..,n
...
.0540 ................ ... . ...... ...m  .ll ...... l... .. .. ..
.0535---------------------------------------­
.0530----­
.0525 --­
u .0520 -------------I-­
2 .0510 -­w
 
.00 0 
0 .0505--------
Ldd 
.. . .... .. .W...... ...... ... .... ... .. ..I .. ..
.0470I. .....L..........L ... ...W...........L..t ..L . .L. .. .. . ..U..... .. . ... .. .... I .. ..
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 31 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAOrO, AFEO3B
 
OA . -F lO 
--
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE038)
 
SYMBOL MACH 

0 .825 ALPHAC 

STAB 

BFLAP 

BY 

BETAO 

- .0 0 30 .. l......... 
 ... .... : .... .... ...: 
-. 0032------------------­
-. 0034---------
-. 00336 ­
>­
z -. 0040 - -', ',-
u -.0042---- - -"-

LL 
UL
 
L- -. 0048-­
w 
.050 
-. 0054--- - - - ­
-.0054 

- .0 0 5 8. .i ,u ,Z 
-8 0 8 
.000 	 SREF 

5.000 	 LREF 

XMRP

.000 

4.000 	 YMRP 

.000 
 ZMRP 

PARAMETRIC VALUES 

.000 BETAC 
-1.OO ELEVON 
.000 DX 
.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
" '
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
274.800 	 S.FT.
 
474-800 IN.
 
93O.0000 IN. )O
 
.0000 IN. YO
 
375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
t:' ....I" .... ....:.. "l.... ... ." ili l...i ... ... ... ... 
' 	 "' 
-
- -	 : :­
- - - - - -
' l l,: l 
I ' '1 
:8 
W' ' 
16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 31 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO38
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 0;' Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE038)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIC
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 so
 
LREF 474.8200 IN
0 .625 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 936GGDO IN
BDLP 00
xBREF 

BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.... .i.. .. .. ..
." l .  .  l' 'r .. ... .. .. .. ...... I' ':... ..  . .... .;. i. . .. ........ .
 
-. 00104 ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-.0010------- ------- ------------­
,- I I m I 
S-.00112"' I-

o -.00126-------------- -----------­
• 0 1 - • 
u -.00124---------------'- --------
I y
uP I>" -. 00129-------------------------------------- ­
-.00132-------------­
)- .00136------------..... [ I
 
L 
L --00136- a 
z -.00140 "
 
- '--­.00144--

z A
 
-.00148--- - - - - - ­
o- -.012" 'A
 
< , L ' L 
Z -.00145----------------- --------------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 31 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMI]Y,ALPHAC=O, IORS=4,BETAC=OSETAO=O, AFED31 
PAGE 22 
LTV4'-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO38)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION­
0 	 .625 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2SB0.0000 SQ.FT.
 
ST'AB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 44.6I0 IN.
 
BDRLAP .000 DX .000 XGRP 1109.0000, IN.X0,
 
DV .000, IORB' 4.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BET-AD .000 RUDDER ;000 	 ZMRR 375,0000 IN.ZQ'
 
SCALE .0125
 
--	
. ..-. .. . ..
.-........ .
I-,-,,-I 	 - - .. .0 0004 , .............. 	 .. .".. I
0 I-	 . ...r .. I .. . I 
KI
 
rn 
-.00004­
>- -.08008-- -
-.00012----

I
DO 0 16 
w
 
o
m .000244:
 
z 
-Iz . 0 	 - -. - -:- ­
.0"0032"-­
it~~U L III, 	 I 
-l .0 0 2 I LJ4 L IWW WI a IL WL WaaW W14L WL WL LW ±I LI! WI 14 I444 12±2±1
 
ItI
 
L -4 *00048l 	 U l
 
-. 000352 	 . 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 31 ORB.DATAo CARRIER' PROXIMITYAtPHAMz, IORB=4,BETACzOBEiAO0,p AFEO38 
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0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEO38)
 
SYMBOL 

-J 

U
 
w.182-
F-

Lii
 
w 

MACH 
.625 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
DY 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 

.000 BETAC 

-1.000 ELEVON 

.000 OX 

.000 IORB 

.000 RUDDER 

.000 

5.000 

.000 

4.000 

.000 

.. .
................ ...... . .
 
.194--- ----­
. 192-----------------------------------------­
.190-- - - - - - ­
.188--.--------------------------
F: 8 
z;
 
:;
 
.1. 86--------------------------------­4
.17 
.180j ..L ... I 
• 1 A 
FI.178 ORB.-------- -.--
.17---- -- - -­
.174-----------------------------------
ORIE VET DIPACMN 

172-----------------------------------------­
.1 70--------------------------------------­
-8 0 B 18 

SREF 

LREF 

BREF 

XMRP 

YMRP 

ZMRP 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
474.8100 'IN.
 
936.6800 IN.
 
1109.0000 IN.XO
 
.0000 IN.YO
 
375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.....r,I .... ......... ... .. ..
. .  .. .. .. ..
 
' '
 
-I.­
'-----------------------------------------------
FOMAEPSIONPSTVE, 
-
.Z 
24 32 40 48 58
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 31 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO3B
 
LTV44L559CCA26) 747/1 ATY' 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE038)
 
SYMDOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .625 ALIPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
SAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 4S746.100" IN.BREF S938t.6800' IN. 
3QFLAP .000, DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
OYj .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y0­
5ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000' IN. ZO, 
SCALE .0125 
~~...... 1,,,,,, . .. ... ........ ,,
o6~~ ..  F:,I............ .. I.... . .  ..,, .. ......
 

I
.0688' 
t
.0680 
I I 
.0664 -- -----------­
o .0656-------------­
z
 
w .0648--.
 
LL .0640--------------------------------------

L 
.062---
C 
z .0592- C ... , 
.0616--" - -- -- ­
.0$08­
_'
t•S0600--

.040 0 a 6 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 31 ORB.DATAI CARRIER PROXIMITY#ALPHACrO, IORBz4,BETAC=O,BETA0rO, AFEO38
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE039)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .627 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 	 -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 

XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
BD LAP .000 O
DY .000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0125
 
.2952--­
.2944 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.2936----------------------------------
z .2928 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -I I 
.2920-­
z y I JA = 
u .212--------------------­
(.J 
.2904 . -
L .2888---	 .. . . . . . 
.2880--------­
... ... 
 11 .. I IZ .2872 --	 i-- ­
.2864-------------------------------------­
.2856---------- ---------------------------­
.284&------------------------­
-4 0 4 8 1'2 1'6 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 	 48 52 56 6.0 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 32 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXLMLTYALPHAC=O, IORB=G.B[TAC=O,BETAO'=0, AF[039
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFED39)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .627 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 
DLAP 
-1.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
DX 
5.000 
.0BREF 
.000 
LREF 
XIRP 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1l09.0000 
'IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO' 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.02, 
.026 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.024 --­
.022 ---
C-,
 
*J .020-
Y 
U
 
L,_.

Ld
 
o .014---------------------------------------­
laJ l 
z
 
r .012 ------- --­
-D
 
2 .00• 10"C ,-- I 
-- .004------------------------------ --------------­
o.00 28 - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-. 002[
 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP., DZ 
FIG. 32 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYYALP-AC=Op IORB:GBETAC OBETAOO,9 AFEO3S
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 91 CORBITER DATA) (AFE039) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES - REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .627 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2GSO.OOOO SQ.FT. 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
DFLAP 
DY 
.BREF000 
.000 
DX 
IORB 
.00 
6.000 
XHRP 
YIRP 
836,6800
1109.00DO 
.0000 
IN. 
IN. XO 
IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZrRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.0 4 56- --­
.0448­
.0440­
.0432---------------------------------­
* .0424-----------------------------------­
.0416-­
.040------
UJ
 
.0408 
wY 
, 0-- , 
.034----
U 
W 
< .0376.-­
.0368--­
.0352­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 3'6 40 44 48 52 56 60 4 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 32 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE039
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 AT'Y 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO39)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .627 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2G0.0000, SOX.
 
STIAB -1.00 ELEVON S.0OO LREF 474.8100 IN,
SFLAP 1.000 X 5.000 
 BREF' 939.6800, IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 OX .oo XMRP 1109.0000" IN.XO
 
DY; .000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO; 
BET 0 .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375'.0000 IN,. ZO
 
SCALE' .0125
 
-. 00.14.rtmlrilm
 
-. 0016-­
-. 0020 -­
o -. 0022---
SI­
z -. 0024- --------
U-. . 0026 
ED -.0028---­ 'II
 
-.00302 1 1 1 ill 
-. 0036 - = 
o 
- .,00380- ,1 
--. 0042­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 G4 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 32 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O,'IORB=6.,BET.AC=OBE.TAO=O, AFE039
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE039) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .627 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690°0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
-1.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
OX 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
474.8100 
936.68001109.0000 
IN. 
IN.IN.XO 
DY .000 IORS 6.000 YHRP .0000 IN.YO 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZHRPSCALE 375.0000.0125 IN.ZO 
.00084--­
x -.00092-- - - - - - - ­<
 
i
i-c -. OOh-- - ­
z 
-.000------------------
.00104 -- ­
PA.G010E 2
 
LU I A 
S -. 00112 : : : 
-. 0010 -- - ------ ­
:U' 
0 .00116--- ! 
z .001204- ­
z .00124­
-.00132 
' '' 
 I

.00139 -I - - - - -l I ] 
-4 o 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 32 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,AI.PHAC=O, 1ORB=GBETAC=OBETA0=O, AFE039
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 S, (ORBITER DATA) CAFE039)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .627 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 

BREF 936.8800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000' IN. ZO
BETA( .000 RUDDER .000 SCALE 

.0125
 
l ... 

. ....I fI ............
.000 15... ...... . ... . I I- T. 

-. 00020------------------------------
X -.00025-­
' 
0i
)- -.00030--. 

-. 00035 - :' 
-- - - I - ­
m .00040---------

H -.00045--- - - - ­
z ,,d
 
U
 
Lu -. 00055-; 
U -.0000- - . ----
I A
•.O00 0---I 

LU
 
S -. 0005- 0 
0 
~ -.00070 -- -. 
o -.00075-----I
 
.00080- - - ------­
-4 q 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MAIED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 32 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=r,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO39
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE039) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .627 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDPLAP 
.000 
-1.000 
.0O0 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DX 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
2690.0000 
474,8100 
936.68001109.0000 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY
BETAO 
.000 
.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
*2 8 96',." i ....... ....... f I.... .... .... .... 	 n m..n. .... .... .. ........ ... .... . .. ... ..
 
.2888 -- ­
.2880-­
.2872 -­
.286 	 h 
I­
z 
'-4C 	 .2848-- ----- ---- ­
.2B40- -4 
- - 0 
o 	 .232---
HL 	 .2824----
--
­
-
-
.2800--­
.279 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 58 GO 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 32 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE039
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE039)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.627 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHAC .000 BETACST.627APH1.000 ETC .000.000 SREF LREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
S0.FT. 
IN. 
SiTAB -1.00 ELEVeN 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
BOFLAP .000 oX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
oY 
BETAO 
.000 
.000 
IORS 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
.0768---------------------------­
.0760-­
.0752-­
-

.0744- ---- --
-
-
-

.0736­
4 .0726--- ­
z 
u _. 0 7 1 2 ­
- -.0704-- u 
< rC
. 
S .0688--­
/ I 
.0672-­
.0664
 
-4 p 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 32 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE039
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE040)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 	 -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
BREF 936.6800
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125 
.418 .... ........ ....1 1 i " 1... ... ...... m .......... .... ...T .......... ... .. ......' ...... . i ... T...... .... ...T 

.416--------­
.412 
z 
.410,-----­
z Z•.40B8 -
L 	 .406-­
0 
.404
 
w 
U• 	 402f 
o 	 .400--- - - -----

Iii

~~.398-/2: 
.396-	 , 
.394-­
. 392 	 i 
.390
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 33 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB:8,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE040
 
PAM: 	 9111 
-- 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFEO40) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .622 ALPHAC .000 8ETAC .000 SREF 26S0s0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 47A.8100 IN. 
EREF 9366800 IN.
OFL.APB .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000M IN. X0
 DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 1N. YO:, 
BETAO .000 BET0UDDR ,O0 .000 .0125R DDE OSCALE ZMRP 375 000 IN. ZO0 
l l i .. . l ln m fi n rlr. nfl ml n r. nl Tl m, n l m. r w l m11l nr. nil Tfl Tm nr. nfl il .i..r 
.032­
. 0320--- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
~.O3
 
z 
o .028------------------------------------­
z .026--------
U w
- .02--- - - ---­
.022­
z .020--------------------------------------
Li 
IjI
 
-

- -	
c 
- .014----------------------------­
.012 
1 Q- -8 0 	 24 2 85 
-T­*.008--
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 33 ORB.'OATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE040
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0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA)'CAFE040)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.

.622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
.0000 IN. YO
Dy .000, IORB 8.000 YMRP, 

ZMRP 375:0000 IN. ZO
 BETAC .000 RUDER .000 
 SCALE .0125 
~l @l n n, ml@ n-n m41 pm1 ll Tm@I4411l~ 1Tm1l@@rrn1Tm Tm@4 Tm mIII@ rW@ w@ In@ Tm1 fl7ml mi i n 'i fT m I@Tm1 ll n1 cm1 cm Im@l 
.0336 -­
.0328---

W- I I I ' I I 
* .0304----------------------

-C­
z 
.0296-- --

S .0322 -
LL .28 
Li 
u .028-­
(D .0272-­
< .0264-------------------------------------­
< .0256-------­
.0248-----­
.0232 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 33 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE040
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO40)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 SREF 26 N0000 SO T
 
.622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC 000 IN,
LREF 474,.8100 IN.
936.68 
ELVO -1005.00BREF
STA
SA -. 000 0 

XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XW
BDLAP .000 DX .000 

YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO

OY .000 IORB 8.000 

.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
- nurn tl tl[I miii minT- -in t lll i- II NI l em in fir Tfl ti n Sin T l i ll l l ntl T Iin?ff 1 nt$ f l ly?f in flit lt flt 'Iti T! n-'nlfi 
-. 000-). 12'----------------------­
-0014 -- - - - - -- -
Lti - - - - - - - ­
w 
-. ooia------------------- ­
- .0020& ZEEBLL -.0022----------- 111 
.0024-- 2 3 40-8-5­
-. 02 - -E 
-. 0028---------------­
-. 00230 ----------- - ­
-. 03------------------------------------- ­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 33 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE040
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI 

SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .822 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

STAB -1.000 , ELEVON 5.000 

BOFLAP .000 DX .000 

DY .000 IOR8 8.000 

BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 

. 
- "0. 0 0 7 2 '.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ..... I."" T T " ' 
-. 00076-------------------------------------­
, -. 00080-------------------
< -. 00084- --------
--
DO -.00088-­
z -. 0009-- T 
>­
z 
'- -.00ool - ----- ----
,, -. lO
 
UL .00104--­
w
 
z 
.0011--­
(ORBITER DATA) CAFEO40)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 28S0.0000 SO.FT. 
LREFBREF 
XMRP 
474.8100936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN.
IN. 
IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.ZO 
.... .. . . . .. .... .... . ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
II 
I.l 
-.0 0 1 2 ....... ... ....... ­
-B 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 33 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE040
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LTV44-559CA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE040)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .622 ALPHAC .000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 oX .000 XXRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YhRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
BETAC .000 RUDDER OW 
 SCALE .0125
 
-. 00008--- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - ­
--. 00012- -i- - - - - - -- - ­
< -. 00016- - - - - - ­
o -. 00020--------------- -
I.-I 
-. o0024I - - - - - - -- -
S-.00028I----­
4 
z

Z -. 00032­
u -. 00036 
Li.
 
u -. 00040 ',J 
zL-) .00044------------­
z -. 00048 ,I• . 
w -. 00052--- - - -
Cl
 
-.0005-'-- ­
- - - - - - - - - J - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-. 00060' 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 33 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE040
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO40)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .622 ALPHAC .000 NETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 938.6800 IN.
SOFLAP .0oo Ox .000 

XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YIRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.410 --- - ---	 ---­
.408--- - - - --	 ­
.406--­
.404 -------
U 

,.,H .400----­
z. 
w
 
.398--­
. 
L. 
w .396-­
t- .394---
IL 
-J .392-------------­
,390<---------------	 .
'-.386-'	 ---
.388--------------------	 ; 
.386' 
t I E'
*384 -----------------------------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 33 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=O, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE040
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L7V44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORB-ITER,DATA) CAFE04O)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.

0 .622 #LPHAC .000 BETAC .000 

STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 -93.B600 IN.qFA.00BREF 

DoLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP IIO9.0OO0 IN. XO
 
qY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN,. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
IBETAO .000 RUDDER .0OO 

.0876-­
.08-8." /0­
.0872­
-
.0868 -- -- - - - --
.0864 
U .0856---- - - - - - - - - --
Li. 
Ld.0852 
u--
- - -- - - - - - -
I//A 
- - - - - - - - --
U 
.0848 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----­
1 0 
.0G40­
.0836------------­
~- I ~ I­
.0832 -- __ 
.0828-- z 
-8 1 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56. 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM 'MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 33 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACzO, IORB=BBETAC=OBETAOOp AFEO4O
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE041)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .595 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000, SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.

STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 

BOFAP .O0 .OOXMRP IN.
O 1109.0000
BOFLAP .000 Dx 000 

BY .000 JORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
 SCALE .0125
 
- .308---------------------------------­
.304­
.300- -
- - - - - - ­
-
- - I/ 
- - ­ -
z.296------------ ---- --
L-)
 
: .292­
z 
u .288--------------------------------------
LL­
wd .2840 
u
°L u 
u- .276-------------------------------------­
-j 
.268------------
--------------
Z </ 
.264--t 
.260-------- H­
.256- I 
'± lii L II Li , *-iLi I-,.L W Ii 1-II Li-i Il ll L rl I-IU- , l- i1 i- i i ti11 iI 11-I IIII [111 III i-t I l.LL I .i.Ii-lW i-i 
-8 0 8 1 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VRT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 34 ORB. DATA, CtRIER PROXIMIT",ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETACO,BETAO=O, AFE041
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE041)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE'INFORMATION
 
0 .595 $LPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 ox .0o0 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 YP .000 O .000 XMRP I109,0000 IN. X0
 
.000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125 
... ... .... nit ml titi tnt Tilt ' l .. It..... ..026 ......... ... .... nfl nr flit fY71 ni' ll l.. tl 7 1 Ti T fi. 

.024----------­
.022--­
.020­
u 0]18 
1-: . 
o
I- .o_
 
LL
 
o .01-- - ----

I­
z 
.008-­
o .010-­
•.008
 
.004 -­
.002
 
0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, bZ 
FIG. 34 ORB.,DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETACO,BETAO=O, AFE041
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE041)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .595 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BOFLAP 13FAo 00 .000 XMRP 1109.0000.000 DX BREF 	 936 68  IN.. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC'
 
SCALE .0125
 
5 F l f iflr.r III f 	 r IIn 1 il l 1 1Q49 llYrI $' IItil ll nf l l Ii l 1nii l l Fil ll71 lIT fl arb Fi F1 TIII Fli'. Ill if lllIITilTTill IT.Fl. li 17III14; 
.0490z .. ... -------------------------------------­
.00

.04901-------------------------------­
.0485-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.04780--- -----------­
< 
z .0470­
" 	 d 
C­uIoo .465---	 eIw 	 9
 
U
 
.046&------------­s .06  
UJD
 
LL .0450------------
CT
 
.0445
x 
<) 
.0425h .zz .... 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 34 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE041
 
PA r r'IAQ 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE041)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF' 2G90.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .595 AIaPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN. StAB -1.000 ELEVON 5,000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN,

.000
BFLAP 000 ox 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN,. XO
 
OD .000 IORB 4'.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN..YO
 
ZMRP '375.0000 IN. ZO'
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000
I SCALE .0125 
- . ; t . , .... - .. I .. ...... " T. . ...... ......... ... ....Ti. ........... . ... I .I' n i 
- .0010 !.i
 
-. 015--t- I
-1-

-.o0020, k f 1 ', 
. o3 

T , P
 
'-: - \ i.. l- I-­
b 11 t 1-1'Id
.0025- - - - - - ­
. -.004'0 0 ci5 ,
u ' - - - --­
'"O -. 0035---------------- ,, 
,_-.OO --K.,
ill , 1, b­
.0 ,4 
L' ., 
­
i..0050 
- .0055-: 
i IS L L.Lt i [ W AW t' JW ,W ii MU 144 LI t I I an LW W il Wf 
-. 0075 , ' ' '' ,
-. 0070 - -. ­
-81 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER'VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 34 ORB. ,DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE04I
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-
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFE041)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .595 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2890.00O SO.FT.
 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 oX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-. 00040 	 . . .I. 
-. 00048----­
(I) ~.00056-------------------------- -------------­
x 
< -.00064--

-
c -.00072-	 -
Z -. 0000--­
-.00088-­
o
 
ZU -.0009---

I­
zL . 0 4-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
- -. 0012-------------------------------------
Li 
-Lo .00 2-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­z 	 !11I~ L 1.( 
S-.00120
 o-	
- - -
Z 
< -. 0013---­
~ .001520-----------------­
-.00144--­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VRT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 34 ORB. GATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE041
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DAf4) (AFE041)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.595 ALPHAC 
STAB
BFLAP 
OY 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
-1.000 ELEVON 
.000 DBREF
P .000 
.000 lORD 
.000 RUDDER 
.000 
5.000 
0XMRP 
4.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
936.6800 IN. 
1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. zo 
SCALE .0125 
x< 
C 
-. 0004--
-.0008------------­
-. 0012------------------------------------­
" 
-J 
m 
U 
z 
-.0016-­
-. 0020­
uJ 
z 
--- -2-.002- - - -- - - -
z .0040-­
o .0044-------------------------------------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, CZ
 
FIG. 34 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE041
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) [AFE041)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SOX
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .595 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
936.6800
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 BREFXMRP 1109.0000 IN.
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN,
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
BETAO ,000 RUDDER .000 SCALE 

.0125
 
.300: 
.292----------------------------- ­
.284-------------------------------

-
.280­
u.280- - - - - - - - -
Ld ~.272­
.264--------- - ­
.260------------­
.256---------­
.248
 
-8 08 le 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER V RT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITI\'E UP, OZ 
FIG. 34 ORB. DATA, C/RID? PROXIMIT'NALPHAC=2p LORB=4,BETACzO,RETAO=0p AF[041
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE041) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .595 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
EDFLAP6 P 
-1.000 
.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
ox 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.XO 
DY .000 lORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN,ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.085 1 
.084- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L--
.8------------------------------ ------­
.082 - - - - -- --­
.081----- -- ­
•0080-­
* *I
•079 - ­
z w .078-­
.077---­
2 .076-- - ------­
•-075-I---- - ­
.074 --. .----- '­
.073-­
,-8, 0 8 is 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MArEB POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 34 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, 10RB=4,BETAC=O,BETA0=0, AFE041
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559C0A26) 747/I ATY 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 
UY .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
(ORBITER DATA) (AFEO42) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X(
YMRP .0000 IN.Y( 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.Z( 
SCALE .0125 
.76­
.72 
z 
.68---­
.64-­
z
w.6& 
U ~.52-­
u 4 
-j
< 
Z 
.44.-
I-I 
.36­
4 
32-:l 
.28 
0 8 1'6 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT-FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
-8 

FIG. 35 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE042
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LTV44,-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE042)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.592 
.03 
I PARAMETRIC VALUES 
LPHAC 2.000 BETAC 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 
EDFLAP .000 OX 
Y I ORH 
dvv 
BETA .00 RUoDER 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
6.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 S.FT. 
SREF 26474.8100 I.LREF 474.8100 IN. 
XRP 109.0000 IN., XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.,MRP 750000 P YOO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
T I­
-0J 
-.0--; 
-u.04-1­
uI 
C)) 
I-.I 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT ROM MATEO*POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DBZ
 
FIG. 35,ORBI. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY:,ALPHAC=2p I0RB=GBETAC=oBETA0:=O, AFE042
 
SPAGE 
 250 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO42)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .592 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
2.000 
-1.000 
.000 
EETAC 
ELEVON 
DX 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
2690.0000 
474.0100 
936.68001109.0000 
S0.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY .000 1ORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
ml=nr,mt=H il mi mu Il nfl nII, T ill il nI ill flil nH il ml 7hH= Til nil ml, Ti? mlml fil l tmI utI nil l mI ml mHH liTI 
.040--------------------------------------­
.038-­
* .0326--

U .034 
.030-­
oP
 
LL .028--------------------------------------
Uj
 
o) .026--­
bi 
u 
.032180
.024----0 
<T .022---VERT.---------MENT-------A----------I--------T-VE----­uI 
<.02 ----------------------------------­
.018-------------------------------------­
.014 
-8 0 8 1'6 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MAi'EO POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 35 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE042
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) 'AFE042) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .592 ALPAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT, 
STAB -1.000 ELEVON. 5.000 LREF 474'.8,1O IN. 
EDFL'AP 0.OQ DX .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
B 0XMRP 	 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY i .000, IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN;. Z&
 
SCALE .0125
 
rI
I

.004-
-.002-', 
c 	 rj 
U0
 
- -.004- -; 
LU
 
-.00,
 
LL -.008 -
Ull
 w~~ 	 1.1.
1:.
 
E' - 12­
0 -.018-
,, , 
-.020 , - , 	 I A 
.022A--­
-8 1 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
.ORBITER VERT.. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT'ION POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 35 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=SBETACO,BETAO=0, AFE042
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO42)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 	 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
DFLAP .000 DX .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0040i 
.0036	 I­
x .0032----­<I
 
o .0028 
.0024­
z 
u .0020 ---­
.0016------­
u 
L2- .0012------------------- I 
LjL 
LU
 
o .0006>------­
z .0004----,
 
r 
 I
 
00
 
z -.0004---­
-	
(cO
-. 0008-- -------- ­
-- --- -lPOe1' 	 I-T ---
-. 0012 
80 	 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
IG.35 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFF042
 
PA r P 
LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO42)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .592 ALPHAC 
STAB 
2.000 
-1.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
.000 
5.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690,0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SOFT. 
IN. 
IN, 
BDLAPD A .000 OR.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY 
BETAO 
.000 
.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN, ZO 
inn Tvp .@ni l 1 1 i l f llf l l illi i ill inn i i nil@. 1@ fl mi mli i i fi@ll ii1 lm mi @ii f itl im n 
.002- -­
< .002'-----

Qo -. 004­
, 
-. 00 
-. 0068---DO 
m
 
Zd .010-­
o -.014­
z 
.014----- ­
-.012
 
-.024
 
o~-. 1 - - - - - - - -6 - - - 2-' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
FI-. 325 ORB. DATA, CAR IER--------------------­
02 254
-, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-8 08 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 35 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO42
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE042)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C 	 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 
 -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 Ox .000 
 BREP 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORS 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.76-I­
"
 
.72 ­
.68 -,	 .--
•J601-------------­
u 	 .S! 
w .4.---
L,
 
-J .40­
.28
 
.24 8 - -
U l 1413 	 144 I Lill LW iiiIIW I IiiWI11I IW Ii l I2 fl il lil1 i444 III144 i WI rll iii W~i W I I LW iii144 I Iii 14 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
IG.35 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=S,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE042
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO42)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
0 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.100 IN.
STAB -1.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BEF 938.6800 IN.

.000 X00 

DY 

BDFLAP .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
.000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
EETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.140­
•.138 I "­
-132-,-,- - - - - ­
* 128 ,' 
.12Z 
IoI I
 
.124 - - - -
- ­
',', -

LL
 
LL
 
Lw .112-----
O •.104" -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.100 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.098'6 ---------------------­
.092--­
.088 -
-O81624 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ-
FIG. 35 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIM]TY,ALPHACr2, IORBrG,BETACzO,BETAO=O, AFEO42
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 	Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE045)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5,000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OY .000 IJORB 4.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER 
 .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
nflfT Jill Wflut l l ti ml ml[ ml m ni f llfn n ll ~lmi f lil flH l l ThI tHIll ml nil nr ti fillml ml ml I 
.298 
I I 1 
.292--­
.288---- -­
z .284-----­
u
 
.280-,-----­
z
 
.276O
 
Li-
.272 ---
S .268-----
LL .264­
-J
 
.260---------------------------------------

u-C0
 
z .256--­
.252---­
.248F I-­
.244 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 4R 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
IG.36 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE045
 
PARF ?57 
LTV44-559(CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER-DATA) (AFEO45)
 
SYMBOL MACH I PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .800 ALPHACj 2.000 BETAC .000 

STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

OFLAP' .000 DX .000 

LO
DY .000 IORB 4.000 

BETAO .000 RUDDER .ooo 

Tm -, mj T, f n- n n-,n fnin -I- nTnIml 
.021.. 
S020C D
 
.b-l 
u .019" 	 ­
.018 -- I --­
.010 
• 

.01'7. -. 	 \1" 
F.3 R D C PA,
i I fLi i 	 U1kWI 
• 	 i I 
ORITRVET DSPAEMN 

.01E 
-BREF 

it ,, rylij~l m~lll  iri n tin Tlnli im, 
401448 

I.
 
W WI A I .I W WfU W W 
! J . . . 
FRMMTDPSTON 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SRE 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100- IN.
 
9356,6800 IN:
 
XMRP 1109;0000 IN. X0
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YOP
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO'
 
SCALE .0125
Inn ml 1117lr. llf lf 
5"
 
~ fj liL i W L 
OIIEU.D PAE01,0-8
 
2-5
 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEO45)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2680.0000 sQ.FT.
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 ]ORD 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0488 ..----..---....---....-------------------------------­
.0484 -- - ,
 
.0476
 
.0472­
.0468- - - - -- - - -- -
L) .0464--- - - -- - -- ­ - -
LL
 
u o 
 06---------------------------------------­
.0456'
 
.0452-- - - ­
i'
 
x .0448" 
.0444- -- ---­
.0440--- ----­
'---­
.0436-

•4 3 2 .. Lw..an.......... w L a tn ~ anW,,W.................L..  . ...... L
,,,, .. ... .. h,.W 

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT, DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG..36 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE045
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE045J
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.600 
.0004- .. 
ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
DY 
BETA0 
,mttil l m 
.. .... 
l 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.000 oX 
.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
l ani mil l mI m1l 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
4.000 
.000 
nfl tilli m Tlm ml l nl anllml~ mI+ nn an vmF mI 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
TT mIIIl;IIIf ll Ir.f1 II11 rml nfl ffI1 
I ] 
-. 0004"-- - --
-. 0004<----------- 
-. 0008 
- - - - - -
---------------------------------­
- - - - -
u 
z " 
-. 0012 
.00320 
--
-
I-- -JI--
--. 
:­
.,,,. 
-
, 
-
Li 
o H -.oo0-. 0024- I - ---- - _ - - 'I - --- I - JII 
.D3 -8 62 24 85
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 36 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE045
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE045)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .£00 ALPHAC 2.000 8ETAC .000 SREF 2R90.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDRLAP .000 DX .00D XMRP 1109,0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BtTAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125 
-.00088- - T, ,ll, m , ', 
-. 00092--- - - - - - - - ­
x -.0009G--- - - - - -- - - ­
o -.00100--- - - -- - - -­
m------------------------------------ - =--
U -.00104- - - - -- - - " 
t -.00108------ --- --- -­
z -.00112- -,- ,----
U -. 00116 -- - -
Li.
 
o -.00120--- -- --­
z -. 00124­
r -.00128 - -------­
-.00132---- - - - ­3 ­
-. 00136-- - , , 
-.00140---------­
* H 
H HW ±44 ,ALWA IiA 14L4, LiA 44] £4 W IlA t-I UI 4144L h1.]Li]LiiLiiW 1 44 IL LW. l. 1444 LW .LJ ti I 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER V RT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 36 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE045
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATAJ (AFE045)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .600 ALpHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO Odo RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
Ol !]1 4IH D4 f14ilf 5lIt l fl I f Im1 ir i li ff l ill an il l T l ll 4t m flflf it T m fi, fl t 
.0001- ,2 E---,--
-
< -. 0001-- . - - - - - - - ­
oL -.000--­
× I II 
-. 0003--- - - - - - -
Ld -. 0005--l ( 
I­
z -. 0009---------
z ­i -. 0005--------------------­
o -.000- '''--- - - ­
-I
 
( .00011 
- .0 0 1 I 1.. 
000 8 0 16 24 32 4 45 
0. 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
B-.0008--
-

VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE-- -

I nau an'awLa I4 ii i L 
-8 . 0 8 1 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 36 ORB. UATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE045
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/I ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA)'CAFE045)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 I 	 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP i109.0000 IN.XO 
OY .000 IDRB 4.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP. 375.0000 IN.ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.288...
 
.284- - -	 , 
.28o--------------------------------	 :-. 
.276 	 "
 
.272 - - ­
4.268-­
z1;
 
w
 
LiL
 
w .260 ­
u 
.256--

L 	 C 
-. 252--­
.248­
.244--­
.240-----------	 - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.236-	 aL .. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 36 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE045
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LTV44'559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) tAFE045)
 
SYMBOL MACH 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .800 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474'.8100 IN.
STB 500 5.0BnrF IN.
LVN S3S.6800
XRP 1109.0000 IN. XC BOFLAP .000 DX .000 

YMRP 10.0000 IN. VO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
B1 I = .... I" ....]...
. .........  . ............7 7 7TO~'" "" ........ """.....1. .  
. 080 6r Ti T 7 f , l1 1 1 Ti'I I '­
.0800----------------------­
.0792i--------- ---- -­
.0784-------------------

S .0776--- - - - I I I I I-­
z 
-II
.0768--- i 
LII
 
-LL .070-- -- ­
< 
'CoL~ - ­
-o .0752 
CD
 
< .0744------------­
.0736" ,----­
.0728--------­
•.0720 - ----­
.0712- -- - - -- -- --

.0704 . i ........ .... .. ... L W . . ... I
.  n.. .I.L..W ' , ..LW.. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 36 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE045
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO46)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
o 	 .329 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
] .50I STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5000 LREF 474.100 IN.o So0 SDAP 5.000 E N 5.000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
0 .604 DFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
A .Goo DY .000 lORE; .000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
A
.395'------
.30" 
IAI
 
z .300---------	 ---
H: .375------------------------------­
z,>
 
z .3 0- -
L .360---------------­
.385 	 -, -, 
i 	 r 
4 	 -,I 
w Of­.350-

--	 ,, 
tr-M I AA I 
r-.35 
t.3-59 
......­
.330 ­
-8 0 8 18 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 37 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORBSBETACzCBETAO=O, AFEC4G
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE046)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 	 .329 AZIPHAC 2.000 D5TAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474,.8100 IN.
o .501 S AB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
.604 BDFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
A .698 DY, .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN.20
BbTAO .000 RUDDER .0O0 
 SCALE .0125
 
ml njl.l Im nf.. n.l.....Hiipr" mH= . . .I. .il. I.... " ill . F I .. .. I' . .m..  ..... .	 l036 	 ' 
.034'--, .032- , , r 	 . 
u 	 NA 
o .0324­
-SL 
.028--'' -- ­p 	 --
z .02 
0.022­
.0 1 &-	 .... .-. <w
 
- .012--	 ' 
.01 
-8, 0 16 24 32 40 48
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 37 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=GBETAC'OBETAOzO, AFE046
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE046)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2850.0000 SQ.FT.
o .329 ALPHAC 2.000 RETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN,
o3 .501 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
.604 BOFLAP .000 ox .000 XtRP 1109.0000 IN.X
 
A 	 .698 DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0 4 2.... .ll.. .... . . . . . .... l,, i .ir , .... ... ... :..r . , i ifi r fillryr fil .n 

.040--- - - - - - - - - - ­
-.038----------------
.036---- -- - -- - -- - ­
' ,A-A..,
 
z .032------­
ui . 03 O0-''-	 3'' 
u-	 ri 21 I' 1 TL ,-
I­
- .028-------­
o .020----------- -c------ ----------­
xL .024--	 Jr, , " .. 
02 - --.-	 - - - - - - - - - - - I-­
< 	 I[~i [ pl ",p ,[f I 
.014 - - -- -- -- -- --	 ­
.014 	 . L L 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION., POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 37 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC-?, IORB=,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE046
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER'DATA) CAFEO46)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O .329 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQFT, 
LREF 474.800 IM.­o .501 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 XMRP 910.O00 IN. XO
 
.604 	 BOFLAP .000 DX .000 

.698 	 DY .000 IORB 0.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO RUDDER .000 
 Z000MRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.0025- -­
.0020 ,
 
.0015-­
.0010­
.0005----- I-1 1-	 - - - - - - - -
U 
 0 
LL-
Li -. 01 	 -- -- - -- - - -- -- ­
-. 0015­
s .0020----------------
Lii 0025-­-. LU 	 I 
-. 0030-

II-2.1 
-.0040 ­ -J-­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 37 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,8ETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE046
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE046)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .329 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
o1 .501 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
.604 BDFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X0
 
A .699 DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
- SCALE .0125 
- .0 0 0 2 ....... .. ...... " "" '".......
......  .. ........ ..
 
-. 0003 - - ----- ---- ----- ---- ----- --­
c -. 0004--­
< -. 0005 -- r-----
-----
-
GO 00------ --- t 
z -0007 
-. 0008 lr i-
IU1 I I Al 
- V T
I II 'A A Z 1A,I, I I f 
<" -.001------ - A I. 
cO -- 03"a : : ' : :
 
-I[ + , 
- - F 
-. 0015--- - -- - - - -
- .00 16 . . .... ...... 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 37 ORB, DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE046
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LTV44r559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA] CAFE046)
 
SYMB3L MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATiQN
 
SREF, 42690.0000 SQ.FT.
o .329 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
.501 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000
o] BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
0 .604 DYFLAP .00 ox 8.000 XMRP 1109.0000 KN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
L.698 DYl .000 IORB 6.D0 

BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 

.0125
SCALE 

.... . . l... ll .... .... ......... ... ... ... .... ... .... ........ 
.00 0 4 .... ......  . . . .i. ... .. .l........ ... ...
 
.0002-­
-jj
H -. 0002 ., 
-. 0004-­
" -. 0006"-, - , ,r 
C-4-
C
 
! -. 00108­
u
 
LL L
 
'"N
 
z ' 
-4 
-. 0014----------­
-LJ 
-. 0016 ­
4 424032 
z 
-J - .0020----J /: 
-.0022''.
 
0024-: . J -L 'l 
-8 08 16 24 32 40 48 56 
OIBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 37 ORB. OATA, CARRIER PROXrMITY,ALPH-AC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE046
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA),CAFEO46)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 o .329 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC, .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
o 	 .501 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 93s2.S0O IN. 
.604 BOFLAP .000 DX .0O 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
A 	 .698 DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
''
 
.. . . .... . I . I. . l ....l T l ll... '...T..l..... .l.3 90 . . T .  . . .TI. .. il .. , l .. T. . . T. 
.385------------------------------------­
.380--------------------------- -,- .- - ­
.375----------------------------------­
.370--	 A/ :­
-	 A 
L).365- -- - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - --	 -R 
z 
w .30- - - ­
. 345I--	 - ''-' 
o .350--- - --	 _ __ 
I­
- .350-- -, - .----.. 	 .... 
(I
.335.-------------

.330------

IIL
.325 . I. I 
-8 0 J 16 24 32 40 48 5G 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 37 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACz2, IORB=GB[TAC=OBETA=OtO AFEO4S
 
DAl, ')71 
LTV44-559tCA26) 747/1 ATY' 02 91 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE046)
 
SYMBOL MACH i PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .329 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000' 	 SREF 2690:.0000 SO.FT. 
' LREF 474.8100 	 , IN.o .501 ST'AB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

.REF 938.6800 IN. 
.604 BDFLAP .000 DX .00D 	 XMRP l10S.0000r IN. XO'
 
A 	 .698 OY .000 IORB '6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO,
 
ZMRP. 375.0000 IN. ZO,
BEjAO .Odo RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125,
 
yr. wlt mI1 l l i tmf nil l l nil l I nr l n I mll mll 1711 tIIll , 1 m l I1 n l nIDIln l ml ml I]m 1 ,mll iI Tin l 	 III ni III mll nil 
- , 1
.0942--

.090- L 	 . , 
.088 -- ­
uI	 J.06--' 
.08-­
-,,
LL 
oJ 
.067--

Co .07--­
.o7 - ? 
.074*- ­
-8 0 8 1G 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 37 ORB. dATA, CARRIER PROX:MITY,ALPHAC-2, IORB=Gt,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE046
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE047)
 
SYMBOL 
c 
MACH 
.599 
.508 .... 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHAC 2.000 1ETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
80FLAP .000 OX .000 
DY .000 LOR8 8.000 
BETAD .00o RUDDER .000 
........................... ................ ...... ......... .  ... ........... 
..... 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0C0 IN. XO 
YMRP .000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZOSCALE 
.0125 
.. .... ...... ......m. 
.504--------------------------------------
I­
.500 
I I i I 
L .44------------ - - -- - - -
o .492---------i - - - - - -
Lu . 8 -- - - - - - - - - - -
LL.47& 
L 
S 
or 
--.472 -, 
.476-­
- - -
,-
- - - - -
-
- - - - - -
- - - - -
z ~~.452 
.464---
45 .L 
-
W W .± WIi144 4±14 14 Itt ±11± LW 1W4± 
-
41L 
) 
- -
4414 41L 
-
±1 
-
i±4 
-
W 
-
Li 
-
1 iW 
- -
WL 
.460---------'­
.456 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 38 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIHITYALPHAC=2, LORB=8,BETACrOBETA0zO, AFE047
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LTV44 -559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE047)
 
SYM80L MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 AIPHAC 2.000 BETAC. .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF .474,.8100 IN..
STA8 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 9ns.SOO "'-IN.
 
.BREF
.000
FLAP 000 DX 	 1109.0000 IN. XO
88XMRP 
D , .000 IORS 8'.000 YMRP .080 IN,. YO 
GETAO ,.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO SCALE .0125
 
,. . .. .. .. .... ....... .. 	 .. ..
.040' . . ... .. .. .....  ... .. ,,. ..	...........
 
.038--i'-
A, I ' - , 	 ­
* .0342 1 ­
_j I A I 
u I _ _ 
.032 --­
2
 
Li
 
a. .028 : -­
' o 	 - - - -­
o .026---;
I­
zI 	 -
Lu
 
.024-­
w .022-­
,ZI
 
- .020--­
0u .013­
•018'-----------------------------------------­
.014
 
-4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 .44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 38 ORB. ,ATA, 

-0 
C RRIER PROXIMITYALPHA'C2, IORBzSBETAC=OBETAOzO, AFEO47
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE047)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.

BOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.U0O0 IN. XO
 
Dy .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZiRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
. 0 2 3 5 . .... .... .... ... r....... ... ... .. . .. . .. . .. r..... ... ..-... .. I......... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ......... .... ...., ...
 
.0230--­
.0225----------------------------------- -
.0220-- - - - --
o .0215-­
z .0210 - -- - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - -
u 
Y.0205 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Li I 
° 
LL .09-----
-
-
w	 
-
­
.0200--------------------------------------­
w/
 
o .0195------------ -- - ---------	 --­
-JJ
It .019Q-=-----------------------------------­
4 0 4 8 1'2 1'6 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 38 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPIHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE047
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE047)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000
STAP ,000 D N 5.000 BREF 936.8800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 O.ODD XHRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
l000 8.000
DY IORS 

ZRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAO .O00 RUDDER ,OD SCALE .0125 '
 
T.f.TT =i 
. IT... ... f I " 
... 

... l I... .. .. I .. I""1 

.0012 
... ... 

.0016 ....

.0008--- --- --­
.0004 - - - ­
w .0004--
I­
wi -,001--
-LL
 
u -. 000-:w
 
o -. 0012------------------
- -.ooos -, - - - - - - -
- ­
w 
-- ,-328" -C- .0024- - - - -- - - - ­
-. 02 
-. 0032--­
-
-~ ~~ ~ 1. 
-. 0036 I­
-.0 0 40 .. ...... .................u an... u.n.
 .... ..
 
44 48 52 56 60 64

-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 

ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 38 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETA@=0, AFE047
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO47)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125

.0 08 ' .. ....... 	 ..- ,.. I..o..o..o.. .. .......... ..,",.....'.. ". I" 

,
-. 00090- --	 ---
U,) -. 00095 ----	 --­
< -. 0010 0-	 OI IA ­
>-

DO .00105I­
rn -.00105--- : 
< -.00115------------------ - ­
-,
z -.00110--------------------,, 	
­
if 	 ] I I I 
-.00115---- Iz - --- - - - - - - - -I - - - -I-I 
LI 
u -.00120------ -- --- --
L -.00135 
I I,III	 ,-
z
 
Li]
X .00135II--	 - -- - - - - ­
0 .00140- - -- -- -- --	 -­
zli 
< -.00145-	 I , ,
 
-.00150' -­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 38 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORBz8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE047
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO47)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.599 
.0008­
. 0 
ALPHAC 
STAB 
BB.FLAP 
BY, 
BETAC 
... .. ......... 
-
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.000 OX 
.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
7 1.... 
.000, 
5.000 
.000 
8.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690,.0000 SC.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.. ZO. 
SGALE .0125 
DO -. 0004----------------------------­
-. 0008t 
LUZ-~~ 01 -. 
z. 
w --­ - -
zc 
S -. 0036­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 38 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC2, IORB=8BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE.047
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE047)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
DFLAP .000 Ox .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.492-------------------------------------­
.488­
.484 -­
.480------------------------------------­
.476 --- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ­
z 
w .472---------
Y
-LL .468 -- -- - - - - - - - - - ­
u .464-­
'o-

I .46---------------	 ~ ----------­
.448-------------------------------------­
.444-­
.440 1 LW LW iii ALli iii iii iW.ll.11L.I iWLJL ll ii4 1iii LW iW L iii iiL i. iii W ILL LW . 1 i44 ll i 7ll LI1 il i 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 38 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIM'ITYALPHAC'=2', IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=Op AFE047
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S CORBITER DATA) CAFE0473 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DX 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
.REF 
XMRP 
269G.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
tl09.OO00 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BEAO .0O RUDDER ,000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN,.ZO 
k fl mBl ryr I nlm i r lml mu lm nr~ nnl m1T n-tn nl-n rm m mul mm lm 1i l f1l~l4 lf l l l Bm l rt l 15ir lil4 mll my r 
.1095----------------------
- - - - - - - - -
.1090--- - - -- - - --­
.1085-- - - - -" - - ­
.1080 ,I d 
. 107 5 - -{ ' 
.1070-- - - - -
LIL
 
U .1065-­
-II
 
D .1060• 
< S .1055----------------rl 
o .1050--­
.1045
 
.1040----------------------­
.1035-----­
.1030 : - ,, 
±44.1L ii , Tat) t J i I 11i L t4 4ii s HiL ipliii) ili a$ I'. I441 [ I~ 1 LIL Iih LI W [I [II .544.ii [144II1 Ill lllll aLii ol 14.1 
-4' 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORB TER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 38 ORB. 0 A, CARRIER PROX'IMITY,ALPHAC=?, IORB-8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE047
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LTV44-559fCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE048 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .103 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.,OD ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
9366800
BREF
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
, TI nn1 fir mi T4m 1nf T1ifi~ ?Tfl I1 nt T4 in@ ll Ilflni TifiTin tin flit Ti 1fi m4l Tin1 Tm till m 	 { an Ti fl @ Tm ll l T ml@ ir 
.296----------­
.292---­
z .280----------­ud3 
z
 
~~.280 2 -­o .276---­
u 276 	 . 
U- .268
wL .272­
z .256----­
.252,---- -- -- -­
.248---- - - - ­
.244 -­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 39 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE048
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LTV44-559(CA28) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO48)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.G03 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BRFLAP 
DY 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2,000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
000 ox 
.000 IORB 
5.000 RUDDER 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
4.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z0 
SCALE .0125 
.022­
.021 - ---- -
.020--- - - - -- - -
-J 
LEZJ .01& 
--
L0-4 
.0175'0-
X-c 
oE .013-----­.016'----------------------------------------­
.013 
.01--- - ------ - -
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION., POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 39 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE048
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- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE048)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .oOb SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OY .000 IORD 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZIRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125 
Tm Tn rm lfl l il nrIle m u mt ni l Ti I ii nfl nilTm lfl lT11 r1r nII il ml l 	 1111II 

.0444--­
.0440--­
.0436--- - - - ­
.0432-- --­
<
 
.0428-----­ •
 
.0424 	 -­
u 	 D)
S .0420-

U­
u .041- - --­
w
 
o .0412 	 -­
-I
 
< .040-----------	 -- * 
Iii
 
.0404----------­
.0396 -----­
.0392
 
Jil-u.-W I I I WI LW WI I WI W IUf I I I WI W i I IIWI II I WII L W I [L1 I ill W [ W II 
-8 0 8 16, 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEDPOSITI'ON, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG, 39 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE048
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO48)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 IN.
BREF 938.6800 

BOFLAP .000 x XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 AO .0O 

DY .000 IORS 4.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAD 5.000 RUDDER .000 SCALE .0125
 
- .05 2------­
-. 056---------­
-. 0600--------------------­
o -. 0604--- - - - - ­
-.06 - - - - - - - -
L o I -I - II- - ­
u 
o -. 0616------I-
L -.064 ---------------------------------------.... 
LL -. 0624--------------------------- ' ---------­
-06 20--------------- ­
- .0636­
'PAG 2068­
-. 0640------------------------------------­
-8-8 0 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED'POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 39 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITY#ALPHAC=2? IORB=4,BETAC=OBETAO:5, AFEO48
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S: CORBITER DATA) (AFE048)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAT]
 
SREF 2690.0000 S
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .OCO 

LREF 474.8100 15.000 ELEVON 5.0C3 936.6800 1 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 1 
DY .000 IORS 4.0C3 YMRP .0000 1 
STAB •BREF 

ZMRP 375.0000 1BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
l1 r I nnlll{muT nn l m14 T h t ml nml 1m ml l m m ian an mul nEtIlan n lm II l n m m l iflfl ri Uml nil m 1W. 
-.01136
 
-.01144----------------------------------------------­
x -.01152--' I 
U))
 
-9 
-. 01168 i , 
-.011768 - - - - - - - - -
S ­
z .01184 , 
U-U
 
S-.01120-----------------IL I . 
H -.0120'--- -­
0 -.0121---- - - - - -- - - - - -- ­
z -.01208­
(D

-.01232,1
z 
_ .01224------­
-.01232------------------------------------­
-.01240, 
 -
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT RRO MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 39 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMLTY,ALPHAC=2, IORB84,BETAC=C,BETAO=5, AFEO
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO48) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.603 ALPHAC 
STAB
BOFLAP 
DY 
BETAD 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000' BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON
.000 DX 
.000 IORB 
5.000 RUDER 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
4.000 
COO 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQST. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
Ji nt]1I1T m1 ii i tII fly, i r. till; Ti ll T14111ni1 lm l ni 1W.Il]iI 1iii 'lii ittI 111 'l I T flf~l tin l171 1 I tllll rri[a f(ll fi r'S 7I111II4 Ii? IIk 
.001 
x .001--­
.2
 
an .0010-
----------------
4 b 
an .0008-
C
 
.0 0 -- -- --

w-A
 
o .0004--­
u 
Li.
 
LL 
Ld .0002- -­
z 
Lii
 
-.0002----------­
-. ( 
-J 
-J 
o .0006­
-. 0008­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT'FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 39 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE048
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE048)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.'
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

. BREF 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. zo
 SCALE 

.0125
 
.292 . . .... .... i. i .... ..........I ........ "1 . . . . . ....................
.. ....  . .... '1 u u.........
 
.288 -.--­
.284--- ------­
.280 
.,­
.276--- - - - - - - - - ­
.27 2 -,-..- -- -- -- -- --­
z
 
w .268--­
S.264-- - ­
u .260--- - - -

I­
.256------­
.252---­
.248---­
.244--­
.240------- - ---- 1-----­
-8 0 8 1G 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT.. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 39 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE048
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.236 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE048)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INORMATION 
0 	 .803 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2G30.0000 'SO'.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN.SAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
000 ox .BREF 	 936.6800 IN,.
BDFLAP 

.000 XMRP 109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YHRP .0000 IN, YO
 
BETAO 5,000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 JN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
I t l I I I 4 1 1 l1 T ? fi i l 1 1 y 1l1l Pl1 7 1 1 J l ITT ?@
.067 7 fI. in P rl II 1 n; 7 1  F i 7l  l 7ll11 ? ITT1 1 1 )l 7 1 1 7 1 1 fIl 1 1 7 7 1 1 7 Il i T iTI i i i I TT ITI I n 1
 
.0768 
-
.0760-----------------------------------­
.DI 
.0752 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0744 - -- - - - - - - - -
I­
z 
.07280
 
S.0720 
Lo< 	 H
 
Qr .0704--- ­
o 
.0680 -­
.0672 -
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG.'39 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2; IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=., AFE048
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO49) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB
BDFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
Dx 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
474,8100
936.6800 
110 .0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.ZO 
fii n, mu nr"l mi m.. . . . . .. . m....  .. ..m l ,,,, Ti....... .... .. ... .... .. .m. . ...... .... ... ............ . ... ... ... .n. .. ...ir .... .... 
.404---­
.400 -- , 
.396 -,--­
z .392-- - - - - - - - -
Ud 
a- .388-----------------------------------------­z 
5 .384--------------------------­
uL- J I 
.360-- <~' lei, ' I 
wd .376------------------­
- .372--- ­
< b 
.jj 1.4 n n 44 141 44 fLW 11 III t 14J ±44I m14.R1444 rill i444144 ±4id ±444 L44. .1 144 1±4 444I l S 444 1±4.lil4li I4.1 14 11 il44444 1II 44I 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 40 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=GBETAC=0,BETAO=5, AFE049
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.356 
LTV44t559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE049)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2,000 BETAC .000 SREF 2691.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 47W.8100 IN.
 
STA 5.000 ELDX .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN,.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX ,000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN,. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN,. YO, 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN'. ZO' 
_, 	 SCALE .012503i i .. .. . .. . .. .,,, .... . ...................... ....... . ...... . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .
, 	 ... ,, 
.034 -- f -if 
.032-­
.030 - -- - -­
u ,.028--	 ' 
o .026-------
LU 
z .022 -- a- --
IU
 
u
z' .020z 	 5 
z .016--X 
S U '
.012
 
.O 'O "'. J 
.008 1I ] 
ii 4*t H H I t i 1 111 1q "i ll ti ...L IJ.. If...l11 .... 	 i....  .... .. l 1 l1t iH 
-8 08 	 16 2 4 3 2 4 0 48' 56
ORBI1TER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE-UP, DZ
 
FIG. 40 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,,I.ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE049
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE049J
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .802 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.

BOFLAP 
 .000 OX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORD 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.03 4 4 . ". ... ..... .......i.. ... ... r". . . .... .... ....
m .  ..  ..  ....... . m....' .. 
.  	 f"
 
u .0328-: , 	 ,4-
I-I
 
z .0324 --	 ,.(---------- -i 
Y .0320-- - - - - - - - - - - ­u I 	 : : 
LjL
 
0 .0316, 
w
 
.0312-

X .0308-----L 304-,• 	 , 
.03008-, 
.0300--------- --------------------­
.028------	 I'll 1-- - - "--- - = 
08 0 8 16 24 2 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 40 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHACz2, IORBZGFBETACZO,BETAO=5t AFEO49
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO49)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INrORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 5.000 474.8100 IN.
ELEVON 	 LREF 936.6800 IN.
 BFA.00
o.00BREF 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP 10000 IN.YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
.0125
SCALE 

.0570' Rh fill. ml 7Th 'Yrff ill ill l . ... m l M ..............mur..... .... .......
. flfl .. 	 .. .......... '"'I ...  r ' .. 
i i 	 ... .... 

-
-. 0575---	 - a- - - - - - - ­
-. 0580-------------------------------------­
-. 0585 -­
, -. 0590-- - - - - - ­
0595.I­-. o 
' LL 	 !: rJIlJ 
o .0605---	 - ­
o .0605--------------------------	 ­-
o -. 0610, 
Li .0625----------------------------­
.0620 
-. 06402- 	 - - - - -

FIG. 40 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB ,BETAC=OBETAOz5, AFEO49
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE049)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 sREF 260.0000 S.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XIRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
DY .000 IORB 6.000 
 5 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUOOER ,000 SCALE .0125
 
n .... tl n........11
711 Irli 1 ....
...
, ...... ...
1128 .. ....... i if 
- .0 
.01136­
(n -.01144--,-- - -- - -X
 
- .-1 5- - --- --- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ­
< -. 01152­
m -.01160-- L , 
z -. 01I76 - 1 T l I 
LU 1.1 1 I I I J4 8
- .01184----------­
zt 
-.01192-. ' ' 
u -. 01200O 
zo 
-.- 01162---- - - - - - - - -' - - - - - - - - - ­r 208- - - - Az 
LII
 
-. 01240'. [ ' 
-. 01232" I 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 40 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=,BETAC=OBETAO=5, AFE049
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE049)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP ,O00 ox ,000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZOBETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 

.... .... ....... ' ..	 . i.0 0 12 ... . ...  .... . .. , ... n... I i.... . ... ..."" .. 
.0006--- --
C 	 ­
.rn .0004---------------------------­
-D 
H= -.0012-------- - I ----------­
u -. 0016 !-
U -. 0020 -.-­
-.0024­
z
 
w
 
o .0028-------------------------------------

L
Lo 
z -.0032-­
o -.0036--­
-.0040 ­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 40 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=29 IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE049
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE049)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 
STAB 
2.000 
5.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
.000 
5.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREr 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
BDFLAP .000 DX .0OO XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
Dy 
BETAG 
.000 
5.000 
JORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMIP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375,0000
.0125 
IN.YO 
IN.ZO 
.396-------­
.392--­
.388--
I I I I

.384-------------------------------­
.380--- - -- - -- - --
IIn

.372-

z
 
2 .372-

L
 
LL
 
-~ .368----------­
-
.356--- - --
.352 --­
.348-- - ­
.344-------­
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 40 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE049
 
r)A CC OO0 
LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO49)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT'.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.8800 IN.
BOFLAP .000 Ox .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
'DY .000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
m, m'.. ff nfllLlll n l ilfl nf nr i n [ l nr nll infl,H flf mlT , , ii l Tm nf Tm ~ l nll mm I{{lflllTm l nfl ii' l n1  
.0920 -,----­
0904
 
•.0896!-- - - - - - - - ­
•
.0880--------------------------------------­
z 
u .0872--- - - - -­
w .0864 ­
(< .0856--- - - - - -­
-0848­
o .0840----------­
.0832 ----­
.0824--­
.0816 ----- - -- = - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 40 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE049
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO50)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .800 A.PHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
i AS 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 938.6800 IN.
SOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 lORE 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER 	 SCALE .0125
 
.504-------------------------------------­
.502- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.500--- ------------	 ---
S .4"9I 	 If--i I I 
z
 
w
 
Li .494­
w
 
0 
o) .492------------------------------­
w
 
-. .488-...-­
-i 
r
 
Z' 
.484----- - ­
.478. 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLtCEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 41 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, lORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE050
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) (AFE050)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 
 IN.
SDrLAP .000 OX .000 	 XMRP 1I09.0000 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YNRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
.0 3 8 ...... l... .... ... .........l m '"m l l. .... ......... .... ml ... 'T . ... "......... . . .... Ti .l
.... .......... .... ,'"'ll 	 . ..... ..

•.036
 
.034--,--­
.032--­
.030\
 
*w .028---------------------------------------­
F:i 	 .
 
L. .026-------­
z
o .024--------------­
s .022-----------------------------------­
o.020--------------------------------------­
z 
I-I
 
.014-------------------------------------­
.012
 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44. 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 41 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE050
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE050)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 FLEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 836.6800 IN.
GOFLAP .000 DX .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125 
.0 250 ... . ,.. 
 ........ "".... ....
 
I

.0245-----------------1 
.0245­
.0235." 
< .0230 " )l 
S .0225 - -IY 
Li 
u .0220.. J
 
LLL;l . Ir-+W ­
o .0215-­
w .0210- - - ---

L .0205----­
< x .0200--------- # -------------
.0195---­
.0190-------------------------------------­
.0 185 -- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
.0180 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION', POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 41 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE050
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO5O)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690,.OOOO SO,FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDELAP 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.

D .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
8Y .00Y IORB 8.08 YRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZIRP 375.0000 IN.ZQ
 SCALE .0125
 
-. 0564--­
-. 0568---	 ­
-. 057 2 	 I/ A- r -------------
S -. 0580- -
U
 
LL
LL 	 -. 0584---- -- --­
w 
o 	 - .0588-------------------- - --------­
w
u
 
o 	 -. 0592-• 
L
 
w
O 	 - .0596­
-. c~oo- F 
-. 0600 ---------------------------------	 ----­
-. 0608--,--­
-. 0612­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 41 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BLTAO=5, AFEOO
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 91 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE050)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 
STAB 
2.000 
5000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
, .000 
5.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
ROFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0 
DY 
BETAO 
.000 
5.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
8.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
- .0 1 120' .. . l .... .. ...... ... .. I f l . .... ......l..l .l.l...il.. .... , i ,r"" . . ..... t 
.01128-	 ­ 0 
0s, -. 01136-- ---- - :, 
< 
-. 01144--" 
DO 	 -.01152 -­
: 
-z 	 -. 01160------------
11&-----------------------------------
UJ 	 .

z
 
-.01184--

Li.
 
o -.01192------------­
i 
L 
z
 
-.01200------------------------------­
o .01208------------------------------­
< 	 -. 01216------------------------------­
-. 01224I 
-.01232t " 	 ---­
4 0 412 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 4852 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 41 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC'?, IORBr8,BETAC=O,BETAOS5, AFEO5O
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 91 (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO50)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .£00 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 [ORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
-. 0004---W 
-. 0008--------------------------------------­
xi
 
8 	-.0012 -- -­
m
 
.0016 --- I-
In 
O 	 -. 0020-- -----------
m	 
-­
z 	 ILc I 
7 	 -.0028--
LU

w 	 -.0032 -­
zz 	 -.0040- -- I
 
-.0044<---------­
- S -. 0044------------­
-. 0048 --­
-. 0052I­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 41 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE05O
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE050)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
BREF 936.6800 

BOFLAP .000 Dx .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125 
49411 - -- - --­
.492-­
.490---­
.486
 
1-.484--­
z
 
-
LLI
 
.u .482!! 
L­
wd .480--­
.478----------------------------------------

LL e 
-J .476------------------------------------­
.474-- ­ i0
 
.472--	 - --- -­
.470 - - ­
.4708L 	 rL LI Z 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 41 ORB. DATA1 CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=0,BETAO=5, AFE050
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO5O)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 
STAB 
2.000 
5.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
.000 
5.000 
SREF 
LREF. 
BREF 
2690gOO 
474.8100 
936.6900 
SQOFT. 
IN. 
IN. 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY 
BETAO 
.O0 
5.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
8.000 
.OO. 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. ZW 
l Iln f 11fl Il Ill tt l t . n[{ m~llIl 1711 Iml F l .III m flt~ m11ll f II nt Iillf l i Tn m~l i ll flll flill m l i ll l f l' lI ml ml 
z 
U ° 
.1105 
.1100­
.1105--- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-4 0 4 8 12 16 210 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 GO 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 41 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=OBETAO=5, AFE050
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATX 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO51) 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BDFLAP .000 Ox .000 BREP 936.B800 IN. XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
...a-" '.............. ............... ......... ... ............... 
.284-­
.284 . --­
z .276-------------------------------------­
z 
.272-- - - - - - - - - -
w 
- .260 -----­
0w .260-----­
,,,.252- --

I_ .258--­
-J
 
< .252 -
Z .248 ­
•.240-----------------.. '------------­
236­ , 
LII i LII Wr L;II Ill £144 Lir ill L I fI.,4 W W IlIIIILII U 44 j lP LrW LWQ LW, 111 WI LIII LI LI L LI LI11 LII Il lii WIl jll 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 42 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPIHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE051
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATX 02 Sl CORBITER DATA) (AFE051)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 So.FT.
 0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000•LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORS 4.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0 2 2 ' .. . . . .. . ... ... 	 i ...i. .. 	 ., "1 .i.. t .. .. i ... .. .... 
.021--­
.020-­
.01,	 ' I 
* .017" 
W.017--	 I­
w 
-4 
Z 
Lu .015- ------- ' 	 1w 
I I 	 I 
z 
.01o4­
o.0113-
-- - - -
- - - -
- - - ­
.0 1 - -I-

ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEO POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 42 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE051
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LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATX 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE051)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

2.000 SETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
0 .603 ALPHAC 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BFLAP .000 DX .000 XM 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 I0RB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZIRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
RETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
nfl r rrr. I 177l n nm=HI[IH i nm nfln7 '11 1ill Tm 1 ml ml= 1 711 ir fI ff1l nii rrl ml nm =1 Iflr ml rim mlyn l nf H 
.0452 i 

.0448- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
.0444--- - - - - - - - - ­ -
.0440--- ------- - - - - - -
U
 
.0436--

I-"
 
IW .042 
•0420--4 -- - -­
w .0424-------------­
(-I
 
'---­<.041 

< .0412-----------­
.0408­
.0404-- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0400 £ 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 42 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAOrO, AFE051
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATX 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO51)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690,.0000 S7.FT'.
 0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
BREF 936.6800'. 
DX IN.XO
BDFLAP .000 .000 XMRP 1109.0000 N r
 
YMRP .0000 1 . YO

.000 IORB 4.000
ilD 

ZMRP 375.0000 IN., ZO
 BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125 
0 0 in m f nT Tin H + m- il nl 11ITll iltl Tnl nrtn m i l nt ntn l +iii41 fi11nti f 
.0004 ... 1, .... _-.0008- f 1 
-. 0012 -- 91- - - - -----------­
u .0020------- ­
z -. 0024 7 
o -. 002-----­
o-f
zU -. 0024--
Lu 
o -. o040--­
-.0056--, - -- - - -- - ­
- .0060 ......... .....
 
, 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 42 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE051
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I LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATX 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO5) 

SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 GETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0?00 SO.FT.
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER ..OOO 	 ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-, .00064,,

-. 0006--­
-.00os-­
> -.00076-­
-.00080-I 
S-.o0078------------------------ *-­z -.00087--­
-.0008---

Li
 
U­
.1
-.00036-

z ooiob
r .000---- ------ -- -- -	 - --­
>- -.00108----------------------------- 	 ­
7-------­ 1-,
 
-8 0 8 18 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 42 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=?, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO5
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATX 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO51)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
DX .000
10FLAP .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X0
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YNRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.00008--------------------------------
X, 
< -.00008
 
DII 
o .00016-­
-.00024--­
) -. 00032---	 I 
-. O 8 
LD . 000( 	 / 
z 
S-.00072-

Ljz C -.-._0 0 0096----008--- -- -- - - - - - - ­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 42 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE051
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATX 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE051)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES I 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 	 .603 ALPIAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.' 
BREF 93S.8800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. Xe 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
BETAO .000 RUDOER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Zo 
SCALE .0125
 
nr l i , i n nr al nl Tm $ ii$ni Tml l n t41 li tin l l Tin lt nll i n l i l ill nf l l l l i Il ii 
.280.­
.272-­
.264 -- -- - - - - - - - - ­
•L 	 '
252 

.260-------------------------------------­
z
 
-L) .25S- - - - - - - - - D--,- - - - - - ­
-4 
F- .248- 1- L 
.Li 
-j .244------------­
.240-- ---------------------------------­
.236-- ----­
.232----------------------------------------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 42 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE051
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATX 02 SI CORBIlER DATA) CAFE051)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690,.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
DL
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0125 
. 07 68 .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .... .. . .. . ............. ......]  .. 

.0760 -­
.0752---- ---­
.0744-­
.0736----- - ­
0 ,0728
 
z 
w .0720.--------

LL .0712--­
< .0704--­
.0696 
.0668--­
.0680­
.0672--­
.0664­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 42 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=4,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE051
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATX 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE052) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.604 ALPHAC 
STAB 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.000 
5.000 
REFERENCE INFCRATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.0100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
OY 
BETAO 
.000 
.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
373.0000 
.0125 
IN.YO 
IN.ZO 
.392 ­
.384 	 ­
6 	 .380- ­
.u 	 .372- ' ' 
.88 - - -- , ------- ,!LiLLd .368 , 

U' -i
 
C
 
z 	 .352
 
.34-------­
-344 
.3408---'
 
-8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 43 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC;2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE052
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATX 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO52)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
. ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 269(.00= SO.FT.604 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN,
BDLPX.00BREF00 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP I09.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 lORE 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. yO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.036 ... .... . ............ .. ...... . . .. ................ .... . ... .. ....... 
.034-­
.032 
- - .030 

.028- u 
z4
u
U

.024---­
w 
.
022------

S 020 ------------­
z 
I
 
.0128
 
.012 :'­
.00 ..... i J 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 43 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE052
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATX 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE052)
 
REFERENCE 	INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
0 	 .604 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
DETAO .000 RUDDER .000 

.0125SCALE 
.033 6 ... ..... ....... ...........   ............... ........ ................. ' 
.0332- '----- - -­
.0328--- - - - - - ­
.0324- ----­
u 	 .0320 
z 	 .0316­
.0312 I 
C 	 I
 
o 	 .0308--­
u 
--.	 ­0304---

L 	 .0300 --
X 	 .0296­
.0292---­
-0288-­
.0284 -:
 
. .... .. . .... ....
.0 2 80 ... . . ..  ...... . . - .. ....... ... .. . .. 
-8 0 8 IG 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
,-IG. 43 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE052
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATX )2 Si CORBITER DATA) (AFE052)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAl 
0 .604 ALPHAC 
STABS3DFAPBOFLAP 
2.000 
5.0005BREF
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
Dx 
.00o 
5.060 
.C0 
'SREF 
LREF 
XMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
DY .000 IORB 6.O6O 
BETAC .000 RUDDER cCO 
.0004 ........... . .. . .. .. .. . ... " 'l.. .. 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
..... 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
.. 
-. 0004 
I- - - - - - - I 
,U I 
d 11 Hu -. 002- ----­
-. 0032-------
--
Lo -. 0036-­
-.0040,---

-
-. 0044---­
-. 0048-- - -- - -- - - ­
.0 
-8 0 8 16 
 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 43 ORB.ODATA, CARRIER PROXIM[LTYALPHAC=2, IORB76,BETAC=O,BETA0=O, AFEO
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LTV44-5598CA26) 747/1 ATX 02 S1 CORBITER DATA) (AFE052)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.604 ALPHAC 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC• .000 
REFERENCE INFORMAT] 
SREF 2890.0000 SLREF 474.8100 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.OcO BREF 936.800 I 
BOFLAP 
DY 
ETAO 
.000 
.000 
.000 
oX 
]ORB 
RUDDER 
.0'C2 
6.000 
.000 
XMRP 
YIRP 
ZRPSCALE 
1109.0000 
.0000 
375.0000
.0125 
1 
1 
1 
-.0005 .. . . . . . .. 
x -OOOGO- ' 
< , - .ooo,8- - -I- -I,,-- ­
o -.00064"- - - -­
1 1 z -.0007 
z .00072------------
--
- --
C-
S----

W -.00080
 
LL -.00084- --- ,------

S-.OOiOO 
< i.00100
 
17 

-8 0 8 15 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
-------- I I'll 
FIG. 43 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMiTY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO:O, AFEO
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATX 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.604 ALPHAC 
STAB 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
BDFLAP 

DY 

BETAG 

.0 0 0 4 0 ... lm....... 	 ....  

-.00048.
 
00056 
>- -.00064---­
0 

m
~. 	 -.00072---­
-d .00088 -­
w 	 U-­
) .000'----

LU 
-.0010 Z:~ 
Lo 
z 	 -.00128--­
wII
 
02 Si 

.oCO 

5.000 

.000 

8.000

.000 

.000 

.000 DX 

.000 IDRB
T.000 RE 

.000 RUDDER 

... .... ... .. n...
... ... l..l ... l .... ... .l......T 	 T l 
I 
-

-
(ORBITER DATA) (AFE052)
 
SREF 

LREF 

BREF 

XMRP 

YMRP 

ZMRP 

SCALE .0125
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
2690.000D SO.FT.
 
474.8I00 IN.
 
936.6800 IN.
 
1109,0000 IN. XO
 
.0000 IN,YO
 
375.0000 IN.ZO
 
l.
 
J 	 -.0013G-- - ­
-.00144 ­
-.00152 ... 
8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 43 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, ICRB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE052
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATX 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE052)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .604 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
B0FLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO

DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE ,0125
 
i tin i' 17 11Tl nyj n li. mTIll 7171 il flTT flli lil l ITI T i l I [l III l I llT i I 1- ITrrl I 17111 	 £1ii11 Iil7  TII nflI 
.386-­
.372---­
S.388 	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,--- - - - - - - - ­
.3684- 1- - - - - - - - - - ­
/-A 
w., 
U--------------------------------------------

I- .352r-------------------------------------

I , 

. 344- -,- ­
.332LVt-z	 !340! 
.336 ' 	 , I , ,I 
.3 2- E E I 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 43 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMLTY9ALPHAC=2, IORB=GBETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE052
 
PArr 1 IQ
 
- -
.0896 
L 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/I ATX 02 Si (CORBITER DATA) CAFE052)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .604 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2680.0000 SO.FT. 
STABBOFLAP 5.000.000 ELEVON-DX 5.000.000 LREFBREF 474.810093.0800 
IN.
IN. 
DY .000 JORS 6.000 XMRPYMRP 1109.0000.0000 IN.XOIN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRPSCALE 375.0000.0125 IN.
ZO 
ml", ll ,i nf,tln in lIni l an lT, ilfl nfl nl il tmI an CrlnilH~ mi m~l l m ,nfl m1 flH nfH l nt ml *ml Hnfl nfl m il l 
.088 
.0872----- - - - -­
.0840­
.0856-­
z
 
LU­
u 	 .0848----------------- -- ------------- -. 
.0840---­
G.0832­
o .0624-------------------------------------­
.0808-----------­
.0800----­
.0792t ­
-8 08 1 24 2 4 4856 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG. 43 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYYALPHAC=2, IORB=GBETACrOBFTAOzO, AFE052
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) (AFEO53) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BOFLAP 
B P 
.ooo Ox .000 BREF 
XMRP 
936.8800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. XO 
02 .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.364 II-

I InI 
.362--------
C-,
 
u .356---

ILlLI. 
,, .35 4, , ­
u( .35R----------------------------
S.354 --- --­
u 
,.. .252---, 
-J I 
.34 4' 
134 - , 
-16 -12 -8 -4 048 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 44 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFT053
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) (AFE053)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 938.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 oX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125

•~~~~~~~~~~ ' ........... ! ~~~~ ......... .......I....I...'........
03 00 'l .............. .. 
l 

.0308-­
.0304-­
.0300-- ­
u.02915'­
o .0298---- -
Y .0284 
z .0282-- - - --
Ld 
S.0284---
Lu
 
o .0272------------------­
z .0284­
,02760 
.0256­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 44 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=Op AFE053
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE053)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 GETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.

BDFLAP .000 oX .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB S.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
_I SCALE .0125 .02 8 4 0'Z Z Z.... l.... T ... ................... ... ....... . ..... .. .. ..  . I 	 ..  ..  .....
 
.02832-----­
.02824---­
.02816 -­
0 .02808---- - ­
z 02800--- ­
. .02792 	 ---
LL 	 -. -­
.02784--- - -
L) .02776----Of 	 I I 1 1 V 
.02768 ---	 b 
dA
-
.02760--	 W 
.02752----- ---- - -­
.02744---­
.02736 
 1 
.02728 .4 4 4 	 [.44 '4 4 4 t.. 1.......£ £ . .. 14 =L441 
-16 -i2 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE'RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 44 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=GBETACzO,BETAO=O, AFEO53
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE053)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 26S0.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
DDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP I90000 IN. XO
 
oz .000 IORB 6.000 
 YMRP OOO0 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0025 
- 0 
.0020------------------------­
0- v 
.0010----------­
u .0005------------------/-I 
zI
 
LUo -.0005
d 
0
 
u -.O0 l5 , i
 
(Sin Ld It 
xo .0025------------------­
-.0020 ----
L­
-.0025-

i L- - - ­
-. 0030 --­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16G 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 44 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYPALPHAC=2, IORBzGBETAC=rBETAOzC, AFE053
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LTV44-559CCA2B) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE053)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 938.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 D( .000 	 XMRP 1103.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ .000 IORS 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAO 	 .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0016---	 i--------------- ­
.0012---	 - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0004­
m.
 
z .0008 	 , i , 
z 
o.,
w -.ODD4-------------------------------------------­
0 .00:6--
U-
Z -.00208 	 I: 
 '
 
LU~
 
I-I0024--
 I
 
h. 	 0 2 
- .003 6 	 .I . .
 
-1. -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
FIG. 44 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHACz2, IORBzGBETACzOBETAOzC, AFE053
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE053)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 269040000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.0015-------­
-. .0010~-----------------------------------­
I-0) 
m 	
­
o -. 0010------------- 	 ------------------------
F, 
zS -. 0015------	 U 
- -.0015 	 , , 
wi
 
U
 
u .0025--" 	 I 
i -. 0030-	 ! 
-. 0035--
C
 
3 -. 0040,--- ---­
-. 0045--- 	
- - - ­ -
-. 0050----­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 44 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE053
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) CAFEC53) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATI(
 
2690.0000 SC
 
LREF 474.8100 IN
0 
.598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
STA ,000 EL N 5BREF 	 938.6800 IN
 BOFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN
BETAO .000 RUDOER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
- 14 q 	 tti 	 I--rii -i t~l i-ni ri-i r-ll 1r~,l 141 -r- ~ nrl i i T -t m -- Vrr, 41ri-n -r l~il -- i m iili-i l I -I- ini-i-i- nill4r i-n"i-i 11Ti-fll
.360-	
[ 
.358 	 i 
.356-.-----­
.354 - -'- ­
.352 " 
.350----­
i i 
2 .348------

Lt
 
LI. 
.344---------	 - -m'
 
LL 	 A-- --. 
.342-- - --	 ­
.340- - - -­
.338'--------------------------------------­
.33B 
.336-------------------------------------1
 
.334 - -­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, 0'
 
FIG. 44 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=C,BETAO=O, AFE05
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/i ATY O S1 CORBITER DATA) (AFE053)
 
'REFERENCE INFORMATII
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .598 ALPHAC 
STABTA 
2.000 
5.0005.000 
BETAC 
ELEVONED VN 
. .000 
5.000
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
Sc 
it 
IP 
GDFLAP .000 ox .000 XMRP 1109.0000 it 
CZ 
BETAO 
.000 
.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
I1 
U 
. 0 8 20 ... ....i Tm,.. .. m.. T ,IT ... ... i i, "i n l n t.... '-i.... .. .. 'l '.r, ., t fl rnIiPIT' , '.. i... ii.... i ... ... ... ..n- .. .... ......"f 
.0816 - - - - - - ­
.01------	 - - -t ­
.0812--------------	 - ------------ --
.0810--------------------
0
 
.0810-
Li1
 
ui 
o 	 .0804- ,
 
Ix 	 .0802-- - - - -- --­
.0800--­
.0798 1 
.0796-- - - - ­
.0794 1 
 -i 
0792m .... 
is -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 44 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIFY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE05
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 012 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFE054)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.599 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
DZ 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.000 DX 
15.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
.00) 
5.00) 
.000 
6.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATI 
SREF 2690.0000 S 
LREF 474.8100 1 
BREF 936.6800 1 XMRP 1109.0000 1 
YMRP .0000 1 
ZMRP 375.0000 
SCALE .0125 
*.3688' 
.3680 
i i 
, 
.3672- II i, 
3664 - - - - - -
.365 
zw 
LL 
h 
.3648---,----------
-
.364--­
'ilo-
--
LL 
0 
o 
T 
.360 
.3624-----------------­
z-) 
L.6
-J .3816-----------­
.3S -
.3584
 
.3576­
-6 -12 -8 -4 0 4 812 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, C 
FIG. 45 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE052
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE054)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.599 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
OZ 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
. O DX 
15.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
6.000 
.C0O 
.. REFERENCE INFORMATI( 
SREr 2890.0000 SC 
LREF 474.8100 IN 
BREF 936.6800 IN 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN 
YMRP .0000 IN 
ZMRP 375.0000, IN 
SCALE .0125 
.0205 
.020 I 
.0203,- 1 1 T 1---­
u 
zw 
z 
b'02 
.0201--
.0200 1 
,-- - -
----­
, -
wE .0-199"---­
z .0198-­
.0197-
Sz .0196 ­0194 - -
I 
- - --
I 
0 *0s----Lu .* -12----
ORIE LAT 
-I 
-1S 28 
ORIERLT.DSPAEMN 
-
DIPAErN 
-
-4 
0- 4 
RMMTDPS-TOPSTV 
0- 4 
FRO MTE-P--T-N-PSI-VE 
-----
8 
------
IH, 
12-----­
-IHT -D 
FIG. 45 ORS. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMI.TYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC,=OBETAC=O,, AFE054
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY C2 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE054)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIt
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .0C SREF 2690.0000 SC
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.C00 
 LREF 474.8100 IN
 
OFLAP .000 DX .BREF 936.6800 IN
 
.OO( 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN
 
0Z 15.000 lORE 6.00' 	 YMRP .0000 IN
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0304-	 ' 
-*.0303-
.0302: 
. 0301 	 '' ' 
•.O30O0 	 C­
wu 	 I 
-
- .0299-----------------'. 	 I I1I - ----- ---­
o
 
L .0298 	 --- ,-- --­
o .0297 
.0296 	 :
 
-J
 
.02-----------------------­
< 	 102942 - -40] 8 2i
 
.0293' 	 , 
0292 - - -. 	 , 
.0291. ', .
 
.18 - 1 "-2' 4 d

-1 1-8 	 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, D'
 
FIG. 45 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE054
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE054)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .5B9 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0,FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .O0 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 15.000 IOR8 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YQ
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
. 0 0 04 ..... .... .. . . ... ........
. ... ...... .. .. . ... . 
.0002-­
-. 0002------ 1-------­
-. 0004-
U -. 0008-- - - -- - - ­
u 2 -.-

Lii
 
--. 0020 
2 -.0008-------------k­
uT 
.... U ... 1
 
- .0 0 2 4 . ... . .. . . ... . .. . . . . . . ... ... ... ....
fil 
-16 -12-8 -i4 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED-POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG. 45 ORB, DATA, CARRIERPROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=GBETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE054
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBIBER DATA) CAPEO54)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF ,2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF' 474.8100 IN.
REF 936.680C IN.
BDLP .0
x.0
DFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 15.000 LORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.... .. ...... ....... I' .'. ...... .......!''I ....................... ''I............................... ... ........
 
.0002---l 	 --­
n -.0002 	 - --C
 
-.0004---­
z -.0008---------­
u -.0010---
LI- I I~ 
LtI 
ou -.0012-­
z -.0014 - - - - - - -­
a -- 0 - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
S -.0018--------------------------------------­
-. 0020F-1 
.0022 L Lw I 	 - - - - - - - - - - ­
-19 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 45 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE054
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0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE054)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.593 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FY.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
3DFLAP .000 Ox .000 BREF 936.6800 IN,
 
DF XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAC .000 RUDER .000 

SCALE .0125
 
Tm n , n mi nnl lInn, rr nI,',, I, n II In l i , mini,,@ *llll ,In ril lli nn) mi ll itII f il Tm i rnil Tm4 ml
.0012 - - - -- - ----­
.0008 ------- I 
.DO0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
< .0004------------------------------------­
q-
D0.D ] ID 
cn
 
-. 0004' - -- -.-- - ­
o I 
Lu -. 0012--------- ----- --- -*- --------­
uI 
Z .0020: I 
-4 
z 
-4­
1
LL -.002 I l3-
L .0028----------------- ------- ----
II 
- -. 0032-I l 
w----0036-- -- -- -- -- ­
-. 0040 - i 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 45 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE054
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LTV44-559CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO54) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DX 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF
XMRP 
2890,C00 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
0Z 15.000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
1ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.ZO 
.3600 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
.3592 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
.3584-­
.3576---------------------------­
-J.3568-.- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
4 .3560---------------------------­
z
 
LU
 
2 .3552---

LI-
 LU .3544­
0, 
I.353G- -
Li.
 
.3528-------------­
.3512---------------­
.3504---­
.3496---­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 45 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,10RB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE054
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LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFEO54)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF ' 2690.0000 SQFT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.. .,TJil 7T t ''.... ...
.0 8 4 0 ' 7 . . . . ... ... ... ..... ... .... ..T..i.. ... ... ...... 
.0839, 
.0838--- - - - ­
.0837 --- - -- ---­
.0836-------	 ­
o .0835 -- - - ­
w .0834-----------------------­
.0633 	 , 
LU
 
o.0832 ,--	 --- -, 
.083129 -: 
.0830 --------	 - ­
.0 2 7 	 I- J ­
.0826.*9W 	 t 12±4 I t£4 f I41Jl I 1. I ni ii! I 1 [ I 
.0 86 	 .... :. 	 ,--- t 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 18
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 45 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE054
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO55) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BErAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 
BREF 
474.8100 
936.6800 
IN. 
IN. 
SDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000' 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.3872----­
.3864--------------------------------------­
.3256----------------------------------------­
-
-
.3848--
.
3840--­
z
 
o .3832------
L­uLw 	 .3824--- - -
C) \_ 
C 
< 
z 	 .379-----------------­
. - - - "38------	 ­
< .3800--------------------------------------­
.3788-	 ­
.3776-----------------------------------------­
-18 -12 -8 -4 0 4 4 12 , 
ORBIER 	 AT.DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 46 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC22, IORBzG,ETACzO,BETAOrC, AFE055
 
-AflC ',V7
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LTV44-559tCA26) 747/1ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEO55)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SYMBOL MACH 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ,;FT.
 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 IN.
LREF 474.8100 
5000 ELEVON 5.000 	 936.6800 IN.
SAB AP .000 DL N 5.000 	 BREF
BiDFLAP 000O DX ,000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
XMRP 10.0000 IN.'XO
DZ 60.000 IORS 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. Y0
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.,Z0

TAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.... .. ... 

-

.... .....  	 . .... 
I ...i S .. .. .. .. 

-

•.0164 ­
.0156 
.0152-------­
.015-& 	 - ­
* .0148---

S .'0 144-	 ­
u .0140- ­
-o --------------------------------------­
zi 	 L --
S .0136 - ­
. 0132--	 , 
u .0128-:\ 
.0124 -­
.o0 ----­
.oii6
 
.01124 11 ..... ....... ...... ....
.... .. 

-8 -0 

ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION,' POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
-6 12 4 482 	 16 
FIG. 46 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=OBETAO=,O, AFE055
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO55 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BDFLAP .000 Ox .000 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
o 
oz 
L 60.00 
eO.ooo 
IO S 
IoS 
6.0O0 
e.Ooo 
XMRP 
YMRP 
1109.0000 
.0000 
IN. XO 
IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRPSCALE 375.0000.0125 IN. ZO 
.0340 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0338------------------------------------­
.0336----------------------­
I-i i
 
z .0332-­
wI-.- - - - - - - -
- ­
-
- -
LiL
 
uo .0328------------------

o .0326----------------~-

0 -- , 
.0324------------------- - ­-i 
-
-
X .0322­
.0320---------------------------­
.031S 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 18 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 46 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE055
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LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO55)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 260.0000 SoFl.
 
STAG 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREFOFLAP 938.6800 IN.

.000 ox .000 
 XMRP 1109,0000 IN. XO
 
oz 60.000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125 
lullir lllLcm mllim i n m m l i 'm m ity nfl l frn ml fir Ill fir1 i l Iu lml m~l flflFIll
.0004-­
0-------------------------
ALI
-. 0004-
-. 0008 ------------
-. 0012­
-. 0012 ­
u -. 006--I-
U­
.0020--
UJ
 
o -. 0026 
-. 0042­
-.0032--­
-.0044
 
II
 
-. 0048---	 -- - - - ---
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 
 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMEN FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 46 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE055
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02,SI'CRBITER DATA) CAFEO55)
 
SYMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
DFLAP .000 ox0 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
.00, 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
oZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YNRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BlETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZIRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 0 0 ET.0 Tll RUDDERO lT 0 l - i . SCALE .0125
-.0 5 ' .. .................
... ... 	 , "' ......... ...... ....
 "TT .......rT 'l........  

.00060----------------------- J-	 ----­
. 
11
 
to -. 00065----------------------­
< -. 00070-------------
-
-
.> 	 I T'l 
DOn .0007 5'----------

-
---------- A 
-l
z .-.	 - II00080---	 ­
-

* - .00085----------- 	 -
Ld-. 
 0 09 
­
° 00095-- ..	 , - - - - - ­
u -.00100-----------­co -. 00 	 I.III 
.010----	 - - - - _ 
-

- - -. 
< .	 U) .01-----------
- - .---
-. 0012 .... i
t0 01 5 £151£14 i £ 	 iLl til n i ,,n 4 LJ.iii1 Nit 14 1112 114 ii 1± 1 LILLSi I iii-14Lt L i .iii 141i 44 iiii4iiitil iii1 442: 1444 i4fiii 5 
-16 -12 -8 -4' 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 46 ORR. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY;ALPHAC=21ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE055
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE055)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .00 SREF 2690.0000 SU.FT.
 
STAG 5.O0 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 Eo 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX ,000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN,XO
 
oZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
'' 

..... . ........ . .... ill.. . .... l
.004. I ... I" ! l .T .fl.......  . . .. ...
........ .... nil . 

.0002-­
-. 0002-----------------------
. --0002 -- ",
DO -.0004---- -- - - - - - - -­
-j,
 
-- 0-----------------------------­
m -.O00S-­
z 
-.0010-----------------
-------- ---
Li.
 
.0012-- i 

-.0014------­
w -.,00i12-----------------------------­z 
-,
 
h. - .00 16--.---­0 2-
I E 
o -.0024'0-- ---- 1 
-iS -12 -8 -4 0 4 812 1I 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG. 46 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMLTYALPHAC=2,IORBG,BETACO,BTA=th AFE055
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE055)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF . 2890.0000 SQ.FT.

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
DFLAP .000 DX °.00 XMRP '1109,0000 IN. XO
 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.oO YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
flu fl 	 l nfH =tl, flnl nf1 l l . iill mIl ml= nII 1W l l mH 1 nil m11 lll tin 'NI, fi n ~l Ftt N illIllH n 	 fl I m mn m 

.3784­
.3776 	 --
.3768----------	 -- - - - - - - - - - - ­
.3760-------------------------------------­
.3752-----------	 - - - - - - - - - - _- - - ­
o
 
F 	 .3744­
z
 
w, 	 - -l ll l
+---- I I.3736-----
LL
 
LU 	 .3728- . 
.3720----'- - - - I 
.3704----------------------------­
.3896--------------------­
.3680 	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
,-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
FIG. 46 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PRUXLMITY,ALPHACz2, ICRBrG,BETACzO,BETAO=Oh AFEO55
 
PArF 	 34S1
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LTV44-559C0A26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE055) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 269b .0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREFBREE 474.8100936.6800 IN.IN. 
BEDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
OZ 60.000 lORD 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
ian mHU lnfl mim nflml min nfl ml lll nr mIIIm n ml I r mm m l SCALE .0125l in nnI anI nfI ,an mimLi 
.0890 -­
.0888, 
.0886-----------­
0i
 
ui
 
.0884 
.0880-- -. -; ­
.0882 rL---­ci *99- ---------------­z 
L
 
.0878­< I0H I I 
O .0876- -- -- - ­
.0874- ; 
.0872--- - ---- ­
.0870-­
-18 -i2 -8 -4 0 4 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
ITY,ALPHAC2
FIG. 4G ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROX -8 8ORB12BETACOBETAOrO, AFEO55
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE056)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF' 474.8100 TN.
BOPLAP .000 ox .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
XMRP 110S.0000 IN.XO
 
0z .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
SCALE .0125
 
.382-------------------­
.380-­
.378­
z .37---
I- .374--,---­z 
w .370-----
- -
­
-
-
.37--
--
--

L) 	 --- --Lli	 I h 
.36!------C-)
 
z .362. 
 I
 
0 ---- - ---- - - - - - - ­
-
-360 

.358 ---------­
.356- --­
itia tI i ii tl I - - i. t i t i-i- i i d i tlltiiiu iii ,i t- -i £1. i -i A 4 *i 1444q III4£14. L IiiLiU t- i 1 - i i it­
- -12 -8 -4 0 4 a 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 47 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE056
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/i ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE056)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 1ETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
SREF 938.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
oZ .000 IORS 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAC 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.027 -­
.0272-­
.028 
r 	
­
.0264--­
z .0260--
C) .0258­
-4 
LL
 
w
 
o .0252-------------------------------------­
z .0248­
z .0244-­
(D

z-) 
C­
-	 t 
.0232-----------------------------­
.02324 	 '' 
.0224 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
FIG. 47 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEOS
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE056)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 	 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2680.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN,
 
RDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XO
 
DZ .000 IORB G.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
8ETA0 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN, ZO
 
SCALE .0125
zIlz 
 nn;in' fi ,,,l 4 	 nf ii Tn i n I TI nit mI ml, iinTi l r;Jim,4il lnm 
=­
.0291,-- I : 	 i
 
.0290-.­
.0289--,­
0288------------------- ---.---------- -­
. 0288 
* 	 .0286-1--
--

'--
ULi 028 7 	 I 
w  
z 
< .0284----
LiL
 
Li
 
< .028-	 - ­
.0281 
---
C ' 

.0278-­
.028- LW LAd III 11414 1. I 1114.4i 14 L L Li)~ LW 114 L l LIII 4 jI l LII rIII) 11 l H l 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
'FIG. 47 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORBrG,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEOS
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 	Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO5S)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

.000 	 SREF 26SO.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
0 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
TAP 5.oo Eo N 5.000 	 BREF 936.8800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
E ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.. l ...... 	 ll m .i
- .0 560 ll... ,,-,,,-,,,,,, , ... m..i.................. . ........... l 
-. 0572I
-. 056 8 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-. 0568 --- - - - - - - - ­
-. 0572-­
.0584- ,-,- ,	 --
L 
-. 0588-	 % 
u -. 0592 -I	 , , 
-1-----	 ­o 	 -i- - - - - - -
S-.059I: 
.-06001 	 =o -. 59------------- I- --	 .--------------­
- .0604-	 ,v 
I I[ L lII 	 -- I 
06121 
6 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 47 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=OBETAO=5, AFE056
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE056)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SD.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOLAOXM .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
XO .000 RO R 0.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAC 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
mi --i iu ,'i ui* .l -H ni-i run iln irn- J . I-r nf l i nn in' m" n ' 4il -r l lii mf, ,i,, i ml v-yr n In 	 Illru rut i Ilii
.0096 ---	 1 1 
I­
-.0 112-------­
zO -.0120--------------------------------------­
7
 
x -.01204-----

LUg
 
u -. 0128-	 ,­0 -  
LL 
LL - - - - - - - - ­
0124-- - --. 
z -.0120--­
-. 0 24 " 
Z --. 140- "- 4-- 0----
.0148	 
-­
-.0144------------------------------------------­
liii iii W iii i i III I IW I
*1 4 -li i L 1 W p 	L ii1i Li LW. L ii W L rLll iLw Liii i 8, LWf LIi l Lw w 
-16- 12-4 	 4 816'
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY-

FIG. 47 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=OBETAO=5, AFE056
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LTV44-559COA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) 'CAFE056)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .611 ALPHAC 2:000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0. T.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 	 IN.
 IN.
938.6800
BREF

BDELA? .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109,0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.00 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
mlm la nm 	 lan m 'nm ii, lm ,a f mm ml , in cmm nm m.i r 
... ... . . .. . . . .. . . . .. 
. . . . .. . .. .. ..
0 .
 
-. 0005------ --	 -
Vi) 
S..0010­
o-.0015 -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DO 
-
-. 0020- --	 -- -- -- -- --
DO
 
-.0025--.---­
z 
-.0030--- - - - - ---	 ­
u- -0035- -C­
o -.0040-------

CC
 
z .005--"'
 
z
 
- -.0050-- ,L,---- 1 
-0 5­
-.0060-----------------------------­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 47 ORB, DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE056
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO56)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREP 2890.0000 SQ.FT.

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREr 474.8100 IN.
 
BREP 93G.6800 IN.
 
BOELAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.374--­
.372--­
.370--­
.366-­
.36s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -	 - - - - - - - ­
.364-­
z
 
.356 	 t 
Ld .360------------
.358 --	 8-- -------- -- 	 -12 
L).362- II 
.350.---------------------	 IP.352---­
-612 -8 -4048121
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
FIG. 47 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACr2,IORBrCBETAC=O,BFTAOz5, AF[056
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE056)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
.BOO OX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DZ .000 IORa 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
m m l f~l mi mi nu it, nf lllln irl fir l nr iFm l Fm IFml t, fi t Fm111 nfl m lml r rFmllll1 m rm l 	 IFm nfl I 
.0846- 1 ---­
.0844 
J- I
.0840---
.0838-- - - - - - - -	 V-	 '- ---­
.0834--- - - -
I 
LL 
LU .0832---I 
U­
.0830------­
o ,0828 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0826 
.0824 
.0824--­
.0822 - -- -- -- -------------------­
.0820 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 47 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEO56
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LTV44-559(CA2B) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO57)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .809 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 26S0.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BOFLAP 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
.000 ox .0 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
oz 15.000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAD 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN,ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.3775 ----­
.3770 ----­
-
-
-
.3765 --- -- - - - ­
z .3760--------­
3-.3755 - - - - - - - - - '- - - - - - - - - - - - ­
5 .3750--
IU
 
w .3-
LLw .3740-- --
Lj .3735--­
Ld.3730--	 -- - --­
C .3732Z
-ii 
z .3725 	-.-.
.3730------------------
 I~ 	 AI 
.3720-	 b 
.3715-­
.3710 	 ---­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT# DY
 
FIG. 48 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=GBETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE057
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LTV44-559CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE057)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
TA 5.000 LON 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
GOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN, X0 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125
 
-.0194- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0192-­
.0190 -- - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - -
I-I
 
.0180 3' 
-~0188-------------­
z .0188--- - -- -
LL
 
o .0182---­
u .018 - - ­
s .0182-- - - - - - - ---
Z .0178---------------------------­
.0176-­
.0174--- -­
. 0172­
.0170-- - - - - --­
.0168 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 48 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE057
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFE057) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .GO9 ALPHAC 2.000 1ETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
D0 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVONO 5.000 .000 LREF BREF 
XlRP 
474.8100 
236.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAC 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0125 
.. ........... .... ... ... ............ 
.0309----­
.0308 ­
.0307-
II	 .0306­
z 	 .0305-­
.0304---

LijW .0303--, 	 ­
u
 
w
 
u 	 .0302-­
,L0301 , 
-J
 
< 
.0300-­
< 
.0299-­
.0298 	 " 
.0297-' 
.0296. ....--... --....I ......
 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
FIG. 48 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE057
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LTV44-559C0A26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE057)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT..
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .DO0 ox .0O0 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
Oz 15.000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
Tf m lTfiTTTm l m u lm ml mimu m ml l mm r. Tnmu nI my m ni nil Tilt T il TTf lll ll l nl TnT 
-. 0580­
-. 0582 - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-.0584-----­
-. 0586 
-
-
-
--
--Ii -. 0598- - - - - - - -
-
W -. 0590--
LiL
u -. 0592-­
0 -- 1 1 
-. 0594-­
w
 
0 -. 0596--- ----------

Li
 
-.0598-----------­
-. 0600-­
-. 0602-­
-. 0604L _'I
 
-. 0606­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
FIG. 48 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE057
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----------------------------------------------
------------------------------------- 
- - - -- -- -- --
ATY 02 SI 	CORBITER DATA) CAFE057)
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 	 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2490.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 BREF 93 .6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 

YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 DZ 15.000. IORB 6.000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 SCALE .0125 
-.010 iii 1 i ' B f II~ll IInlh f in Ill If$ it lit ni it *lll flit Hin 1711 !?7I fiti figlllflT rfT I rfTni .iii 1TP IIII l t IIII flit 	 n r
I f m 	 m ,,l,,I,-r,i ,, 

-. 010 	 I 
-. 00-
-.--
-

-...........................................
 
-. 0112­
1--.-' ----- - --­
rn 	 - - - - - - - - - - - -------­
z Oi14 
-.012---- - -------------------------

Ld -. 01	 - - - - - - - - - -''. 
LD ..- - - - - - - - - - - -
U- ---------------- -- -- -- -- ----­
<-.0120 
r- -. 0110BC: ­
-
o -. 0130 
r .012 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 

ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 48 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE057
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16 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 CORBITER DATA) (AFE057)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .609 ALPAC 2.000 .BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB' 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 	 474.8100 IN.
 
936.6800 IN.
 FLAP .000 O0BREF
X .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
.DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
DETAO 5.000 'RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.001	 nC,, 
.000 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0008­
-.0004.
 
LI.O - .0002-­
w -. 0016-­
-.0020------------------------------------­
-.0028
 
-J
 
-. 0036- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 48 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC:2,IORBz6,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE057
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LTV44-559(CA26') 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE057)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 OETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
i....... .. ...." " "	..... ...... .... ... .... ..
. .. IT" T" I 	 . . .. .  
.3690-------------------- - ---------­
.3685 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
.3675-------------------------. 60	 ----- -­
-S 	 .3670-----------------------------------­
u
 
4- .3665--------------------------­
zw 
uo .31660- - - - ­
.3 50 	 du I lIIIIIIl 1I 
w.3 	 6 4 0 - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - ­
.36I-----
- - -
-
­
.363 - - - - - -- -1 	 1 
11H I I
.3630 ---- - - - --	 - ­
.3625 
 I­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 48 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE057
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LTV44-553(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE057J
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREr 474.8100 IN.

0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

TAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
TOA P 5.oo Eo N 5.000 BREF 936.8800 IN.
 
8OPLAP .0O O) .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
oZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
BE ,AO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
, .....1.1../
.. . 
 
.0881-------------­
.0860------ - ------- ----­1,4 1 1"1I Ti I I Fl 
.0859 
.05 
u .0857- -- i; - ­
-- 1 1 1 - I,, - -l I 
z II 
8- - --. 
-IOf .0853--- - - - --. 
. 4 - -- -T. I I 
.084 'l ....-... I. I----------­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 Is 
ORBITER LAT. DISPI ACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 48 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=OBETAO=5, AFE057
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----------------------------------------------------------------
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE0583
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BErAC .000 SREF 26890.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BOFLAP .000 DX 	 BREF 938.6800 IN.
 
.000 	 XMRP 1103.0000 IN. X0 
DZ 60.000 taRS s.00b 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RuODER .000 	 ZtRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
p-	 i i .......4oo8 - .	 l l-ti . ml .. 
.4ooo0I
 
.3992--­
.3984--­
-- .3968--
H .3960--­
u .3952­
w8 .3944---

C-)
 
-J .3936-------------­
. .3928
 
.3920 
.3912----------	 - -­
.3904---

I
.3896.
.  8 WA £44 41 	 lii[LI i ii £22lIA Im il [LLLii LU UI £43Liilii nk Lii 4.1 441 441 ii LJ2142 1.£ 42 Lii[ 4 42 iI 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 -12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEL) POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 49 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IQRB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEO58
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 $I (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO58)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 936.6800 IN'.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YNRP .0000 IN. VO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
. O . .. . .. . . .. ... l B . .. . . ' ... ... ... .. ... .. . .. . .. . .. '"' '" ' .. ... ... ... ... .. .... . . . .... .... ... ... 
.0152 --	 -­
.0148 - ---
I.­
aL .014----------	 - -- - - - - - - - - - - -­•Of 0 -L. .0132 -- -- -- -- -- --
Li.
 
wC .0124------­
(D .0128----------------
E .0116-------	
­
. 0 112--I 	 , 
o .010--------------------- ­-
I L 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 1 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
FIG. 49 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHACz2,IORB=BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE058
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LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFE058)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIO
 
0 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN
 
BREF 936.6800
DFLAP .000 ox .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 ININ
 
DZ 60.000 IORS 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP" 375.0000 IN
 
D F A 6 000 lop.eO 
SCALE .0125
 
.0332 7l I-II I-I i I-i i , fi-ii i T I-r I-~TiriT i-t , I~f l rrri TIII IT l~~l I iI-T I-iI ITiIlHTh 	 ll , i 1?I-flTt ,TTii ifl i-l u TlJII I mi I rrT Ti-IT i 
.0331 
.0330-------	 -­
.032 ­
<
 
o .0328 
z .0327­
.03.
 
w
 
Li .0321--­
.0325 ---	 -
LL .0323-------------------------------------­
x .0222-------------------------------------­
.0314­
.0321-------------------------------------­
.0320------------------------------------­
.0319------------------------------------­
. 0 3 18 .. .. .... .. . '.. .. .. . .... .. . .
... . .. .. ... . .. . .. . ..  ..... . .....

-16 -12 -8 -Z 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, D) 
FIG. 49 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIT',ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE058
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE058)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP BREF 938.6800 IN.
 
.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-.0580--­
-. 0585 ­
-. 0590 0--­
-. 0595- ---	 ­
- -. 0600 
-z 0605-­
-C )
 
LiL

L. -.0610----------------------­
o -.0615------

U 	 -- - - - - - - - - - - -Li

O .0620--------- - - --------- ----
Li. 
o -. 0625-­
-. 0630--­
-. 0635 -- - -----	 ­
-. 0640 -
-.0645------------------------------------­
1G 12 -8 -4 0 4 8 2 1G 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 49 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1 ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE058
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 COR8ITER DATA) CAFE058)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 938.6800 IN.
BoFLAP .000 X .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DZ 60.000 lORD 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-. 01136 .... ............. ....",, ....... i .. .............. ....
 
-.01144---- - - - -- - ­
S.012-­
< 
-.01160---
­
-

-

-

-

o -. 0118--- - - - ­
-. 01184-----	 - - - - - - - I - - - ­
w 
.01192-­
oL -- ------	 I\.-.0120.---	 ~1 
-.01224
 
4j .16-- -- -- ­-
0O -.01224-- - -	 ,v
 
z 
< -.0123,-,-----­
:-.
 
-
-.01240 ---	 - ­
.01248 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 49 ORO. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE058
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- - - - -- 
----- 
----
----------------------------------------------------------------
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) EAFE058) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .607 ALPHAC 
STAB 
2.000 
5.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
.000 
5.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
536.6800 
SO.FT. 
IN,. 
IN. 
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
oz 
HETAO 
60.000 
5.000 
lORD 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
.0006 , ,"(' m i 
.0004 - - ---------------­
.0002--------- ------­
-i 
1 4 
m -.0004-------------------- i
-
-.0004 
- ,----
I-
-----
-.0008-----­
z 
-.00120" - - - ----
--

U)
 
w .0012-------------------------------­
- 1 
I
 
FG49 ORBITA, CARRIERSPLACEMET FROM ATED OSIBTON , STIVE5RIGHT,5D
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE058)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALJES 

0 .807 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1105.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ 60.000 tORB 6.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YV
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
I
.3895 1 1 T 
.3890----
I I I I I 
91 ]
u~ - -IwI
 
Ll II 1--4 .387---- -LL
.387­
- I - - ­
.U .3865---Lii
 
.3855------------'- ­
.3850 
 _III
 
,,.3830 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.
.3845- ­
.38435' ---------- - - ­
.3835
 
-i6 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 48 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACZ2,IORB2G,BETACZO,BETAOS5, AFEO58
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- - -
- - -
-
LI 
.LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO58)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF SQ.FT.
-2690.0000
0 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 BREF 936.6800 I .
 
BbFLAP .000O X .000 XHRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
OZ 60.0OO IORB 6.000 
 ZRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BTAO 5.000 RUDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.090 - I 
.0904-­
,-, 11 F ,.-,I l ,- I/ I'll 
.09024 
--
-
.0900---------- - - - - - - - - - ­
- 16' ----- -- - -- 0---8--2­
.0886. 
-1-z1 8 -4 - 21 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
F1G, 49 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=OBETAO=5, AFE058
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFE059)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.603 ALPHAC 
STAB 
cOrLAP 
07 . 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.000 DK 
.00 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
.000 
5.00 
10.000 
6.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMAT ION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF 474.810 IN.B 93B .8B0O IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X0 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. zo 
SCALE .0125 
.362 --­ , - - - C--
.361-- - - - - - - - - - - -- -
.360--- - - - - -- - - - - -
L) .358-- ' '' ' t II I 
u .35 
~~.355E 
... 
''9 .161.5 
L.35 
355"-- ---. - - - - - - - - - - - - -
. 352- , v 
I l 
-4-
LA.----------------------------------------------------------. 
_d .3540' !;: : ' 
-135212-2 . i -8 -4 0- - 12I1 16/ 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSIT~ION, POSITIVE RIGHT., DY
 
FIG. 50 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1IORB=G,B[TAC=O,BETAOzO, AFE059
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LTV44-559cCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE059)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690,.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BRCF 936.6800 lN.
60FLAP .000 DX 10.000 

DZ .00 O RA 0.000 	 XMRP 1108.0000 IN. X0
 
.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
SETAO .000 RUODER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN, ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
lI fity nrl fi li fJit Tfl~im nf l l n-ril pm, mt nil f ir.nr nf l ;flfl l tr W l in ilr i ilm W m l 
.0236-­
.0232--­
u .0224--------------	 ID 
. .. 0 2 16 -. -	 .. ..-..-
z 02--------­
.0212 
Li
 
z .0220----
U..
 
X .0200--­
-
o 
.0200- 1- - - - - - - ­
ci 
.0196"
 
019- - - ­2-

.0188 	 iI
-
. 01834 I 
__ 
, IJJ 1 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 18
 
OReITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 50 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=GBETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO59
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE059)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BEtAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BBFLAF .000 Ox i0.0o0 	 8RF 936.SOO IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
3ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.. I........... 	 .. ' ...... . . .....03 1 Y ....:..... ....  ... .......... . ..........I..." '" ..... ...
 
.0310--­
.309- - ­
;0308-------------	 - - ----- - ­
< 	 ,
 
z .0306--­
.0307--' 
C) .0305--------------------------
LL1 
U.]
o .00-------------	 I ----­
-C) .0303---------------
0 .0304-
LL .0302----------------..-
. 
x .030--­
.0300---------------­
.0299--­
.0 9 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0. .. .	 ... ..... ... . ...
0 .  .. ... . .. ... . . .. ... ............ .. ....... .. ..................
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 50 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE059
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE059) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
DX 
5.000 
10.000 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
474.8100 
936.68001109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
oZ .000 JORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO 
Tnm T lT 
.000 
m 
RUDDER 
lAlrTml Tm m~l 
.000 
l fi@ f l l IIIm lim Jill i 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
ml T ml l mII]1Il i 11Tm f 
... IH... I ...1 - 1 1 . f F 
375.0000 
.0125 
@ll lnll nl g 
IN.ZO 
@1 
I I HI 
.0016 
z! 
-.0004------------------------

I-

LU
 
U- .0008------ "--- - ­
w 
w
 
u 
o .001
 
Li.
 
Lai
 
.0020---­
cn 
-.0024-------------------------------------­
-.0028""
 
I
 
-. 0032L 
16 -i2 -8 -4 04 812 1'6 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 50 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY ALPHAC2 ORB=G,BETACOBETAO=O AFEO59 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si [ORBITER DATA) CAFE059)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2630.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 oX 10.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
0Z .000 IORB 6.OOO YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000125 IN. ZO
 
SCALE 

.0002­
o -.­
- . OO04 
-. 000--­
zLC

o -.001­
w -. 0014--­
w -. D1---­
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
-o .001 4 -	
-
-
-
­
z -. 00206C 
CD 
S - .0020--­
-. 0022----------------------------- -
--- --- --- --- -- - - --- --- --- - A - [-­
4 .... .ll±....1..... til...-. 0024	 2 52L-- .... 4..[.......................
l.l..... 4...... ............[ Lii.... ..... .........--i11 ...... it ± 

-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 a 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 50 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY.ALPHAC=2 1IORB=GBETAC=0,BETAO=O, AFE059
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE059
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.603 
.0008-
ALPHAC 
STAB 
BCFLAP 
Oz 
BETAD 
T1 fll& Tml 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.000 DX 
.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
T1]11I?. i m S I 11 [{ lllnf n m m f 
.000 
5.000 
10.000 
6.000 
.000 
1Wlt tm lTm t 1in ; flH .T11 I t I n;lI]il fl il l nf1l 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN.BREF 936.G800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
TII Tml I nflilTml Tm; flt lf l@ I 
x
< 0- - - - - ­
-. 0004--­
- OO 
DO 
m -. 0-
I. 
z 
w 
LjL 
-­ 00 
.0016 
- .0020-­
0 -024 
-. 0040­
-16 -12 -8 -4 04 - 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, BY 
FIG. 50 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=GBETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE059
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO59)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA7ION
 
0 .X03 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 00 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
ROrLAP .000 ox 10.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ .000 [ORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
II....I.I..II. . 

.354 - I 
.352-------------- - - -----------­
.351­
.350-- ­
uC-

Y-) .348--
LL
 
LL 
I.34
 
0- - - A - 0 4 12 1­
.345.--------------­
.3442­
.343-­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT. DY 
FIG. 50 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=GBETAC=O,BETAO=O,. AFE059
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE059) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .OD SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 
BREF 
474.8100 
936.6800 
IN. 
IN. 
SDFLAP .000 ox 10.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
OZ .000 IORB S.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
T ill ml n~ ii f T nl i l miiillll l nfl jr l~ lfr m f'fl l t ml Tm[Tm 11Tm nH lTm41[Tm ifll T l iI 
.0848 .. 
0846
 
•0844--* 
0842- -- - - - - - - - -­
.0840--­
z-.0838--­
w 
o .0836--- - - - --

LU 	 .0834 ­
-o .0832 
o 	 .0830---------------­
.0828-- - - ­
.0826----- ­
.0824---- --- ­
.0822- - ­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 50 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=z,BETAC-O,BETAO=O, AFE059
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE060)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .808 ALPHAC 2.000 BErAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF J74.8130 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 D< 10.000 	 XHRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 15.000 lORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .0O0 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.3620. 
.3615--­
. -- - - - ­
.3610-­
z .3605­
.3600-----------------------­
z
 
U .3595---

L
 
Li­
w .3590--­
0
 
z .35 8--0-
IS.35-05-

< 
U.. .3575------------
.3565----------­
.3560­
.3555-
Una,ll 14 SU ,LLL l U W ,L i £,4 Wi li 1W, WiL LW 41''I WiUt H n Ut Ut H 
-16 -12 -s -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATEJ POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 51 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,ICRB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOGD
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOGO)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .60B ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX 10.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ 15.000 IOR b.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.01680-- - ­
r .01672--­
-Ji 
•.01664 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
w
.01656­
'
 u- .01648.--- - - - - -­
' 
-u .01640.-----
.•01632­
o .0164- ­
0~.01608------------------------------------­
•.01600- ­
.01592" 9 ­
. .....
. 0 15 8 4 .. .... .. ..... ... ..  .. ... ..... .. ....
 
16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 51 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=GBETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE060
 
PARF q7R 
LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFEOGO)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .608 ALPHAC 2,000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT,
 
STAB S.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BREF S36.6800 IN.

BOFLAP .000 DX 10.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP 1 .0000 IN. YO 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0320',- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0319 -- - - - -- -­
.0318 ' 
z .0315------------- - --- -- --
U­ y II 
< o .0313------------ -
Ld 
.0312,, 
.0311---------------------
L .0307----------------------------------­
.030--- -­ ------------- A 
C307 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
FIG. 51 ORB. DATA9iCARRIER PROXIMITYALPHACz2,IORBrG,BETACzO,BETACzO, AFEOGO
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY C2 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOGO) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .608 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .Oori SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
5.000 
P.00 
ELEVON 
OX 
5.Oc' 
10000 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936,6800 
1109.0000 
IN, 
IN. 
IN. XO 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRPSCALE 375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
. 0O0 l .. ... .. ... ..... ...... .... ... .. .. ...... .. .....  ... .... . .. .. 
.0012--------------------------------------­
.0008- - - - --­
.0004 , 
I-I
 
z -. 0004---- --. 
LiL - o 0- I 
w 
0008---.-.002----------------------------------------- --­
-.0028 ' '
 
-.00-248
 
I LT0032I F MI 
-. 0028' 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 !2 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 51 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE060
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO60)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .608 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 9386800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX 20.000 XMRP 1109.0000 . IN. XO 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125
 
'''

.0004 ".1 - ........ ... ... ....---.............  .... ........"
--.. ........ .  .  .. .. .   ..  -­ 

.0004 - -----­
S.0002---­
< 0 -] 
z 0004- -. 
-. 0006-
H
 
w -. 0008-----
S -. 0010-­
u - .0012 
,w
 
S o14-- ---. 
----­
co .0012-------------------------*-------
Iii
 
] 
I20
 
- .,00 22 1 ...1 .... . . . . . . ...... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .
 
16 -12 -8 -4 - 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, Of
 
-IG.51 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=O,BEIAO=O, AFE060.
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOGO)
 
REFERENCE INFORNATION
 
SYMBOL MACH 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .08 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .OO 	 SREF 260,C000 IN.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 8REF 93.6800 IN.
 
XSRP 1109.000 IN. XO
BOFLAP .000 DX 10.000 
 YRP 0000 IN. YD
 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 	 IN. ZO
ZMRP 375.0000 

BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 SCALE .0125
 
.0012 	 . 
.0008------------
X 	 ------­
.0004 
o
 
m
 
r -.0004,
 
-,0008 
z
 
w
 
-.0012
 
Lo
 
-.	 002-­
z -. 002 3 
C 
-. 00248-
S
 
d 	-.0032-----------­
-.0036,,
 
-. o0o40,c m l ,.....a al I 
8 12 is 
,aa  

-16 -2 -8 -4 0 4 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 51 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,LORB=GBETAC=O BETAO=O,AFE060
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOSO)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .808 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 Dx 10.000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
07 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.3535---------------------------------------------------------­
.3530----­
.3525---­
1-­
.3520 
.3515­
.351o--------------------------­
.3505--

LU
 
2 .3500-

LLI
1 .3495- --	 I I 
.3490---
1 1
.3485--

.3480-­
.3475
 
.3470 .... 
I J: I 1 k . f jI " fl L i l l II II I tI±± 
-16 -i2 -8 -4 0 4 8 i2 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 51 ORB.. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOSO
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LTV44-559C0A26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO6O)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .608 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC .000 SREF 2690OOOO SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 DX 10.000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 15.000 I1RB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
G£TAC .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE 

.0125
 
.0850-----­
•.0849­
.0848-----­
.0847 ----­
1 A ' 
.0846-
C3
 
.0845 
Z 
u .0844--
UL 
U ,0843
 
,0844 
w .0841----- -­
.0840-- - - ­
.0839-----­
. 0838-:---­
.0837 
ma t WL w11 1 W jL a tL lh wL aW wU L WL WL WLth h LWtl 1Wlh,Lw Lwq W L 
-I -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 51 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACz2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOGO
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE061)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN,
 
STAB 5000 ELEVON 5.000 IN.
936.6800. 

STFAB 0 L0REF XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
BFLAP .000 oX 10.000 

YMRP .0000 IN. YO
OZ 60.000 lORE 6.000 

, ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
.00 RUDDER .000
BETA SCALE .0125
 
. .. . .. ... ..
 
.3 8 6 4 ................ ... n........ .. l i i 7. ,ti i l ml i...... l i
f T IP 
.3856­
0
.3840 - -
L .3832" 
z~~~ 
-­
z
 
w .3824- - ----
LL ,3816------------
Li.
 
o .3808 - - -
LU 
O .3800---
Z 
.3762 ------­
77--- - I - I I I - -II I I I 
,------­
o: -. 3784- "
 
.377---- .. ..-­
.3768--------------­
•.3760-------------­
-8 -4 04 8 1216-16ORBITER-12LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 52 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,LORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=Op AFEOGI
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO61)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 50.FT
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 926.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 Dx 
 10.000XMRP 110.0000 IN,XO
 
DZ 60.000 lORE 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0148-­
.0144--- I I I 
.0142 -- - - - - - - ---
o_J .0142--------------• ----,40 '.. 
I-J
 
-"
.0138 
U­
o - --- - - - - -- - - - ­
z .0134--,- , 
LdI
 
Z:.0132 [ r I : 
C
 
.0130 -, : ~l 
.0128----- .......
 
.0126------ ------ I 
" ­
.0124 - - - -'­
.0122 -
-1 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 1
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 52 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE061
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO61)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 

LREE 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 OX 10.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
oZ 60.000 TORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETA, RUDDER .000 SCALE .0125 
l ml r lm l m i n III,111iii m ~ m~mi nllllnl l mull11 iln.l ll iii l h i m'II ll n ln lll 'I nll 
.0350- - ' 
.0348 ---------- - '--
.0344-,-,- -. ' 
<* I, - - - - ­
;C342 ' ---
z 
.0340---,,-- -- ­
•-0338' '
 
.0C336- '4 A 
.0334---------------­
.0332-------- 6-- - -4 
.0332 - ­ -
ORBITER L DIGHT, "
 
F.5 I MI---------------------------

S03282.
 
•.0326------------------------------------------

I iittI ] 1 (, I !LIii- 1t 

III1P I~~i l lWi LJ IIrJI I rill - il 4± 14.1.'Li LWJlhu 1 4 L.4 1 III 412 lil[ tli4 Lii 1 4 P~l1 444 4.1 4 41  
-18 -12 -8 -4 0 48 12 16,
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY,
 
FIG. 52 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMJTY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BET..CzO,BETAOrO,.AFEOC1
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO61)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690'0000 SCFT,-
STAB 
BDFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
Ox 
5.000 
i0.000 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP. 
474.8100 
936.800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. X0 
OZ 80.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
-.0005--- :," -- ----- -- --

i 
-
-
U 
L 
* 
u 
-.0010--
.0025 --
"WI? 
-.0030 
-
"i 
' --­
- - - -. 
Y.0020E" 
b­
, 
-.0035­
w -.0040 ,6 
-. 0045-, 
.005C0.­
-. 0055--, . 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 is
 
ORBITER LAT. D'ISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 52 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACz2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEC61,
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE061) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DX 10.000 BREF,
XMRP 
936.68001109.0000 IN.IN. XO 
DZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP . .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
fliT 1W l rn1~q4n i mt m l n Tn n l Tnnl Iti r l l 71 T'Tl n lft l lt in li l Fll Til ITT' l l~ 
-. 00024---"­
>< -. 00032---­
-m -.00048--- - - - - - - ­
-.00048- --------- ­
uC- -.OQ00 Z------------------------------------

I
 
z 0006 - - - - - -- -­
- -IT
 
Z 1 1 11 1 
-.0007,­
----- 1 .. - 4 0 41U __ 
S -IG -2 - 4048
 
ORBITER LAT DIPACMN FRO MAEOIIN OSTV IH,
 
FIG. 52 ORB. DATA, CARRIER'PROXIMITY,ALPlIAC=2.,IORB=GBETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE061
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO61) 
SYMBOL MAC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .607 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DX 
.OO 
5.000 
10.000 
SREF 
LREF 
GREFXMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800110S.0000 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
0Z 
RETAO 
60.000 
.03O 
IORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
Y-RP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
.0004-I 
.0002-------­
0 	 -.0002---­
-.000 I 
w -. 0008------------­
u 1 
- - .0010-	 ' 
Uz .0004­w 
- -.001-. - - - -­
o -. 0020--
I 	 I.I 
-.o018 -	 J Li 
-. 00 22-p 
-16 -12 -8 -4 O 2 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 	52 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE061
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY d2 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEOS1) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES . REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .607 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BREF, 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 ox 10.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
Z 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRR .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125

.37 7 G: TT.. .6.. .... ... TT I Tl..... I....
 
.3768­
.3760---------------------------­
.37 2----- - -- l
 
.3744
 
.3736-I 
z w. .3728------------­
0 .1 3 2 I. . 'I 
LL .3720-------------- - -
LZ
 
'0I
 
o .3712.- - ­
-
 I 
.3704--,-- ----­
.3696 -- - - - - -,-­
.3688 --- --- - , ,
 
.3680------------------------­
.3672--------­
.3664LI . l 
 l
 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 52 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORBS=G,BETACaO,BETAO=O, AFEOGI
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOS.) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .607 ALPHAC 
STAR 
2.000 
5.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
.000 
. 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
BDFLAP .000 DX 10.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DZ 
BETAD 
60.000 
.000 
IORD 
RUDDER 
8.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.YO 
IN.ZO 
.......... ........ m ' '".... ... 'lml... ....m ....... ..m... .. ." 
.0890 --- -----­
.0889.O. - V : -I 
.0868----­
.0887-­
-0eG ­
.0885 -, 
L, 
Lu .0884-­
c .0883­
0 .0882---
- - ­
.
 
.0880 - -- - -- ­
-
.0379- 4 
-
-
-
-
-
-
. 29- - - -
-
-
­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 52 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFFOGI
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO62) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .608 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 5.000SOLPy.60BREF00 
DY .000 
LREF 
XMRP 
474.8100936 68  
1103.000 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DZ .000 lORD 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .00 RUDDER .0ZRP00 SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.3584 --- ----­
.3576-
 7­
.35 8 
) .3560 
zwU .3552---
I
 
LL. .3544'-----------------------

Li.
 
I- .3536f----------------------- ,o 

Li
 
u
 
LL .352&------------
-
0 .5 
-e -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 53 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYYALPHAC=2,1YORB=GiBETAC=OBETAO=O, AFEO62'
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LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE062)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
SREF 2880.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .soe ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BRFLrP .8800E IN..K0
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP liO9.0000 IN. XO 
oz .000 IORB .000 YHRP' .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
...... .... . ........ ... .......... .... 11 ...... ... ... .
 .0 3 0 .. . . . .. ... i .. .. . ... ... ... ....f . . .... 
.C29- -------­
.028 -- - - - -
NxI 
on.­
r.027-
C-, 
.026-­
z ­
.025-­
w
LL .024 -' 
0223-- -.
 
LUS p 
o .020-----------------------­
.019---­
.017-- Gk-­
.016. n Iu- it ±t i 141t W p 14 LIII MJ1 4 1 14 i144 *ll li 144 LL 1± liii 11 iL iii 4 ll. Li[1 4 1 iii 1 rl .4 4.0 1 iuji il i W ii .1 4 44 il
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 53 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOG2
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO62) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIO
 
0 £08 	 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 So
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN
 BREF 936.SOO IN
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN
 
SCALE .0125
 
... 	 I I ­.0328-. ... 	 I I 
.0324­
.0320 1- - - - - - ­
.0316"- - - - - - -­
* .0312--------------------------------------------­
.0308"
 
L

U- .0304--- - - - - - - - - --­
u . 0 	 . . 
o •.0300--------------------------------------------­
w ­
o .0296--- - - - - - - - - --

U­
< .0292---- - - - - - - - - --	 ­
x 
< .0288---------	 1 0 1- -
. ...	 I I
.0284.-	 ... 
E I I,,,-
,L

.027Sf- I Iw L-,I 
...]S... -2 .... Iw LwLw 444 Wi WIw ... ...
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 S 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX 
.FIG. 53 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMII:Y,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O,. AFE062 
PAGE 3E 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO62)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .808 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREr 938.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 DY .000 

02 .000 IORB 6.000 Y" P .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUODER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125
 
.0012-------------------------------------­
.0010-----­
-. 0008--­
.0006--­
.0004­
w 
.0002-----------------	 -------- ---
LO 
LUIo .0002- -r-------------------­
w
 
ow -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -­
-.0004---

IIII 
-.000 
(--.0010------------------- - - - - - - - - -
-. 0012-----------
I 
-
SI 
-
-.0014'.. 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 53 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO62
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE062)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .608 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STA 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
OZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125 
-0008 .... ll ill i T..... ......... r ...... .....7Th 1171 .l...T....... .Till'n... 	 It 

-. 00072 ----- - --	 ­
S-.00076 --­
-. 00080­
0 	 J
 
DO .00084-­
z -.00088---

F: -.00092---
H -. 000I6-7-I 
U.

IL .00100. 	 -- E. 
U -. 100104 7	 
-
I-

CD -.00112- - - --	 - - -- ­
z 
< -. 00116----------------------------- -
-. 00120.I. . .... 	 .. 
[Iii

.0124 ...... ..I I,,! 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 53 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO62
 
PArF qq7 
LTV44-559tCA26) 74711 

SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .608 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 
STAB 
BPLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
D 
oZ .000 IORB 
BETAO .000 RUDDER 
-. 00124----------------------------­
-.00128--

Uo 
< .00132 -­
0 
m -.00136 
-.00140 ---
-O
 
u 
-.00144-­
z
 
i -.00152
 
u -.00156-­
z
 
w -.00160,
 
S -.00164---

Lo 
z7 
-.00168-­
-.00172------ 

-.00176 

-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 

ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE062)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 SREF 2690.O000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
5.000 

.0BREF 	 936.6800 IN.
 
D.0 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.X0
 
6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
.000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
v 
1­
..
 
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 53 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE062
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LTV44-559CCA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOS2) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .608 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
DY 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.X0 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YNRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.ZO 
.3 4 8 5 . ... ....... ......... m.....l..l.. . 
.3480--­
.3475-­
.3470-----­
.3465--­
.3480--­
zw1 .3455-­
u 
--It .3450 ---- -
L
 
u .3445--­
.3440----­
-
.3435--- ­
.3430-­
.3425­
.3420-1
 
.3 4 15 w j i11............. W.£.. ,,D.
.. ..
 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 53 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFEOS2
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO62)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.fT.
0 .608 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAG 5.000 ELEV6N 5.000
AP 5.000 LO N 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 Oy .O0 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
LIZ .000 !RE 6.000 
 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
1ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0856--­
.0852-­
.0848--- - - - ­
.0644-------------------------­
.0840------­
o
 
.0836--- - -,,---------
I-I
 
z
 
2 .0832 -­
o .0828 - ----LL~ - - - - --u 
co .0824-<! -- - - - - ­
1 
- - I--- - - - --
.0820--- - --­
----)/

.0810 
. 0812--:: 
.0804 i,'.- - -i­
ii ll iii i -l i I, L W tii lil' W~i iii LI tIln lll W L i I l WI I LWr L Li W I tiiiii ltl ill XI ll ti Ul i-11 ll lill i il 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 53 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOG2
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFE063J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .609 ALPHAC STABSABA 
2.000 
5.0005.000 
BETAC 
ELEVONDY 
.000 
5.000
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2890.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
90FLAP .000 DY .00O XMRP 1109.0000 IN. Xe 
DZ 
BETAO 
15.000 
.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. Z2 
- r, n nr r., rr1,.,,, mm rm i lrr f ~m mnlm mim i imi m nfl n r i'l li1 m Tf 
.3672--,­
.3656 -­
z 	 .3648-­
.3640­
u 	 In 
Z 
o 	 .3632--
L 
w 	 .3624-­
u 
w .3616- - ­
u .3608---------------­
<L 	 .36O06 
-i 
.3600~---------------­
z .3592 
.3584
 
.3576
 
.3568{ _ 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 54 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOG3
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE063) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .802 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 269b.oooo SOFT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVONBOLPBREF 5.000 LREF 
4749.800936.800 IN.IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DZ 
BETAC 
15.000 
.00 
IORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZRPSCALE 
.0000 
375,0000
.0125 
IN.YO 
IN.ZO 
.021 6----­
.020811 
.0200-------­
.0192---- - ­
.018 4---­
u 
.0176---- -- -

W
 
0
 
.0168----

I-I
 
z,
 
o.0152" 
s .0144--- - - -
I
 
.0128------­
-0120.-, 
.0 14 2 .......... .. .... -... .... .... ....... 
-8 -- G -4 -2 0 2 4 G- 10 12 14 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
... ,1111 .. .. .. .. ...-.... .. 
FIG. 54 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE063
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE063)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .6D9 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .OO DY .OO0 XMRP Il0.0000 IN. XO
 
oZ 15.000 lORS 6.000 YMRR .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
. .. ... .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . T"'-,.03 28 . .. . ...  .... I . . I ... 1 ... Ti. .. ........ 	 . . . . . .

.0324, ­
.0322 -- ,- - - - - ­
.0320 -­
o .0318--------

I-

Li
h .030816 	 ' 
x .0312-­
o .0310----------------------

LL .0308---------­
x 	 .0306-------­
.0304----­
.0302 - .	 . 
.0300--------- --------------	 --­
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION.:POSITIVE AFT. DX 
FIG. 54 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACz2, IORB=6,BETACzO,RETAO;O, AFE063
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LTV44-559(CA26J 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO63) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.609 ALPHAC 
STABDFLAP 
DZ 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON
.000 LV
.00O D Y 
15.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
.00 
6.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQFT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.3800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XC 
YMRP .0000 IN.YC 
ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
.0002-----------------------------­-. oo06. . - - - - ---------------------------­
.00J .........
 
(-0-­
z .0002----------
 -.--­
2 -. 00 04 
-
IL 
ti­
-.0006 - ---­
-. 8 0 20008--
I. -.0010--------------

Il I 
-.0012---J­
-0014-------------­
-. 0018----------------­
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 54 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOG3
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-- 
- - -
- - -
- -
- - -
- - -
-
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) (AFE063)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.8800 IN.
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC
 
DZ 15.000 [CR8 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZC
 SCALE .0125
 
-. 00060. 
- -II n M,l ,I 
-•00064 , , J­
- I
8 -. 000728----------- --- - - - - - ­x -00076--,, -. 
-
u -. 00080--
-z .00084------------
S -. 000---
L
 
I­o -00092---- - -.
 
- .00092 
-•0010 0- - , ] 
z
 
-,00104--, 
Z -. 00104 - - - ­
-
-
-. 0 108 - - - - - - ­
-8-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 54 ORB. DATA? CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHACz2,IORB=8,BFTACzOBETACzO, AFEOG3
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE063)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .OB ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN,
 
BDFLAP .000 0 	 BREF 936.6800 IN,
 
.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN,XC
 
oZ 15.000 IORe 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YC
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .01 5
 
.0 0 0 96 ... ... ....... ... ........ i .....nil"t".... . . .... F.. , .... ... ... ... ..... .. .. ....
 
-. 00100- --	 , 
- -.00104' -- --­
>- .00108--- ,,--­
0 
r -. 0011 2--------------------------------------
DO -. 00116 -. 
4 -.00120--- -----­
z 
u -.00124- - - - - ­
-.00128---	 ­
1 -. 00132 --­
z 	
­
o -.00136- ,,-

O -. 00140 -, , 
o -.00144-.­
- 01&- -----------------------------------­
-.0 0 1 4 8 -I: I' 
00 152-L ..
 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 54 ORB. OATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO63
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LTV44-559CCA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATAJ CAFEOS3J
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATI
 
0 	 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S
 
LREF 474.8100 Ii
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 I
 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 Ii
 
oZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP 

BREF 936.6800 

-. I1
0000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER 000 ZMRP 375.0000 11
 SCALE .0125
 
mi m14al l 1 m rfir l m l f 4llTf lfl n m iiT m nr ir m m l ItT ll l l T T l fIlfl~l Tm Tm1 	 ff ll ntn 
.3584- -, 
.3576- ,1,- - - - - ­
.3568---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.3560 	 Ig 
.3552 ­
u
 
H .3544------------­
z
 
Li. 	 I I. 
2 .3536------------
Ljj 
w .352-----------------	
-­h 358 1 ' '.1 
H .3520--

UL
 
"j .3512.--,------------- -'. 	 ' 
L,__
 
.3504-m----------------

I- ----- -­
.3496- II----

.3488-- - - - - - - - - - -	 -­
l 11 1 UAh+llllg ,,4IWI 	 dill II[lII+|l~+H JLIMLIL
.3 8 .3480-	 [iI .± JI IILIW ±41[ illW LILW I [W AIl 11441 
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ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 54 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=S,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO3
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LTV44-552CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) (AFEOG3) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .609 ALPHAC 
STAB 
ROFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DY 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XC 
OZ 
BETAO 
15.000 
.000 
IORB 
RUDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.YO 
IN.ZO 
.0860
 
- - - - - - - - 1---­
.0850---------­
z\
 
.0804'
 
.0856-- - - ­
wI
 
.0848 6 -- .--
A I I 
w .084---------- - - ­
.084-----0
 
•0838 -DIPACMN FRO FD
- ORBITE LOG '- -MAEIOIIN PSTV 
.0838-----------------"
 
.0834-----------------­
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. DX
 
FIG. 54 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE.063
 
PACE 408
 
-- --- -- 
--
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE04)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
C Il 	 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LRCF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 
 BREF 936.6800 iN.
 DL 0.000 YXMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 60.000 IORB 6,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
i nil ri l T ml tm m m nl yn n m n-lll Th i nl r m fin l nn, fin i htniil 4~l~l n1111t pl m: 	 lnr nil m , 
.387-------------------------------------­
-i 
.386-------------------	 - - - - - - ­
z .384 -I 
z 	 H 
~.381 
.382-- -	 - - -
Li. i.380--
Lil
 
I [1 
S.---
-C	 -­
< .378- -- --
] AWAW WLL3 4 	 -]Lm a. I'" iU4- i -iUL ilL WUn1 Wt W ILL /WL ] 
II

.375 - ­
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18 i8 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. DX 
FIG. 55 ORB, DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHACz2, IORBzG,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE0G4
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) (AFE064)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .811 ALPHAC 2.000 BEtAC .000 SREF 2890.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DY 
 .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
Imi ~lnillll IiI Ill m 	 ii It,; mi1 ml nIIInIi m l l lii n II rI ll m rill l rnIII Illtil IIIImIII IIII mII mu III n ml 	  l miiI Fill il 
.0160--------------------------------------" 
.0156- I I I 
r0i 
.0152,,---	 - ­
_u~ .0148- 1 1 1 1{1 
z .0144-,-------,--­
o .0140 , ,-

I
UL 
O .0136-------- ---
I.- C!I-

z .0132-- - - - - - - - --
LdI
 
-
-
-r .012---
z 	 "a 
.012 
- 0120-- - --. - - - - - - - -
I 	 D
.0112--	 RE­
.01 
.0108­
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 55 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOG4
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY, 02 Si ,ORBITER DATA) CAFEO64)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .811 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.00(0 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474,810 IN.
 
DOFLAP .000 DY .000 BREF 936.680 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 6O.000 IORB G.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
DETAC .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.... .. !'r ... 

.0348-i­
.0346---,
 
.0344--------­
.0 3 50 '1 ... ... ... .... t I .. .. . !"I.. .. .i..... . ..  .  .. .... . t ..  .  

(J .0342-­
.0340--­z 

w
 
S ..0338 ,------
Li-
LU " 
.0336----• - ,­
u 
W1 .0334 IA -
LLI 
X .0332------ ­
<i0328-0'- -. 
.0323------------­
.0324 ----­
.0322
 
-6 -4, -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 55 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE064
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO64) 
SYMOOL 
0 
MACH 
.611 ALPHAC 
STAB 
STABBDFLAP 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.000 DY 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC 
DZ 
ETAO 
60.000 
.000 
IORB 
RUDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YC 
IN.ZC 
.00 0 5 . ... ....................... .... .. . ... .. .. . m,,,.. . i. . . .I .... 
II
 
.0005---­
o -. 00 15---------------­
>-,
-.0015-­2 

-t .02--
o -.0025----
--
u -.0035-----------:--

L -.00 0" ,

-.0040---­
' V

-. 0050 
-. 0055---­
------ i- - -------------
---­
-. 0060 - ... --- --­
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 55 ORB. DATA4 CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE064
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) ,CAFEO64)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 . t11 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X(

DZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.Y( 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.Z(

SCALE .0125
 
Jlnf mli rrr l l w. FirL mIl Th ill i nl lFir Il fifi m~lit imlmi nnI ImI i rml mII irn l mip rnJrn-il i l nI -i ll' mll 
-. 00048 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-. 00056 
- I--------­
3 -. 00072-------------------------------------­
x -.00064-----
DO .D 
 
0080 
-
-.00080 --- --- ---- - -- -
C-,> -.00096-------------
-
­
- ~Ld
H
 
-
-.00104---
UL
 
w b oo -.00112--

I 

-.001
 
z .00120----------------------­
co 
z -.00136
 
<
Z -.00144
 
-.00152,--- I
 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1.8 20 22 24 26- 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 55 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFFO64
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LTV44-559CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEOS4)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ 60.000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
OOO2 . ...... .. .	 ...... .. .. ..
...  .... . .. ..... .... .. . . . .. ..

.0001 ----­
-0-­
-. 0001-------------------------------------­
rn -. 0002-­
m =.0003-­
uH
 
I- -. 0004-----,---- -
z 
-. 0005- -- - -
Li -,O- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LjL 
w -. 0006---­
-. 0007-­
z
 
-.0008---­
-.0010
 
jo- .0 0 1 20-	 .... ........ .... ... .... .... ... ....,-........
..  .. ....... ... ... 	 .... ... .­
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 55 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=?,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE064
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO64)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .0OO DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC
 
DZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN, ZC
 SCALE .0125
 
.378 	 ' 
.377-­
.376-­
.375-­
u .374--­
zUw .373--
LL .372------------ --- ---------	 --.L 
LU
 
u .371--

S .370-­
-
.3 9-- 63---------
.36----------------­
.367- - - - ­
.366
 
.365. ..................................
 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 55 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFEO64
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- - -
- - -
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LTV44-559CCA2B) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFEOS4)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF, 290,0000 S.FT.
 0 .611 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB ELEVON 5.000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
A 5.0005.000 EV N .000 

BDFLAP ,000 OY .000 	 XMRP 1108.0000 IN. XG
 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO
DZ 60.000 IOR8 6.000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
RUDDER .000
ETAC .000 	 SCALE .0125
9 .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. ..rT"" .. .. .......0 ' .   .     . . ''T IF...   . 
.0892-­
.0890
 
.08 8 --	 - - - - - ------- - - ­
u .0884 
AII - ----

o, .0882------------------------ ­-l -I­
w .0880-------

LL 
LU
 
u .0878-----------------­0 	 LuL yl II 
0 
.0876--------------------­
.0874--­
.0872­
-I ~~ 
.088
............ ............,,,,, 	 ,,.........
.08661 	 , .......,... . .:
 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 55 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO64
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 $1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOS5)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAR 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 93.6B00 IN.
BOFLAP .000 OY .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC
 
0z .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER- .000 ZMRP 375;0000 IN. ZC
 
SCALE .0125 
.3690 . .... ..... I'" .... ... .......... ....I. 	 ....................
....... "''"" ... 

.3685'----...."
 
.3680 -- - - ­
.3675­
u .3670 - -, 
z 
w .360------------U-

u.3G55- -	 (D 
0 
uI I I 
LUI
 
z
 
.3635--- - -­
.3630 
.3625f--- --- - -­
.3620-- .. . ...... ...... ........ ...... ..... ... I 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1G 18, 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 56 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEOG5
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO65)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.809 
.0 22 7 .. 
ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
DZ 
OETAO 
. . .. .. . . .. 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5,000 ELEVONBFA.00BREF 
.000 DY 
.000 IORB 
5.000 RUDDER 
. .. . . .. .. .. . . 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
6.OOO 
.000 
. . . ...... ..'•.... . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN.93G.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
. . . .... . .. . . . .i 
.026 --------­
.025­
r .024-i- I - -
u 
z 
'-, 
.022 ----
--­
-­
_ 
w-
w 
O 
It. 
. 2 - -
.020------­
- - -
z 
uRD 
o 
Sux .019 ] 
.018--- - -- -­
.015-... 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1 1-8S20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 56 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=OBETAO=5, AFEO65
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--
- - - - -
LTV44-553(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE065) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREr 2r9O.0000 SQ.FT 
STAB 
6DFLAP 
5.000 
.0O0 
ELEVON 
DY 
5.Orn 
.000 
LREFBREFXMRP 
474.8100936.68001103.0000 
IN.IN.IN.X 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YIRP .0000 IN. Y 
B3TAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. z 
SCALE .0125 
.0332­
.0328­
.0324-­
.0320-
U
 
.0316--- - ­
.0312--

LL .0308---------------------------------­
w
 o .0304------------------
U-
­
uI 
-0.0288 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0280 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
ORBITER LONG, DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 56 ORR. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=GBETAC=O,BETA=5, AFEOG5
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER OATA) CAFEO65)*
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP DY

.000 .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X1
 
OZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YI
 
BETAC 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z
 SCALE .0125
 
...

-. 80° ...... ..... ...... ..°...... .. ...........  
-. 0582--- - ­
-. 0584-- .------­
-.058&- i I 
-,(- ,- - -- - .- - - - - ­
z -.0590-- '-
L­
-' -. 0592--­
0 .0598--- - -- ­
u 
u 05-96 .. 
0
 
C/) .0600----,­
-. OG02'", 
-. 0604 ' -­
-.0606-­
0608 I I 
-8 -S -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, OX 
FIG. 56 ORB. DATA, CARRIER-PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE065
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LTV44-559CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO65) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT 
STAB 
60FLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 5.000 
DY .000BDLA .OOOY.00XMRP 
LREF 
BREF 
474.8100 
936.6800!lOB.0000 
IN. 
IN.IN. X 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.Z, 
-. 01212. --...-.-.-..- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
i
< -. 0122 4-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
C)-.O 1 2 2 -- r----------------------------
D -. 01228-
L k 
u- I t11yl1y 
z .024 -- -- - - - - - ­
-L -.01240-------------- - -
L -.0124---------------------
S--.012 
­
0 o 012460f- -­
-.01256 
 -1.
 
-.01264 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. DX
 
FIG. 56 ORB. DATA9 CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFF05
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LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOG5)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ,.F1
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
B LAP .000 BY.000 00BREF XMRP 1109.0000936.6800 IN.
BOLA ,  DY 

OZ .000 IORD 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
ZMRP 375.00C IN. 2
BETAD 5.000 RUDDER .000 SCALE .0125
 
.. .. ..... .. ..... ..I'..
' ... . .
........ .... ... . "...1 .  

-. 0008­
-.00o --------------------------------------------­
< -.0012--- - - - - - - - ­
I--
- .0018---------------------­
z 
-. 0020--- - - - - - - - -
L ,-.0022 -,-- --- -,-i 
5 -.0020 24
 
F­
z 
-.0028- -- -----
S -. 0028­
z 
-J -. 0030------------
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-. 0032--­
-. 0034 -- - ­
8 -0 -4 -2 0 2 4 8 8 10 12 14 18 19 20 22 24 28 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX
 
FIG. 56 ORB. DATAiCARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=GBETAC=OBETAOZ5, AFE0G5
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE05) 
SYMBOL HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .609 'LPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT 
.TAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BDFLAP 
oZ 
BETAO 
.000 
.000 
5.000 
DY 
IORD 
RUDDER 
.000 
6.000 
.000 
BREF 
XIRP 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
.0000 
375,0000 
.0125 
IN, 
IN.X(
IN. Y( 
IN. ZC 
.3600.-

II­
'3595-- ­
3590­
.3565­
_j .3580 --­
.3575­
zw 
o .3570-
U-
L .35 5­
uI 
.3560 ! 
.3550 --­
.3545--­
i
 
.3540 
.3535 -
Lt W ,WS,I i~ii 44 ,Q t l ' t iHlLi i I U u j iji WILi t I lli.I i Ul tii Ll Lit WI WI W filU 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 4 1 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT. DX
 
FIG. 56 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEO5
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si qORBITER DATA) CAFEOS5) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .0O9 ALRHAC STABSTFAP 
2.000 
5.0005.000 
DETAC
ELEVONE N 
.000 
5.0005.000 
SREF 
LREFBREF 
2690.000474.8100936.6800 
SO.FT.
IN.IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
OZ .000 IoRB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAC 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. zo 
SCALE .0125 
.08 ' !IT.. .. .... 
.088&­
.0876-------------------------------------­
.0 7-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
D0 
u .0864-------------------------------------­
-4 
z 
w 
w .0850 
.0896--------------------------

C[
 
.0848-------------------­
.o836 ­
.0832 
.0 2 ................................................................................................
 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 56 ORB.. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=,BETAC=OBETAO=5, AFEO65
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LTV44-55(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFEOG6)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 SREF 290.0000 SQ.Fl
 
.610 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 IN.
BREF 436.6800
STAB 5,000 ELEVON 5.000 

BDFLAP .000 DY .000 
 XMRP 1I09.0000 IN.
 
YMRP .0000 IN.
 
oZ 15.000 IDRB 6.000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 SCALE .0125
 
3775 l 1 11 mln l l ill .1 T 41it lml Tn nil nil flfl t Infl l i i l WI lul W f TT m ill fillil .1 fll3775 ... ... 
.3770;-- j 
.3765-- --
D I I
.3760--
.3755- 1 
z
 
w .3750-- - - - - ­
w .3745- ----- - - - - - ­S.3740----­
w 
.3735--: 
:
S .3730-: 
< i 
0 .3725 ­
.372°0 
.3715-------------­
.3710--- '­ -------------­
-3720 -- -- ----­
.3705 . -l 
-8 -G 
A ...1i, 
-4 -2 0 2 
.. .Iw 
4 
l 
.... ILJ 
8 
... 
8 
Lw.. 
10 12 14 
at 
16 18 
ii 
20 
... 
22 
...It.. 
24 
..i t 
26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 57 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO =5,AFEOGG
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOSB)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQF'
0 .610 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.
 
DZ 15.000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 9k . ~~~..... .... z~~~~~~~......... ... .. ....  

.0192 . ' ­
.0184-­
.0176­
u .0168 _ 
z .0160 .'I I ' 
z .0152,---------: 
.014--- .
LU
 
o .0144 -- - - - - - - - - - - -
U - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
w 
S. 0 12 8 - U' _ 
. 01120'-' ': 
. 0104- - -, , . : 
I I 
.0096 '!: 
.0088, , 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 2 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT. OX
 
FIG. 57 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE06
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LTV44-559CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOS6)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .610 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.F'
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BFLAP .000 DY .000 "XMRP 1109.0000 IN;

DZ 15.000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
BETAO 5.000 RUCOER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
 
SCALE .0125 
........... ... ... ....... ................ fl~ Tll il T .. . ft~ T .0328 .... 	 .... . .. ... . I ..il '"';lil lii... Tll fi . . .. '""l" ... ... "" ............il 

.0326-------­
.0324 -- ... . 
.0322---	 ---­
u .0320 	 ,--- - -- -- - --­
z .0318- ---------

C) .0316---"-- - - --	 - "
 
LL 	 ' 14rIU­
w 
.0314--------------­o 

u .0312-- - - - - - - - - - - ­
"- .0310- ) 	 , 
x .0308--, 
< 
.0306i 
.0308--------------­0304-- ­
.0308j-----------------------------------------	 ---------­
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT PROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 57 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY.ALPHACI, IORB=6,BETACzOBETAOz5, AFE0S6
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1-ATY 02 	Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOS)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 	 SREF 2630.0000 So.F"
 
LREF 474,8100 IN.

0 .610 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 936.6800 JIN.
BDLPBREF 

B0FLAP .00 DY .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. I 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 	 YNRP .0000 IN, 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
BETAO 5,0O0 RUDDER ,O00 
 SCALE .0125
 
- .0 576 .... l... . 1........'" ... ' i.... .. . ..T...i
.....  . .... 	 .... ... m flI" ..i, 
-. 0578-­
- C5-	 - - - - - - - - - -
I -f - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ­* -. 0580---------------------­
o8 	 ....1 I..I 
- .0582-0582- - --	 - - - - ­

-

Li.
u .0592---
U -.059-
- ­
2L -. 059 -------- - -- -- - --­
-. 058-- ,-	 I l - - ­
-.050 -	 - - - - - -
IG C	 ­-.0597 

-.0598 PAG 2 
- - - - -2 0 2 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6 -- 2 
-.0600------------­
.0I itLt 14LI A W IL44 LW 11- 0.6t0L2L W Llt14>1 W Itl 14L lL LI- lt]144 44 W W I )W 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16, 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. DX
 
FIG, 57 ORB. DATNI CARRIER PROXIMITY, ALPHAC=2,1IORB=6,BETACO, BETAO=5, AFEOGS
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO66)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .610 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOF
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 Ey .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.
 
OZ 15,000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
 
SCALE .0125
 
-.0m18, n, m m" . n 
-. 01172 
-
x -.01176-------­
-.01180
 
I-I 
-.01184------­
.01188 - - - - ­
z 01192: 
1- -.0119G-
Wu .01200-­
I-f
 
.0 1 2 B­
z -.01204--­
w Ii 
Li.
 
- .01220 ..­..  

8 -0 -4 -2 0 2 4 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, OX 
FIG. 57 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=OBETAO=5, AFEO66
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO66)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SOFT
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 
.610 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

STAB 5.000 ELEV)N 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XRP 119.0000 IN.
 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.ODO YMRP .0000 IN. Y
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDD&E; .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z
 SCALE .0125 
- . 0 0 0 4 0 . . .... ...... . . .. . ... .. ...... .............. ........ ... ................. ... ... . .. ... .. . .. . .. . . .. .

-.00048 --- - -­
-. 00056 ---
-,00072-: SI I
-.00080-----------------------------L
S-.007-------------------------- . .. 
j- I1 -.00088-- - -- , 
z 
u -.00096---

L
 
u­
w .00104- -- ---
0 
-.00112-­
-.00120--

Lo -.00128-- - I 
-J 
o -.00136
 
-.00144
 
- .00 152 . . ........ ... I. ....u ...
.....  ..  ... i .. .. 

-8 -6 ,-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 57 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,]ORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEOG6
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE066)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .SO ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690,0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
13REF 936.6800 IN. 
BOFLAP .COO DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC 
oZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZC
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
l m1 nl Tm n rnlmim f rrniilnl m gsir nfl rm nfl rir f nr fill11 f ' ~ nl~fl ll t#]fl' i~fl l nJ~t nfl 
.3680--­
.3675-- -­
.3670---------------------------------------­ , 
-J .3665----
I .36 0-- - - - ­
o .3655---
Li.
 
w .3650---
C-, I_
 
F- .3645
 
-J .3640------------------- - -- -- ---­
.3635---­
.3630--- ­
.3625 -­
.3620: ­
1 41 4 h l1il4 £441 '44 II£44 I -tI Iz11 t I I L4II ii. 44 ±4 ii tll t llI .. J .1 t il III4 I 1 141 4 t ii 4 11 111 i[1 *4111 4 IUt! 4-ti .144II 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 57 ORB, DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEOG6
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LTV44-559tCA28) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 CORBITER DATA) CAFEO66)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 £10 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.6000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DY .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP I109.0000 IN XO
 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
RETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.......'.. .. .......'''T" . .i...... .. ......... ........ ..
.. .. .  " .. . .. .. . .. .

.0882-----------------------------------­
.0876­
u.087 - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
1- .0872------­
(D .0876------- -------------------------------------­
2 .0862-----------------------------

U.--------------------------------------- - - - -- -­
-8 - -4 -2 01 41 82 22 62 w .0858-- - ---------- ---------­
o .086---------------­
-.. -i ­086------1--------- ...060"iz . .------.-
.0864-GE 44132I 
0862-----2-------141 1 0 2 4262ORBTERLOG.-ISL-CMET-FOMM--D-----------TVEAFT 
D
 
57ORBITECIRLOG
FIG. DIPLACMET FROM ATEDOSIBTO OSTIVE AF. DX
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOG7) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .OD SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474,8100 IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 BREF 936.8800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. Xc 
oZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. Z( 
.4000­
.3992­
.3984-------------------------------------­
z .3976-­
.3968- --------------------- --
2 .3960-­
-
- - - -~ -----tLI -- ---
LL 
w .3952- -

Ld .3944­0
LL .3936---- - ­
-i
 
Z .3928--- - - ­
z .3920-­
.3912t
 
.3904­
.3896K
 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 -8 10 12 14 18 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 58 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE067
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO67) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .609 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DY 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF' 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
938.6900 
1109.0000 
SO.FT, 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.XC 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.ZC 
InfII l l l n lm,lf l Inm ml l l f nfl l nn~ r l fi n@ll1I t i I m IIl it Ifi Iln" In fl fl II l 7" a f 1i IIm l l l it lat 1 In. 
.0136­
.0 13j2-------------------------------------­
.0128-­
-J
 
u .012r .01 ­
o .0124--
U
 
.008 
I-I 
Lu 
s .0112 -------------
OL 
.0112 1 100 22 1 '121 
z .0092-------------------------------­
r .008-------------------------------------­
.08 
6000- 2---------------1--1-2-------------------------------

ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 58 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=.2,1ORB=69,BETAC=O,BETAO'-5, AFF067
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 !;l (ORBITER DATA) CAFE067)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIO
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 So 
LREF 474.8100 IN
STAR 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 936.6800 IN
B.lA.00 00BREF
D 

BE'7LAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN
 
0Z 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 

4dll ll P 11 m l rllirll m lll r l fl F m ml P SCALEItT 1114.0125 ff1 FfI 1 II I I ml lfII m tl7 t P1 171 P711 P111 iP71i11 
.034 1-:1 
.0340-=-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I -­.0339 

.0338--

I< --­
'J,

.0337-
z

LU .0336--

U
 
U­
-LL .0335--
J
 
.J ) I,
0334-: 
,I) - - - -- -ED 0334------------
J .0332-----------,
x
.0330,--­
•.0329 
.0328 ' - --
IIt 1 ~ lW I tl lfl iltU U t Ut U.U Ut WA LW U IU Hd UtI Ut'IJ{ I~ilill IlliUtUt UI l l HIll 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 3 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 58 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFECS7
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE067) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .609 ALPHAC 
STABBOFLAP 
2.000 
5.000
.OO 
BETAC 
ELEVONDY 
.000 
5.000
.000 
SREF 
LREFBREFXMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100936.68001109.0000 
SQ.F 
IN. 
IN.IN. 
DZ 
ETAD 
60.000 
5.000 
IORB 
BETORUDER 
6.000 
.0005000 SCALE 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
.0000 
375.0000
.0125 
IN. 
IN. 
- .0 5 9 6 "'i.. .... ..... ..... ... ...." " .... 
-. 0600-- - -	 i 
-. 0604-'----­
-.0608"
 
-.0612-"'-----+--- --­
-.0616 ­
w 	 - - - - - - -- ­
u 
-.062
 
U
 
-.062--

LL. 	 - - - - - ------- --­
wI
 
-.	 0640---- -7- ­
-.0644''--	 -- ' 
-.	 0648 '' 
0652 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
-ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT- OX
 
FIGi 58 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BE'TAC=OBETAO=;5, AFE067
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 H1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOG7)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO
 
2690.0000 So
 
LREF 474.8100 IN

0 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

BREF 936.6800 IN
BDFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109,0000 IN 
OZ 60.000 lORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN 
OETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN
 SCALE .0125
 
l ..
- ... .... .......... .. 

......... .........
...........
 
.0115­
..0-1! -
X 
.0117-­
z
C 
-.0119­
-. 
.0120-- - - - -- --
Iz 
- -.01214 
w
 
C
 
u -. 0123-1 
.0124-­
z 
<-L .0124-:----------- ----------------­
.012 
L II .. 
.0121 
.0G1 28. II ii L ~ILit' III WA III L Ittil iW iL-i il l iiiii IA 1 JiA iL L-I i -I ti -IA i-iLI i-LI WA il LI fIII tiLlr Lit i Ii I I 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 8 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENF FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 58 ORB. DATACARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEOG7
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L'TV44-553CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBIfER DATA) CAFE067)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.F
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 
.6o ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.
 
OZ 60.000 JORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.00005 .I. ... . ....... ......................................
 .. ..
....
.. ..... .. ..
. .. . ....... ... ..... 

C- 0. 
-. 00005­<\i
 
>- -. 00010­
u -.00030---------------------------1 -. 0 ------­
mU .00020------------ - -- ­
u
 
F- .00040-L 
­
~ .00045----------- - -
U - .DO­z o -. 00050-----------­
w 0005------- - ­
~- -. 0006---------0- -­
o -. 00045 - - - 1....-
- .O .... ............... . ....... . ......................................................... ,,
 
6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 12 14 16 -- 18 20 22 24 26 8 
ORRITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, OX
 
FIG. 58 ORB. DATA9 CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFE067
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO67)
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 

0 	 .609 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 $0.1
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.
 
oZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
. ... 	 ............ =.
 
. 3 9 12 - ... ..... ........ .... ... .....
 
.3904--­
.3896-m 
J.3888-----------------------------------------­
.3880-­
u .3872-) )I
d-
Z
lI .38564
 
u .3848-
U 
.3840-	 ­
.3832-­
.3824-	 .
 
.3818-'
 
.3808
 
.3 80 0 1 , ......... .. .... .... . .. .... ...
 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM HATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 58 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=5, AFEO67
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOS7) 
SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-0 .609 ALPHAC 
STAB' 
BCFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DY 
.000 
5.000 
.00 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
SQ.F
IN. 
IN. 
IN. 
DZ 
BETAD 
60.000 
5.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. 
IN. 
rr m mitnIn- mlir nI -ii m ilr- tm a-nmi-rn nr , ., m T lli ,ti fl ilfu n, r i, Iii 
.0918-­
.0916­
-

.0914-
.0912
 
.0910----
LLIu .0908 -
Li­
.0904-:i 
-- - ­
.0902-- -- - ­
.0898­
- - - . 
v I
-
.0896- ­
.0894-­
.0892-:-­
---
tlWL LW~ LW WI I WIt III IL- W I I WI WI, Li I LdL II 414J L ~I 

-6 -4 ' -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 58 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=OPBETAO=5P AFE067
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOB8)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2890.0000 S0,FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN,
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP 16.300 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. Xe
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC
 
SCALE .0125
 
.248 ,, 
.244- - - - - - - - - ­
.240------ -- --­
z .23G&--
C., 
.2 32 --- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- -: 
zIji -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - -
u .228--- - - - - - - - - - -
' LL," 
Lw .224------------
Ld .220- -------
LL .216-- - -- -'-- -----­
-C 
S.212 
- - - - - - - L-- - - - - -
JJ 
Z .208------------­
i
.204- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.200 1 J, . . 
.19' 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG. 59 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMLTYALPHAC2, IORB4,BETACO,BETAIUO, AFE06 
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LT.V44-559(CA2s) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 CORBITER DATA) CAFEOB8)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2 ,0.0000 SOFT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP 16.300 DX .000 BREF 936.6800 IN,
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
.000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
fL1 lll~llll nI mll in ni il el nit laninmul Il I ' mr ll ~dlllf nIl14 I ~ lm41 fi;ll; vii TnlllrnH 	 myl nl y l il rn l vi ia mll il 
.02 Of­
- 7 I I­
.0284 
- --. - -
- - - - - -
- - - ­
uZ .0248 
­0-	 - - ­
u .0224 
-------­
• U 
Z 
z .27----­
2 .028--------------
CL­
z .0216-------­
.019 
023-2--­... -­
.-8 0 8 13 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 59 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=4,oBETAC=OBET^O=Op AFEOG8
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE068)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2630.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOrLAP 16.300 ox .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0465..... . ....... . . ....... ...... ...f ... ... . ....
. . I .. .... .... .... . ......... ....'tl 
.0460-- - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0455------------------------------------­
b
.0450----
i 	 C ) 
Y ­.045--
LLL
 
I-

Li­
0 .0420---------------------------------------"

uJ
 
ot .040 
­
uii 
.0400 -L 
.405------ - ­
.0395 .., .... ..	 ",..  	 I 

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 58
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POS'ITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 59 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO68
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LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFED68) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
SOFLAP 
5.000 
16.300 
ELEVON 
ox 
.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
It. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 'IN. ZO 
It l nilfl rn- ri-n l mm mH rn-I Ir mlH nil mI l il fil Tnh ni, my nrI ilH ;III ml ll m I SCALEml1 ml n Hin .0125 i ii -fHHHIl 
-. 0004-----------­
-. 0008-------------------------------------­
-. 0012-------------------------------­
,>­
w
 
.0020 
L-L .0024 - ­
0C - -I' ­
o -.002------------- - ­
w
 
-. 04 --- - --- - ­
-0 1/ 24850 P62 
o -.0052-------------------
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, 0Z
 
FIG. 59 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE068
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEO68)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BFLAP 0BREF 	 936.6800 IN.

D1800 DX .000 XMRP I ,D9.0000 IN, XO 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
- BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.00072 .... ... .... ".mi.. 	 .. ............. ...... 	 l... . .  

-. 00076-, 
I' II A 	 I I 
< .00080 -	 - - ­
.00088­
z -. 00092- -r- - ­
z .00S 	 ,
 
L- -.00100,
LL .00106-------	 - - ­
z -.00108-	 , 
 '
 
H -. 00112-- ­
-. 00116-, 
< -.00120­
-.00124 -j --­
- 12 .0:F, 7I 
8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 59 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=OBETAD=O, AFE068
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO68)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.

0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 BFLAP 16.300 DX .000 

DY .000 lOR2 4.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z0
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.00008- -­
-
.0 01 
mi
 
-j A
 
-- -. 000024- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
o -.000362
 
z ­
0 -.00040 
w 
-.00040­
-
0 -0005
 
-.ooo0o80
 
D­
z 
-. 004-
S -. 00072 -- - - - - - - - ­
o .00086 
z 
-C -.00088--­
S-.00096 
-------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG..59 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHACz2, JRB=49BETAC=OBETAO, AFEOG8
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si 
MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.go2 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BOFLAP 
16.300 ox .00 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
CORBITER DATA) CAFE068) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 93S.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.240 m 
.236 
.232 --- -­
.228 ----­
.224--­
z 
Lu 
2 
LI, 
.208 
.2046 - - -
.200---------------­
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
.188 
.192 
III IILIL IIII iii 11i2 IIII 114 1111 i I l tI 1.. i L1 1i III I L I IIII 1114 I iiii4 II4.I 114I 1 ILA III .11 11.1! ±14.I I11l llt IIJ4 t ll 14 II t111 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 59 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETA@=O, AFEOG
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 CORBITER DATA) (AFE068J 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .Do' SREF 2690.00o% SQ.FT. 
STAB 
SOFLAP 
5.000 
18.300 
ELEVON 
DX 
.000 
.000 
LREF 
DREFXMRP 
474.8100 
939.89001109.0000 
IN. 
IN: 
IN. X0 
DY .000 IORS 4,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0728 - - - - , 
.0720 - - ­
.0712----------------- - ­
.0704------------- --­
.069 6- , ------------------­
.0688---------------------------­
z 
2 .0680 - - - -
LLI
 
LL 
.0672------------------------
LU 
(D .0664"- -- - - -- - ­
'* .'0656 ,
 
.0648 1 - - " 
.0640 
.0632­
.0624---------'
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 59 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO68 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO69)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 336,6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP 16.300 1X 00 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DV .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETA .000 RUDDER .000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.... . . . ... ....... ....... .. ..
.3 4 0 . . ... .   .. ..  ....... 
.338' 
.334 --­
u .332-,---­
zZj.3301 
.. 328 
L
 
U
 
u .326 ---	 1 
.• 	 ­324 

L 

- .322 
<
 
~.320 
.38--------,-. 
.318 	 .­
.314 a 	 ­
312L 	 ..... I ..1 AI..1 .... 

-8 0 2 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. GO ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOG9
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LTV44-559(CA28) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEOSS)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2680.0000 S0.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .803 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON O00 

BDFLAP 16.300 DX .000 XMRP I1OS.0000 IN.YO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
i T mTf mtT nIItl lT Vnlm i l T Tl i-rn7 an Iirl IT.036' Tf f lfi tT 
.035­
.032------- ------------------------------­
.031-
LL .03--­
-
.033 ­
0 .031----------­nW 
zqC.PC L .037-------------------­
o .029 -
Z r .02&---------­
,.023
 
8 is 2 2 40 48 568 0 .FROM POSITION, POSITIVE UP, Z-AT-D
ORBITER VERT. 

FIG. 60 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITLoALPHAC.=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE069
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE069)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 EEVON .000 
BTAP 15.00 ELDVN .00 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP 16.300 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0 3 4 0 ... . .......- ... ,I l ... ........... ....l..........Til
... .... . ... .  . . .
"  . .. ..	  

.0335--- - -- - -- - -- - -- ­
.0330-- - - - - - - - - - -
I-D 
.0325-

o .0320 
z .0315. 
.00--­
_ .0310 
. .	 ..
x- 90t-l
 
L Iit.0295 .I ..a . I 
o 	 .0380 ­
02900LI 8 , , , 24 4
 
o .03005-------­0285F------------------------------------------­
"P28°GE 	 451­
.027 5- -- --- l- -- - - -- -- - -- -- - -- ­
... .. ,, ,,I .~ .... 	 , ... .... .....0 7 . . ..... . ..., , .. .... ,,,,I ....... .... . .. .. .. . _ ........ ..  .......
 
-8 0 8 18 24 32 40 48 58
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 60 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACz2,1IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=0, AFEOGS
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER'DATA) (AFEOG9)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQOFT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP 16.300 DX .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
OLP 1 3XH .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-. 0004 ....
 
-. 0008 
-.0012 4-­
z - 0 1:1- -- ­.D 20. 

Li.
 
I-w -- .... 
-.0032 --- .u 
-w03 IIo . 02.,8,
 
u
 
-.0044-- - - -- ­
-.0048---­
052 " -
---
-
- \s 
-. 
-
005 6-
.S. -- - -L1z...... . . . -- - - -...., .... - -, .. - - - -W_ - -. ,, - -a, -. .. h- - n --- I _.... ... 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 60 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE069
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LTV44-559[CA2B) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAPEOG9)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LR F 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP 16.300 Ox .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
u .0002--------------------	 - - --------
X m .00032--------------------------------------
CID .00048-------------------------------------­
z -.00056-------------------------------------­
-.00064
 
H

z 
S-.00072-- - - - - - - - - - -
C-)
 
0 8 0 8.000885 
UL -.O0OlO-
I­
r .00096---------------- -.­
RIM-.00104-------- --- --- ---	 ­
z 
--< .00112--------------------------
.00120 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 60 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO69
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) (AFE069)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 BDFLAP 16.300 ox .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OY .000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
Ill@Hm 1 n4 l rn lu m mIJI?.ll~ l lll I~ill m il4nll TJill ml nil Ili lbl if r, lnf IIm nl nfl nil T S~ mlSn Sll & 1 n nllil11 llli@I 
-. 0003- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-. 0004-­
(n	 x! 
< -. 0005--	 ­
o -. 0006--­
-	 . 
-.0007----------------------

C) -. ooo0­
z 
wi .0009----------------------------­
. - - - -­-0011
-. 001&--	 --LUr

'0 13 
-. 001 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 60 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOS9
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER'DATA) CAFEO69)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.00D BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAR 5.000 ELEVON .(000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.

BOFLAP 16.300 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 ., IN. 1(O
 
DY .000 IORD 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.332 .:Z.... . ..... 	 "".... ... "."..h"'"" 	 Z..... 
.330-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.328------------------------------------­
-
.326--- '.------ -- ---	 --
.324-	 I-- - - - - - - ­
o .322-- ­
z 	 rLU .320 - -,­
S.31a
 
LL
 
" .3 4, 
.36- -- -L I I1 L L 	 E
.312--------------------------------------
II- ',_1-	 Ll 
.30.'•
 
.308----------------------------------------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 60 ORB. DATA CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO69
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFE069)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP IS.300 DX .000 XNRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 ORB 6.000 YMRP 0000 IN. YO
 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375,0000 IN.ZO
SCALE 

.0125
 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.08 4 0 .... ........., ... .... ... . .. . . . in . . nrI1 i rm1m... .... ... .. . .... .. ...... .. . . .
.. .. 
.0832--­
.0824 - -- •i.. 
7)­
.081G 
.0800--,--- ---- -- ­
zH .0792- ,- - - - - - - ­
.0784---- - - - - - - - - - -
LL
 
o .0776--------------­
(D
 
.0768------------------------------
.0760 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0752I----------I 
.0744 ---­
.073G- L I 
.0728 ...... . .......
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. GO ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEOG9
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE070)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP 16.300 DX .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORk 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
*fl m inn ni 

.440----- - ­
.438 T h n' 
.436--­
z .434-- - - - - - - - - - - -
u 
-.i .432-- P I 
z7 ., I 
.u
-Lt/ 
.430------------------------ p 
-
I­
-.. 
LL. 
u .42--------­
u .42G- - - - - ­
.424 -
----- -- ------
oc
 
< .4128 ,
, .420 -- I 
.4 G- - - - --­
•.414-----------------------------------l 
.414-­
.2i1i r L 4l iiiu iii LILi iii ,,,LZ ,, .* tAvhHl~l ii WI Iiii I ,ii.! L-I W iii 'i11 Lii Zill tI-Ulli II l t LiiiLA LI-A l -L '  ii II it! 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. S1 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE070 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE070 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 ALPHAC 
STABTrAP 
2,000 
.00056.200 
BETAC 
ELEVONLD N 
.000 
.000
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
BDFLAP 16.300 DX .000 XMRP 11090000 IN. XO 
Dy 
BETAG 
.000 
.000 
ORB 
RUDDER 
8-0o 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. '0 
IN. ZO 
.043' Ti ll l l l TiillTm 1 *1TTIt l 1 tiill H i l TVi HTill 1111 Tii t;l 7 I I iii i f4IB4lflrm 1111 4J ,mli i=l ll i. i 1f1 , 
.042 
­ 1-1­
.041­
.0401111 - - ­-
* .039 
-. 038 
u- I -r- - - - - - - - - - -H--

LL .037)
 
J .038- ------------------------­
Z:.035-- -
E
 
.D 1.034-------------------------------­
.033--- - - - - - ­
.032------------------­
.031----------------------------------­
.030---------------­
-4 0 4 8 12 '16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 61 ORB. DATA9 CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE070
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO7O)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREf 2830.0000 SQ.FT.
0 	 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 * 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 
 IN.
 BOFLAP 16.300 Dx .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 - IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 SCALE .0125
 
.022 4 ' m-........... ... 	 .. .... ... ...ml....	 .. 
. . 	 . .. T ..  .. ........
 
.0216---­
.0200 -­
u, .0 192 	-/* 
I­
z .0184- 4 	 - --­--	 P
 
2J .0176-----------------­
u.
 
6I
1 .0152 
0
 
.0136---­<I
 
.0128 -I
 
. 0 1 12 . ........ ,.. . ........ . , ....a... ...... .. ....
a . .... 	,. .. ......  ...... ..  . . . . ±,,, I....  

-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 G4 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 61 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE070
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LTV44-55S(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE07O) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT. 
STAB 
BIFLAP 
5.000 
16.300 
ELEVON 
ox 
.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0016--.-. 
.0012------------------------------................
 
.0008­
.0004- ­
u J­
z -.001- -- Q o '4I
-
-L.0004------------------

LU
 
u I ()I I 
w
 
LU
 
-. O
 
-. 002-------------------------------­
0036 
-4 0 4 8 12 1-- 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 61 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB58,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE070
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE070)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP 16.300 Dx .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
oY .000 lORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-.0 0 0 6 5. ... .. ........ .... ....... ... .... ...... 	 ..
.. .....  l. 	 ..l .i
 
- )0070 ---­
ni 
w -. 00075---
X 
< 

-.00080­
o -.00085­
z -.00090--­
-.00095---

UZ 
S-.00100
 
-,01O --	 --1- ,- L- -
-. 00130--­
-.0 0 135? .... 	. .. LW 1W.. .. .. 14 .. I ± ia 44...41 ..............It, 141, ii i ..... II . .........
U L 	 LU .11 LLJ,,4  
-4 0 4 8 12 18 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT PROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
IS.Cl ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,LORS=8,BETACzO,BETAO=O, AFEO7O
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE07O)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INrORMATION 
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 933.6800 IN. 
BOELAP 16.300 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .00 RUDDER .000 ZMRP- 375.0000 IN. ZO 
II ml4]1 infl 1ml ml 144 l lm lm 1 11l Im I lil nf l l in l l l rn m fl u m1l n l mif ini 
SCALE 
l l m44 n 
.0125 
mN51l qlf n lli l 
.0002 
< .0002--- ,- - - - - - - --­
t.0004 :- ­
m I 
-.0006------------------------------------­
0 -.0008--,-,-r-- - - ­
z 
-.0010---- , --
L_ -.0012- - --
LL•
 
oJ -.0014 -- ----­
,Co
 
z 
-.00E- --- - -- - --­
- 00822E ­
-~J -.0020,-­
-J 
0040 
IWi,,l 1 1-.0022... ..... 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 61 ORB. DATA9 CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE070
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LTV44-559CCA26) 74-7/1 ATY 0,2-Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO7O) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BDFLAP 
DY 
16.300 
.000 
DX 
IORB 
,000 
8.000 
BREF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
.0000 
IN.' 
IN. XO 
IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20 
SCALE .0125 
.430­
.426--­
.422----- - - ­
1 .42--­
z 

_ 
U­
w .414
 
.410 - ­
.40­
.404- -.-. . . .. . .j .. . . . .. ..- - ­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 61 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE070
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO7.0)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 So.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.

0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC '.000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
BFLAP 16.300 .BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN,XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YD
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN,. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
mp in m ni fT I Ilinl i fi r lm[[ n-nI mI nu flfl,u f it lilt flT F ,l m l Tm I rn; l n1,, iim~ l l f1i ml ml#nr1tft4 nml mnl ml r~ l Iu 
.1000--------------------------------
.0992 
,0984------------------------------ -­
u 
.095.098--- -- - -- - -- - - I'-- - -- - -- - -
- .0960--­
z 
S 092--­
w- .0944------------------­
-
(D.0936- --
-
--I - I-- - - - ­
o .0920---- - -­
-.0912--- ­
.0904
 
.0896 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 5G 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT'FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 61 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE070
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE071)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .00 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP 5.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. Xe
 
DY .000 JORS 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
TT rrIilt rT1171 mII inH i fil I tI 771 711 fiT 1777 77, IlIIH 711 111
.224 H n litJl I flr IH 711 V1{,[ ~I 1 iil ii 117H mIl I7711177 7717 171 17711 
.220­
.21 --­
z 
.2-8 
z 
.204----------------------­
.200----------------------­
uLii
 
u ­
o .196------------------------­
.i8
 
Li
 
.182------------------
It.
 
z
 
.1761 
.172 I
 
.16 8!E ..... ..... I .J,, .. .. .... ..... ... .. .. .. ..
.. .... ..  .  .. ...  .. ..  .. . 

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
IG.62 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE07i
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) CAFE071)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
0 	 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 5.000 DX .000 

DY 	 .000 IORS 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
BOFLAP 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
7171 ml i T f ~lm 11f~ l.7 f lt.
.049Y It.. I .It -tl nlm lm im lW 11t lm ~m 
z .048 ­
.047--------­
u
 w 
LU
 
u 
.041-­
z I 	 -
C) .037-- - - -----	 7 
.03 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 62 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=CBETAO=O, AFEO71
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- -
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- - - -
- --
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO71)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 260.0000 SO.FT.
 0 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP 
 5000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
 , YMRP 0000 IN. YO 
. RZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z0
 
BETA0 .O0D RUDDER .000 SCALE .0125
 
l l ml l l ml m[1 ml4 lml ml fl IT l mHI 7T1h m; l l 1 l fII ±17; 11 l .m i m ml l ll l l m~i ±17l 1ml;4 l ll, . 
.0464 
.0460- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­- -
.045 
­
- -
.052---------------------------------­
.0448----------------------

-
z­
.044--­
-
LU.
 
o .043 ---
...........
 
o .0432-
LiL 
-1 .0428-----------­
<.0424-
- ­
-
-
-
-
.0420 -- - - - IQ I I I 
.0418­
.42-----4-----------­
... . .. .. .... -. -.. i i , 1I i$ . iii T tl .41 -*is-1id IIWii lil 442. 4- i- idiLL.14 i l ti-Lil L I II.4-l.. ,- . i  I t 144 ± 1 i-i-1 .1 1 4hS1 
-8 0 8 16 24 22 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 62 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE071
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO71.
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .600 ALPHAC 
STAB 
STA5BOFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
5.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DX 
.000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
'BREF 
XMRP 
2690.0000 
474,8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. 10 
DY .000 lORS 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN, ZO 
-. 0004' Fr1 r i ,r- ~1m ., m lm ,'im yrn lm lm f iim im r n1ipm r lt Mf 
-. 000 ­
-. 0012 
z -. 0024 -
Z 
-. 0024--­
-
32040348-5­
w
 
o -. 0032------------------
U-. -. 0040­
-0 0J ..- - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-. 004P-­
- .0052­
- H
-. 0056--
-8 0 8 16 2.4 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 62 ORB. DATAo CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHACz2, IORB=4,BETACrOBETAO=O, AFEO71
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/I ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFE071)
 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL 

0 	 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 BREF 938 . 800 IN.
 BDFLAP 5.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
00076 ....... ...	 il....
m .l ......i.l.... 	 ....
 
II)0 78 
-n .O0080--- - - -
I-	 I 1 
< -. 00082- - --
D .00084,-	 , 
-z -. 00086 	 ­
-. 00088 - - -
W -. 00090-
U- .00092 
u 
-.00094-­
z 
uJ .00096-
U
 
(D .00098-tli 
r .00100--------I 	 - - - - _ 
:o -,ooioo--	 -- - - - - - - - - ­
- .00102" 
-00 101a/ ]' .. L t 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
IS.62 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC-OBETAO=O, AFE071
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0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE071)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 $REF 2680.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 BREF 936.6900 IN.
 
BOFLAP 5.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAC ,000 RUDDER .000 ZIRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE 

.0125
 
.00008­
l l i I 1i 
>- .00008------ - -
O -. 00024­
4 -. 00032---,-,-, ,-,
 
z
 
u -. 00040--------------------------
IL 
w .00048--- -
H ,00056---­
z 
w 
o -. 00064--­
z -. 00072----------------- -- ----- ----­
-j I 
*- -.00088
 
-.00098---------------------­
-8 .08 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG.'62 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE071 
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LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE071)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .600 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF - 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
OFLAP 5.000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OY .000 IORB 4.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.202--­
.204------------------------------------------­
.200 - - -- - --
1- .196-------------------------------------­
z

wi 
-
o .12----------	 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
U­
1- .184--------------------	 ----------------------­
L.17 
.172 
u-4 	 I I I 
8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 62 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PR-XIMITYALPHAC=2,-RB=4,BETAC=O,BETA=O, AFE071
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO71)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.600 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
DY 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
A5.0 oX 
.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
.000 
.000 
.000 
4.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. TO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0704­
.0696- -
.0688----------- - - - - - - - -­
00 
4 .0664 ----- - - - - - - ­
z
 
--
-
-
Y . 0. 
oL . 5 - - - - - - - - - -
U- r 
LU .0640­
tz
 
<02 -- - - -- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - -- ­
.0632---------­
.0624----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
1t 1w -- - - ­
.0608- Lw 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 62 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=29 IORBz4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE071
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LTV44,=559C0A26) 747/1 ATY' 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE072) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAR 
BOFLAP 
5.000 
5,000 
ELEVON 
Ox 
.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
'IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
• .0125 
IN. ZO 
-
.33 2 ....I .... l Till......... ...l.. ...........m....l.m...... ll.... m....mi... ll....l.. l........T  
.328- --- 1 1 1 
.324­
.320­
0 .316--------------­
z cu ID 
.308- '--­
u .304
 
.300
 
LL .296
 
.292 
z
 
.284 
.284_ I 
. 27 0 .............. 
.2 6 Wiii ,141, t4. ii lHi £4.4 L iii 1-ti £4. LIZ l l U]. l ii.I 1 4 ii Itll thqi I i ii l1 i it LUJL l US Wtiir
*LiuJIiiiJ 

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 63 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO72
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 St CORBITER DATA) (AFEO72)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 	 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BFLAP 5.000 Ox .BREF 	 936.6800 IN.
 
.000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .COOO IN. YO
 
BETAO .0C RUDCER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
i 	 n11-fli-ni r-il ri-n ti- III, ml4 i-ri- I l-I- H -rn -n rI-I tr, nt i'Ii -i-i iI l i- Ill= f4 lyi, 4i-i- nl i ll i-iii l -i l Iii- Ti-i i-i- l i IlT 
.054f- - - - - - - - - - ­
.053 ',
 
•.0521-I
 
-ii
 
: .051"&'
 
; .00---- - - - - - - - - - -L)

w
 
o .048-- - - - - ---	 --­
-. 047,
 
.0%--------------------------­
.045-

I--	 - - - - - - - - ­
00
 
..4 - -	 I I...... ...----

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 63 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORBz6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO72
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) (AFE072)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.8800 IN.
 
BOFLAP 5.000 CX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY 
 .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.... .... . ....i..i .. ... 	 ..03 4 8 . .. ".... ... . . ." ... 	 ... . .. . Till 
•.0344-- - --	 - - - - - - - ­
.0340--- - - - - - - ­
.0336' -- --	 --­
ou .0332-- - - - -. 
z .0328-	 3E---
I .0324 -	 ' 
Lli
 
0 .0320-'-- -' 
LL.0312 	 i 
.0304.
 
•.0300-	 ' 
.0296
 
-8 0 .8 6 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
'IG.63 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHIAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE072
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/i ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE072)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL 
0 
,MACH 
.538 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BSFLAP 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
5.000 DX 
.000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2890.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
SO.FT, 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRPZMRP .0000375.0000 IN. YOIN. ZO 
SETAO .000 RUDDER .000 SCALE 3 0125 
.000 4 ... i I...I ....Im. . ....  ... . .. ...... ..... ........ 
0 - I 
-.0004­
,0008 ­ oon 
u -. 0012 ­
z -,0016 -"
 
.02-
- - - 4 - --
LLI 
S -. 0024---
Luw -. 0028- y "" 
L -.0032-- - - - - - ­
w 
-- -. 0036- ' 
-. 0040-­
-.0044-­
-.0048
 
-. 0052 ...... 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 63 ORB, DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYAL-PHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE072
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO72)
 
SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPRAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
RREF 938.6800 IN.
BOFLAP 5.000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORS 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375,0000 IN, Zo 
SCALE .0125 
nf f i f nlm tinm f n fit l nl Tm fl fi'i nl a T fil a ttf f r ir 7 h m 'l i 
- 00S--- -­
-. 00064, 
x -. 00068-­
< 
C - .00072--­
2 -007G-	 ­
z 
u -. 00080-- \r 1 N, 1 T 
S -. 00084 
z 
-.0008-
-I-I
 
,,
 
o -. 00092- -------- L4-­
-. 00112 
u1 .... 	 1 1 41 141 ±i ma mu tin Lw iHl' L 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 63 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE072
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFE072)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .590 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2090.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.81,00 IN.
 5REF 	 935.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP 5.000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORa 8,000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 	 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0125
 
lln flit Tnl I t m5l5Tn , mN D l Wit y in l mH rr n llf rnFII 1 ml l nfl l y115 nil Nmi ml nt i , try, tT11 i l iON milll ll 
C 0... 	 I . .F­
0o03 
x
,-' 	 -. 0006 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-C04 
o .0006--	 ,-- )00 
H-.-------------------------­
z 
LI- .0010----------------	 - - - - --LD 
IU
 
u 	 -. 0011 ­
- .00123 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ­
-. O.,---, 
z
 
-.0016---------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. £3 ORB. DATA, CARRIER P.R@XIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORR=G,BFTACrO,BETAO=D, AFE072
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LTV44-559(CA28) 747./i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE072)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REPERENCE INFORMATION
 
BETAC .000 	 SREF 29O.O000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.

0 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 IN.
BREF 936.6800 
BOFLAP 5.000 DX .0 HXMRP 1109.0000 IN. X6
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.308 - r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.306----------------	 - - - - - - -
I-- c
.304 , i . '­
.302 , 
-j .300----------	 - - - - -- ­
.298 -------------	 -­
z
w 
I-pi 
. .29B----------	 ---
Lli 
LL 
.22
.29.. .J 	 E LL,- ....... I 
.288----------, 
-8 0 8 1• 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT PROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
16. 63 OiRB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC:2, IORB=Gt8FTAC:OBETAOrO, AFEO72 
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.0816 
LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE072) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
B LAP 
5.000 
.ooo 
ELEVON 
ox 
.000 
.ooBREF 
. .000 
LREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.XO 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.ZO 
.0808i
 
Ag0800 
.0792--- - , 
.0784-

U)
 
.0776---­
z 
w 
u .07G8.
 
O .07600,
 
iIx -- ­u 
Lo .0752 cI 
<
 
1 "f
S .0744'L--
.0736{------­
.0728f 
.0720t 
.071 ? -I 
-8 0 8 1B 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 63 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=,BETAC=O,BETAO=O; AFE072
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO73) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPNAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
STAe 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 
BREF 
474.8100 
936.6800 
IN. 
IN. 
BOFLAP 5.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .OOO IN, YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125, 
.414I 
.412----­
.410- ­
u] 
z .404------- --
U . 1 A•406-
z
 
Ld .4002-
CL.
 
Ei) .400­
:Z: 
0.9 
• 0 0 8 
ORBITER VERT, DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 64 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=B,BETAC=O,BETA =O, AFE073
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LTV44-559(CA2B) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) 'AFE073)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 26900000 SO.FT.
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474,8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 BREF 938.6800 IN.
 BOFLAP 5.000 DX .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YNRP .0000 IN, YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
BETAG .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.059 
z.06---­
.05--- -­
0.055--- - - - -- - - - - - ­
u Dz .057---------
U- wX 
.053 
0 
I-I
z 
o .052-­
r .051050- ­
- .049-------------------------
CL¢ 
---
.0518
 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 64 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE073
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE073)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2680.000 SO.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP 5.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
OY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP 0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.20
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0220 ,
 
Z - ­
02 1 5 

-
-
--
-
-0210 - --
.0205- - - - '. -- -- ­
z .0200-,­
2 '.0195 -- - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - -
LL
 
LL
 
Li.
 
o .0190--- - -I­
0'
 
L .0180-­
-5
 
x 07---------------- - ­
.0170-----­
<L I ' 
.01G5 zz 
.010 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 80 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
IG.64 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE073
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE073)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 

0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474,8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP 5.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORa 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 0 SCALE .0125
 
. 77 ....

..............................................
.0010-.............  

I l 1 11 ­
-. 0005--------------­
-.-- - - I(. ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l 
-.00o----------------------------
-II/
-
C-,,
 
w .	 j 
-. 005---
ILLi 
o -. 0025 - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - -
U­
o 	 .0035---------------------------­
-. 0040-------------------------------­
-.	 0045--- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-
-. 0050 
1I 5 I nu I I u5i, -l i I.0 0 D 44. ±±I u.., 'l t i i II t u -u-I -i-u ii i ti- I I I l -I -,I ii L-I I iI 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
FIG. 64 ORB, DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE073
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA).CAFE073)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF ' 474.8100 IN. 
BOFLAP 5.000 DX .000 BREF XMRe 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN.XO 
OY .000 [ORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
- . 00 0 48. f...... '. l ........ ...... ... .......m l... ....... ... T l.......ll. ri... m . . ........ 
D056 
I"f -.00064-------------------------------------­
< -.00072- I" 
A
-.00o0o-

X00I 
/0 
.0 )0 9 6 ­
-. 001123-­
-.00 120­
w .00128 
D -.00136- CI 
< -. 00144--­
... .... ....... 

-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
- . 0 0 16 0) . ... .. .. . .; .....  .. .  .. . ..
 
IG.G4 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE073
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE073J
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQFT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .599 ALPHAC 2,000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474,8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 IN,
938.6800
BREF
BOFLAP 5.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109,0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375,0000 IN, ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0004' F 
.0 - - - - - - - - - - I- -i - - - - - - - - - - - -
DOD
 
. 0002 -­
0 I 
004----* 
"< Ln

r .0004, 
11 .0004- - -- ----
Z: -. 
1- .-.0012-I/7,• 012--------------------------.-
- -- , 
U­
- .0010 --- - - - - - - - - -­
z '
 
U­
-. 0020-,- , 
TI Ii 
-. 0022-U - ........-..... 
-, 0' 4 8 12 1S 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 GO G4 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 64 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=8,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE073
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 61 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE073)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP 5.000 DX .00 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YHRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 - ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
404­
.402-- - - --	 -- -- ­
.400----­
.298 8-	 -----­
-" .390------	 -- - -- - -:-
Lu .392 -88,z-
LL. 
-. .386 - - ­
"J.38 	 4---------------­
•.382 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I I I I 
•.382 	 - -, 
.37a-------------- -	 -- ­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 38 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
IG.64 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORBz8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE073
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO73)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.599 
.0945 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 
BOFLAP 5.000 DX 
DY .000 IORB 
SETAO .000 RUDDER 
L I,1 rii'mli 1H 11fiT ir.1 Tl ,TT? fli m7 fI 
.000 
.000 
.000 
8.000 
.000 
Ill ir I T?? fiT? fIr. m~li~llV I-flY mt TTYl i-rn i-n,m i i-i- ni 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690,0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN, ZO 
SCALE .0125 
l -r m r 14i-f l i-nmm 4r i-nri-n rit i 
.09305--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.0930-
.0925----------------------------
- - - - --- - -
- - - ----
-
d 
-:-.0920-----------------------­
z u .0925------------------------­
.0 10 
< 
.0905­
.0900----­685----- ---------------------------------­
.0895­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 64 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=8,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE073
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
GDFLAP 000 OX ,000 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
*nl flll fl 1ll l in l ll ilnf l I anf l 
.204-
CORBITER DATA) CAFE074) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN.XMRP IIU9.0000 IN. X0 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
If ilfl 7T1 Fml InI IFm~If lfl l Tfl m p l tmIH f lt l l fII arm' 
.200 - -­
z .192--
.188--
Lii 
u; 
-
< 
o 
w 
.184----­
.180 
.170, 
1 
~.156' 
.18--­
-e 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 
 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
-1G.65 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PPOXIMITY,ALPHAC:2,I@RBz4,BETACY-O,BETAOrO, AFE074
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO74)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690;0000 SO.FT.
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 DETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 BREE 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XC
 
DY .000 IORS 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.05 7 . ...- n ... .......... .. ....... .. .... .. . .. i ...... . ......r " l 
-I
I 

.056 
.053 i' _ 
r .054 
ui 
--*.0 53 - -.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ­
w
 
o i i
LU9
 
I-04­
.048­
rr 
II
 
.047
 
o .045 
.04511-------------­
•.044---------------------------­
.0 3 .2W I) A t L I)ai a Li t L A W Li Li LI) i Llt ii W W L it1 LlW Ll 
-8 , 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 65 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE074
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE074)
 
SYM8OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
C 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BOFLAP .000 Dx .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
C472......... . ........................f" . ...... n......1 ...... 
.0468--- -- ­
.0464-------­
.0460- ­
... I ..   I it... ...  

<
 
.0456 - - -- -- -- ­
.0452 -

Y 	 .0448--- .----­
o .0444- IV---­
u .0440 r 
w
o i
 
0
 
.0436- -­
x 	 .0432-- - - ---­
.0428-------­
.0424 j 
.0420---­
.0416 	 ....
 
-8 0 8 1G 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ,
 
IG 65 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPIIAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO74
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LTV44-55(CA26) 747/I.ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO74) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.602 ALPHAC 
STAB 
OFLAP 
DY 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.odo Dx 
.000 IORB 
.000 
.000 
.000 
4.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.9100 IN,
BREF' 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN, YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
o29 r... ... ..... 	 ..
-.O T.... = .. .= '...., ......... 
-. 0022-: - -­
-.0024 

-I
 
- . OI 	
­
7 7 	 7 
z -.0030- 1----------- -- 1' 
Lu 
2 -. 003Z 
LL 
 -- : l i 
w 00
 
L,. -.0038 -,--'---
-- 1 	 -I I'4,La-
 -
o--	 I
 o -. 0034-----------	
- - - - -----­
- ,004; 	 :'

-.004381 ­
-0042 ! 	 " I -- ­
-
-	 I - 04- - -. 
.0 4 . a jjus L JL Lila LW 14±) 41p ±4l I11 n L W IL il IIalW I4±J14 1444 S I 1±1. LI IW I W 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56,
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 65 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC&:2, IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE074
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE074)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 236.6800 IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
- . 0 0 0 6 8 . .. .. ......  .......... i....... ,,i .... I ... ...F w, ..........l ..l ...... 
- )0072 --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
nI
 
W -. 00076---------- - - - -­
-.00080 -- -- --- ----. 
-.00084----------------------­
- - -
- --
- - A--------- - ----... -----­z .00088-

* -.00092---- - - - - - .' "'-' 
W- -.O0006--------F -" - -:-:---
ALo
L -.00100 
u' -. 00104- -----------------­
z 
UJ "0010 - -I 
o -.00112 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
-
-.00120----­
-8 0 8 R 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT5 DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
IG.65 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE074 
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- - -
- --
- - -
- - -
- -
- - -
- -- 
--- -- -
-
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO74)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 939.6800 IN.
BOFLAP .000 ox .000
B P 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 ]ORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
.0125
 
W, flIT nl I~ TIh l i l Inlml n r fin m lH I~
SCALEt H i nI nI T Yr TI nl nfiH t Tll l 	 m m l m l fil l  I
fil I=[ll' , l m f lT l , 

.00008. 
< -)0008 -­
- 0006- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
rl l1 1 
-. 00024-
- -1 - - -	 - - ­
-J -. 00024-- - - - - ­
zw - .00040---------------	 ---- , ,
 
u .00056-II.­
-.ooo0080-I
 
o -.00088- -- --- -- -- --- -- -- ...
L~~z -.00066-

-

~ -.000 8 ---- - - -	
­
24 32 40 48 5 6
-8 0 8 16 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, Z
 
FIG. 65 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE074
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA] CAFE074) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB
BOFLAP 
5.000 
.BREF
.000 
ELEVON 
OX 
.000 
.000 
LREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.68001109.0000 
IN. 
IN.
IN.XO 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.ZO 
.192--------
Id
 
u.1880 -] -,­
z
zL .17,-­
EL.172-------------------------------------------

U
 
Ii.i
 
-. 152­
.156 
,.I L.II
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
[6. 65 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC2, IORBz4,8ETAC=OBETAO=O AFE074
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) (AFE074)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZHRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.069 Iv l nl~il Tm~ TW IttiPi llm l i ll l li l 1 4I llV ilt P il I t il l t. ill1 11 Pill Ifl FB# DiJ l P f iIltilTl 11fllIll ill :lT~ ill li 
.0698 "T ...11---- -- - 1- - - --- - -
-) .062 --------------------------------------­ 1­
- W 
0 
w .0656--------------------­
4 
L 
.064
.0640--------------------------------------
O .0624--------------------------------------­
.0608---------------------------------------­
0 -8 I I II 2I3 08 
.08 
-8 0812434048 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 65 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE074
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LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO75) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O .603 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC' 
ELEVON 
DX 
.000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2890.0000 
474.8100 
936,6800 
1109,0000 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY .000 lORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAD .ODu RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
,nHil'lnil .,iT ,,, ,,n m, ,..,ml ' ''it Ill r t l l mlII ?.l nl Till l Iit111 Tm l Tm1 mil i T ir ll ll l jnfllllnn# 
.312- i 
•.308 
.304­
z .300---­
.296. ­
.292--- - - -
u-
S .288---------------------- ------------------­
-

< 
z 
< .276 ' 
.268 
.264---....-­
.260--­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 5G 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
-IG.66 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB:G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE075
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO753 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .803 ALPHAC' 
STAB 
2.000 
5.000 
BETAC 
ELEVONBOLPBREF 
.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
2690.0000 
. 474.8100936.6800 
SQ,.FT.
IN.IN. 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
OY 
BETAC 
.000 
.000 
bORS 
RUDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
fl 1wp mdl11H l I I f I I1I1Tm4 11llln, 1¢flm y nr Hl v mu1 m~lu i n i l Tn41 IT l Tfl Tllill llTin ll ;i Ti4 ll n l TmI TIJ nin i n'IIIII 
.062-­
.0601­
u .059
z.058--------------------------------------­
w 
u 
.0562 - O 
.054 
.0-3 
o .052- ---------­
z .0515 
.049-

ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP,DZ
FIG. ORB.--DATA, CARRIERPOXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB---BETAC=OBET-O=O, AFE075
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE075) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 
 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
ODFLAP .000 oX .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 2103.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 JORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE 

.0125
 
035 . P m l ... l .... .... Pr P Pr ml ml l nii nl yr. ,lm flu.... ... ... . , l .i 	 Il m l mu nr m 
.0348----­
.0344----------------------------------------­
.0340­
* .0336-- - - - - - - - - - ­z 	 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I-

W .0332 
LL .032 
u 
.0324
.020 
.031 ---­
o< '.0324----­
o .0304g---------'----------------------------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 

ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM-MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 66 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORBzGBETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE075
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.0300 
56 
- --- - - -
- - - - - - - -
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFE075) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.603 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BQFLAP 
DY 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEV.0N 
.ooo Dx 
.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
.000 
.000 
.000 
6.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 2109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0OO0 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
-. 0004­
-. 0008 --­
o -. 0012 - - ­
-ooF I 4 -. 0016------------
_ 
LI.
 
Lii -.0020­
.0024------8-1--------­
-0 5.002 

-
-
-
-
-
-
LL -. 0032 - - - - -
-
­
.003 --- - - - - - - - - -
O----------------------------------------------------------------DZ
(/ -.0030-- ­
-. 0044-----­ 2.0048-----------------
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. OZ 
FIG. 66 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITY. ALPHAC=2, IORBzB,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFEO75
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LTV44-559CA2') 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO75)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOPLAP .000 DX .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.

XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
l""T ... " T ..................
........................ ......... .I" ..... .... 

- .00076--­
) -.00080--­
oI I I I I I 
<O -. 00084-- - - - - - - - - - - - ­
z 8.00 Al IIAIII I I I 
ii -.00084-------------------------------------­
z .0009S--------------­
-- -- -- Ii , 
.OO----­
o -. 0010----
---------------------
S-.O0012
 
z 
< -.00116
 
-. 00124---------------------------------------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 68 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE075
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LTV44-559C0A26) 747/1 

SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .6O3 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 
OFLAP .000 DX 
DY .000 IORB 
BETAC .000 RUDDER 
- .0004 
< -. 0006----, 
0 )CD . 0 0 0 7 
II
 
- .0008 I" 
u -. 0009 -: 
I-I
 
z . 01 0 ­
w 
L,,

It
 
Luo -. 0013-------------------- 
S' -. 0014----------
-. 0014 
-. 0015---------7 
-.001 %,-
ATY (02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE075) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
.000 LREF 474.6200 IN. 
.000 BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
.000 ZMRPSCALE 375.0000.0125 IN. ZO 
, , ,, 
" "' 
: ,
 
.0{11------­
---- , 
¢,,------',--.---.----------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 66 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMIJY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE075
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LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 
STAB BOPLAP 5.000 00o ELEVON ox 
.304-­
i 
DY 
BETAO 
iim =n1 inl m 
.000 
.000 
m,1 rm in, 
lORB 
RUDDER 
Tim fl rrr. 
6.000 
.000 
lnl nII mllln 
.300­
.296-- -­
.292 -­
, 
z 
o 
Li. 
.284----
.280 -
--­
..--
C) 
.2U­
.2-4 
---.- -- -----­
.260 --­
256 
.252 ----­
02 Si 

.000 

.000 

.000 

CORBITER DATA) (AFEO75)
 
SREF 

LREF 

BREF 

XMRP 

YMRP 

ZMRP 

SCALE 

l nn fl 'y miii TmLIl 	 l 1in, imI i1m 
, 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
474.8100 IN.
 
936.6800 IN.

1109.0000 IN. XO 
.0000 IN. YO 
375.0000 IN. ZO
 
.0125
 
mm11rn l Jill ii,,i1 
-8 0 8 1G 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 66 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=C, AFE075
 
PAF cq 
- -
LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 $1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO75)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERFNCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 20 S0.FT.
b.O000
0 .603 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 BREP 936.6800 IN.
 BOFLAP .0OO ox .000 XMRP I109.OOOC IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0792--------------------------­
.0784------------------------------------­
.0776------------------------------------­
- - -
- 1--
.0768 - - - - - --
.0760-----------------------. ~ --------­
uz 
1. .0752­o .0744­
w .0736
 
C . 
-8 0 8 iS 24 32 40 48 56. 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 66 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETACzO,BETAO=O, AFEO75
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) (AFE076)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 o 936.6800 IN:•
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 

BDLP .00 00BREF 

ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.398 	 ­
.396­
.40z .394----	 1 1 1 
z 
u.390--------
L L.38 
Ud .386­
0 
•J W7 I 1 
w .382-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 67 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=8,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE076
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.372 
- - -
- - -
- -- 
- - -
- -
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO76)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 Dx .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZIRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125

.071'"l..... ....................................... ...
. ........... .......
 
1
.070 --
.067 
U
 
L
LL .065----

Lti
 
r .063 ---------------------------------­
0n .062-------------------------------------­
z 	 -­
-
- . 6 - - -- - - - - - - ­
.058 -
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 67 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE076
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LTV44-5593CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEO76)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 ox BREF 938.800 IN
 
.000 	 XtRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 
 .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.0 2 3 0. .. ...... ... ... ....  ..... ...............l ..f. .... l...
..   ..   	 . .... ... ...
 
.0225-
1,A.
.0220 -- ­
.0215-----	 . 
u .0210 	 ,- 01 
z .0205-
zW 	 ­
2 .0200----

L-

Lii 
0 .0195--------------- --------- ---­
w
 
.090 
< 
x .0180---­
.0175
 
.0170--,
 
.0165 - -­
.0 160 -	 ... .... .... .. E.....L  LL.. II 2-I-U...I..... .. . . . ..LU.. f.   . .. 	 .. ....... .....
 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 58 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 67 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE076
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO76)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
SAB A 	 EL
.000 	 .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.

BOFLAP .000 ox .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 JORS 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
13ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
0 0 12 ..	 . .. ... ........ '1"1... ........ .. .........
..
 
.0008--­
u .0004 
z -.0008-------­
- .0012-
L
 
w 	 ,
 
o .0016-­
u -.0020,---­
-.0024 	 ,-­0
 
" -.0028 -- - - - - - - - - - , - - - - ­
-.0036 0--­
-10040- "-­
,117

-.0044 .i. . ... .... d. ............... ......,,,.................L.. .. ....... .............. 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 67 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,.ALPHAC=2-,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE076
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE076)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SPEF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 

0 .599 ACPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 oX .000 XHRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
DY .000 I0RB 8.000 YRP .0000 IN. YO
 BETAO .000 RUDDER .OOO ZMRP 375.0000 IN, ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
fl ir'm l mH lll mpl Ir i - m1l niIlnnl f lm m' n lm rn fr lm m m m m ir i-f itfl mlnf r= 
-. 00060--­
-.00064---­
x --00068----

I-I
 
.- -. 00072----

EE
 
-.' 00076- ' ' 
z 
u -. 00080-- g r 
z -. 00084--
U- -. 0088 I-I 
.U -. 000 96-
­ -
 -

LL
>- -. 0009--­2i I 
-.00100-----

Z -. 00104-
-0 4 8 
UUU E WU Ii tLWL WL i'U U±L L LW LWU WU iiLtU i ii IL iLtLtU>" -. 00108F I , ,- W 
- 00112 ' ' 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 67 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORBz8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE076
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LTV44-559CCA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO7G) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DX 
.000 
.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
26S0.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
SQ.FT, 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XI 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.0004 i nl... ... Ij.1.Il lm...Il....In@...Il.I..1 i nn mu ml fill TiIl1l 1 till nfl ' nii1in Ni rIlI ml in1 m ni 1 W,l rr 
.O002-
S -,00­
S..0006-----­
-J
 
H -. 00128­
z
 
I A 
z 
-j 
-j -;0020-----------------------------------­
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ'
 
FIG. 67 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=B,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFEO7G.
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO7S)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
DFLAP .000 Dx .BREF 	 938,6800 IN.
.000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
390 ,-,[ I­
.388 - --­
.386----­
1 1c 	 I 
.384-	 - - - .--­
•.382-------------------------------­
z 
o.378---------------------------­
w .376
 
U
 
U­
-4 .372---­
.370-­
.368 \ 	 --­.,G
.386 --	 - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.364 - -

Ut'i Wi L 	 I Li tl I LW WI I tW4 i W I 1 } 1 	ii' W I I WI L li I ' W J I I W I i' IIi 1 WI WI WIt L L W 1 I I lW W 5I W 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP; OZ
 
FIG. 67 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE076
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE076)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690;0000 SQ.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 STAB 5.000 ELEVON .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP 
 .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0944 --­
.0936 ---­
.0928 
.092& --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
u .0912----------------------
-- '­
z 
.090---- - - - - - -­
o _LL .0896---------------
L
 
o .0872---------------­
-
-
.0864----- - - - - - - - -- - - - ­
.0856- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.064---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.08540 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 '48 52 56 60 64 ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. £7 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE07G
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATAJ (AFE077)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 935.8900 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER ,000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.484-,
 
.480­
,
.47[ 
-
--.4 7 2 - - -	 - - - - - - -

I .468 	- .--- -­
z
 
LL .464--
U .480
 
.45U
 
.452---­
.444--­
.43
 
.432 	 . .. 
.4 2 -i.I £1u- 1.1.l 14 lId .l1 .1.1 144m Iii1441 I £1 [ IIiiLii IL I 14 [BIB HLW Itii 41 tI1 ll LI .1.iLLL III44144I L ±4.i il.1lii ll~lll
..1144 

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 68 ORB. DATA CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE077
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/I ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO77)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 - ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 SDFLAP .000 ox .000 	 BREF 93.6800 IN.
 
DL 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN,ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.006.1 - -	 - - - - - ­
-.008' ,4,
 
-

I-I
 
-.014 -' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
S -.0168 
.­
o- -.024---- - - - -------	 ----­
-.022 -I 	 I I 
0-

S -. 024" 	 - - ­
-. OBT-	 I_
026VERT,., 	 DRI-P 

-,
-. 028 'B 	 ,-,R ,I, 
080 	 1 24 32 40 48 56 
-.032 	 51
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. D]ISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 68 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PRXMTLHC21R=,BTCOBTOO AFE077
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE077)
 
SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 BREF 936,6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 [ORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0472-------	 - - , 
.04G4- - - - - - - -­
.0456-----------­
i~ I¢
 
.0448-- - - - - - ­
z [ .0432 --	 -----
L .0424 --- '-'--
Li]
 
•0416------	 ---­
o .0408--- - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-

<.0400 ---- - - ­
< .03842-------------------
.0384 ­
.0376--; 	 , 
.0366--' 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 68 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE077
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO77)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.

.0o
BOFLAP .000 Dx 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.0004---------	 - --------------­
-. 0004--------- A 8-------------- ­
-. 0008- -- -- ------
­
-u - .0024 	 --
La	 o
L -. 0012-----------­
z-- -.
002----

W .0032----------.--.-
-
w -.0036 	 . 
C) -. 0048 ­
-.0040-­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 68 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE077
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w 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE077)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .G02 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 
 .1N.
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
- 00036 ' ... .... .... ..... 
 .... ...... .. 
 . ..
 
-. 00040 -----­
to -. 00044 --------­
< -. 00048-- - - - ­ -
D -. 00052-- '­
z -.00056--
II]
 
-. 00064 
- -,­
]lI r l ,tr 

w -.00068,-- . --
U -.00072- - --­
r -.00076----­
0 -.00080---­
z
 
< -.00084----­
-.00088----­
- .00092 a. ........,. ... 4......i.. .....'L$... .. . .. .. . ....... .. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 68 ORB, DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE077
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) CAFE0773
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 50 .
 
STAB 5.000 
 ELEVON 10.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 336.6800 IN.

.000
BOFLAP .000 oX 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
B A
Y .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 
 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-.0 0 0 3 ..... '.... . ....i........ .... ......., ... 	 ....
. ...il.. .. .  ... 	 ........ .... ....u
 
- .0004 '­
-. 0005--------------------	 -- -- ----------------­
-.000s-------------------------- ,-,J 
>- .0007 	
-
w­
i.0
DO 

1. -.0009--- - - - - --	 --­
z 
1o .0012 'I
 
-. -- ----------------T0010--- --C
 
Li.
 
Li. -.00013 - -(' 
d .0011--I 
z- -,0012''4 	 "-[ 
­
----
-
-OH -.0014----15 --------- - - ­
z -.0014 - - - ­
-.00156-------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 5
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 68 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE077
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO77)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB "5.000 ELEVON 10.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BOFLAP .000 Ox .000 
 XMRP 1103.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 
 .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.472--­
.468-------------------------------------­
* .464-------------------------------- -
Y
.460-
o.456--­
Lu.452------------------­
.444
 
0.8442---- --------	 48-5­
u _) 
n-- - - - - --
.436 - -- - - ­
.432-------------------------------------­
.424---------------------------------------­
-8 0 8 1.6 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. G8 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,LORB=GBETAC=OBETAO=O, AFE077
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE077)
 
SYM8OL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .602 ALPHAC 2.000 GETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
SOFLAP .000 ox 00O 	 BREF 936.6S00 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 lORD 6.000 YMRP .0000 1N. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDVER .000 ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
1152 ' I I . .. .. ........ ...	 i .. I ........... .i' 	 I'".. ...   ..  
I 	 i­
-l.1128-- -------------------	 3 
.1120 " 
0
o 1112-------------------------	 . 
z
w .1104----------------------------- ----------­
.U Ile. . . 
U.
 
w 	 - - - - - -- , - - - ­
o .1088 	 ,,
 
Y, r0 I I'"I 
_.1080-- - -- - -- -, 	 i,
 
1072 
-1064-	 ' 
-A 
.105 	 - , 
i1048--" 
.104 ±. in u , as t na. , nisuia t aas tnLJJn[5 14It -SLK.	 s 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 68 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=O,BETAO=O, AFE077
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE078)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
AILRON -5.000 Ox OQ0 	 BREF 936.8600 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 	 YNRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.400 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.396­
.392----------------------	 -- -- - - - - - ­
z .388---
L)
 
-
-4.384- - -- - - -
Lu	 cu 
U­
w .3721 
0 
UC .32------ -
S
 
Z--,3 .360 - - - - - - - ­
X:.3642 -- - - - - - - ­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 69 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=,BETAC=BETAO=O,AILRON=-5, AFE078
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LTV44-553CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl CORBITER DATA) (AFE078)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
AILRON -5.000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 

SCALE .0125
 
nni inH tin I ml ntf11 mF) mis mHl mt 1m'1i l m l ml yin n m l F ill lml ryn m 5 l miH 	eFFI flf mll Il nFII tl Fimlli 	 l an 
.032-	 -­
.030 ­
.028

-4
 
o .02--­
w
 
o .02---- -- 1 
w D z- .018-------------2	 -------------------------­
0.008
 
r .014'----------------------------------------
I 
S .012, 
-8 0 8 16 24 2 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 69 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITY, ALPHACz2, IORBzG, BETACzBETAOzO, AILRONz-5, AFEO78
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE078) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
AILRON -5.000 x .0IN.
.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 lOR 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375,0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.0405-------------	 - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0400----------------------------­
.0395-------------------------------------­
.0390--------------------------­o 

z .0385------------------------------­
2 .0380--------------------------------------
LLL 
.0375-- ­
u 
u .0370~--------
LL .0365-------------------------------------­
< x 	 .0360--------------- -- --------------­
.0355 -- -- ------- ---------------­
.0350---------------------------------------­
.0345------------------------------------­
.D 3 40 9........................................ 	 11. . .... L........ ....il .titl tj. . .
  . . lIl11 t. . 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 69 ORB DATAP CAR. PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=BETAO=OAILRON=-5, AFEO78
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LTV44-559CCA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO78)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
AILRON -5.000 DX .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0176-------­
.0172------­
.016 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0164 --- -------	 -- -­
.0160----	 -
II
 
U .015 -	 A 
LL 
.0152--­
o •.0148----	 -- - - z 
LuU
 
o .0144 ---- -
Lii
 
o .0140-----------------	 -- ---- --­
.0136---­
.0132 ----­
. 012 9- -	 - ­
.0124,----	 , ,----
LU rH tll 1I41 14 Lii I 1 f L ith!I W ±4U wj W WIW W fl IL IW 41 LW WI W WI ±1414lUnLW i 	 , LH±4 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 69 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=BETAO=O,AILRON=-5, AFE078
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) (AFE078]
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SG.FT,
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 938.6800 
 IN.
 
AILRON -5.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC
 
BY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
.000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC
BETAO .000 OPHI 

SCALE .0125
 
-. 00268-­
-. 00272--­
-.0027S--­
0 -,00280­
o---­
m 
-.00284-­
z
 
u -.00288---­
z .00292- - - - rI I 
IL
 
'u -.00296- ­
u.
 
o -.00300-­
u 
z -.00304-­
w -.0031 
SI
 
-

,00
3 1 

2t 

1

-. 00320-U 
4B 5S
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 69 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=BETAO=O,AILRON=-5, AFEO78
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/I ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO78)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION o
 
O .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
SALRON 5.000 E 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
AILRON -5.000 OX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAC .000 OPHI .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE 

.0125
 
1 mu TIT i 1 ,m m l l mi nfl ir. l n mu m~lll ni irinl fml filil mu m ml ml m lI lnf iii 1 i nr ii w f l l ml -i 
-.	 0204-- - - - - - - -­
-.	 0205- - -,--- ­
< .020sI 
o 	-. 0207-- - - ' 'I 
-. 020 
L -. 0209,­
o -.0210---

I I J I [ I 
o 
-. 0211-.02104---- ', ' 
z 
w 
U 
-.0210-- - - -
J 
-.0216 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.-- - - - - - - -
-.0217-- -- - -- ----	 =11--­
-8 -,0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
'FIG. 69 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=BETAO=OAILRON=-5, AFE078
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO78) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB
AILRON 
5.000 
-5.000 
ELEVON 
OX 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
474.8100 
936.68001109.0000 
IN.* 
IN.IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.3 9 2 ' . .. . . . , - .. - ,. . . . .... - ..., . ... , , , , , , , , , , - - , , , . . . . ., . . .. , .., ., 
.386-------------------------------------­
.380 , 
.376-------------------------------------­
o .372-~-----------------------s . - - --- - -I 

t­
z S.368----
LL . 3 76 --- - ­
w
 
,, .360 --------- - - - - - - -
L­
.. 356! 
.352 -: 
"-- ­
.348 ----
.344 --­
.340=

.4-- I H 1 1 -----­
. 3 3 6 . .iI l L.. I'lWI,,, WI,,, ... ... ..., l W LW IllS WA WALW Il....W....WA... . .... ... ... ... .......  , . W.. 

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 69 ORB DATA CAR. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=BETAO=OAILRON=-5, AFEO78
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE078)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.3100 IN.
 
AILRON -5.000 Ox .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 O N XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.Zo
BETAC .000 OPHI .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
fInDl~ fl, nil[ m 	 l ni l l lnf nfl n in fli mll ni aT, ml muJ n Tm l l fnl l Iml rHr l fll  i, ]ilm, l l 	 ii Tn1 fli 
.0976-----­
.0968 -
.0960'"----­
.0944.-
4 .0936- -------	
- ­
o .0928----

Lj .0920-- -- -. 
C-) 
w .0912----­
<
 
0
. 0904----
.0888 - -­
.0880- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0872-	 1 1 1 
HIHLWJtt... I....UIJ ... HH t i *rIi4 W IHW ti HI W I tildI LW W I LLI £14 LWH it HI HIftU.U, il W I LW 	 Lii 
-8 0 8 18 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 69 ORB OATA, CAR. PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=BETAO=O,AILRON=-5, AFE078
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE079)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
ELEVON 5.000 DX .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 2ORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAC .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.392--­
z .380--'-­
-F: .376 1- - - - - - - - ­
z 
- -
- -
- -
r 
- - ­
- .372-------------------------------------­
384 ----­
uZ •3752 - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
u- .360 -
S .348­
-IJ
 
-
.344 -	 -- - - - - - ­
.340'
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 70 ORB DATAP CAR. PROXIMITY1ALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETACzBETAO=0,RUD0ERz1O, AFE079
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE07S)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.599 
.034-
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 
STAB ' 5.000 RUDDER 
ELEVON 5.000 OX 
DY .000 IORB 
BETAO .000 OPHI 
1W. ml4 1111 flliT1W. l l Ifm ; ;1Tan rnl 
1 1 
.000 
10.000 
.000 
6.000 
.000 
l l nLf lim l n m ml; nr an m1 lm l 
......-
nml m14 nn mI11l 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 93G.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125l l ml~ll ;4n, m44 ml l 
.032---­
.030 . 
d .028---'­
z S .02----­wI 
-
z .020 
.018-, 
z.0126i 
I li 
.008 
0 8 is 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 70 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=BETAO=O,RUDDER=1O, AFE079
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE079)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 GETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
ELEVON 5.000 Dx .000 BREF 938.6800 IN. 
E V XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 . YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0 3 8 0 . ... t........ ................ ............... ...Ti yi il . TfiTl 17 n . ii i il Tf .......Ifim n Tn i , 17 ll 
.0375 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----­
.037 0------------------------------------­
.0365- -- - -- - -	 - --
< 
u .0360-­
z 
-
.0355-------------------------
Y .0350< 
U-
Li
 
o .0345-------------------------------------­
w
 
o .0340------------------------- - - - - - - ­
w 
0
 
x 	 .0330-------------------------------------­
.0325-------------------------------------­
.0320-------------------------------------­
.0315--------------------------------------­
.03 10. ... .... ... .... .. .IW.......... ........ ............ .. ....
.. ..... ..  .  .... .... . .    .
.  ....... 
8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 70 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=GBETAC=BETAO=ORUDDER=1O, AFE079
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE079)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 
STAB 
ELEVON 
2.000 
5.000 
5.000 
BETAC 
RUDDER 
Dx 
.000 
10.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
836.89001109.0000 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY 
BETAO 
In~ll iTm 
.000 
000 
lmillll T llS 
IORB 
DPHI 
nil T 4B 
6.000 
.000 
flfllflfll ll l ml Iin il m~l my[ lll ;lj l H' i n 
YMRP .0000 
ZMRP 375.0000 
SCALE .0125 ill lmlltfl l t f lI 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
gllS 
-. 002.4 
MI 00.24..... . 
-. 003-----------------
I Q I I l 
-. 0036------------------­
uI

-. 0040--------------------
II
 Lii
 
S .004-- -
LL 
-L.0048------------------­
u 

-. 005-­a. -. 0- -'- ­
w T06 
' I 1 11 NYI 
-.0056 -I '' 
.oosoE-------------------------------­
.0060J
 
.04-8 62 24 85
-. 0 72 " i' ---' 
t- I I[alI!
 
-00761 
8 08 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 70 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=6,BETAC=BETAO=O,RUDDER=O, AFE079
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/i ATY 02 	Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO79)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 	 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.

0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 

STAB 5.000 RUDDER o 10.000 	 936.6800 IN.ELVN 500 00BREF 

ELEVON 5.000 OX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 DPHI .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
fHi ni Til lT. Tll m tinl Tl iim f i 1u m 	 m n'w; mlm f ml flil fill ni l l ir 11 TilliT Oil l nfl 
-.00084---------------	 - - ----------­
-. 00088­
x -. 00092--­
<
 
o -. 00096-- A 	 A 
-. 00100---- - w 'r 	 -­
z 
-.001.04­
z -.00108---­
_ V:E
o -. 00112 
I
L 

u -.00112 1' 
SL
 
-,O0012O.0C' 
-3 .0012----------------

o .00124 	 ' 
>- 012------- -.	 -- -- ­
z .00128-	 II 
-. 00132--' 
-. 00136 	 , , 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 70 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=BETAO=ORUDDER=10, AFE079
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO79)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
REF 2690,.0000 SQFT.
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 

STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
ELEVON 5.000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 OPHI .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
......... ..... ... m .... 
- .0003' .... . . .........l Tl ...  ....  ....m  .. .
 
-. 0004­
-. 0005--­
-.0006 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-. 0007- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­-
DO .0008----------------------------------------­
z 
Lt.
 
LL. 
z .0014­
o .0015---------­
wI
 
Z .0017 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 70 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITYiALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=BETAO=ORUDDER=1O, AFE079
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LTV44-559CCA26J 747/1 ATY 02 S1 CORBITER DATA) CAFE079)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 RUODER 10.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
ELEVON 5.000 Ox .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XG 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ETAC .000 . RHI .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125

.38 4 .......... ........n-.. ...i '"'lml..... ..........u m....I~ i T nf'.n...... .. .. n....m.. .....nf ......m. . .. l r
"' 	 .. 

.380---­
.376 
.372---­
.368---.-- - - ­
.364---------------------------------------------­
.360-----------------------------------------
L .35-	 --- ---

C
 C
 
U-I
 
o.352--­
S.348-	 ­
.344-
I-I .340: 	 ( 
•.336­
. 332 : 
..... . .... . .......
... .. ..........
.... .........
.328 .....  

-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 70 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=BETAO=O,RUDDER=1O, AFE079
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE079)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 9ETAC .000 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 RUDDER 10.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
ELEVON 5.000 oX .000 	 XMRP 1109.600 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORB 6o000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
DETAO .000 DPHI 000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.. ........ .. .. ..'.. .''" .......... I " .. .... .. ......
 .09 38G . ........

.0928 -,-- - - - - - - - - ­
.0920-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
- -
r--

.09 12-	 - - ­
-
.0904- - - - - ­
o .089- ----­
z 
z .0888,­ 0L .0880---
Li.
X .0864--- ­
w
 
o .088 ---­
.086------------

S .0872 	 , ,
 
.086,-----------­
.085- .... 	 ­-, 	 ,., 
.0840------ VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED----ITION,------------­
0848 8 1 24 32 40 48 56 
.0832 

.... W 	 ... ... W W .. .. .. .. .... .... ... 	 .. ... ... ........... .... .. i W...
.0 8 2 4 ..  ... .. ... ... ..  W ..I ....... W. ... .. W....  W .W I .......
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 70 ORB DATA, CAR. PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=BETAO=O,RUDDER=10, AFE079
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO80)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .589 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
elPLAP .000 ox .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
ill 1Ill T 	 f .... .... .... 
.276 ...fl... ...tIl*i'll l .1...i- .... ........... .... .... .... .... 	 ill..I... .... 

.272­
.268---­
.264---
ZB z 
.260­
z
wU 	 .256-------------------------------------­
.252--
Lii 	 --- ­
o 	 .248-------------------------------------­
.244­
.20 
z -8 1 1 16 1430 	 85 
.224-­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER 	VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 71 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE080
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S (ORBITER DATA) [AFE08O)
 
SYMOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .589 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
S0FLAP .0OO oX .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
S A XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
DY000 IORE 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
1ETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
11 il F Fi r.I 1 L Firl ittnnlitJ 1-i Tlll i -i-ik l n n iri~i rrrr}-iE HI41ll, n 1 l41 l - I- itt4 71-f LNr l I T ll 11 III itl 1ittlI1 1Hmi11-ii nr rr --- ~ 
-01-­
~.013 
.014--------------------
L) .012--------- ----------------------------
I­
z .0------ -- --0 
I \r05~ I
 
.0----

D
.008E 
FIG.7i ORBITER VAER DIPLACMET, ROMPHATED,1OSIBTON-,BSIE AF08
UP-, 
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LTV44-559(CA2SJ 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE08O)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 5O9 ALPHAC 2.000 DETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474,8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 SREF 936.6800 IN.
 
SDFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
... .. 
[ J ]

.0495 , 
.0492 - - - - -,-- - - - - - ­
.0478------------------
I-I

.0484,---- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

L. .04 8 0 -,-- : 3_ " 
U.
 
Lii
 
Ld ,
 
.0464 -- -­
0 
hL .0460, ,I 
< 
x.0456 , , , ,,
 
.0452---- - - - - - - ­
•.0448 - - - i : 
.0444
 
.0 4 4 0t ........... ........... , , , , , .. . ......... . .. .......
..... . .. .... . .
 
-- 0 8--6 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 71 ORB. DATAP CA-RRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE080
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEOB0) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .589 ALPHACSTAB 
2.000
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
-5.000 
5.000 
SREF 
LREFBREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
80FLAP .000 CX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0 
DY 
BETAO 
.000 
-5.000 
IORB 
RUDDR 
4.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN. ZO 
.0620-- -­
-. 0610----­
- ----
'A
.0605--
S.0595-
LL .0590-- - ! 
1•.080----
-
0 .0575 ] ' 
.057b-­
•.0565' 
.056--­
•.0555­
8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 71 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE080
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO80)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .589 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAS 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
DFLAP .000 DX ,000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORS 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0 1 3 8 ....... .... -".."' 	 ... ....' ...... ......I ...
 	 .T T..... 

.0136---,-- --	 -
U, .0134- ----­
.0132------

DO, .0130---- ---- - ---	 -- ­
z .0128------­
* .0126----
LU
 
-- .0124-----
U­
-L- .0122 ' - - , -
LI
 
u .0120- - --	 ­
.•0118"­
.0116----
I Lz
 
< 
.0114 --------------------	
-> - - - - ­
.0112 - - - - - - ­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 71 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE080
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LTV44-559CCA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) CAFE080)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
0 .589 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

. BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 XIRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0072-------­
.0064 -[--­
cm) 
.005< 6--- --­
o .0048 ------­
.0040--'-- -
DO 
u .0032 - - - - -- - - - -- - -­
z w .00241-------
I I I l I I I +CD,
 
u 001& 4 '' 
.0008 
I I 
-RB0-. 0 24- V DISPLACEMENTFROMMATEDPOSITION--PO-ITIV--
S -i
 
-8 0 8 6243 0185 
-. 0024---­
1111 113
-.0032- - m .. L WWj ±I.L WLJLZL J± iL~ 44L 
-8 0a G2 3 04 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
-FIG. 71 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE080
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEDGO) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
n .589 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREP 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LRE 474.8100 IN. 
BDFLAP .000 DX 1000 BRER 936.8800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORa 4.600 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.264--­
.260--­
.256 - - --------­
,D­
.252 
-I
 
z 
wd .244---------------------------------------­u .2348­
u.2362 28-------------------------- A ! ...... ...... o .232--------------I-­
.22 ---­
.2206 
.220-
----------------­
.216 1 1 1 
. 2 12 : 1 ............. . . .. ......... . .... .. . .
..... . .. . ..... ,l,
 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 43. 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 71 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE080
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LTV44-559(CA28) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO80)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

-5.000 	 SREF 2690,.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.810036 .68 0 IN.

0 .589 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 

.000 ELEVON .000 

BOFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 

STABAB 5,0 Eo N 5.0 0 	 BREF IN :
STF 

YMRP .0000 	 IN. YO
 
IN. ZO
375.0000
ZRP
BETA -5.000 RUDDER .000 	 SCALE .0125
 
...,,,~ " '...m m - ....... .... 	 ...... ~
0800 ........ r, nn ......y r- ' . ......l ..... n -f ...I i...ln m...r....i. rr 
.0792- , - - -- ­
-
.0784 	 - - ­
.0776 

ii
 
.0768-- - - ­
u .0760 	 ,-­
zl .0752 -
L .0744­
u.0736-	 1 11 
.0720--- -- ­
.0712- If IIII 	 +f
.07.
 
.0696­
.070688 ------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, 0Z
 
FIG. 71 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=4,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE080
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE081) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2680.0000 SQFT. 
STAB
BOFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
DX 
5.000 
.00 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
474.8100 
936.68001103.0000 
IN. 
IN.
IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .O00 IN. YO 
EETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
Lilm~ lm lim lim m l,l n m l l ni~l ml 'Yr. ll !Tf ml fl lmJ ml mlIIFill m[l l m~l l mr mIli=ml ml ml n l fl fll 
.380-­
.376--­
, I

.372-­
364 . 
z b 
u .360------
LjL
 
.356-- --­
uI .352--­
LL.348­
<
 
z .344 
z . 3 4 0 - . 
.336 :
 
I L332h- " 
328L 
-F EI1 

8 0 a 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 72 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE081
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO81) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .592 ALPHAC 
STAB 
2.000 
5.00 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
-5.000 
5.000 
SREF 
LREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
SC.FT. 
IN. 
.REF 936.6600 IN. 
BO;LAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAC -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. 20 
. .... ... 
...... ..... ..T..I. t.Ti......i..... ... n.. "l ........................Tl .

.032 ' . . ... I . ..... .. . ...l 
- I 
•028­
.02 ­
.024--­
w .024-,-.­
z 
~.02 ---.- '
 
.0.01-
S .020----­
.014
 
I08-'
 
iz i
 
w 
0 .o5o46- ­
ri
.004-------------------------------­
z------------------------------------------------
I. .. ..
 .0 4 . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... .. .. . ..... .. .. . .. . ..
 
I-------8-----------------------------------------------------------

ORIE ET IPAEMN RMMTDPSTIN OIIEUD
 
FI.0720 RB.---------- MITY,-------- BET----- 5,BET-----------
RIER------ ,1-R----

LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE081)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STA 5.000 Lo 5.000 BREF 938.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .oo0 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DY .000 lORB 6.000 YIRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
... ...... ... ........ .... .......... m r ...T .....
.03 9 2 ... . .. r'"'"m "' i.. i .. fli ... ... Tll ...~ .... 11 " i . Tll .. .... ... ..T...... ...
 
.0388­
.0384--­
.0380'-----­
-C­
o .0376---- -­
z .0372:-----
U
 
w
 
o .0364 -- - -- - - -- - -- - -	 -- - -- - - -- - -
I--J .0352 ] 
C 06 
U-.0 356 -- , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -	 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
uI
 
.034
 
0356­
.034 - ­
.0348-------------------------	 - - ----­
.0344­
.0336tfIWIL J l.I£9L WL ...Wtl A 	 ilL WI ...t~ltl Itl Wtll ... L W WI,,.,= LW til til 141 "Wi 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 72 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE08
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATAJ (AFEO81)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 	 SREF 2630.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BSFLAP .000 oX .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0
DY .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BErAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
Il m l 	 mi l III mll mJi ml t II 4111 mIImlI IIl T Tn m1141mtI IIt l ryf i ~lIIii Tll fII n IN I l 7 it mi t 711 in4 m 
0613­
.0624 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-

•1 	 1 0 1 1061 

.060,--- -- - -- - -- - ---- :
 
.0600 --------------
C-)
 
LLL
 
.0592 - - - - - - - - - -.
 
w 
•057G -, 
II 	 l II Io ,05G8",, 	 ,
 
0560
 w!
 
.0552,.----
o 	 (2­
.0544 -------­
.0536 	 , 1 . 
t 1± 8r~IH I 4 I 	 ±I44 h 11 it1444I LW~ E~ ±1 H PLi' till Li LW [144 t l 14iW  Liii iH WIII+ [44 ii It'lW 144I ±14t £144 , 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 72 ORB. DATA-, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE081
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LTVA4-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si CORBITERJDATA) (AFEO8i)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 ox .000
BDFLAP .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
Dy .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
METAO 375.0000 IN. ZO.
RP

-5.000 RUDDER .00 
 SCALE .0125 C'
 
rrII I nf l 1 Ill11 l fi fir nTLI mu nII rn mI1 nn muI mlF rrr, nilq flT. mt mu1 III ti1u n 1i l irIIIll 1 1; T i n I 41 1n ll n rr 	 Il lflllIt 11 
.0134 
.0132 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
00 
x .0130 -----­
m 
.0126-------­
z 
Lu .012---
U­
.01-­
co IS
 
- .0112­
.0110-------------------------------------­
.0106------------------------------------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 72 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPIfAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE081
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE081)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 Dx .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
DF 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0 0 96 	 ' . .... ... . . .... .... .... ....
.............. .... . ...... .... ...  ... ......  ..  ..  .. 

.0088,
 
.0080 - ----X 
.0072--­
m 
.0064--'-

DO .0056---­
u
 
.0048--­
z 
.0040I
 
L 	 \ 
w .0032- -----­
.0024- '
 
z 
w
 
.0016 	 4..
 
,0006- .­
zD 0 
-. 00
 
•.0010 E .. I... 	 ...
 
.O 6a taa Wi t, ,, a,t. , ia , tana - j a,, ai -as a ± na'a-,i, a 	 an ,-u ana , n 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 72 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE081
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE081)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOST.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
STA .00 LoN 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125

.3 7 2 ... ... . . . ... .... .. . .. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . . . .. . . . . .. ' ' . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .
 
.368-- - - - - - - - - - - - ­
[ I D-, 
.35 6 - --- ---- --­
.352--- - - , -,­
zj .348---- -- -- -- --- --
L- .344-- - -
LL r
L
 
0
 
o .340---

F­H-u- .336-----­
.32-- - - -+
.332 1 IA -- ­
.328--- F 1 
•324--------------------------­
•.320- -i- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 72 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE08!
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO81)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .592 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 ox .000 	 BREE 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
Dy .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0928----­
.0920------------------------------
.0912---------------------------
.0904------------------------­
0
 
"L .0888 
U
 
u .0872----­
.0864-- -- -- -------------------------------­
.084
 
.0832 -- -- - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - ­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 72 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE081
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 	SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO82)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
OFL-AP .000 DX .000 BREF 936.6600 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
Dv .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER 
 .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.484 TmI T i yrnm rnl Infl~rrr m lllI rnl Im 	 mt lml ni , n rr l l 11 1' in-.mu mua Tm inn l mu mu ml nIi n m InT 1 4 

.480-- - - - - - - - - - ­
.476-	 1 , 
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Z - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­,--
o .468-	 i-----------------------­
z
I..: 	 e
 
z
LU .4 6 4-I l I 	 . 
.
C L 	 b - -i u-

L, 460- -	 : 
LU
 
(3 ,.45'6,-	 , 
L.
 
.L 

.448 
­ i i J
 
<9
 
o .444---­
440 
.436---- ---
I 	 I IIA 
.432---
•T143U 1 	 PD
 
i
,428LJ 

-- 4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 3-0 210 44 4'8 52 56 60 6 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 73 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2, IORB=8,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE082
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
(ORBITER DATA) (AFEO82) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z 
SCALE .0125 
.034--­
-
.032--­
z 
w 
.030 
.020--------------------------------------­
.022 
I.01 
z .04-----­
.01 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 3G 40 4A 48 52 56 60 64ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ
 
FIG. 73 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXtMITY,ALPHAC= ,IORB=8,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE082
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/i ATY 02 Si UORBITER DATA) CAFE082)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
BETAC -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE 

.0125
 
.O25O. l~ IIII f4lit II in iifl l~tJ l ; fi ml mI= I nl l l rrii 7Il l I1 171 7711 TAJ i mi1 mi ITT l Tll T1nmu ln m= Ill [I 	 m44 l n 

.02450'------------------------------------------------------­
.0240---------- -------	 --­
.0235-----------------------------­
o .0230----------------------
F­
z .0225--------------------­
- .0220 	-----
LL
 
.0215-------------­
o .0210- -- - - - -
U- .0205 	- -
­
-
-
-
x .0200-­
.0195­
.0190-------­
.0185 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 73 ORB. DATA, CWRRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE082
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LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO82)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690'0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 
 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 BDFLAPD .000 X .000 	 XRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 ORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125 
.064 8 .... ... .... ........ m....... .... ... . .... ...... . .. ... .. .... ..  m ... .. .
...  .

0640-", 
.0632----

I-I

.0624---
Ui
 
wi
 
.06i--­
w
 
0 .052-- - ­
.0584--	 - - -­
•.0560-- - ­
-8-4 0 8 121 202 283 364 	 444 52 660 4
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 73 ORB. DATAt CARRIER PROXLMITYALPHACr2,IORB8BETAC=-5,BETAOr-5, AFEO82
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY, 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE082)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 BREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 
 XMRP 1093.6000 IN. NO 
DY .000 IORE 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0128 nfl in; in,4 Il iiLi nf1l Tinl i nn nfgl 14l i i r'i ni n rn= t rIIir; mrl l ll till IlTII TIfl ml4 n Ifb~lll ?TI finl 111 Inll mtI ginl Ilii ;li 
.0 128'--------- -
.0124-----­
< 
.0122­
0L
 
z .01 
- .06--------- - -t' 
I I 
z 
.d0114-------------------------------­
w
 
I­
vD .0102----------------------------­<i .0104c
.010 1 
.OlO
 
.010,lj ""i 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 73 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=8,BETAC=-5,BETA( =-5, AFE082
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE082)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 SETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0 ;FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 
 IN.
 BDFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
rrr, l f4@iill 	 i1t Err? nfl T tll Ill i I f*1Ill ll.0104 I flIn] n-i l (ITT iiJ I1t l mt 1171 11 t ,at ml l tn II? TI ri lilt fir T1Il Err. fItl 1 
.0096 
-.
- .0088---
x 
>_.0080-----­
-J< 
rn .0072-­
r .0064
 
wI 
.0040-
L
 
z - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -L
 
x .0040 	 - -­
.0032-
S .0024- - -­
.00086­ u~l~ 	 IG0I" 
O I .......
 
0­
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROHM ATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 73 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=8,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE082
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BFLAP .000 oX .BREF 
.000 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 
m#l rirr rrrl w]la~nr 1nn ml llrr. nr il f i l Urr n-fI nifl 
.472 I 
(ORBITER DATA) CAFE082) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC 
YMRP .0000 IN. YC 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC 
SCALE .0125 
nne~ilnl ; l l flTl I t m l aII m l i m nfl nfl [tl iinnIII rr mir l 
.468 -
.460 ---- -­
_j1 .456- - -------­
4 
z 
u.; 
.452-
.448 
- - - - -­
:O.-I 
hoi .444--! 
1 .440--­
;
.432 - - -I-I­
428
 
.424­
.420
 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 73 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=8,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE082
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE082)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BOFLAP .000 Dx .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO -5.000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
lll il l 	 I nlll ill ni~ l Tn1 mml 
ni 1ii11n. fl mm m m l nl il m nil Tm mif nIl Fm Tm& fl l fl nii ml n il mil till.rl
 
.19.................... 	 .... ... .... .... .... ..... ......... .... .....
 
.1080­
.1072 -	 .V 
.1064 	 ' 
C
 
1 .1056--­
z 
L" 
o .1048--- - -
LL 	 I
wd .1040---------------
LD .1032-- -	 1 0
 
o .102---	 -- -----­
.102 
.09 9 2 	 ---­
- -4 0 4 8 12 1 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, OZ 
FIG. 73 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=8,BETAC=-5,BETAO=-5, AFE082
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE083)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .596 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.

BREF 936.SDO0 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 OY .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC
 
DZ .000 IORS 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC
 
, 	 SCALE .0125 
. 3 4 8 0 . ... .... .... .. ..... ... ... ... . .. . . . . . .. 	 .... i ....... .... .... 	 . . . . . . ill.. . .... 
.3472----­
-,
.3464-
.3456 - -------­
z 
u .3448-
F:

zI
,.j .3440--- ­
u 
L, .3432 	 :,rU
 
Li
 
0
 
o 	 .3424--- -- -
S .34IS-- ------------- - -------­" 
0
 
U 
.3408--
Of 
.3400- -----	 - - - ­
z 
.3392'-------­
.3384------------ -­
.3376--- - - - - ­
.33G8­
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 74 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE083
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO83)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .596 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN.STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
BREF 936.6800
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 	 XMRP 1109O.0000 IN. X0
 
DZ .000 IORR 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z0
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 SCALE .0125
 
J fJ l m l n fll I tll[ f lil, I il Fm flilL tii n; l nyt ,nf l I n 1m m H 	 l 'T 7 Ii mu TH ll 	 tyy l lll li i n41 lii fl fl*, H * im 
.030-----------------------------------­
.029i
 
.026------------------------------------­
.027----------------
 -
z .026­
2uL .025------------------------------------­
u­
o .024-------------------------------------­
z .023------------­
z 
.021­
u 
.022­
.020---------------------­
.017------------------------ -------
W L L LL. 7, ..1 1 . ... 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX 
FIG. 74 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACz2,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE083
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LTV44-559C0A26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO83) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .596 ALPHAC 
STAB 
2.000 
5.000 BETAC ELEVON -5.000 5.000 
SREF
LREF 
BREF 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
SQ.FT.
IN. 
IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XD 
DZ .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZIRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.0352­
.0348-------------------------------------­
.03'44­
.0340-------------------------------------­
u 
* .0336-----------------------------------­
z t
 
u­
w 
LU
 
L. .0324 
LL 
Li
 
< o .0312­
.032---------------8 
.0304------------. ----------- -­
.0300--------------- - --------- -­
1 I l I11 r44 44 I tl ItlJ .-&tI 144411.1 ±1 Ut)l 1 44 tiJ tFI Il ,144 I1[a ,t t i4 l4 1141 444l 11111 I II.1.14 I~ 1 411 "1JI II Jil o hJ11±444 tI-L 'III 1114 II 
I 

-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, OX
 
FIG. 74 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE083
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE083)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREE 2690.0000 SQ.FT,
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 OREF 938.6800 IN.
 
80FLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE 

.0125
 
-. 0002--­
- -. 0004--­
-.0008­
z . 
U
 
-. 0012
 
L 
 I 
-L.0012--------------­
o -. 0014--­
0 -,0018 	 " 
0 -. 0018 -------	 - - - - ­
-. 0020--­
-
-.0022--- - - - - - - ­
-.0024­
-. 0026---­
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2" 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. OX
 
FIG. 74 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE083
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1I ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA.) CAFE083)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .538 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
... . ... .. .... 	 ....... ......
.00 2 2 5 ....... ." " .l.. ... .' ...... l 1....  .  F ..

----------------------------------------- I... - - - - - - - - - ­
.00220-----------­
.00215 -- - - - ­
.00210-	 - --­
rn .00205-----­
z .00200, 
.00195---,­
.00190----­
u
 
L
 
L .00185­
w
 
u .00180---	 Ila R I 
I-I 	 ]
 
.00175---­
z
 
1oD .00170-----------------------

. ----­< .00165---------------------------
.00160 - ----	 I -- -- ­
.00155. 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT. DX 
FIG. 74 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,LfRB=GBETAC=-5,BETAO:O, AFE083
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO83)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 	 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
0 	 .598 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 

LREF 	 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREP 	 936.6800 IN.
 BFLAP .000 Y .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
oZ 
 .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN, ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
. . . . . .. ...... ...ll
.00688 ...... .l.... 	 . .. . . f l l.l ll .. f
 
.00680 	­
.00672 
.00664 	--­
.00656 	---
DO 	 .00648­
.00640­
o .00632----
Li. 
LL 
w 	 .00624 
•
.00616
 
z	 IX: 
.00608---­
z 	 .00600-- - - - -­
o 	 .00592 --­
.00584- - -­
. 0 05 7 6 ....I ... .... .... .... ... .... .... .... .. . . . . . . ........ ... .
.... 	 .... .... .... .  . . . . ..a... ....
. ...
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX'
 
FIG. 74 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE083
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE083)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .596 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 9368.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 	 XMRP 1109,0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 8.000 YHRP .0000 IN. Yo
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
Jil i aniii  l m m1 lln m l mm i1J fl lml l TmI f#ill l i fII nII l , l i I T n Till Tl11 mll mmf lT lill 1W. nif mi114 I 	 I nf1I 

.3392-­
.3384-----------------------------------------­
.3376------------------------------------­
.3368--------------------------------------
UU
 
0i
L .3344--
LI-
LU. .33286 ----------	 -C­
.3320----­
.3312------------	 - - ­
.3304---­
.329G - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.3288
 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 74 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFEO3
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO83) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .596 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
STAB
BFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
DY 
5.000 
.BREF 
.D00 
LREF 
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DZ .OD IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .0OO RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN, ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0870­
.0865---­
.0860- ­
.0855 ­
.0850 -------------
---­
.0845 ---­
w
 
o .0840---
U­
w .0835---­
(0 .0830-­
.0825- - ---- ­
.0820--------­
.0810------- -
.0810--------------­
.0805 I 
Lil it Lli qi i-i L 44 iii IL l i 1 .1 [4 h ' 4 I JJ i-Ht l11,4 14 lii JIH I II I ,iii Lii l ii L-iJLi 44±1 4.h i-ld I Li ±144 144 L 444 iii l 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 74 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE083
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO84)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .59 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
.REF 936.6800 IN.

BOFLAP .000 D .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 15.000 lORe 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.3564 .....lm ...	 . ' " .l... . l..l ... ........l " "."."."...	 .. l ..
 
.3560------------------------------------­
.3556­
.3552­
u .3548 --­
z 
Li~ .354 0--------4 
.3540
 
L
 
u .3536 
I--x .3528--	 - - - - ­
•i35208 	 !! 
.3524-----------------------------2-2224 	 2
-
z
 
.3520-----------------------­
.- uC. .. .... .. .. . ... ........ ... 	 .. .... .... .
 
.3516-------------------------------------­
.3512~ 
-8 -G -4 	 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 18 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 75 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE084
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl CORBITER DATA) CAFEO84)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAR 5.000 ELEVON 5.000
STA 5.000 D N 5.000 GREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDrLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
DZ 15.000 IORS 6.000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
I...........
0 2 2 4 ....  , . ... I l... ....... Tl T I.. TI-,f ... . li.t.. 
.0216.
 
.0208---- - - - - - - ­
.0200:--- .- ,- - - -­
-I,
 
* .0192---------------------­
- .0184­
L•- --------
C) 
- - - - ---- -
OL - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
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.0136-I ' 
.0128-I I, 
.0120- ,--­
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG'. 75 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE084
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE084)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATrION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 	 936.6800 IN.
 
DFLAP .ooo flY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 	 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.035'--­
.0352 ­
.0348 , 
.0344 --­
.0340-------­
z
LW 	 .0336-- - - - - - ­
u-
EL 	 .0332 -­
hii
 
Lu 
o 	 .0328 - - - -I- -	 -­
o­
o .0324------------------- _, . 
hi I ,I I i"" 
< 	 .0320-I .-
x­
< 	 .0316----­
.0312 --­
.0308. 
0 30 4  
.	 I I 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. DX
 
FIG. 75 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFEO84
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE084)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 . SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 BREF 836.6900 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 15.000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0032--- - - - - - - - ­
.0030--------­
--. 0028-, 	 [, , 
.0026-------------------------------------­
* .0024------------------­
.0022 	 ,I I­
.02LLL .00228- - - - _ - I !-	 - -
LI
 
0 .001G----
S .0014 
.0012 -----	 -- ---
L, .0012------------------------	 -- - - - - -­
r~0 ­ '-,' , 
.0008-h- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 0 0 Z , ,I . I.x i 
,-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 75 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=BETAC=-5,BETAO=0, AFE084
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 $I (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO84)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SOFT. 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
DY 
5.000 
.000 
LREFBREFXMRP 
474.8100
.936.68001103.0000 
IN.
IN.IN. XO 
DZ 
'BETAO 
15.000 
.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
.0000 
375.0000 
IN, YO 
IN. ZO 
fli lin, mint mllll m4 lm im mi rn-i l m ll l mi{Hmll H.ml i r iim mml mim i lll imi 
SCALE 
im wn 
.0125 
Ti l mitll ill~ 
.00136. 
.00132-
Yl 
S .00128--­
< 
o .00124 -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- -----------
C
 
.00120-----------
-- - ----------
--­
z 
I A 
z .00112­
- .00108-------------------------­
a
 
z .0002---­
< 
.00088-----

-
-
.00084--------------.... 
­
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 75 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE084
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LTV44-559tCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE084)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 	 BREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN,
 
BREF 93.6800 IN,
BFLAP .000 DY .000 

XHRP 	 1109.0000 IN. XO
DZ 15.000 IORB 
 5.000 	 YNRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 	 .000 RUDDER .000 ZHRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
I 	 -­
.00221------------------	
- - - - -- -­
.00220--­
- .00220---------------
DO
 
.00218----------- -__- ----.-	 - - - ­
m 	 .00217-­
o _ I 	 I 
.00216------------
 -. 	 -- - - -­
o .00213---------- -.--.-..--	 . 
E3	 
.00214------ ­
-	 .00211----- -
C
 
"o 	 .0021- - ­
.00201-------- = 1 11 --- - ­
-I.­
.0020I--l 	 - ...... ..
 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 75 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE084
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/I ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO84) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
.. 3472- --
STAB 
BDFLAP 
DZ 
BETAO 
-
5.000 
.000 
15.000 
.000 
- -
ELEVON 
DY 
IOR8 
RUDDER 
- -
5.000 LREP 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 938.6800 IN.
.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
.000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125........ El....qr......' . ..... . ...... 
- - - - -
.3460 - - -- -- - -- --­
2:€ 
4 
.345--­
.345 
!l I _~ 
U­
o 
-
.L•344---­
.3444---
_--- -- -
-- -
I I---
I -11t 
I-1- 1 
.3436---------------- - -- - -
.3432 ---- - -
.3428-­
.3424-­
.3420 , L 1 I ll L1,,, 11-.....1-14 ....LW dii 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 S 8 10 12 14 I 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, OX 
FIG. 75 ORB. DATA CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2, IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE084 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE084)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8'100 IN.
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DY .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.Xo
 
oZ 15.000 lORE G.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
*O0880' 'Tfl tin lii { iT{I TI { WIll Wil rrr, inW4IWITTf {if iiii fill { T i flit flit I l i Y11Wll Fi J i WiiinW TI, ifli TTT 	 flit F WW fWiii r Wi I l IT" L 
.0876­
.0872------------------------------------­
.0864 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
u .0860­
z 
oL .0848-----------------------------------­i .085 
CD
 
Of .0844-------------	 ----------­
.0840-------­
.0836 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0832 	
- - - --
­ - - - -
- - - - - 1-- - - ­
...............I991 ..	 ..±
.0824.	 .  ..... ..1.1 WI...4444.......  ...  

-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX'
 
FIG. 75 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE084
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE085)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DY .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE .0125
38 0 ...nil f ir .. I~... ................ TTfr? ..lii Tll lI I""T1.......T 
... . ..  i .....1..?F~l fl m Ty, lii ni ..   
.379.-------­
•378--------- 4 - -­
.377- - ­
-.37Al I 1 1 . 11 1 1 
.374---- ----------LU .3753 
.374--- 1 -I 
L
 
LU
 
u.371­
.372--­
-

.370 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ­
.369 . 
.368­
.3673; 
.366---- 11 
.36 ni in tin a a iii n air al ti a tm n a1 , as W L m In n W i i mii i tlliji insi sf~*i fliii iii l 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 76 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE085
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO85)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 
 .597 	 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAG 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOPLAP .000 DY .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 	 1109.0000 IN. X0
 
oZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAG .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP, 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
1rr, l l I l mIl mi m@l 	 ni,4 Ti4 n l =I4Tnni' 1411,il 14i,T1 lll m m m l m ml ml ml ni4i fl~Tm nil mIi@ ml Fir nIl Tm r@] mu@ muI 
.0148­
.0144­
o 40136-
F­
z 
w 
2 .0128-
U..
 
w 
o .0124­
z.012&--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -­
u 
Z .0112-------------------------------------­
m 
u 
LL -o- 2 0 2 01 1 g1 0 22 62 -..0108 --------------------------­
.0104-------------------------------------­
.01.00-- -- ---------------------------------­
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, OX 
.FIG. 76 ORB. DATAP CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE085
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE085)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 Dy .000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
oZ 60.000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
.0360 --------------------
.0358-------------------------------------­
.0356'-------------------------------------­
.0354-----------
- - -----­
E.0352­
. 
-­
u 
LiL
 
.034--- - - - - - -
C .0346----
--­
- -
- " o .0344-
U­
-j .0342--
J .0338 I I 
< .034 ---------
----------- L 
.0336­
.0334- : 	 [ H 033422 24'26 
-6-4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 101-41 82 22 6 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 78 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE085
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO85)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 936.S800 IN.
BDLPYBREF .0 
BOFLAP .000DD Y.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 60.000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 
 375.0000 IN.ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
.0060 
.005 
.0052---- - - - - - - - - ­
.0048----------------­
.004-------	 -­
- .0040-----------------
Li~I-,,
uj .003-------------	
--
o .002-------------------------­
w
 
.0020 ---- -- - - - - - - - - - - ­
- --- --- -------- --- --	 0 22 24 G 2£2 .0014--------------------­
.0012---------------------------------------­
.0008f- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---­
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 76 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE085
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 

SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 

BOFLAP .000 DY 

DZ 60.000 IORB 

PBETAO .000 RUDDER 

.00088. 

.00080­
(n
 
x 
.00072'
 
o .00064----
CI
 
.00056--

o .00046­
z .00040---

LU
 
U 
.00032----

U-

LL
 
o .00024--­
z 
.00016-

Z 
> .00008--­
z 0-­
-.00008
 
-.00016g­
-6 -4 -2 0 2 

ATY 02 SI 

-5.000 

5.000 

.000 

6.000 

.000 

CORBITER DATA) CAFEO85)
 
SREF 

LREF
BREF 

XMRP 

YMRP 

ZMRP 

REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
2690.0000 SGFT.
 
474.8100 IN.
938.6800 IN.
 
1109.0000 IN.'0
 
.0000 IN. YO
 
375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.
 
,
 
4 6 8 
 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, 'POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 76 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAOC=, AFE085
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO85)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.

-5.000
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 ELEVON 5.000
STAB BREF 936.6800 ,JN.
A 5.0005.000 DY N 5.000 

XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 

YMRP 0000 IN. YO
 DZ 60.000 IORB .000 
 ZRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
. 04 Y l FII ill fiT *f T fn rf T IT'i 1 f IT n nttt 11.1 ITTfl l 11 ~l II l fi1 ff ITIi ll I
.00064 ' F ".. ........ .. .
 
.00056-
I A 
-. .00048 -
I P 
.00040--­
•000032
 
DO .00024-
Li. 
­
.00016---
w
 
2 .0000 
Li. .00016' ! 
-II 
­w -. 0 2-- - -- - - ­
-l
 
.0 03 -- ­
o -.00032---------------------­
-.S-.0000----------­0 4 --\T
 
- . 004 
6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE AFT. DX
 
FIG. 76 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROxIMITYALPHACz2,IORB=GBETACz-5,BETAO=O, AFEO85
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0 
LTV44-559CCA2S) 747/I ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFEO85) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 26S0.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVONBFA.00D.00BREF 5.000 LREF 474.8100936.6800 IN.IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DY .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO
.371 ..... 
.000 
..
RUDDER 
....
.000 
....
ZMRP 
SCALE 
............. 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN.ZO 
.370 ­
.36­
.367 - -- -- - - ­
.36--------------- T 1 1 11. 
.366-------------­
.. 
.365­
.364------------------------
.3G2---------- -
-------
LL - 1- B 8 101 1 61 
.360--- --------------------------------­
.359-------------------------------------­
18 20214 62 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, OX 
FIG. 76 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1ORBGBETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE085
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE085)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690:0000 SOWFT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DY BREF 9368,6800 IN.
 
.000 XMRP 1109,0000 IN. XO
 
DZ 60.000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
0 .597 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 

ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125

.0898 ....-........-...- ..--.....-........
.
 ... .....
 
.089' 
C894- - , 
.0892--- -- • 08I 1 1 
•.0890- :­
u .08881 
• '.0886C)
 
LL .0884------------ --
L..
 
w 
o .0882---
- I I 
LD
 
.0880
 
.0878-­
.0876--- - - - - ­
.0874--- ­
.0872
 
.0870 ia' ii,, tinr WI LW 444l ,IIL W il III1 ,, W in LW J LII I LW , i444 i LW 144 W a,J L LI II W LLJ IIIill, LII I 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
 
ORBITER LONG. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE AFT, DX
 
FIG. 76 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE085
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO86) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.594 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDFLAP
DZ 
BETAO 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
ox 
IORB 
RUDDER 
-5.000 
5.000 
.000 
6.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
2690.0ob 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
.0000 
375,0000 
.0125 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.X0 
IN.YO 
IN. ZO 
. 3 G 2 . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ..... i. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. ... ... .... ......... .. .. .. 
z 
wi .352------------------------------------­
30 
U-Z 
u ~.348­
.3to - --
ED .342-------------------­
.350----------------------------, 
.340­
.338­
-13 -12 -8 -4 0 a 12 18 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 77 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACr:2,IORBrG,BETAC=-5,BETAOrO, AFE08G
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-55CCA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 Si 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BBFLAP .REF 
.000 oX .000 
oZ .000 IORB 6.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
(ORBITER DATA) CAFEO8S) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
936.6800 IN. 
XRP 1109.0000 IN. X0 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
I-I 
o 031------------------------------------­
z .031" 
.035­
wLi. 
YIt 
U­
z .0-------------­
._-4 
z 
.025----------------------- -b 
.024 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.023------------------------------------­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 77 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFEO86 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE086)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BREF 936.6800 IN.

BDFLAP .000 oX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.032a Ti Tn11 TiL llm Tm1l m, l l Tt l li l nr14 ll T;iI T bbll l l l m~l Tib4ll fY l l7W 7ll 1 Tr 71 147 1 Pl I7114i 	 fY7[1 ll 71 7711 7711 I~ 
.0324 - - - - -- - --	 - -­
.0320-­
.0312 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0316-
I-

Li.
 
s .0300--­
u .0296--------------­
0 
L. .0292-------------­
.0288­
.0284 -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0280 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0276 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0 2 7 2 . il..... I.. l 14L......  .. . . . .... L.. .. . ... .. ....IJI. .... . .  .  ..  .... LI-I.. ..  ..  . ....
. , .  

-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 77 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,1 ORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE08G
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE08S) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DX 
-5.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2030,0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
SO.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN.XO 
0Z .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRPSCALE 375.0000.0125 IN. Z0 
i fiTl Tm nIt anITmlHIIflT nla i lT a ilflTn fif nl T ili rn mi m l iI m i inl nT? anI nll rm; fliJTm~ 
.0028--­
.0024 --­
.0020 -­
z
 
* .0004 - -- - - -
Lii
 
o o-- -. 
­ - I
 
ui
 
-.0004-------------- - - --
Li.
 
U -.0008---- - - - - - - - I 
-. 0012--- - - ­
-. 0016­
-.0020-----
 II
 
•.0024-­
i 4.14ii li "4± i l14 ii i l U k. Uit 144 ili [±. L L] ,LL lit) 4LS 1.1 14 141 Ui) L i UIi i.i ihLU) ±4± [±1 Li)- 4l ii 44e 14 J £144
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 77 ORB. DATA9 CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=, BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE08G
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LTV44-559CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si WORBITER UATA) (AFE086)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. Xe
 
Dz .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0048------------------1-- - - -- - - ­
.0044
 
co
 
i .0012--­
.0032- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
z --­
o .0028-
C 3 
z .0024--------------------------------------
Do 
Liu
 
LiL
 
o .001--------------------­
u
 
Z 00 
-1 - 12- -8 ------ 8-12--
FIG. 77 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFEO8G
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE086)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690;0000 S0.FT.
 
LREF -474.8100
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 936.6800 IN.
BDLP
x.00BREF00 

BOFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.0085 - - - - --	 - -- - ---
U03

.0080 -- -,-----	 ,
x 
.0075 ---
I
0070 	 ' 
0 .006i 
- coj­
.0055 ---
Ldz .0050.. 
.0045 ---­
.0040­
o .0035--­
0 
2.002 
z 0035 
WI p rliili Lii I.0020.ii LWrlt ii *.P i.,* i i,,, ll i l W 3444 1±34it I IlW ILL 444, ILi Wi LW £ Wi 11 rq L~lii 14 1±1 Lii 
-16 -12 -8 -4 .0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 77 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=GBETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE086
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) (AFE086)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BDLPBREF 	 936.6800 IN.
 
BFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DZ .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
3 5 4 .... I~f.... .... T"Il ...........l.. .I... n, I-f .. Il....r I '"
.. ... ... ...  Fil .. ... ... .... ...  . .m . ..... . If
..... l  ..  yr I-I 

.35 I-'
 
.346-
A I 
ui
 
LL.348 	 " 
z 5.346 --........... Z,
wu .342--------------------------------------
LL
 
- .336---	 1­
.334-----------------­
•.330----------------------------------,--	 ­
.332-- - - - - - - - ­
330 
.328-­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 77 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=GBETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE086
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LTV44-55.9CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO86J
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 
STABSOFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
ox 
-5.000 
5.000 
000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2690,.0000 
474.8100 
936.8800 
1109.0000 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DZ 
SETAC 
.000 
.000 
IORB 
RUDDER 
6.000 
.000 
YMRP 
ZMRP 
SCALE 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. YO 
IN.Zo 
.08328­
.0826 ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.0824---- - - - - - --- -
0 
z 
.0822---------------------------­
.0820 
LL

LLPTS
 
Lo 
-(l .0812-- ­
.0810 --- - - -
-iG -12- - - -8121 0 
.080--- - -- - - ---­
.0806--- - - - - ­
.0804 
-E 
-
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 it 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT. flY
 
FIG. 77 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFEO86
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 St (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO87) 
SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION Q .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
DX 
5.000 
.000 
LREFBREF
XMRP 
474.8100936.68001109.0000 
IN.IN.
IN.XO 
.DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.20 
•3 6 6 * ... .. . .. .. .. ... ....... .. . . ... SCALE . .... .0125 . .. ..I. . 
I
I 
--
-
. 365 - -- - - - - ­
.364---­
z 
.363---­
u .362' 
z 
Uj
 
Lli
w0 .3 0..
 
o .359 ­
.,357-­
0 .35G­
z 
.354-­
.353 
m 1 W111W± III!Ll 44LW 4.352 a w . ±1, w I ~11± ...... 7.. :l114W£1 I 1-11111L 11. I... .. 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 78 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE087
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE087)
 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.b94 
.0244-
ALPHAC 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
DZ 
8ETAO 
l n m1  if 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
2.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.000 DX 
15.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
lli  Tfl, ml i lnrm l lm 
-5.000 
5.000 
.00 
6.000 
.000 
ml mll mii l lm l l l mu mll fly Tiii 117 Pill 111i mll 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
Til Till 111i Tl TTi lmiiii iiii mIIII 
.0240-­
- .0236 -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
J . 
zL .0228-------------------------------------­
w 
2 
w 
.0224-------------------------------------­
.. 
z .0216------------------------------------
CD 
r 
Z 
.0212--------------------­
.0208-­
a. 
Z .0204-----------------------­
.0200 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Liii WI Ii II I L i L rIIIt I L H ii W , I LII ,l14 ~t i ± i iii hLM W1 II I I II 1 il i II I II ll I II 11 II H II I F I rll l l I l r 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 78 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,ORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE087
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LTV44-5599CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO87)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPNAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT,
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
DOLAP .000 D B 6.000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X( 
DZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375,0000 IN. Z( 
SCALE .0125 
.032a TnH Tll;Til l mi i ll m- f tr, my i,H lan mimi ni= anl a= i Fir.7h tntl Hit m = m I lrn an= itI my m H il l 	 imi
 
.0328------------------------------------------------­
.032-----------------------­
o .0322-----------------------­
< 	 I 
-
-z .0318------------------------

Li
 
-U 

.0316-

U 
LLr
LL
 
o .01-----------------­031 ---------
U. 

S.0312-- --- - - --- ---	 --- -­u2
x .0308 
.03046--- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0304 - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - ­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 78 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=GBETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE087
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LTV44-559CCA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE087)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Q 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XO
 
DZ 15.000 
 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0 O l i tl rr l mlH TI at. in ml4 mn; rm1 niS Iml TFIill i i l l mt m[4[I f l lilt mT t I in l rflllTm#mli t4fl nl4 TiI dll-li ll n 	 i 
.Q032 - -- ~ 
.02-	
- ­-t - - ----
o .0024-­
z .0020-­
2 .000-----
Lu
 
oL .0004--------------------	 -- ------­
w3
 
wl 	 I 
-. 0004--­
-. 000-------------------------­
-,O01

-. 00012--- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 78 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFEO87
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LTV44-559SCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si CORBITER DATA) CAFE087)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 	 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
oZ 15.000 lOR 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000. IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
-,

. .... ....	 .. !''-. .. .
 .002 6.. . .. .. ........  . .......... .... ...... ... . . . .. ....
 
.0024---­
- .0022--­
< .0020--­
>-	 C
 
m .0018 - -
H­
z .0014 - ------
U .0012 	------
LL .0010-­u .001(
 
o .000 	 --
Ld 
-hi
 
< .O0002-C 
I-­
= 

.... 
- i 
.ZILL....... 	 ­- ooo I,,,. . 	 ................. ,, ...................
 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 48 	 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 78 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=GBETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFEO87
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.0002 
LTV44-559(CA2S) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO87)
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH 

0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690,0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN,
 
SDFLAP .000 OX .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XO
 
OZ 15.000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125 
.00 4 8 :i ....... .... ... .... ..... ........ .... '"r1'"l ... ....... 	 ...T  .......  ......  .... ..ii,, ... ml...l..... ... ... 

.0044- ---­
22 .0040­
<:
 
.003---­
•0032-	 ' 
CO .0028"----­
.0024- -------­
z 	 -DC 
L .0020------
LL
 
L .0016----C
 
.00:12--------------------------------------------­
.0012­z . 004-----­
z .0004---­(-0
 
16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT. DY
 
FIG. 78 ORB. DATA; CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACr2, IORB=GBETAG=-5,BETAO0 AF[087
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LTV44-559C0A26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE087)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.BI0O IN.
 
BREF 936.8800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 OX .000 	 XMRP i109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ 15.000 JORS 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUOCER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE 	 .0125
 
.357- ml ill i-il an my an lml m l mm u m! r a l fia rfnm l l 	 mni l mll mu an, nr4 m= aJ flT. i ml 
.356---	 ­
.355-­
.354­
•.353- - ­
uI
 
4.352----------------------------------­
.352
 
Lu
 
u 	 .351-- , 
L	
.3 5 0 ,, ,,Ld 
C
 
o 	 v-I i ­
.34C10 -------------­
.345i-,--- - -
•.344 - --­
34
.t..--------------......-----------------­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, OY
 
FIG. 78 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE087
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE087)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .94 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 S0.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
0Z 15.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAD .000 RUDDER ,000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.... 	 ..........' . ............. .......
, , 	 .. ..085G 	 ..... 

.0854 { 	 , 
.0852-----­
.0850--- - - - - ­
.0848----­
•0846-'-,­
0 	 -0844-z I 1 , 
L 	 .084--- - - - - - - - - - -_ ­* 0844----	 -
LiD

< 
w 	 .0840-----------­
.083 I Z 
.0832---	 1
 
.0830 j 	 '­
0828a -j I.......

-! -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12' 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 78 ORB, DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE087
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE08B)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 
STAB
BOFLAP 
DZ 
2.000 
5.000
.000 
60.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
Ox 
IORB 
-5.000 
5.000 
.0L0 
6.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
YMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
.0000 
SO.FT, 
IN. 
"IN. 
IN. X( 
IN. YC 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 
SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZC 
m l n m T1fl nfrT mT ln i nfl nr fir. fir al m i lnl a Ilf lr.an T Ilnan ll~l Inl nl firl 
.3820- - - - -­
.3815- ----­
.3810------ - -
z .3805-- - - -­
H.3800- - --
UL I I I 
w .3790-- . 
w .3785 
LL .37 0[ 
.3775­
z .377o0-
-­
.3765-- --
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 79 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC:2, IORBS6,B[TAC=-5,BETAOO AFEO88
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO88) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
2.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
OX 
-5.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREFXMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
336.68001109.0000 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
mi nlnII n n IaI n-n[Hnr n-n n-n Inmym, ml nH ml i l ml mlnla n mll WL flf mHl n ili Hr nlnT 
.0156-­
.0154-: 
o .0152---­
z .0150'- - ' 
LL 
.u .0 8-- A 
L-

Z .014 4 - ­
u 
z .0144----------------------- F-4
.0142-, i: 
zI
 co 
.0140- - - - - - - - - - ­
0138--- - --­
.0136-- ­
.0134­
.0132tI
 
-i -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 79 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,1ORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE088
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE088)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 

5,00* REF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 XIRP 110.0000 IN. XO
 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO
DZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 

ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 ETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
...
 
.0358 ...... 
.0356 --­
.0354--­
.0352-
A-1 
u .0350-­
z .03,48 
.0346-
LL --
­
0 .0344­
-
.0338--
u .0342 
F-i - -0r 4- 8 12 .0332~~
-16 -1)-

.03402 
21
-8-o1 71 
.0336-----E----­ 0
.0334 
LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOS8)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 BREF 93.S900 IN.
BOFLAP .000 DX .0O0 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
OZ 60.000 lORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z0 
SCALE .0125
 
.0075 ...... ...... .... ....	 ...... .... .................

.. l .l.. . 	 l. .i 
.0070-------------------.----------­
.0065
 
.0 060-------------------------------------

IOI Y I
.0055--	 - - - - ­
o .0055---­
-r 
z .005---

Lii
w 
LL
 
O .0040-­
u 	 (,I 
Lii
 
u .0035 - -
L .0030­ 0 	 0
 
.0025------------
 IE L - _ 
wL .0020----------­
.0015---
.o015
.000---------F ILL-
-1­
.0 05 IiIi 14 UAl LI.Ii L Ii:.11 l~ II4JJf w I w ULJ liI kL ii W 41 2214 IIi44 W 114 744l i bL il 11 L IiiI 4 4I W A 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 79 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=G,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE088
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LTV44-559[CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE088)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
BDLPBREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 Dx .0OO XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OZ 60.000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. zO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.00075 .......... 	 .. ... i . m..............
. 	 T......... ...... 

.00070------------------	
-----------­
.000---------------
Lo . 65-----------------	 -- -- - - - - - - I - ­
-
DO .00055--	 - - i 
z .00050 , 
- .0004.	 .. 
zL .00035t
 
S .00040-­
.,0025= 
U-

L .00015
 
z
 
.00020- - - - -	 0 
.00019t 	 ... ------------------­
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 79 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIIIITYALPHAC2, IRBrGBETACz-5 1BETAOzO, AFEO88 
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LTV44-559(CA2G) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEOB8) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 
STABBDFLAP 
2.000 
5.0000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
D 
-5.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREF 
BREF 
XMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
SQ.FT. 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
oZ 60.000 lORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.0012 --­
.0010-------------------------------------­
.0008
 
;0006 ----
DO .0004 -­
uI 
4 .0002-------------------------------------­
z 
w .0002 
-. 0004 --- -3 
l
-0006 
z 
'
 z .0008 
-. 00101 
-.0012
 
o -.0010------------------------------

- .0014 ..1 .... .... ......... tll.............II .. i!.1 7± 11 ±4.. il ......1 4 7± .. .... ....
±..... . i.. ...  111 . ,,, ,,, ... ..  ............
 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 79 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE088
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO88) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
ox 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF 
XHRP 
474.8100 
9366800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
oZ 60.000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.3730­
.3725---- ­
.3720---- ­
.3715---- ­
-
------ I.3710-------- - -r o- I 
*: .3705­
z 
L-­u .3700 -I]
 
UL
 
w .3695 
2 .3690 
,j3685tt11­
.3 6 80­
.3670­
"3g5 ............ I...
 
-16 -[2 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 168 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY 
FIG. 79 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFE088
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LTV44-559C0A26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO88)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .594 ALPHAC 2.000 BETAC -5.000 SREF 2680.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000BO LA LREF BREF 
474.9100 
936.6800 
IN. 
IN. 
BOFLAP .000 ox .000 XtRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
OZ 60.000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
DETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
.0900- ....... . .. .. ....... ................i . .l...............I.. ..l .. 
.0898--­
.0896­
.0894---- ' 
.0892-------------- - i -2-----­-
o .0890-­
.0888-­
z 
U­
0.0880
 
.0878
 
.0880­
.0878-­
.0876-­
.0874- - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - 1 - ­
. 0 8 7 2 .. .... .. .. . .. ... ... .. .. .. ... .. .. ..... .. .... ... .
 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16
 
ORBITER LAT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE RIGHT, DY
 
FIG. 79 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=2,IORB=6,BETAC=-5,BETAO=O, AFEO88
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO89)
 
SYMOOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 9S.GS0O IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN, XC
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC
 
SCALE .0125
 
.3 2 5 . ...... . .... ... . .. ..i. . I.. ..... .......  ..  ... . . .. .... ...... ..
 
.315-------------------------------------­
.310-"
• I
 
L. .305­
z 
as .300--- -----

L. .295I----­
as
 
o .290---, 
IiiI
 
u
 
C
 
0.275-------------------------------------­
. !.2r 
.25------- i-------------------------­
o .270 ---- ---­
.26 
.255 n.j ... .... =. 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 80 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=0, AFE089
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) {AFEO89) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BOFLAP
BL
DY 
.000 
.000 
ox 
lORD 
.000 
4.000 
BREF 
XMRP
YMRP 
938.6800 
1109.0000
.0000 
IN. 
IN. XO
IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER' .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
utl 1m T l,l ml ,nI till fl ll I Till, T Hilrt, n l n i mi Tm ll muI nfl flfl Tnt 
SCALE 
,it pm, fIllT liii I .0125 l T m ni T mirfl 
.026--­
.025----­
S.024- - - - - -.-.­
.023-----­
z •022 -. 
w 
- .021-
LW.
 
.020--

C-, 
­
z .0 19 - -, 
w 
i
'D 
.017.
 
.I
 
.01 
.015 --.
 
.013Li 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 80 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFEO89 
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO89)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 80FLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1108.0000 IN. X
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. Y
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z
 SCALE .0125
 
i I..l 

.0 4 2 0 . .... l n.ifl m IIl l .y, aI.. .Iti.l..l.I. llrll.i.. l.1t .11 11 . tll1 i lu ll . l. .1..IIr .I l l .l til 111 r .ll Ill 
.041 ­
.0412 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
u .0408 
o .0404---------------------------
I­
z .0300-------------------------------------­
-4 
U
 
LL .0384­
0
 
o .0392-------------------------------------­
-o.03 8 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.0 36 4 - - - - - - - - - - --.................-.
 

-8 0 8 16 24 32 -40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
•FIG.,.80 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IRB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFEO89
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Sl (ORBITER DATA) (AFE089)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC, .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 SDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP |109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 
 IORB 4.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 20
 BETAG .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
..... .... ... ... ... m ....... 	 . . . .
.004 4 .. yr 	 my 7 r ... .... .... ...... .. ... mm,,......... 

.0040 ­
.0036---	 - - ­
.0032-,
 
I 	 L 
, .0028-­
z .0024---	
--------UJ 
. .00204- ------	 '----
LL
 
0 .0016--	 - - - - - - - - ­wU--------------------------------	 - - -q)uI 
w .00121:!_! 
LL .0008 	 - I 
w3 •.00040	 - - - - - - - - - - - - ... ..--
.0004.11-----------­
-.0004 	 -- --­
-8 0 8 1 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT PROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 80 ORB. DATA9 CARRIER~ PROXIMITYALPHAC4,IORBz4,BETAC=O, BETAO=Op AFE089 
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI 

SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 	 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000
RDLP
X.00BREF00 

.00044 
BDFLAP 
DY 
BETAO 
.......... 
.00040-"­
.00036 
< 
0 
DO 
.00032 -.-
.00028--­
z .00024-.---­
_ 
z 
Li 
.00020--' 
.00016-
.00012-
-
.00008 -' 
z 
- .00004-- -
z 
C 
.000 DX 
.000 IORD 
.000 RUDDER 
...... .......
..   

< -00004--------­
-. 00008-------------------------I------­
-. 00012 . .z 
-8 0 8 
.000 

4.000 

.000 

(ORBITER DATA) CAFEO89)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8100936.6800 IN.IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 'IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
l l..... fl.. .................... ......... 
. 
-
J 
-
.­
.____ 
--
I---------­
-
16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 80 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,IORB=4,BETAC=0, BETAO=O, AFEO89
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) (AFE089)
 
SYMBOL 
O 
MACH 
.599 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BFLAP 
DY 
BETAO 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
4.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON' 
.000 Ox 
.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
.000 
5.000 
.BREF 
.000 
4.000 
.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
LREF 474.8'OO IN. 
936.6800 IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.00016-------------------------------------­
.00008-------------------------------------
DO 
-
- 0 
0 
.08--- - - - -- -- - - - -­
-. 00016 
O 
m 
-.00024-------­
-.00032~--------------------------------------
O -.0004-­
w .00042---------------
.005 
0 
o -.0004------------------------------------­
z 
w .000726 ORB------------------------------------------------------------------Z 
0080 
S .00064----------8 --
FIG. 80 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,1ORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO:O, AFE089
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO8S) ,
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC ,000 SREF 2690.0000 SQO I
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
BREF 936.6800 IN.X

.000 OxX,00XMRP00 	 1108:0000
BDLP .000
BFLAP 

DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z
 
SCALE .0125
 
Jin. anh ll i-rn 4ila l n nJil nilt TmH n111n aIII n mi a ni lul l ml nll T +nil ain TmIIlmlF Tf1 mI1 m m i n 	 m tin l nm t b l n 
-
. 310 - - - - - - - - - ­
r' IQI
.30-------------------------------
.295-------------------­
u
 
4.290------------------------------------­
zw 
U
 
LLH.275--

J .270--­
.260~--------------------------­
. 2 50 ­
u 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 80 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IRB=4,BETAC=, BETAO=O, AFE089
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/i ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE089)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT
 
SYMBOL MACH 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
'STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 936.6800 IN.
 DBREF 

DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YI
 
DFLAP 	 .0 .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X1
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z(
PETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE 	 .0125
 
.0 8 4 . .... ... . .. 	 ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 

. . . . . .j. .. .
 . . . . . . .	 . .
 . . .
 
.083-­
.082--­
-
i 	 I I
.081-- - -- --

.080-- - ­
o .079-- + + 
z D­
w.078-­
077---------. 
o 	 .076 
D
 
.075--­o 	 .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
.074-­
.073 - -------­
6
.072--

.071 -----	 --­
.070 
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 80 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,1ORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFE089
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LTV44-559CA2B) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEOSO)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .598 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.F 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
BOFLAP .000 x 0BREF 	 936.6800 IN.
 0 .. XMRP 1109.0000 IN.
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YHRP .0000 IN.
 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
 SCALE .0125
 
l T1 mJ*l T t Il THi Till i nfl nflH Till Tm.4 8 it TT i- il i il Tm rn-i Tm iTT ti 1 m 	 r tinl H i 
.. ....
 .. ... .....

.4 8.-
.424-­
.420 -- - - - - - - - - ­
z .4162 - -- --	 - --­
' •:412 - - -!, 
z Lij 	 0i 
Y .408 -
LjL

w 
U-
.404- -, 
Ld .400 	 ' '-
C

< ,396I------- -­
-i 
Z .388-------------------------------------
O38.
 
-S 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 81 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=GBETAC=O, BETAOzO, AFEO90
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0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO9O)
 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.598 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 

SYMBOL 

SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 936.6000 IN.
BOLPBREF 

BOFLAP .000 Dx .000 	 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
Dy .000 IORB 6.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125

°0l'1!t11.... 
.038­
.0321---------------------------I 
.0---------------------------

U 
* .0 32 6-------------------­
.028z
 
z ­
u .02-----

H 
 II 
.018----------------------

S002 	 - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- ­
.014-fI­
-80816 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 81 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=GBETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFE090
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L 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE09O) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .598 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT. 
STAB 
BDFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
Dx 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF 
474.8100 
936.6800 
IN. 
IN. 
XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.0296--- - - - - - - ­
.0292---------------------------1---­
.029, , , , 
ui
.0284--- - - - - - ­
< 
.0280---,-­
.0276-- --- - - -­
.0272- -,­
u .0268---- - - - - - - - - ­
o .0264-- - - - - - - - - ­
- .0260 - -, ----- ­
< .0256 --­ ,­
.024-- ------------­1 .1 . 
48 16 24 32 40 48
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 81 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=BETAC=O, BETACC, AFE090
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO90)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .598 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690,0000 SOQFT.
 
LREF 474,8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 BREF 936.6800 IN.
BDFLAP 

.00 ox .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
.0060- -, 	 - ­
.0055­
. 0050 - - -! •, 
S.0045­
>" 	 T I L L
.0040---- -	 ' 
ztd 
UJ .003 	 ----------­
-

oJ .002--	 -'LL
w 	 i ; 
'" .005---	 - - - - - - -- -
U-I
W> 	 0 a- 1--2-- --- --- --- ­
.OWl WiL WL i LW L 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 81 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXJMITYALPHACz4,IORBrG,BETACO,9 BETAOzO, AFEO9O
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LTV44-55CCA2G) 74711 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEO90)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
LREF 474.8100 IN.
0 	 .598 
ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 

STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 IN.
936.68900 

SOFAP 

BREF 

.000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER ,0D0 	 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 
.... ....... I 	 " l.. 0 0 0 2 8 ..  I ..' - I .. .. 	 " " .. ........ " 	...... ....
 
.00024----------­
.00020 
 -
< 	
.00016 
DI .00012-, 
)z 	 .00008------,----
.00004---------­
ti 
z	 HIi 
u_ 	 .00004---- -- - - - - - - --
U
 
uO 	 .00008 
''
 
. 0 00 12-, 	 ,, 
S 	 000 6----

z	 i 
< 	 -.00020--- - - - - - - - ­
-.00024 -0----- ---­
till LW n II11 1111. tilf fWI 	 t Liii n l lIJ-.0002 8. 	 tll W Liii LW 111±14 tLl i Wl~l W trll i lS±1 11 ti ll l rtll 
-8 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 81 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=6,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFE090
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) CAFE090)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 SREF ' 2690.0000 SQ.F
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
0 .598 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC 

BREF 936.6800 
 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX .000 	 XMRP iios.OOO IN. )
 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN.
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.
BETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
i.........

. I.... ...r ..............................., ........ 
.... .... ....I
.0010. ....  ... .. ..... 

.0008--	 1 1
 
0006 	 -. -
X
 
.0004­
m 0--­
.0002--

C 	 ,
 
S- 0002" ----.
 
zi
 
rn .0004 ----­
z 
o .0010 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-.0008------

U -.0012-­
o -.0014
 
-. 0016 -­
.00183---------------------­
-8 0 81'6 24 32 40 4 8 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ 
FIG. 81 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,1ORB=GBETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFE090
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFEOSO2 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .598 ALPHAC 4.000 AFTAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.0 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN. 
ROFLAP .000 DxBDFAP .00O .000OOXMRP BREF 936.68001109.0000 IN.IN. 
DY .000 IORR 6.000 YMRP .0000 IN. 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. 
SCALE .0125 
.4 2 0' .......... ... . ml.... ... . .ll.nn... 1 ... .... . . .. ... ...irn l . l.n...  . ... ...... 
.412+ 
I~ IT)
 
.408-- - r­
.404---------------------------------­
.400--- - -
L .392 - --- ,­
hij
 
C
 
u .388 
.372-------­
.3------- - I - I-­
-8 6 16 24 32 40 48 56 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 81 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC4,IORB=GBETAC=O; BETAO=O, AFEO9O
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE090)
 
REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
SREF 2690.0000 S.FT
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 

0 598 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
DTA 5.000 D VN 5.000 BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
SDFLAP .000 OX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X 
DY .000 IORB 6.000 YMRP, .0000 . IN. Y 
ZIRP 375.0000 IN. Z
SETAC .000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
..... .J l'" J"... . .. • .... .... ... .. ......
. ....... " ... ..  1. .  .. 
mlm i, ~ 'mm mJ im lm Tm im rff if l nff ln rnlnlfr 
.099 - - - - - - - ­
.098 
f I I 
.095.---­
.094 -- ­
z 
4 .083--------------------- ------ ---
LL
 
L
<
 
.089-- ­
.088'-----­
.087 , - - - L --

T I-I I 

.086 ---- '
 
8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 

ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, CZ
 
FIG. 81 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,1ORB=SBETAC=O, .BETAO=O, AFE090
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56 
LTV44-559CCA26 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAPEOSI)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .600 ALPHAC 4.000 8ETAC .000 	 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT
 
STAB 	 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
BUFLAP .000 ox .000 	 IN. X
DL .000 	 XNRP 1109.0000 

DY .000 IORB 8.000 	 YMRP .0000 IN. Y
 
BETAS .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. Z SCALE .0125 
.5406
 
.532-----­
. 528- ­
zu; .524-	 ,o 1 1 J 
,-,
 
zLd .520 -	 , I 
LL . 5 16 -----
LL 
u .512 -- -'- - --
L tiLd 
Ctf .508--- - -- ­
-J< .50411-----	 / 
z .42* 92--j :'	 ­
~ 	 I 
488
 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 38 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 82 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,IORB=8,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFE091
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-------------------------------------------------
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE091) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .500 ALPHAC 
STAB 
4.000 
5.000 
BETAC 
ELEVONBFAo 
.000 
5.00000 00BREF 
SREF 
LREF 
, 2690.0000 
474.8100936.6800 
SO.FT 
IN.IN. 
BOFLAP 
DY 
BETAD 
.000 
.000 
.000 
DX 
IORB 
RUDDER 
.O0O 
8.OOO 
.000 
XMRP 
YMRP 
ZIRP 
SCALE 
1109.0000 
.0000 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. X( 
IN.Y( 
IN. Z( 
.044 -- - - - - - - ,--
.. 042----- ­
z .038------ - - - - - - - - - - ­
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uj
L •036 - , 
I-I
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 82 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,IORB=8,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFE091
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE091) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .600 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LRFF 474.800 IN. 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 BREFXMRP 938.68001109.0000 IN. IN.XO 
DY .000 [ORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.06 i-in i-ri- In rn, r-I4 lill itt I i-i- inl i-rn riry i-r, ntll}i rn II Imy Fi-rn t iln ltnflI iriiT i~llf t li t in ;1in,1 i-rn ii-.rrrt t illT ~ fTI?i-in 
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.0152--,
 
.0144­
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LuJ
 
x .0136 
Li.
 
Li.
 
LU 1 
o .0132---------------------------------------
LU
 
u .0128-

Li. .0124--------

-
-
I --­
x .0120---- -- -- ---­
-I 

.0112;1L 
Ii...
 
.010--m 
-4 4 8 12 16 20 24 26 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 bO 64
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 82 ORB. DATA. CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=8,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFE091
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO91)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .6800 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000. SO.FT,
 
5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
STAG 5.000 ELEVON BREF' 936 .6800 IN.
 
rBLAP .000 DX .D0n XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XC
 
DY .000 ]ORB 8.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
BETAC .000 RUDDER .00 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZC
 SCALE .0125
 
.. - --.0070 ...- .... - . . ....- ---....-.... 
.0065 
- 0II.I n' 
o .0060 -------­
--
.1 -1flz.00551 - I- --
Cc7)
 
-
LU ­
-to .0050 ---------------------5­
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.0035 , -­
i i I N' 
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32 6 I44

.003046
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U, .0 02 5 - , 
u .0020-, 
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•.0015" ­
.0005-- - - -, 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 82 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,IORB=8,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFEO91
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LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI CORBITER DATA) CAFE091
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 .00 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
SOFLA? .000 DX ,OO XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IOR8 8.OOO YMRP .0000 IN. YC
 
BETAD .000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
........ ............-­
. .. .----... ....... ...-- --.. .......... 
.00015 ... 

.00005- ­
.D0-5O---
00 005­
o 
 -. 00005x- I1 1 
-. 00010 
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z 
U -. 00035-- -- -) -----­
-. 00050 , 
S-000355[ 
< .00045 
82 -4. 4 8 21 0242 23 04i 852; O 
FIG82ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4, IOPBzSBETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFEO91
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0 
LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA] (AFEO1)
 
SYMBOL MAC14 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.600 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 	 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
BREF 336,6800 IN.
 
BDFLAP .000 DX ,000 XMRP 1109,0000 IN. XG
 
DY .000 ICnB 8.000 YMRP 0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375,0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125
 rmi ' n rl 1 1m mm r r l F Ir mI IA qb L H T m I I 1Tm mm i l nl l l I m l ni l m} 1l i i l l I flu m mlImFyII HIm r -rn I 7 F I i r
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. OZ
 
FIG. 82 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXJMITYALPHACz4,IORBz8,BETACzC, BETAOrO, AFE091
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LTV44-553C0A26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE091) 
SYMBOL 
0 
MACH 
.600 ALPHAC 
STAB 
BBFLAP 
Di 
SETAO 
ml firIInfl 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
4.000 BETAC 
5.000 ELEVON 
.000 Ox 
.000 IORB 
.000 RUDDER 
nll 14 1 i m fillt an fi~ll'' 
.000 
5.000 
.oo 
8.000 
.000 
l Tfi fIIll IIl nr Tll an T m i an f ill T i 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT, 
LREF 474.8100 IN. 
. EF 936.6800 IN. 
-M'RP 11o9.0000 IN. XO 
yMIP .0000 IN. YO 
ZiRP 375000O IN. ZO 
SCALE .0125 
m l l ll fifinl l fl 'ill anIII 
.524- -­
.520I -
.512- ] I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- '- - - -­
4 
z 
.504-------- - - -- - - - - -
Li-
Li­t--
- I• ------­
w 
.492- . C-1 
A X
-
.484---
.480 - ' 
, I EI -1 A
.47 
.476 
-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ 
FIG. 82 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,IORB=8,BETAC=O, BETAO=O, AFE091
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SYMBOL 
0 
LTV44-559(CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI 
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.600 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 
DY .000 IORB 8.000 
BETAO .000 RUDDER .000 
122-
CORBITER DATA) CAFEO91) 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
LREP 474.8100 IN. 
BREF 938.6800 IN. XMRP 1109.0000 IN.XO 
YMRP .0000 IN.YO 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN.ZO 
SCALE .0125 
.1198 
z 
Lii 
o 
LL 
.116------------------- - -
Lii .113-­
.112t--- -­
-4 0 4 8 12 6 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 80 G4
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 82 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHACr4ORB=3,BETAC=O, BETAOrO, AFE091
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO92)
 
SYMBOL MACN PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2890.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 LREF 474.8100 IN.BREF 936.6800 
 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 Oy .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
OY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000. ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 
SCALE .0125

.32 T. ll ll i ~ .. m .. .. .m...m .... .. ......... .......
.... "'" .. 1tn Tn i"" 'm m I............
r 'll 11flTl 	 T .... l..  l.. 
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z
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o 
 3°°...----------­
or 
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.27 6 j--- ...... . . . .. . .... 	 ....-..
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 83 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=5, AFF092
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY. 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) CAFE092)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
.000 SR5F 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC 

LREF 474.9100 IN.
 
BREF 936.6800 IN.
 
SOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
 
11. 1.... ....11 .1!1 
.024-----------------------­
.024-- ,
 
S ----------
--------------­
o .022- - - -- II -------------I 
-LJ
 
I ' z .021-------------­u
.02-
-
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-
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
.FIG. 83 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO5, AFEO92
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO92)
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION.
SYMBOL MACH 

.000 SREF 2690.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC 

LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
SREF 936.6800 IN.
 
BOFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. XO
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO
 
ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 
 SCALE .0125
 
... 
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l .
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP. DZ
 
FIG. 83 ORB. DATA9 CARRIER PROXIhITY,ALPHAC=4,IORBr4,BETACzC, BETAO=59 AFE092
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LTV44-559,CA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE092) 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .598 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 
B LAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
ox 
5.000 
.REF 
LREF 
XNRP 
474.8100 
936.6800 
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. X0 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRPSCALE 375.0000.0125 IN. ZO 
fra lf ltfllna -na n a nnna flml nfl aIn fllillan an n il l rn-] n-l l ml ~lm l ifi @ an@ m~l Ib 
-. 0560­
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 83 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,IORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=5, AFE092
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LTV44-559[CA2B) 747/1 ATY 02 S1 (ORBITER DATA) (AFEO92)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0 	 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2890.0000 SO.FT.
 
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 
 LREF 474.8100 IN.
 
AREF 936.6800 IN.

•OFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP 1109.0000 IN. X0 
DY .000 lORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 , IN. YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
 SCALE .0125
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 83 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC4,IORB=4,BETAC=O, BETA=, AFE092
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 SI (ORBITER DATA) (AFE092)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT. 
STAB 
BOFLAP 
5.000 
.000 
ELEVON 
DX 
5.000 
.000 
LREF 
BREF
XMRP 
474.8100 
936.6800
1109.0000 
IN. 
IN. 
IN. XO 
DY .000 JaRB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP SCALE 
375.0000 
.0125 
IN. ZO 
fll 'i-l i71 i-T 111 fliT r- I Tf lm l ai-, 71 -n IH I 1 iii,.i nw,Il Ii-r1m l -r ir il rrrt i-ri, fin *i-t 7 H ]mt r i-r i-nr- Hi-rr i-n ririr 
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 83 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,IRB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=5, AFE092
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 ATY 02 Si (ORBITER DATA) (AFE092)
 
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
SREF 2690.0000 SQ.FT.0 .599 ALPHAC 4.000 BETAC .000 
 IN.IN.
BOLP1REF474.810093668 ,
LREF
STAB 5.000 ELEVON 5.000 

BDFLAP .000 DX .000 XMRP II0.DO00 IN. X0
 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN, YO
 
ETAC' 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRP 375.0000 IN. ZO
SCALE 

.0125
 
.324 ...... . ...-.... ... n i... m. . . ........
. . I .l i ........  .. . . l l n 

.320 1-­
.3 1 6
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ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT FROM MATED POSITION. POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 83 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITY,ALPHAC=4,1ORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=5, AFE092
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LTV44-559CCA26) 747/1 A'TY 02 SI GORBITER DATA) CAFEO92) 
SYMEOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
.599 ALPHAC 
STA 
8OFLAP 
4.000 
5.000 
.000 
BETAC 
ELEVON 
DX 
.000 
5.000 
.000 
SREF 
LREFBREF 
XMRP 
2690.0000 
474.8100936.6800 
1109.0000 
SQFT. 
IN. 
IN, 
IN. X0 
DY .000 IORB 4.000 YMRP .0000 IN. YO 
BETAO 5.000 RUDDER .000 ZMRPSCALE 375.0000.0125 IN. ZO 
.0824l­
.0816--­
.08081 |-­
.0800kg---- ---­
92E.
o !,
 
.0784 --­i----------­-zu 07786 : 
m. .0768 
< (D .0760! ' 
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.0736-------­
0744 .....
  
.0720-------­
-8 0 8 16 24 32 40 48 56
 
ORBITER VERT. DISPLACEMENT'FROM MATEDPOSITION, POSITIVE UP, DZ
 
FIG. 83 ORB. DATA, CARRIER PROXIMITYALPHAC=4,1ORB=4,BETAC=O, BETAO=5, AFE092
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